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No: 9/90 Ref: EW/G90/06/25 

Aircraft Type 
and Registration: Pilatus Britten-Norman BN2T Islander, G-TEMI 

No & Type of Engines: 2 Allison 250-B 17C turbine engines 

Year of Manufacture: 1982 

Dale and Time (UTC): ~~90'at 1320 hrs 

Location: 

Type of flight: 

Persons on Board: 

Injuries: 

Bembridge, Isle of Wight 

Private (flight test) 

Crew -2 Passengers -None 

Crew-None Passengers- N/A 

fJ(,/?-7/YO 

Category: Ib 

Nature of Damage: Tailplane, fuselage and right wing buckled, main landing gear broken 

Commander's Licence: Commercial Pilot's Licence 

Commander's Age: 34 years 

Commander's Total 
Flying Experience: 2,729 hours (of which 930 were on type) 

Information Source: Aircraft Accident Repon Form submitted by the pilot 

A flight test was being carried out in wind conditions of 220°/17 kt, with slight gusts which had not 
been mentioned in the forecast. The first task was to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of 
BCAR K2-7 para 3.3, which states that "In the event of sudden failure of the Critical Engine at any I 
point in the take-ofT conducted in accordance with the recommended technique at any speed up to V2 it 
shall be possible to prevent a lateral divergence from the intended take-off path of more than 9.1 m (30 

feet)". Paragraph 3.4 goes on to state that "Where the aircraft is airborne at speeds below V2, it shall be 
possible ...... to re-land without the display of undue skill on the part of the pilot". V2 had been 
calculated on this occasion as 60 Knots Air Speed Indicator Reading (KASIR) and the pilot had decided 
to demonstrate compliance by using V2 ±. 5 KASIR. Engine failure, for the purpose of the 
demonstration, was achieved by closing the low pressure fuel cock at a speed which was judged as 
likely to produce the (seconds later) engine run-down at the chosen speed (60 KASIR, in this case ±5 
kt). 

Failure of the left engine was demonstrated to be satisfactory, with the engine run-down occurring at 63 

KASIR and with a lateral divergence of 3 m to the left. 
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A similar demonstration was carried out with a right engine failure but, on this occasion, the engine 

111n-down occurred at about 70 KASIR (V2 +.10). Immediately prior to the run-down, the aircraft 

))eCame airborne, stated by the pilot to be caused by a gust of wind, and drifted further to the right of the 
111nway centreline than would have been induced by the run-down alone. At a height of 35-40 feet and 

25-30 feet right of the centreline, the commander decided that there was insufficient distance remaining 

to accomplish a stop within the TODA. He therefore continued the take-off, believing that the weight of 
lhe aircraft would allow an adequate climb performance. However, the airspeed decayed, perhaps as 

lhe gust died down, and, despite the use of full power and flap retraction, the aircraft continued to sink 

to the ground. The height was too low to allow recovery of the airspeed and the aircraft descended in a 
high nose attitude, which the commander had maintained in order to increase survivability, and 

impacted with the ground at about 55 KASIR, beyond and to the right of the runway. 

There was no ftre and having made the aircraft safe the crew vacated it. 
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Lori Ann Peplinski Davia, thirty, a lovely woman with the 
high cheekbones of a fashion model; was pregnant on 15 
August 1990 with her first child. She was wonying about 
when the labor pains would start, not about the routine flight 
her husband, LT William C. "Catfish''. Davis;. thirty-three, 
and CAPI' Steven A. ~'Axle'! Hazelrlggiforty-two; chief test 
pilot of the Strike Directorate, were flying that morning in 
an old A-6 bomber. · . . ... , , .... 
· Hazelrigg was. in . the left, seat;dlyingl the, bOmbef~ away 
~m Pax River. and south toward the.Northem- Neck 1of 
Virginia.· A' divorced· and .. loving father: of. two daugh~rs. 
Hazelrigg was widely admired within.the Strike Directorate 
as a leader and an aviator. He was fun loving off duty bad · 
even dared to bring his sld boat with him when he reported 
to Pensaro\a as a flight student-tmd on duty led by example 
rather than intimidation. .. ··-: ..... · ..... , ;, .. ,.,· .. · . .. : 

Catfish Davis was sitting on the right iide~ in iho bombar· 
dier-navigator's seaL He was an old hand in the A-6. He had 
bombed Lebanon from one· A-6 in 1983 and ejected from 
another in 1984, miraculously landing safely in the predawn 
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'ark on the flight deck of the USS John F. Kennedy. I 'sh 
was a dedicated aviator who had been selected to wora. ·on 
the hush-hush A-12 stealth-bomber program at Pax but 
never forgot that he had a loving wife at home. 

Axle and Catfish were up in the sky in the A-6 because 
they were testing a new bomb for the plane. The two gradu
ates of TPS were resuming tests of the new dummy bomb 
they had taken aloft before. They were going along at 500 
knots at 5,000 feet, setting up to test how the weapon would 
withstand the bomber's pitching maneuvers. 

Steve Hazelrigg went into the up-and-down, nose-to-tail 
maneuver called a "sinusoidal stick pump" test to see if 
the bomb rode all right-if it stayed attached in stressful 
maneuvers. Suddenly, something broke between the control 
stick and the horizontal stabilizer on the tail. It rould have 
been a section of rod, a crank-tmy one of scores of pieces 
in the control line leading from the stick to the elevator. 
The leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer slanted upward 
into the oncoming air, forcing the tail to ride up over a hill 
of air. This pushed the tail of the bomber up and its nose 
down. Hazelrigg pulled back on the stick to bring the plane 
back up to level flighL Nothing happened. The plane stayed 
in its straight-down dive. Catfish felt the bomber go into a 
sickening left roll during the.dive..-.,.,. . -~··' ,, · ..... : .,, , ": 
, . The feeling was like having an elevato~: break awayfrom 
its overhead cable and plunge toward the. basement Ill 500 
miles per hour~You would find yourself up against the ceil
ing. of the elevator~-.'lbe lap and shoulder.bamesses held 
Axle and Catfish in their, seats, But they were being pushed . 
upward toward the canopy at a force 6.8 times their own 
Wel'ghL .. ' '.• .. ' •· "· . • . I • ' ' ' • . • \ ' n ... -~ •. ,,...'.·i:-:~.lj 11 • • ..._ .. __ -"·~· J:~:. ~ ., t r_•,.,. __ ' - .•...••• ·;~ .. ;.. 

· . uPulll'' ·CatfiSh tollt· Axle;. notn-ealizing the pilot had al· 
ready. tried. The horizontal stabilizer was stuck with its full 
leading edge up; rrhe plane was out of controL. The excruci
ating gravitational force. made il difficulHor. either flier to 
reach the ejection handles under his seat or behind his head. 
Somehow Catfish. reached down and got his hand around 
the lower handle.- The A-6 was diving at 550 knoia. The 
plane was .only 3,500 feet above the ground. Catfiab wu 
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being pushed up against the canopy roof with more negative 
Gs than the ejection system was designed to overcome. But 
it worked. Catfish was shot through the roof one tenth of a 
second before negative Gs would have incapacitated him. 
Steve Hazelrigg either did not want to eject, perhaps figuring 
he could regain control of the bomber, or was so stricken 
by the negative Gs that he could not reach either of his 
ejection handles. The A-6 is not rigged so. that Catfish could 
have ejected Axle along with himself-a flaw that infuriates 
those who fly the bomber. Axle rode the plane down to its 
head-first crash into the. earth. Pilot and plane disintegrated 
in a farm field near Burgess. VJ.rginia. . . :· . .•• . . . 

Catfish probably never. heard the "gotcha" snap of his 
parachute's opening. He was grievously injured and would 
never remember exactly what happened immediately before 
and after. his ejection. even under hypnosis. His parachute 
snagged a treetop, apparently providing a braked rather than 
sudden stop. An unimpeded smash into the earth probably 
would have killed him because of his many.injuries. He hung 
suspended in his chute.with just the balls of his feet touching 
the ground He was conscious but too.weakened by his many 
injuries to extricate himself from his harness...<~-·: .· .;:··· 

Hazelrigg and Davis had been in constant' electronic con
tact with engineers at Pax River,! The enginCers .were ,study
ing the telemetry coming: from., the·, bomber . as., it,. went 
through its maneuvers. Suddenly, the telemetry reVealed an 
unprogrammed. dive •. Then electronic contact. was .broken. 
The engineers sounded the alarm. .Salty. Dog 505 had gone 
off the radar scope, and one Emergency Locator Transmitter 

_ (ELD bad begun beepin&c · . "i ., • . • •• • · 
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DE:-:91LA081 http:ll~>-ww .rtsb gov'aviation DDI '91 AOS2.htm 
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YfSB Identification: DE:'\91 L\0!12 For details, refer to msn microfiche number -U3RR.\ 

Accident occurred JlJN-12-91 at DENVER, CO 
Aircraft: BOEI:\G DIIC-6-300, registration: N2-l2C\ 

I .. .., .... d nJunes: _ ... mnJure . 

AT DAWN, TilE PILOT .-\1\TI A :\IECHA1\1C \VE~I OUT TOPREFUGIITTIIE AIRCRAT A1\TI 
TIIEN FLY IT ON A LOCAL \f.\Il'{fEN;\NCE TEST FLIGIIT. TilE IIYDRAL1JC SYSTE:\1 
CffiCLlT BREAKER WAS !\OT "I:\" \\liEN TilE AIRCRAFT E!\GI1\"ES WERE STARTED. AS 
TilE RIGIIT ENGINE RP:\1 BEGAN TO INCREASE, TilE AIRCRAFT STARTED TO :\lOVE 
FORWARD. TilE PILOT APPLIED TilE BRAKES 01\'LY TO DISCOv"ER TIIERE WAS 1'\0 
IIYDRAUIJC PRESSURE INTI IE BRAKE LI1\'ES. BEFORE CORRECffi'E ACTION COULD BE 
TAKEN, TilE AffiCRAFT SffiCCK A PARKED AIRCRAFT. 
Probable Cause 
TilE PILOTS FAILURE TO PERFOR.\1 AN ADEQUATE PREFLIGIIT, I.E., 1'\0T FOLL0\\1NG 
TilE CIIECK LIST A1\'D TilE 1'\0R.\IAL BRAKE SYSTE.\1 WAS INOPERATIVE AS A RESLl...T 
OF l\0 IIYDRAULIC SYSTE!\1 PRESSURE (HYDRAULIC SYSTE!\1 CIRCUIT BREAKER NOT 
"IN"). 

Index for Jun 1991 I Index of:\lonths 
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+--············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 11 ·-------------·······························+ 
+ DATA REPORT 
+ EVENTSIPHASES 
+ 

OE HAV!LLANO-DHC6·3DO ACCIDENT + 

+ 

BRAKE-AIRCRAFT STANDING 
LOSS OF CONTROL-TAXIING 

COLLISION ~!TH OBJECT·OTHER·TAX!!NG 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··+ ++ 
<······················· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ···----------···-······> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ !CAD FILE : 91/0211·0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 

<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 91·D6-12 ++ MASS CATEGORY 2250 • 57DO KC 
TIME 05:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY UNITED STATES 
LICHT : DA~ ++ REGISTRATION N242CA 
GEN WEATHER : VHC ++ 

<··--------------------- LOCATION 
LOCATION DENVER,CO 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES 
DEPARTED DENVER,CO 
DESTINATION DENVER,CO 

++ 

------------------------> ++ <-----------
++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREW 
++ PAX 
++ 

DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ---------··> 
SUBSTANTIAL 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
D 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE ··-···-·-·-····· 
THE PILOT S1ARTED THE ENGINES FOR A TEST FLIGHT. THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ~AS NOT PRESSURIZED. AS N0.2 ENGINE STARTED UP AND 
THE OIL PRESSURE BECAN TO COME UP, THE PROPELLER CAME CUT OF THE FEATHER POSITION, PULLING THE A/C INTO A PARKED A/C. 
DRN: THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CIRCUIT BREAKER ~AS NOT "IN". THE PILOT APPLIED THE BRAKES ONLY TO DISCOVER THERE ~AS NO 
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE. 

•••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ···------·-· 
EVENT 1 BRAKE • AIRCRAFT STANDING 

!.NORMAL BRAKE SYSTEM - NO PRESSURE 
2.FL CRE~ PRE-FLIGHT CHECK PROCEDURE • INADEQUATE 
3.USE OF CHECK LIST • NOT FOLL~D 

EVENT 2 LOSS Of CONTROL • TAXIING 
EVENT 3 COLLISION ~ITH OBJECT-OTHER • TAXIING 

-····------·········-----····················· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 12 ··········-·-----------·--···········-·······+ 
+ U C!AL REPORT CESSNA·421 ACC + 
+EVENTS, ES ATC RELATED EVENT-EN-ROUTE + 
+ AIRCRAFT NEAR COLLIS!ON·BOTH AIRBORNE-EN-ROUTE + 

<···-··--·--······-···-- OP ON 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS -

FINAL REP 
<-----------
DATE 
TIME 
LICHT 
CEN ~ATHER 

++ 
ON ··········----··········> ++ <··········· 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREW 
++PAX 
++ 

E DATA ·············-······---> 
1/0485·2 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
NE 

FATAL SER! 
0 0 
0 0 

!NOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
D 0 0 

0 0 
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• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • Accident DoscrlpUon 

~ 
~ 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 

C/n: 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
Location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
Flight: 
Remarks: 

Accident description 

16.09.1991 
Antonov 71 
Aeroflot/Tshersk Aviation Plant 
SSSR-74002 

07-03 (1/n) 
1990 
fatalities I on board 
fatalities I on board 

13 fatalities I on board 
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky (Russia) 

Take-off 

- (Rightnumber ) 

caught fire and crashed. 

Source: 

Copyright© 1996-2000 Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated 3 January 2000 

0712312000 7:43PM 
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NTSB AVIATION ACCIDENT/INCIDENT DATABASE REPORT 
Report Number: FTW92LA040 

f: 1 cr6 h~he 'it.Z.. ?'( 

General Information 
Local Date: 
Local Time: 
City/State: 
Airport Name: 
Airport Id: 
Event Type: 
Injury Severity: 

Operations Information 
Category of Operation: 
Aircraft Type: 
Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Operator Doing Business As: 

12/10/1991 
08:55 CST 
ARLINGTON, TX 
ARLINGTON HUNI 
GKY 
ACCIDENT 
NONE 

GENERAL AVIATION 
HELICOPTER 
SUBSTANTIAL 
570 LANDING 
BELL BHT-206-L3 

fZ-/Iqfl / 

/1¥L---

Operator Name: BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON 
Operator Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON 

Narrative 
THE EXPERIMENTAL CERTIFICATED HELICOPTER WAS BEING TEST FLO WN AS 
PART OF THE HEIGHT VELOCITY DIAGRAM DEVELOPHENT FOR THE 206L4 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM. THE TEST PILOT WAS CONDUCTING ABORTED 
TAKEOFFS WHEN AT 30 FEET AND 50 KNOTS HE INITIATED AN 
AUTOROTATION. THE COLLECTIVE WAS LOWERED SLIGHTLY AND A HIGH 
DESCENT RATE OCCURRED. DURING TilE DESCENT THE HAIN ROTOR RPM 
DECREASED AND THE HELICOPTER LANDED HARD RESULTING IN TAILBOOM 
BUCKLING AND SEPARATION OF THE TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SHAFT. TilE 
PILOT'S APPLICATION OF COLLECTIVE BEFORE TOUCHDOm~ DID NOT ARREST 
THE DESCENT RATE. 

Probable Cause 
THE HELICOPTER'S AUTOROTATIONAL LM~DING PERFORMANCE CAPABIL ITY 
WAS EXCEEDED. FACTORS WERE TilE PROPER DESCENT RATE WAS NOT 
POSSIBLE FOR THE PIC AND SUFFICIENT INFORHATION FROM 
TIIEHAl<'UFACTURER WAS NOT PROVIDED. 

Aircraft Information 
Number of Seats: 
Aircraft Use: 
Type of Operation: 
Domestic/International: 
Passenger/Cargo: 
Registration Number: 

2 

14 CFR 91 
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-
Air Carrier Operating Certificates: 
Aircraft Fire: 

Injuries 
Fatal Serious Minor None 

Crew 0 0 0 2 
Pass 0 0 ·0 0 
Other 0 0 0 0 

Landing Gear: 
Certificated Maximum Gross Weight: 
Engine Make: 
Engine Model: 

NONE 

SKID 
4150 
ALLISON 
250C-30P 
1 Number of Engines:. 

Engine Type: TURBO SHAFT 
Environment/Operations Information 

Basic Weather Conditions:VISUAL 
Wind Direction (deg): 
Wind Speed (knots): 
Visibility (sm): 
Visibility RVR (ft): 
Visibility RVV ( sm) : 

METEOROLOGICAL 
0 
0 
12 
0 
0 

CONDITIONS (VMC) 

Cloud Height Above Ground Level (ft): 25000 
NONE 
NONE 
DAYLIGHT 
NONE 
NONE 

Visibility Restrictions: 
Precipitation Type: 
Light Condition: 
Flight Plan Filed: 
ATC Clearance: 
VFR Approach/Landing: 
Event Location: 

Pilot-in-Command 

SIMULATED FORCED LANDING 
ON AIRPORT 

Certificates: COMMERCIAL, FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR 
Ratings: 

Plane: 
Non-Plane: 
Instrument: 

Had Current BFR: 
Months Since Last BFR: 
Medical Certificate: 
Medical Certificate Validity: 

WAIVERS/LIMITATIONS 

Flight Time {Hours) 
Total : 8200 Last 24 Hrs : 
Make/Model : 100 Last 30 Days: 
Instrument 60 Last 90 Days: 
Multi-Engine: 0 Rotorcr:aft : 

SINGLE ENGINE LAND 
HELICOPTER 
AIRPLANE, HELICOPTER 
YES 
12 
CLASS 2 
VALID MEDICAL-WITH 

2 
20 
50 

7800 
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NTSB AVIATION ACCIDENT/INCIDENT DATABASE 
Report Number: DEN92LA036 

General Information 
Local Date:Time 
City:State 
Airport Name: Id 
Event Type: 
Injury Severity: 

Operations Information 
Category of Operation: 
Aircraft Type: 
Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Operator Name:Code ENSTROM 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

Narrative 

02/29/1992:10:22MST 
LEADVILLE: CO 
LAKE COUNTY: LXV 
ACCIDENT 
NONE 

GENERAL AVIATION 
HELICOPTER 
SUI3STANTIAL 

? 
MANEUVERING 
TJI-U!> 

HELICOPTER CORPORATION:EAHA 
ENSTROM HELICOPTER CORP - EAJU\ 
ENSTROM HELICOPTER CORPORATION 

THIS WAS ONE OF A SERIES OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST FLIGHTS LEAD! NG 
TOWARDS FAA CERTIFICATION OF THE MODIFIED HELICOPTER. DATA POINTS 
FOR THE HEIGHT VELOCITY CURVE HAD BEEN COLLECTED AND THE PILOT WAS 
ATTEMPTING TO CONFIRM THEIR ACCURACY. AT 46 KNOTS AND 400 FEET 
AGL, THE PILOT MADE AN INTENTIONAL AUTOROTATION. HE SAID THE SINK 
RATE WAS HIGHER TIU\N PREVIOUSLY NOTED, AND HEAVY ROTOR 13LADE STALL 
MADE THE FLARE INEFFECTIVE. THE PILOT SAID A DOWNDRAFT MAY HAVE 
PRECIPITATED THE ACCIDENT. 

Probable Cause 
THE PILOT MISJUDGING THE DESCENT RATE AND CONSEQUENTLY DELAYING 
THE FLARE. A FACTOR I'IAS: DOWNDRAFT. 

Aircraft Information 
Number of Seats: 
Aircraft Use: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Aircraft Fire: 

Injuries 
Fatal Serious 

Crew 0 0 
Pass 0 0 
Other 0 0 

Landing Gear: 

Minor None 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 

Certificated Maximum Gross Weight: 

3 

14 CFR 91 
8631E 
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-
Engine Make:Model 
Number of Engines: 

ALLISON:250-C20W 
1 

Engine Type: TURBO SHAFT 
Environment/Operations Information 

Basic Weather Conditions:VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (VMC) 
Wind Direction (deg):Speed (knots) 340:5 
Visibility (sm):. .. . 30 
Visibility RVR (ft) · 0 
Visibil1ty RVV (sm}: 0 
Cloud Height Above Ground Level (ftl: 0 
Visibility Restrictions: NONE 
Precipitation Type: NONE 
Light Condition: DAYLIGHT 
Flight Plan Filed: NONE 
ATC Clearance: NONE 
VFR Approach/Landing: 
Event Location: ON AIRPORT 

Pilot-in-Command 
Certificates: COMMERCIAL, AIRLINE TRANSPORT, FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR 
Ratings: 

Plane:SINGLE ENGINE LAND, MULTIENGINE LAND, SINGLE ENGINE SEA 
HELICOPTER, FREE BALLOON 
AIRPLANE, HELICOPTER 

Non-Plane: 
Instrument: 

Had Current BFR: YES 
Months Since Last BFR: 8 
Medical Certificate: CLASS 1 
Medical Certificate Validity: 

/LIMITATIONS 
VALID MEDICAL-NO WAIVERS 

Flight Time (Hours) 
Total : 6479 Last 24 Hrs 0 
Make/Model : 889 Last 30 Days: 50 
Instrument : 668 Last 90 Days: 97 
Multi-Engine: 1657 Rotorcraft 4225 
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USAF Will Not Repair YF-22A'. =;:_j2.:l 
Following Crash Duri~g Flight Test_: 

. -·. ·~~~' ..... ··,:.... "': .·- :;t~ t 

MICHAELA. DoRNIIEIMtLosANGELD -·-- .. . : '··"<:~:' :· ~--~-;~ 

'T'he YF-22A prototype wiD not be re
.1 paired followinJ its crash, which 

abruptly ended the current U. S. Air 
Force advonced tactical fiJhter fliJht test 
program. Testing wiD nstart with produc
tion prototypes, S<t to ny in 1995. 

The Lockheed prototype bellied onto 
the Edwards AFB nmway on Apr. 2.5 
and cauJht fire while sliding several thou
sand feet down the concrete strip. 

Lockheed test pilot Tom Mor-genf'eld 
climbed out ol the cockpit by himself af
ter the ain:raft came to a haiL He suffered 
only a sore back. The ain:raft pancaked 
onto the nmway after several cycles ol 
severe pitch oscillation that surted during 
a go-around. 

Officials believe this was the lint time a 
go-around had been conducted using 
thrust vectoring in afterburner while re
tracting the gear. "It's probably a sleep
er" problem area in the fliJht envelope 
that had not prniously been investigated, 
an executive familiar with the program 
speculated. 

Air Feme chief ol staff Gen. Merrill A. 
McPeak said the ny-by-wire fliJht control 
system gains wiD be checked, and if they 
are deficient then it wiD be a ""'latively 
straiJhtfonvard software fix." McPeak 
noted that the horizontal tail has mo... 
motion when the landing gear is down 
than when it is np. 

The Pratt & Whitney YFI 20-powered 
YF-22 burned for about a half hour. The 
other YF-22 prototype powered by GE 
YFII9 engines wiD not be ....rovated. 
.. It•s a sad way to end a program." a 
Lockheed official said. 

The Air Force portnyed the cnsh as a 
minor setback, saying that mo... than 
90% ol the EMD test objectives had been 
accomplished and three-<juaners ol the 
test hours had been flown. 

All structural loads and all vibration 
and acoustic data had been measured to 
help in designing the production airaaft. 
The last few fliJhts were collecting aero
elastic data. and the fmal fliJht was also 
measuring weapons bay noise. The pilot 
was oonductinJ nybys II the end of the 
2.2-hr. mission when the accident oc
cumd. 

Tests that were not performed include 
maximum performance maneuvers, eo
gine transients and other propulsion 
checks. The ain:nft was owned by Lock
heed during dem/val, but it became Air 
Force property when EMD started Aug. 
:z. 

The ain:nft was not ruined, and one 
official estimated that 20-2.5% of the 

YF-22A CRASH 

structnre was destroyed by the fire. The 
test data ...corders in the nose survived 
and telemeuy was being ...corded as well, 
giving investigators information to help 
determine the cause of the aocidenL 

The fint approach was uneventful, and 
the go-around was initiated routinely by 
using military thrust and retracting the 
landing gear. The dilTerence with the sec
ond go-around was that the afterburner 
was activated. The oscillations started im
mediately after the afterburner was eo
gaged and the gear was commanded up. 

THR£1 UP-DOWN CTCUS 
The aircraft appeared steady on ap
proach. with large jerky motions in the 
tailplanes typical ol unstable ny-by-~ 
ain:rafl. Howt"Yer, it appeared to be over
controlled in a tail-aspect videotape that 
shows the last 1-' sec. of fliJhL 

There are th= irregular cyeles or up
down motions in the last '-' sec., starting 
with a nose-up attitude and ending with 
impact just as the ain:raft began to rotate 
up again rmm a level attitude. The excur
sions are bounded by roughly 20 deg. up 
and 5 deg. down. The videotape shows 
the tailplanes and thrust-vectoring noz• 
zles moving in concert to drive the pitch 
motions. AiJspecd was in a proper range, 
an offJcial said. and the ain:raft can be 
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... ' .. 
seen rising and falling, indicating the 
wing was not stalled. ._ 

During the early part ol the pitch oscil
lations the afterburners were on, but they 
shut off about ' sec. before impact. The 
vectoring nozzles are slaved directly to 
tailplane motion ala given speed, and the 
gearing ratio does not depend upon the 
thrust setting, As a RSUit, operating in. 
afterburner gives more powerful pitch re
sponse and could alter pitch stability. 

The landing gear was in banSit at the 
beginning ol the pitch oscillations. and 
appeared to be fully retracted 2.5 sec. he
fore impact. Gear retraction ~uces pitch 
authority in the fliJht control laws. 

""My impression is there's nothing 
wrong with the ain:rafl. • an official said. 
"Prom the video, it appean there's no 
...ason to think there's any problem with 
the thrust vectorin& bcin& out ol sync. 
Maybe it was in an area that was not 
investigated in dem/vaL It looks like the 
pilot ran into somethinJ and was too 
close to the ground to ...cover.• . 

Afterburner was used with thrust vec
toring in dem/val, but at hiJher altitudes 
and without gear· retraction. No classic 
pilot-induced oscillation surveys were run 
in dem/vaL The YF-22 has a sidestick 
controller with about 0.7'-in. throw from 
neutral to full-aft stick. [] 

I 

I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 50 ·············································+ 
+ DATA REPORT BEECH·90 KING AIR ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES DOOR/PANEL FAILURE-CRUISE + 
+ PRESSURIZATION FAILURE-CRUISE + 

+·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ ++ 
<····-----------·------- OPERATION ---------------------··> ++ <-------------·-········ FILE DATA ·-----------------·--··> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 95/1150·0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ····-··-··> ++ <·-·······-··········· AIRCRAFT DATA -------------------·-> 
DATE 95·11·03 
TIME 15:00 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT 
GEN ~THER : VMC 

<······················· LOCATION 
LOCATION WICHITA,KS 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES 
DEPARTED WICHITA,KS 
DESTINATION WICHITA,KS 

++ MASS CATEGORY 2250 • 5700 KG 
++ STATE OF REGISTRY UNITED STATES 
++ REGISTRATION N93RY 
++ 
++ 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CRE\J 
++PAX 
++ 

DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
SUBSTANTIAL 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
0 0 0 2 0 2 
0 0 0 1 0 1 

••••·••••••••••·• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
DURING A MAINTENANCE TEST FLIGHT AT 14,500 FT, THE PILOT NOTICED A WHISTLING NOISE AND DECIDED TO CHECK THE CABIN DOOR FOR 
AIR LEAKS. HE PUSHED THE CABIN DOOR BUTTON AND TURNED THE HANDLE FROM THE NEUTRAL TO THE LOCKED POSITION, THEN BEGAN 
PUSHING ON THE CABIN DOOR. THE DOOR OPENED. NO ANOMALIES WITH OF THE CABIN DOOR WERE FOUND. THE PILOT DID NOT OBSERVE THE 
CAUTION PLACARD ON THE DOOR NOR THE EMERGENCY DOOR WARNING NOTICE IN THE FLIGHT MANUAL. 

EVENT 1 DOOR/PANEL FAILURE • CRUISE 
1.DOOR • LEAK/LEAKED 

•••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ••·••·•••••• 

2.FLIGHT CREW PROCEDURES • NOT FOLLOWED 
l.DOOR • OPEN 

EVENT 2 PRESSURIZATION FAILURE • CRUISE 

-
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T .... ·- . 
.LcDR Steve 'EaSibuig:O!.'IPS.:erass .. too and LT sean 
Brennan of aass. 9?;,both. tf#.li=!hi~.Y.eiU:s old, were pre:. 
paring to take the S:~J~g·~~ aircraft tip over . , 
the Olcsapeak~. ~ay. !6 ~ ~ ~;!~!. ~e~ missi6Ii. Jb.e . -
idea was to. do the aerial equivalent or reverse engineering. 
Fust. they woul~-_fty ~-~:ltfn#gh ~.sCties ¢ ~ ma- , 
neuvers while im elaborate: network: of· instruments ·moni- · 
tored and_ ~ed::w~tJi.ijipe~Z~~:~~:,piail<~N.ert.: 
engineers and te<ilinf~}liL~~:~t!tid_ would.~ the_ 
information gained and use it to fine tnne the simulatOr. The 
payoff would be a.n.iillct~~ ~f0i:"for.·pn~~-tijing
todmasterthe .. S:-~-_ll!ld~Y,3-rlo~ ~~i~~g ~~-~!i~-~cl~. 
a verse ones. · · _ _ · 

~--·- ~ --~- .. '$- --. -- -· .... -~ ..... _.; _ _. - •••• ;:.#. -·-·· .. --

The flight .plan-,_~-~.~~ ~,!=V~loped before 
Eastburg and .Bre~~~::.~WJ-ed..<!-P. ~~ecil~_}~ .Jbey 
discussed what they; were going- tb do~: steP by step,. with 
other aviators and engiileers .. before. climbing into the 5-3 
designated Waterbug~Nothing.Ioo~ partic:Ulaiiy risky.· 
Engineers at the Chesapeake Test Range at Pax· River would 
be watching for;_trmibl~ .. tl:u~JV~'?~.t!Jn.c·they 'were airbOrne;_· 

. . .. ~ .. 
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• 
Eastburg, a naval flight officer, would be in the right seat 

of the 8-3, workina the radios, studying several of the key 
Instruments In the cockpit, and taking down data. Brennan, 
the pilot, would be flying from the left scat and taking the 

-plane from one point in the sky to another to complete a 
long list of maneuvers. 

The rough part of their rid~e part that inspired the 
name "vomit comet"-would come when Brennan pitched 
the S-3 up and down, rolled it from wingtip to wingtip, and 
swerved it from left to right in a series of skids called yaws. 
The fust set of these stomach-jolting maneuvers would be 
done at an altitude of 10,000 feet at a speed of 305 knots. 
The second set would be down in the rougher air at 5,000 
feet at an even faster speed, 365 knots. 

The 8-3 is a twin-engine jet with thick wings and a tail so. 
taU that it has to be folded over from the top to fit In carrier 
hangar bays. Pilots regard it as a solid aircraft that flies 
smoothly. Eastburg and Brennan felt safe in iL They had no 
fears the airplane would break during the maneuvers that 
lay ahead of them this sunny afternoon of 29 April 1~ .. 

After a quick lunch. and an .extensive preflight briefin& 
the aviators took off without incident and steadied the .s-3 
at 10,000 feet in clear air over. the Chesapeake a tcw miles 
east of Pax. River •. Brennan. worked the throttles. and trim · 
until he had the plane straight· and level ilt 305 knots. East.;· 
burg watched the gauges and answered such standard radio 
calls from.the ground aa."Waterbug.736,•you're five miles 
from the boundary.!! Sean Brennan pushed the stick forward 
and . badward ~in 1 ever-decreasing : intervals.~/Ibe.: plane;. 
pitched up and:down·like a• bucking' bronco• HO· IIWlJilg,the : 
stick left and right in,, the: same' quickening· sequence.~ The· • 
plane rolled like a canoe being smacked on ·its. sides. by -
higher and, higher waves.· Sean went. into rudder sweep&· to 
generate the yawing, pushing. the left rudder pedal. then the 
right, then the left, then the right. The motion causes queasi
ness in the guts for even veteran pilots. ·. 

AU that done, with lunch swirling uneasily in' their atom ... 
achs, Steve and Scan descended to 5,000 feeL Sean put~ the . 
rtane through the same set of punishing maneuvers at 36S 

t\1\U\\J \\ 
\1:1 ~JVU&:I 

knots. The ride became rougher at this taster s~ \1\ \\\e 
thicker air. He waa in the middle of the aame sickening 
rudder sweeps when Steve heard the noise of catastrophe 
coming from somewhere in the aft. fuselage. . . . . 

Craaackl . . · 
. Steve had never heard such a chjmng sound in an airplane. 
It sounded like a tree snapping in half during a windstoiDL 
They knew the plane had broken, but not where. Telemetry 
would show that the top of the giant tail had broken off
meaning that Sean could no longer make the plane move 
left or right with the rudder pedals. At about the same in
stant one of the elevators needed to make the plane go up 
or down snapped off. The plane went out of control • .It 
rolled, pitched, and yawed violently. Each new gravitational 
force pushed or pulled the aviators in a different direction 
as they sat in their seats,' their shoulder and lap harness 
straining to: hold them. down. Steve glanced over at Sean 
and saw he was still fighting the airplane. His body was so 
tWisted by the pile. up, of gravitational.forces. that Steve 
doubted he could reach the. ejection, handle even though it . 
was now obvious that they had to leave tho.wrecked.planc 
or die. Steve managed to get his hand around the ejection 
handle under- hisi_seaticas•.Sean. started.:the·~·~Eject;, eject, · 
eject'' command;~- · · ·· · 

. It was less than' two' secorids" betWeen~ .whenf they· were 
confronted with. the emergency and when Steve pulled the 
ejection handle. They would learn later that waiting another . . , 

. split second would have killed them both.•'QlQ rockets under. 
the; seats of· Steve·•and .Sean Ignited,, blaSting\thcDL through · · · · 

. the 'plastic roof of the cockpit just before it,bccamc'a death · 
. trap., The '8-3 skidded Around until it. was·.hurillng:through · 

the air: tiill fust, and the right wing btoke! off at -ltll root in 
the fuselage, pouring.fucl into the onrushing air. The atom· 
izedi fuel exploded into;a fireball,. probably .• from: the· en~ 
gino exhaust. . · . 
. . Steve and Scan did riot know what was happening to the 
airplane at the time.• Only·later would telemetry tell the 
story: so much force slapped into the sides of t4e· rudder 
that it could not take it. and snapped. 



After the accident there was a lot . of second guessing 
within the test-pilot community at Pax River. Questions in· 
eluded: Why had not the engineers at Force Warfare discov
ered the dangers inherent in such high-speed rodder sweeps *" 
before they wrote the light plan for Eastburg and Brennan 
to carry out? Why did not the engineers and technicians 
watching the telemetry while the light was in progress see 
the problems before disaster struck and call off the tests? 
Eastburg and Brennan did not join in on this second guess- . 
ing. which comes in the wake of such accidents.. I found 
myself wondering whether the accident showed the need for 
a better computerized data base of what had happened to 
the S-3 before on similar tests. . . . 
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Navy Investigating Crash 
Of T-45A Test Aircraft · 
EDWARDS AFB. CAUF. 

ANavy/McOonneU Douglas T-45A 
test ainnft suffered extensive damage 

when it veered of!' the runway immediate
ly after landing and bit the remains of a 
building foundation here. The pilot eject
ed safely. 

The II :33 L m. accident oa:urred on 
June 4 as LL Owen P. Honan, a Navy 
test pilot assigned to the Strike Aircraft 
Test Dir<ctorate at NAS Patuxent River, 
Md., was completing a feny flight to Ed· 
wards AFB. The Navy's single-engine 
trainer was to undergo seven.! weeks of 
engineoperahlli~tG~h= 

• 

, I . . 

C 1~ t.··! I , lf ) 
, (. 1~ ' I L-

.. 
• 

Honan made a standard Navy ap
proach to Edwards' Runway 22, landing 
about ~ ft. beyond the threshold. When 
aU three landing gear contacted the run
way, the ainnft immediately veered to 
the left and ran of!' the conc:me about 
1.~ ft. past the touchdown poinL 

IL 1 T -451 lUI aln:nti'IIOU gar, rtgllt IIIII gar ... r1vJd wfnltiJ W11'1 sllurd Dtlwtla till 
tnlaor IDtl lllii'IIIWIY lfllr laadllllll Unrds ArB.. Tbt pBat e)tcld utely. ' . · :·· 

The pilot managed to avoid bitting a 
truck and two men parked near the run· 
way, then ejected as the trainer became 
uncontrollable in the rough desert temoin. 

After it struck the conc:me foundation 
of an old building site, the ainnft appar
ently skidded sideways 100 ft. until it 
stopped. still uprighL The right wing tip, 

nose gear and right main landing gear 
were ripped off: The left main gear col· 
lapsed, but was still alt!Ched to the wing. 
A small r'"' appeared to have caused mi· 
nor damage around the engine tailpipe. 

Landing winds were light and variable, 
measured at !GO than 10 kL and generally 
down the runway, aa:ording to LL Cdr. 
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James W. Galanie, a pilot and safery of!i. 
cer from NAS Patuxent River. 

Cause o( the accident is being investi
gated by a Navy accident board. The full 
extent of damage to the No. I T-45A IGt 
ainnft was still being lSSGSed by Navy 
and McDonnell Douglas officials as of 
early last week. 0 
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standolf Jammin& for an hCtical air opera
tions would be assigned to the Navy. The 
committee denied the Air Force's 
for $68.6 million to upgrade ill 

electronic warfare aircraft. •::;:~:; 
in& for the Navy's EA-6B ai 
be doubled. to $97.3 

Probers Ere Fuel Starya~io~ .? ::· 
As Fador 1n V-22 Acc1dent ·,·,, 
DAVID A. BltoWNJFr. WOttll!, STANLEY W. ICANDEBOti'HILADELPIIIA -· , ;, 

Fundin& for Navy 
RC-J3S signals 

AirForce r----------------------
craft would be 
COUUL The 
determine 
should be u¢aded 

ptherin& air· 
in a single, ac

ol Defeuse would 
the two aircraft 
perform the mis-

>,r.<:J-ullill<on cut in funding ~ ihe 
B-l]~mh<.-. The biD also cans addi-

B-IB and B-Sltests to onstrate 
conveutional bombin& capa · ties. 
• Authorizin& S2.6 · · to proceed 
with work on the last ur B-2 bombers. 
• A reduction ill e total numb<.- ol 
Tomahawk · inissileo to be procured 
by the Navy, from 200 to 100. [J 

CICl!dl If Bd/Bnlot 1·%% m..mr ll1:nll bs ll1:nll·tnoe PIWII' 1mr 1 lolllr riP! 11 
cntnl CIIISGit (ldntl1ld 'J bllct ... rdn l1rtpM drdaL rlllllr tlln I celleclln Clltral. 

Investigators seeking the cause ol the 
crash ol a prototype Bell/Boeing V-22 

were concentratin& on the possibility that 
fuel starvation caused the aircnft to lose 

in both en&ines u it wu approach
a Iandin& at the U. S. Marine Corps 

base at Quantico, VL (A W~ July 27, 
p. 23). 

The ern> is believed to have told the 
Quantico control tower shortly before the 
July 21 accident that they had at least 20 
min. worth of fuel on board. This would 
have been the amount normaUy carried ill 
the two tanks in the en&ine nacelles. 

Accuracy of the fud quantity indica
ton for an five tanks WU IO be checked II 

was the possibility that the fuel system 
could have the capability of trapping fud 
so it wu unusable. About 75 pl. ol fud 
wu found ill the tanks after the aircnft 
WIIJOCO>aed from the Potomac River. 

Most uf the wreckage uf the prototype 
tilt-rotor aircraft wu recovered from the 
river WI week. u were the WI of the 
bodies ol the seveu persons killed in the 
accident. 

Recovery oflicia1s said an of the major 
components of the V-22 had been located 
and an were expected to have been recov
ered within 1 few days. 

Vldoo pictures ot the aircnft liken dur· 
in& its fatal plunge illto the river appar
ently showed that while both rotor-props 
continued to turn, neither appeared to be 
receivin& much, if any, power. The air· 
craft crashed while it wu transitionills 
from forward, win&-bome ffi&ht to heli
copter, rotor-borne ffi&ht. The nacelles 

.... -·· ~ ., .. , '"': - . ";' 

and roton Were travdinc throu&h an an
gle of about 60 deg. from the horizontal 
when the aircnft suddmly dropped into 
the river. The V-22 struck the water in an 
approximate S deg. nose down attitude 
and roUed to the ri&ht about 5 deg. 

Both uf the V-22's Allison T406 fm: 
turbine twboshaft en&ines were recovered 
from the river and were heine sent to the 
Naval Air Test Center at Patuxent River, 
Md., for tc:ardown and analysis. The fuU. 
authority digital electronic control 
(F ADEC) fud controllers from each en
cine also were recoverod. 

The a.irc:nft's wing wu reco•aed in 
two pieces, and most oC the fuselage, in
cluding the cockpit. also wu lifted from 
the river by 1 salvage baJie. 

Inveoticatoro last week also ....,.. Jook. 
in& at 1 numb<.- uf other questions which 
may bear on the accident cause. These 
include: 
• Qualifications ot the pilots flying the 
aircraft. Boeing test pilot Pat Sullivan, 
was the nominal pilot-in-commond dur· 
in& the ffi&ht. and Marine Corpa Maj. Bri
an I. I ames, wu copilot. Both died in the 
crash; 
• Preru&ht planning, includin&what ron
tingency planning wu oonducted to per· 
mit refudin& en route and for other 
possible inlli&ht anergencies. 
• Communications en route and with the 
control facilities at the final destination 
and whaber the crew reported low fud or 
any other anergeucy durin& the ffi&ht. 
• Emergeucy trainillg received by the 
ffi&ht ern>, especially in ngard to en&ine 
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fire warnings or other inflight emergen
cies that could requiJe an immediate spe
cific response. 
• Layout of the V-22 cockpit, especially 
repnling the location of emerzmcy con
trols and how the cockpit may have dif. 
fered fundamentally from other rotary· 
wing or fixed-wing ain:nft the pilOIS had 
previously flown. 
• Reasons for seven people flying on 
board the V-22. which was an experimen
tal night test vehicle. F1ight crews on 
such ain:nft are normally restricted to 
two or three people. 
• Olanges or other modifications made 
to the ain:nft while it was at Eglin AFB. 
Fla.. during the four months preceding 
the accident, cspcci.ally any modifications 
that could have affected the cngioes, pow· 
er transmission, night contro~ emergency 
warning or fire suppression systems. 

Sullivan, 43, served as an Anny hcli· 
copter pilot in VICI!WD and later gnduat· 
ed from the Navy Test Pilot School at 
Patuxent River. He was a former Bell 
employee aod had flown both the tilt-rotor 
X-U and V-22 cxtcDSivdy. He had boc:n a 
Boeing project lest pilot since 1989 aod 
was designated the company's prime pilot 
for the V-22 program. James, 34, graduat· 

ed from the same school in Jane, 1991. 
Initial unconfirmed reports last week 

indicated the V-22 may have boc:n low on 
fuel when it neared Quantico. Initial 
night planning called for a nonstop night 
from Eglin to Quanli<:o, with 1111 optiolla1 
fuel stop en route. 

DISCRmONART STOP 
This stop was to have boc:n made at the 
night . crew's discmion if stronger-than
forecast headwinds or other conditions 
made completion of the night lllllikcly as 
planned. 

The crew apparently elected to overfly 
the refueling point. 

These reports also indicated the night 
crew aod the Quantico air traffic control 
facility discussed the ain:nft's fuel supply 
Immediately before the aa:idenL How· 
ever, the ain:nft's crew &l'!"'=dY did 
not indicate the fuel supply was sullicient
ly low to declare an emerzmcy. 

The V-22 has a maximum nnge of 
about 2,(XXl mi. when canying a light 
payload and maximum fuel. The aircraft 
which crashed, in addition to carrying 
seven crcwmembcrs, also carried a pallet 
of test equipment in the aft cargo bay. 
How much this additional weight could 

have cost in potential nnge is being inves
tigated. . 

The aa:idcnt investigators also ""' ... 
peeled to look at the V-22'1 power man
agement system. The ain:raft is equipped 
with an ain:nft-typc thronle lever, which 
travels forward to inercase engine power 
and-during rotor-borne Oight-the col
lective pitch angle of the blades rL the two 
rotan. Rearward movement of this throt· 
tie reduces engioe power and-in rotor· 
borne night-the coOcctive pitch angle rL 
the blades. . 

A decision was made during the ini· 
tiaJ design phase of the program to use 
the aircraft-type throttle system rather 
than the standard helicopter-type coUcc· 
tive pitch lever, which also acts as a 
throttle. . 

In a standard hclicopter control iys. 
tem, an upward movement of the coUcc
tive control in=ases both the rotor pitch 
angle and the engioe power, while a 
downward movement reduces both.. 

AD three remaining V-22 night test vo
hicles remain grounded pending a deter· 
mination of the cause of the most recent 
aa:idenL Another aircraft was destroyed 
in a crash bst year (A WAST June 17, 1991, 
p.m.o 



Reprinted From The Philadelphia Inquirer 
November 14, 1993 

MISSION TO DISPLAY 1\fiLIT ARY 
AffiCRAIT WAS FATALLY FLAWED 

By Nathan Gcnnstein 
Inquirer Staff Reporter 

Pat Sullivan banked his aircraft low over the 
Potomac River and scanned the two display 

screens on his instrument panel. 

The test pilot saw no sign of a problem. which was a 
relief. He and his six-man crew had struggled since 
dawn to get this craft-the experimental V-22 
Osprey- off the ground in Florida and onto its 
appointment in Quantico. 

Now Sullivan leveled the wings, lining up for the 
final approach. 

Moments before, he had made a low pass over the 
Marine Corps airfield, to show the Osprey off to the 
VIPs who were gathering below to inspect iL 

It was a little flourish to cap a flight that some in the 
V-22 program disparaged as a "dog and pony show," 
but Sullivan's boss, Boeing Helicopters, saw it as an 
expected bit of salesmanship. 

Powerful Pentagon civilians wanted to cut the 
Osprey, with its novel but expensive tilt-rotor 
technology, from the shrinking defense budget, But 
Boe~g and its partner, Bell Helicopter Textron, 
remained eager to sell it to the Marines, by the 
hundreds. 

Boeing managers had made it clear that Quantico was 
an important part of the sales efforL To reach the 
Marine base on this day, July 20, 1992, Sullivan had 
skipped a planned refueling stop and pushed through 
a crescendo of problems-an uncertain fuel system, a 
ballcy engine starter and two in-flight warnings that 
should have prompted an immediate landing. 

Out over the Potomac, Sullivan commanded the 
Os~ to do its revolutionary magic. As it flew, the 
engmes on the tips of its wings began to rotate 
up~ard. The giant blades that had pulled the Osprey 
swiftly through the air lilce an airplane began to tilt so 
that it might float to the ground lilce a helicopter. 

Suddenly, the co-pilot, Marine Maj. Brian Jones, let 
out a sharp breath: "'ooh ••• Noise, a weird sound." 

1 

A few seconds later, staring at his color screen James 
said, "We just lost the right engine." ' 

The h~nd~ or so dignitaries assembling that day in 
Qu~nco mcluded ranking Marine and Navy officers, 
semor. Pentagon civilians and Bell and Boeing 
execul:lves. The Osprey's backers planned to dazzle 
them with a glimpse of the hottest advance in venical 
flig_ht in decad~s, a machine twice as fast as any 
helicopter, an aircraft many Marine aviators ached to 
fly. 

Instead, at 1:42 p.m., the flight of the Osprey ended in 
_16 secon~s oLterror over the Potomac as it plunged 
mto the nver before the eyes of horrified onlookers 
killing all aboard. ' 

The flight became a tale of miscalculated risks, of 
technology pushed too far by pride, ambition and the 
pressures created as defense contractors scramble to 
preserve their piece of a shrinking Pentagon bud gel 

The first casualty on the flight was the respect for 
safety drummed into every professional aviator. A 
manager in the V-22 program said later, "We were 
pushing iL.. Nobody thought the aircraft would 
actually fly that day. It needed more local test 
flying." 

Rel~tives of some crew members have bitterly faulted 
Boet~g for pressing ahead with the Quantico flight 
desptte what they said were indications that the . 
Osprey wasn~ ready. A Navy Court of Inquiry 
concluded that Boeing "made decisions which were 
not consistent with flight safety." 

In a written statement to the Inquirer, Boeing said it 
has . ~e~ steps to ~c~.. . design and 
admintstral:lve deficiencies," while saying those 
problems did not cause the accident. 

It has also stated that pilot Pat Sullivan was "not 
under excessive pressure to meet the schedule." 

An i~t~al Boei~g review of the company's tes~ flight 
~ons-obtained by The Inquirer-concluded that 
the V-22 and other Boeing Helicopters test flight 
programs. had a "'!i&.!!. ~bability_ of. ¢ety being 
compromt~eddue to budget_ and schedule pressure." ·· 

The pressures were similar to those felt by millions in 
the workaday world, multiplied for many V-22 
workers by a sense of how much was riding on the 
Osprey. 



Marine fliers wanted it to carry out their combat 
mission. Bell and Boeing thought it could mean SIS 
billion or more in military sales, with the potential for 
billions more in civilian business. And that would 
create jobs at Boeing's plant in Delaware County and 
Bell's plant near Fort Wonh, Texas-and provide a 
career boost for many at Boeing, Bell and the Marine 
Corps. 

A Pentagon decision on whether to proceed with the 
V-22 Osprey program or try an alternative may come 
at the end of this month. 

This account of the Osprey's flight is based on the 
records of an official naval inquiry obtained through 
the Freedom of Information Act, on internal Boeing 
documents obtained by The Inquirer, on interviews 
with relatives and cG-worlcers of the V-22 crew 
members, and on interviews with military and test 
flight experts. 

The documents included a transcript of cockpit 
conversation from takeoff in Florida to the skies over 
Quantico, and an unusual second-by-second account 
of the aircraft's final moments recorded by test 
equipment. Boeing Helicopters discussed the V-22 
program in general terms, and along with Bell 
representatives described design changes now being 
made. Boeing declined to discuss most questions 
about the circumstances of the July 20 flight. 

• 
6:15a.m. Central Time, Monday July 20, 1992 

Dawn is approaching as the V-22 crew gathers at 
Eglin Air Force Base on the western Florida 
panhandle. 

Sitting on the tarmac, rotors tilted toward the sky, is 
Aircraft 4, one of four airworthy V-22 Ospreys in the 
world. Made of lightweight composites, it is not 
sleek and sharp like a jet, but short, dumpy and odd
looking. 

Still, painted in military camouflage, it has an air of 
dangerous purpose. The V-22 is intended to carry 24 
Marines into combat sweeping quietly over enemy 
territory at 275 knots or more, then dropping 
precisely onto its landing zone. "It is a giant leap 
beyond noisy helicopters chugging along at barely 
half that speed, easy targets for enemy guns. 
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One of the first to arrive is Tony Stecylc, a Boeing 
mechanic and crew chief. Stecyk will fly today 
because a CD-worker skipped the flight to help his 
family move back to Pennsylvania. That"s fine with 
Stecylc. A flight on an Osprey is something he always 
craves. 

As his wife Michelle drops him off, Tony voices 
second thoughts. Maybe he shouldn't leave Michelle 
and their 2-112 year old son to drive the thousand 
miles back to their home in Tinicum, Delaware 
County. Michelle herself has wondered whether 
Tony should fly, worrying that the Osprey is not 
ready for the long trip nonh. 

The V-22 had been at Eglin since January, suffering 
through a series of high-stress climate tests heated to 
125 degrees and frozen to minus 65 degrees as 
engineers watched to sec what would go wrong. 

And go wrong things did. The Osprey spent weeks 
undergoing maintenance and repairs, ~ng 
replacement of a clutch assembly in the right engine. 
During that work: a drive shaft oilSe3.! was apparently 
installed backwards. 

Despite her concerns, Michelle knows how much the 
V-22 means to Tony, how proud he is to be part of 
the project 

Go, she tells him: "You deserve to step down from 
that airplane with all the people cheering you on." 

Tony assures Michelle the V-22 is ready and insists 
Pat Sullivan wouldn~ fly if it weren~ safe. "Pat is the 
best." lie says. -- · · 

Sullivan, recently named Boeing's prime V-22 pilot, 
has had a busy three days. Friday he got engaged to a 
CG-worker, scheduling the wedding for Las Vegas in 
two weeks. He has little time to celebrate, spending 
the weekend grappling with problems that threatened 
to ground the V-22. 

A screw was lost inside the left engine. The V-22s 
fuel system hadn't worked righi in II days, and was 

. leaving hundreds of gallons of fuel trapped in the 
tanks. . . 

The screw was recovered midday Sunday, but repairs 
in the fuel system dragged on. Sullivan remained 
with Aircraft 4 until 9 Sunday night. The Boeing 
m~hanics were stretched thin because most support 
personnel and managers had already left-eager to get 



home after six months in Florida or to be at Quantico 
when the V -22 arrives. 

Quantico is a big deal. Five days of activities are 
planned at the base, and Boeing managers have been 
calling Florida regularly to check on the V -22 status. 
This morning, three Boeing managers contacted 
Sullivan in a conference call to fiiid irut if he was 
='!r!? g~ ~! w~ time he'd take off. 

The Navy Court of Inquiry later said Sulliv!1J1yas_ 
under _"tremendous: pressure ~ from Boeing and the 
"go~ment"- to make the fighL 

Sullivan and Stecyk are two of seven men on today's 
crew, an unusually large number. A basic rule of test 
flying is to minimiu crew on unproven aircrafL And 
the V-22-isunproven.- The four Y-22s have 
completed fewer than 76S of a scheduled 4,100 hours 
of flight testing typically with two- to four-member 
crews. 

The co-pilot, Brian James, is a Marine astronaut 
candidate. James, 34, the son of a Baltimore 
firefighter, is the epitome of a Marine aviator. ''lbe 
top lieutenant I have worked with in my career," is 
how one commander described him. 

Sullivan and James will sit up front, staring out the 
Ospreys bug-eyed windows. Behind them will the 
meticulous, safety-conscious senior flight test 
engineer, 34 year-old Robert L. Rayburn of Newark, 
Delaware. A pilot building his own experimental 
plane, Rayburn joined Boeing in 1981. Years ago, he 
showed a picrure of a V-22 to his \\ife and said, 'Tm 
going to work on that some day. I just know iL" 

His commiunent to the aircraft is shared by the entire 
crew. Many have linked their careers to the Osprey. 

Gerald W. Mayan. 31, of Dover, Delaware. the 
second Boeing engineer on board will fly with a 
motion-sickness patch behind his ear to overcome his 
chronic ailmenL He helped put together the Ospreys 
sophisticated on-board monitoring system. 

With Stecylt in the back,-wbere troops would sit, will 
be two Marine crew chiefs Sgts. Gary Leader, 43, and 
Sean P. Joyce. 33. More than comrades, Leader and 
Joyce are brothers-in-law and best friends. 

8:30a.m. 

By now, the Y-22 should be thrumming its way north. 
Instead, it sits on the tartnac. A _lubrication problem 
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_has _arisen in a mid wing gear box. Stecyk helps solve 
that. 

Then Sullivan discovers he_ can~ start the engine. 

A small auxiliary engine-the_APU-that is needed to 
tum over the two 6,000 horsepower main engines 
shuts down after its sensors warn that it is 
~_eating. 

Sullivan can override the shutdown command by 
switching to the APUs emergency mode, but the 
manufacturer has warned that doing so can 
permanently damage the uniL It also would violate_ 

Boeing'!_~~~ 

However, the hot APU signal could simply be due to 
a faulty sensor. If so, Sullivan can tum over the 
engines safely. But if the warning is real, the Y-22s 
gas turbine engines might not restart after the 
scheduled refueling stop in Charlotte. N.C. 

Sullivan faces a dilemma. If he follows the rules, he 
can't take off now. But they are expected at Quantico 
by 3 p.m.-and are already behind schedule. 

Sullivan starts the APU on its emergency setting. 

The turbines whine louder as he eases the throttle 
forward. Before him, the high-tech system of color 
computer screens-two for each pilot-displays the 
data that fliers once obtained by scanning mechanical 
dials. 

The Y-22, its black prop-rotors beating the air, rolls a 
short distance down the runway, rises into the air, and 
turns northward. It is 9:SS a.m. 

The Osprey climbs above the Florida landscape, an 
ungainly marvel in flighL In the cockpit, Sullivan 
twirls a small thumb wheel attached to the throttle 
lever. The Ospreys nacelles-wingtip pods housing 
the engines and the bean of the complex system that 
drives the rotors-rotate from vertical to horizontal. 
The prop-rotors, each 38 feet across. move with the 
engines. 

For a few crucial seconds, as the hydraulic system 
rotates the nacelles, the Osprey is a new species of 
airaaft, neither plane nor helicopter, with 
aerodynamic and mechanical traits all its own. 

• 



The V-22s hybrid technology exists because in the 
early I 980s the Pentagon wanted a single helicopter 
for a variety of missions: fenying Marines into 
combat, dropping Army forces behind enemy Jines. 
searching for downed pilots and flying ll!'ti:submarine 
patrols for the Navy. 

Bell and Boeing said their V-22 could do it all, and in 
I 986 the Defense Department wanted $1.8 billion for 
an unusual joint effon between Bell and Boeing. 
They were to design and build six V-22s for flight 
testing. 

Bell was responsible for designing the wings and 
nacelles. Boeing built the cockpit and fuselage. The 
companies established separate test flight programs 
with two different crews and sets of rules. 

As the years went by and budgets tightened, the Army 
and Navy dropped out of the program. 

The Marine Corps clung to the V-22 as its 
replacement for Boeing's H-46 Son Knights, creaky 
I 960s vintage helicopters whose top speed was no 
more than 143 knots-167 m.p.h.-<:ompared to almost 
300 knots-343 m.p.h.- for the V -22. 

The Marines contended that, without the V-22 or 
some other replacement, they would be unable to do 
what the Corps exists to do: assault enemy 
strongholds and deploy swiftly to trouble spots. They 
would be like paratroopers without parachutes. 

But, because the Pentagon originally wanted the V -22 
to be a jack-of-all-trades. the arrcraft was designed to 
fly fa5ter,liigher and longer than _th~ Corps required. 
That helped make the V~eavier and more costly 
than Bell and Boeing had counted on. -· 

By 1992, the companies had spent $2.5 billion and 
still did not have a design that could meet the 
ambitious Pentagon specs, much less be ready for 
production. It needed to be lighter, components had 
to be redesigned and the engines had to be upgraded. 

''We had to put an additional $1.5 billion into what 
was supposed to be a·eompleted -aircraft to finish 
development," said David Chu, a former assistant 
secretary of defense for program analysis and 
evaluation who opposed the V-22 '!'too expensive. 

Boeing disputed Chu's contention, saying the 
Pentagon knew the design would be modified as the 
program proceeded. 
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A source close to the project said Boeing publicly 
minimized its design problems to keep the flow of 
development money coming. 

'They had to sell the airplane to Congress, and they 
presented it as being production-ready," the source 
said. "'t's DOL" 

Boeing spokesman Nick Kerbstock disputed that 
claim: "We never really sold the program on the 
basis of its being production-ready and trouble· free." 

Boeing and Bell have now spent more than a year 
reworking the craft. The Pentagon has set a 
December I 994 design deadline. 

The source estimated that the redesign will take at 
least two more years, '1f you work the problems 
really hard." Boeing and Bell have received an extra 
$1.5 billion to work out the bugs. They obtained the 
money in 1992 as part of a V-22 truce between then 
Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney and Congress. 

Cheney, trying to manage a shrinking post Cold War 
defense budget, wanted to kill the program. Pushed 
by the powerful Marine lobby, members of Congress 
such as Delaware Countys U.S. Rep. Curt Weldon 
said building the V-22 would save Marine lives, 
create jobs and eventually bolster the commercial 
aircraft industry 

This was the compromise Cheney and Congress 
reached; Bell and Boeing would get the money to·· 
build four redesigned models, but the Pentagon would 
ask five companies in the hotly competitive helicopter 
industry to suilnrii._d.eslgiis rei ii .... traditional 
alternative. · Those proposals will be part of the 
Pentagon's V-22 review scheduled for November 29. 

The deal was disclosed on July 2, 1992, less than 
three weeksbefol"!' QuantiCO. - -· · 

The V-22 team was pleased to have the money, but 
uncertain what the deal might mean. Sean O'Keefe, 
former Defense Department comptroller and ex
secretary of the Navy, described Boeing and Bell as 
"suspicious," fearful that the agreement gave the 
Pentagon another chance to kill the Osprey. 

But evetyone was pleased the first, costly inadequate 
V-22 design was not being built, O'Keefe said. ''No 
one wanted it," he said. 

The lighter, possibly cheaper version Bell and Boeing 
are now designing carries an estimated price tag of 



$29.4 million each, a figure that even V-22 backers 
say is based on optimistic assumptions. 

The source familiar with the V-22 said design 
problems arose in pan because Bell. and Boeing 
figured wrongly that they could easily scale up Bell's 
experimental XV-IS tilt-rotor into the much larger V-
22. 

Their optimistic schedule also combined two typically 
separate stages of aircraft development-full sc_ale test 
models and "pilot" production, according to the 
General Accounting Office. That meant production 
could start while design details were still being ironed 
OUL 

With its design problems and Cheney's opposition, 
the program had fallen years behind schedule by the 
time the Osprey rose into the Florida sky that July 20. 

• 
10:16 a.m. 

"We're humming," James says as the V-22 climbs 
into the sky at 170 knots. 

Eghteen seconds later, his cheery mood is dampened. 

A red light atop the instrument panel flashes on. 
"RTB rotor," Sullivan says. 

RTB: Return To Base 

Return to base because sensors in the Osprey's 
nacelles-arc~ reporting .!hat P.rDP:_ro!or: C()mponents are 
being over stressed. 

Under the V-22's (lig!t!_ckaranc~standing rules that 
govern how it should be handled in the air-an_ R_'f!.l 
roto.!_ alen r:qu_ires_!anding as soon as possible. 

But Sullivan doesn't land He seeks an analysis of the 
problem from RaybuiD, the cautious senior flight 
engineer. 

Rayburn knows the sensors measure-stress on critical 
components, including one that changes the rotor's 
pitch-how it bites the air-and another that connects 
the rotors to the engine. 

Rayburn calls out to his fellow engineer, Mayan: 
"Jerry, you want to take a look ••• back there?" 

s 

Back there is the ''CONDM"' instrument system. 
which has been installed to monitor key parts of the 
rotors and engines. It is not intended to be an in-
flight diagnostic system:- - . - ~ 

An expert with the system. Mayan scans the data. and 
quicldy concludes a more detailed analysis is needed. 

"You ben~ do it." Rayburn tells him. 

"Y!all•~n<!_lcidding," adds a voice. 

While Mayan is analyzing, more trouble develops. A 
second warning briefly flashes. a ~IQ."!_ "QM" 
caution. A lower grade warning than the RTB, it has 
to do with the amount of torque, twisting energy, 
going to the rotors. 

''OK. if we can't isolate that rotor, we're going to have 
to come down," Rayburn says. . . ~ . . 

Sullivan responds with a question. 

''Come down where, Bob?" 

"'That's urgent; that's a "return to base," replies 
Rayburn. "You can't continue." 

After a pause, Sullivan seems to agree: "Well, I 
know, we11 have to go back to Eglin." 

But Sullivan hasn~ given up. "Any other 
troubleshooting we can do?" he asks. 

Rayburn replies that he and Mayan arc ''working on 
il" 

With that Sullivan decides to ''push _pn," and tells 
Rayburn he11 wait to "sec what you can come up 
with. We've got plenty of fuel to rum around." 

It is 10:21 a.nt1 26 minutes out of Eglin. They are at 
15,500 feet. traveling at 200 knots-roughly 230 
m.p.h. 

At this point. the Navy Court of inquiry later said. 
· S~"sh()uld_ha.~ landed." 

Sullivan, like James, is a graduate of the naval test 
flight school in Patuxent River, Md1 where a famous 
sign reads. "Plan the flighL Fly the plan." 

Instructors at "Pax River" explain the theory behind 
the slogan: Under stress in the air, a test pilot can 
make a_ ~g-~d possibly fatal_::Occ•~?":-. Thebest _ 



way to avoid wrong choices is to stick to a flight path 
drawn up calmly on the ground. 

The V-22s flight rules are clear: An RTB rotor 
warning means the aircraft must land at the nearest 
suitable airfield. · · 

But test pilots acknowledge a gray area in which a 
pilot can exercise judgment. What becomes 
important is when, where, and how the pilot chooses 
to do so. 

Sullivan chooses to do so now. 

He consults again with Rayburn. who reports that 
readings form the sensor are flucruating, suggesting 
the warning could be the result of a loose wire. 

"Probably we don't have any lcind of clearance to 
c-ontinue with that. How do you call it?" Rayburn 
asks. 

"'' say continue, then," says Sullivan. Then 
addressing his copilot: "Do you have any problem 
with that?" - -- ·- -

"No," James replies. "''can live with that." 

• 
A 1990 Wilmington News Journal photograph of 
Sullivan showed him gazing from the Osprey's 
cockpit with cool steadiness. "'' planned my career 
around this plane," he told the interviewer. 

Sullivan was raised in a small town outside Niagara 
Falls, N.Y. Fed up with antiwar radicals, he dropped 
out of Columbia University in 1968 and ended up in 
Vietnam. flying Anny transpon helicopters. A 
di voreed father of two, he joined Boeing after retiring 
from the Anny in 1989. Through July he had logged 
lSS.2 hours in the V-22. 

''Whatever he could do for his country, he wanted to 
do," sai(! a relative who asked not to be identified. 
'"That sounds corny_ [but] he truly believed the 
Osprey was desperately-needed- by the Marines, and 
by doing this he would help save American lives." 

V-22 crew members had great faith in his ability as a 
pilot. and even now their relativ~ refuse to criticize 
him. 
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"' won~ say anything bad about Pat Sullivan," said 
Kathy Mayan, who said her husband Jerry thought 
Sullivan was a "great guy -.the best." 

Mayan's brother, John. recalled that Jerry told him the 
Friday before the flight: "There is a lot that needs to 
be done to it yet," but also told him. "''f the pilot is 
confident _to fly the plane, then rm going ~~ ~i~~ 

Kathy Mayan said her husband told her that the crew 
felt pressured: "Jerry had said to me .•• "We have to 
get to Quantico on Mo~day.,:' · 

John Mayan said a co-worker of his brother's took 
part in a meeting with a Boeing manager the same 
Friday, at which, according to the account from the 
co-worker, "Pat was pretty much told this plane has 
got to be there Monday." 

Grady Wilson. a fellow V-22 test pilot and friend. 
told the Navy inquiry that when he saw Sullivan the 
day before the flight. the pilot was "wound up ... damn 
tight." -

'There was a huge amount of pressure on him," said 
Wilson. who resigned from Boeing after the crash, 
told the Navy. "He was very, very dedicated to this 
machine and to the program." 

Sullivan's relative said the pilot reponed feeling 
pushed to make the July 20 flight. The relative also 
said Sullivan had pinpointed _weeks before the_ flight 
what he thought would be its most dangerous. 
moment-over Quintico when the nacelles rotate to 
tum an airplane into a helicopter. 

''He felt" the relative said, "that given the stresses the 
airplane had undergone dunng the testing, that was 
point anything would happen." 

• 
Jobs are why the V-22 is important to the 
Philadelphia area. If the Osprey goes into 
production, it could mean a thousand or more jobs for 
the Boeing plane in Ridley, more jobs for the Boeing 
plant in Ridley Township, Delaware County, jobs 
with good pay and health insurance. 

Tony Stecyk knew what a job at Boeing could mean 
to a family. He and his wife Michelle grew up within 
a block of each other in blue-collar Tinicum 
Township, where houses nestle against Philadelphia 
International Airport. 



Srecyk started in Boeing's sheet metal shop in 1974 
right out of high school, received steady promotions 
and joined the V-22 program in the mid 1980s. 

At his home in Tinicum. the beautifully finished 
basement includes a display of his. awards for 
restoring Harley Davidson motorcycles. On one wall 
is an Easy Rid~r poster. 

Stecyk was closes friends with the Marines Leadet 
and Joyce, who shared his passion for Harley
Davidsons. When he would invite them to his home 
for holidays, the three would talk V-22s and 
motorcycles. 

Florida was a wonderful time for Tony, Michelle and 
their son, Anthony. '1t was like a whole new 
relationship," she said. 

Michelle had some bad moments, though. when the 
crew started making test flights over the gulf near the 
Stecyks' beachfront condo. She couldn't bear to 
watch the Osprey whir over the blue water. 

.. He could not swim, and he was deathly afraid of 
drowning. That was his worst fear." 

• 
/0:20a.m. ov~r Eujau/a, AI. 

Through the flight, a chase plane has been following 
the Osprey, a standard precaution. Sullivan radioed 
to the chase plane, saying they've trouble-shot the 
return-to-base warning, and "if things stay as they are, 
we're going to go ahead and cOntinue." 

- - - _ .. __ --~-------

Flying the chase today are fellow Boeing V-22 pilots 
Grady Wilson and Tom McDonald. Their passenger 
is Lt. Col. Paul Martin, deputy manager of the 
Marines V-22 prograsn. At the Charlotte refueling 
stop, James is to give his co-pilot's place on the 
Osprey to his boss. Martin, who long has planned to 
be the top Marine striding off the plane in Quantico. 

Thai James is aboard the V-22 at all is unexpected. 
the flight originally was to be nonstop, with Martin as 
co-pilot and James aboard the chase plane. But 
uncenainty about the fuel systetn led to the Charlotte 
stop being added 31 the last moment So J3111es. who 
had just under four hours flight time in the Osprey, 
got_to c.>pilo!_the~~!]eg,__ . ~ 

It has not been boring. 
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"A little excitement in the beginning, huh?" James 
says to Sullivan. 

They cross into Georgia. changing time zones. In the 
cockpit, it becomes II :29 a.m. 

A few minutes latet, there's a little more excitement 

Torque readings from the left rotor-data needed to 
ensure safe h_andling p!. the ~ft~ lo_st 

Sullivan reacts in a laconic voice: "OK" 

Wilson Iatet told Navy investigators this ~em_was 
more severe~ than the RTB warning. It ''was clear-cut_ 
That's a I.atul as soon as possib{~."--- · --~ 

- ------ --
On board, Sullivan mulls whether he can skip 
Charlotte, and asks Rayburn whether they can make it 
to Quantico without refueling. 

The crew lacks reliable data on fuel consumption at 
15.500 feet-panly because in the rush to get the 
aircraft ready, they had canceled a high-altitude test 
flight 

Rayburn uses the facts he did have-speed, fuel, 
distance-to estimale: "' show us on the ground with 
700 pounds total." 

''Wow," Sullivan says. The V-22s flight clearance 
requires at least 1,000 pounds of fuel to be remaining 
31 touchdown. 

Just the same, Sullivan doesn't rule out a nonstop 
journey, figuring that mileage will improve as the 
Osprey consumes fuel and grows steadily lighter. 

He turns to his co-pilot and says "Appreciate your 
hanging with us, Brian ••. This has not been an easy 
start up and go." 

"Hey man," James responds. "This is my job. fm 
loving it" 

• 
The fii"St time Brian James met the oh-so-young
Iooking woman who would become his wife, he 
lectured her on her choice of friends. 

It was 1981 at McGuire's Irish Pub, the place to meet 
the lean, confident pilots from the military flight 
school 31 Pensacola. Fla., where James was training. 



Deanna Batton was a local, working days and 
studying accounting in junior college. 

That night, she was out with a Navy pilot. 

"When my date ... went to the restroom, '[Brian] came 
up and started talking to me. He didn't like the guy I 
was with, thought I was too young to be out "ith him, 
and he let me know about it" 

-I was amazed at first, but intrigued too.". 

That was August They were married in February. 
They had four children while Brian moved up in the 
Corps. 

He volunteered for Lebanon in 1984; became a flight 
instructor, then a test pilot Earned a master's in 
mathematics. Considered a political career after the 
Corps. 

In July 1992, he was a flight safety officer at Pax 
River. 

So when he called home the night before the flight 
and told his wife the trip was on, she was •a little 
taken aback." 

'1 said: How can it be broken all week and be fixed 
now?" ----

• 
12:06 p.m. Easrtm Time 

As James handles the Osprey's controls, Rayburn 
recalculates fuel consumption. They have two hours 
of fuel left, and 410 nautical miles to go-about an 
hour and 40 minutes of flying. 

"Well, it's doable," Sullivan says. "_!_thinlc we ought 
to push on if it's feasible because otherwise, 
we're. .. you know:-we'd never get oui of Charlotte." - ---- --~ .,_ .. -~ 

The problem is twofold. Because the engines were 
started on the emergency setting, Sullivan can't be 
sure he11 be able to restart them once he shuts down
to refuel. 

Second, to take off from Charlotte without resolving 
the rotor ~blem would be a inore 5everesarety 
violation-thanlgr!Oililg the RTiiV,;,;rn;;,g-frlilie first
place. · -----
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Fifteen minutes later, Sullivan spots Charlotte and 
malces his decision: •Anybody have any problem 
with proceeding?" 

Rayburn doesn't object, but warns a landing will be 
necessary if the fuel sysieni starts to falter. James 
voices concern that his boss, Martin, will be furious at 
being stranded at Charlotte, where the shoner range 
chase plane must stop to refuel. 

"You just got to defend me when we get there. _Malee 
sure you _say_you overruled me," James tells the pilot 
''He's going tO chew my ass; boy. Wooh! lt11 be 
worth it, but I tell you what, fm going to -stay away 
fii>in hiiii. -- --- -

A few moments later, Sullivan repeats that the Osprey 
might not have made Quantico if it had touched down 
in Charlotte. 

'1 don't think there's any safety issues," he adds, -I 
think we:re ... " Sullivan does not complete the 
sentence. 

He does not know that in the right nacelle a safety 
problem is developing, undetected by any sensor. 

• 
Boeing Helicopters consistently has said that no 
undue pressure was placed on Sullivan and that no 
special welcome was planned at Quantico . 

"No fonnal arrival ceremonies were planned ... the 
schedule at Quantico was not eritical enough to put 
unusual pressure on the pilot," Boeing said in a 
written response to Inquirer questions. 

A July 13, 1992 memo from Timothy Fehr, then 
Boeing Helicopters' vice president in charge of the V-
22. had described the Quantico event as important 
and asked for employee cooperation. 

.. The Quantico Operational Demonstration is the fust 
exposure of the V-22 to ... many high level Marine 
Corps customers" Fehr wrote. ''Many Marines, 
including several Marine Corps General Officers, are 
expected to visit" 

A Boeing official said the stop at Quantico was 
proposed by the Marine aviators. 

Fehr distributed a detailed list of scheduled activities 
for the Osprey's five-day stay at Quantico, starting 



• • 

with the Monday afternoon display when "VVI's and 
visitors" were to sec the ain:raft. 

The Osprey was to signal its arrival at around 3 p.m. 
with a low pass only 200 to 300 feel a~ve the heads 
of the guests. After landing, it was to taxi to a spot in 
front of the control tower to begin two hours on 
display. 

That was the moment for which Manin, the Marine 
colonel left stewing in Charlottc, had been planning. 
He told the Navy Court of Inquiry that his role at 
Quantico involved "political considerations" that he 
had discussed "at length" with James and Sullivan. 

'1t was critical," Martin said, ·~at I be the person gel 
Out of the aircraft when it landed at QuanticO because 
~llac!_sQ_mcyc:ople that we wan~-~o talk to about 
the aircraft." --. ---

All week, jut one official test was planned at 
Quantico. On Tuesday, 24 Marines in full combat 
gear would tty to exit the aircraft in 60 seconds, 
which few doubted they could. 

Boeing has said no flight demonstrations were 
scheduled at Quantico. According to the Marines and 
Fehr's memo, they were scheduled for Thursday and 
Friday. 

Boeing's public stance that Sullivan was not unduly 
pressured is at odds with the internal Boeing 
Helicopters review of its flight test program, 
completed in November 1992. 

The report by a team of 14 current and former Boeing 
managers said they were in "general agreement there 
is a high probability of safety tieing compromised due 
to budget_and sch~!'~P!~~sures." · - - · · · 

"Budgct_"'!d_schcdu~for f!ig!tt_test is_too optimistic,_ 
success-oriented" said the report, intended for 
circulanoilamoni high-level Boeing managers. Too 
little attention was given to the unpredictable effects 
of weather or mechanical problems, it added. 

The review team concluded Boeing managers treated 
the flight test phase as a place to malce up for time 
and money lost earlier. 

''Flight test comes at the end of the development 
process and is the last place management can save 
money to get back on budget and on time." 

• 
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I 2:28p.m. 

As Charlotte recedes on the horizon, Rayburn says, 
'There's going to be a lot of Monday-morning 
quarterbacking after this one." 

---·--- -----· 
'Think so'!" Sullivan replies. 

"Yeah," says Rayburn. ~1_thi_nl>_ we're_ making a sound_ 
engineering decision, but, you lcnow, sometimes that 
doesn~ always hold water."_ - · · ··- · · ·-

They rehash the issues. Was the rotor warning just a 
wire? Should they have heeded the return-to-base 
message? 

Rayburn calls back to Joyce, who is with Stecylc, 
Leader and Mayan. What docs Joyce think? 

'1Ie's holding a thumbs up," says Rayburn. 

James then speculates-probably incorrectly-that the 
commandant of the Marine Corps will be waiting at 
the airfield when they land. 

One thing the major lcnows for sure is that he faces a 
quizzing from superiors about what went on in the 
coclcpiL 

"'K. We11 have to have a united position [on the 
decision to continuer he tellsthc crew, "because I 
guarantee when we stop they're going to lie -askirigu$;. 
I feel comfortable. I would not have flown, believe 
me-fve got four kids-I would not hav~_iL" 

"Yeah," Sullivan replies, "I lcnow, I hear you." 

• 
The V-22 program was a plum assignment not only 
for officers, but also for non-coms such as Gary 
Leader and Sean Joyce. 

Joyce, who was 17 when he joined the Corps, had 
found a mentor and friend in Leader, 10 years his 
senior. ·Leader introduced Joyce to his sister, 
Yvonne, who became Joyce's wife. And Leader 
helped his brother-in-law get into the V-22 program_ 

"My brother thought it would be good for Sean's 
career," said Yvonne Joyce. ''Gary used to say to 
Sean: You're like the little brother I never had." 



, . 

July 20 was the first time they had flown together on 
the V-'12, Yvonne Joyce believes. 

How they both ended up on board never has been 
officially resolved. Boeing officials tes~fied that they 
expected one but not both of the Marines on the 
flighL 

On the Sunday evening before the flight, according to 
testimony at the Court of Inquiry, Leader and Joyce 
told drinking companions at a Aorida bar that they 
were both flying nonh beeause an offi= with the 
Marine V-'12-~gram head_g'!_~_jn~ed~Jor 
them with Boeing, 

Col. James Schaefer, then the top V-'12 program 
officer, was identified in testimony as the offi= in 
question. He told the Court of Inquiry that he did not 
ask anyone to include both sergeants. He did not rule 
out the possibility that another Marine offi= had 
interceded. 

After the crash, Boeing Helicopters said all seven 
men had duties on the flighL Sullivan and James as 
pilots, Rayburn and Mayan as engineers monitoring 
test equipment, and Stecylc, Joyce and Leader as crew 
chiefs. Boeing said the Marines were getting practice 
for the possible day the Corps would deploy the V • 
'12. 

Noting the V-'12 was still "experimental," the internal 
review team said: "V-'12 o~ting instructions 
specify minimum crew, but far: morejn_\l!Ji.d?~s ~ 
on-board than were required_ tCL.opera!e_the 
equipment". 

One review team recommendation was: "Establish 
ground rules in the contract so the customer can~ 
fQ!Ce_y<J_u_!o_ pu_!_l:'_nneccssary personnel on-boartl an 
experimental ~~" 

• 
1:06 p.m. 

Less than 4S minutes om of Quantico, Rayburn 
recalculates fuel consumption -and estimates that 
they1lland with a thousand pounds. 

'That's acceptable," Sullivan tells ~ames. 

James still is fretting about the colonel: "What can I 
tell him?" 
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James wonders whether he should have pushed 
Sullivan to land at Charlotte: 'Th~u_o!hlng I 
could have done an~y to convince you. would it 
have?" 

Sullivan at first says no, but adds, "Yeah, you could 
have." ------. 

James, as a Marine flight safety officer, lcnows what 
he means. 

"' could have called it safety, called it safety of flight, 
~1-couldn't I -couldn't do that though," James 
says. 

"No, I don't think so," Sullivan says. 

James takes over the flight controls, saying "Might as 
well enjoy them now. Might be the last time I get 
them after Col Martin gets alicMof mi." ----------- -- ----

1:23 p.m. 

Sullivan replaces James at the controls. They are 10 
minutes from touchdown. Looming is Quantico, the 
huge base south of Washington where the Marine 
Corps trains officers and plans strategy. 

The modest airstrip on the base's eastern edge has a 
small, brick control tower atop one hangar. 

James has flown here before, so he'll talk Sullivan 
through the final approach. They discuss whether to·· 
come in over land or water. Sullivan, worried about 
air traffic, says "over water is probably besL" 

The planned low-altitude fly-by has Rayburn 
concerned. "Malee it gentle," Rayburn tells Sullivan, 
mentioning the loss of torque monitoring on the left 
rotor • 

"Ole. Yeah, it will be," Sullivan says. "' always fly 
this thing gentle." 

"Extra gentle, kid gloves," says Rayburn. 

"Extra gentle. ·01(. I can do !haL" The pilots ask the 
tower to clear out air traffic. 

"After that we'll do a left downwind over the water 
and come in for a normal landing." Sullivan says. 

'"Yayr says a crew member. 
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Sullivan drops toward 1,500 feet. They are 10 miles 
out. 

"You guys in the back all set?" James calls out. 

"We're all set aft," a voice replies. 

1:36p.m. 

Sullivan drops to 1,000 feet. 

James is back to wondering who will greet them at 
landing. 

~· m sure the general will be late at the field," he 
says. 

~f he's here yet," says Rayburn. Having skipped 
Charlotte, they are, after all, arriving more than an 
hour early. 

"Yeah, that's the problem," says Sullivan. 

The visitors "should be sitting in stands just halfway 
between the runway and the hangars," says James. 

But from the air the gmunds appear empty. 

~don't see many," Sullivan says. 

"Good. I mean good for me," James replies, referring 
to Martin and the colonel's plans for Quantico. 
"Make sure the colonel knows that" 

Marine enlisted men at the airfield watch as the 
Osprey slides through the air a few hundred feet 
above. 

Rayburn peers out of the cockpit and observes: 
'There's a few there." 

• 
Elsewhere the day is consumed by the business of 
ordinary life. 

Michelle Stecyk and her son begin the long drive to 
Pennsylvania with her mother following in a truck 
packed with belongings. 

Yvonne Joyce is at Patuxent River, where she works 
in the Navy's Aegis program. 

Deanna James is at home in Lexington Parle. Md. 
The next day, she and the children plan to drive to 
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Quantico, see the V-22 and go for a beach vacation 
with Brian. 

Kathy Mayan is straightening up her home outside 
Dover, Del. which she found to be "a huge wreck" 
after driving straight through from Eglin on Sunday. 

Dottie Rayburn, Bob's wife is at her parent's home in 
Greensboro, N.C. 

• 
1:40p.m. 

"Stand by on flaps," Sullivan says. 

The V-22 makes a tum, swinging up and over the 
river. 

With his thumb, Sullivan rotates the small wheel on 
the end of the thronle control lever. The Y-22's 
hydraulic system kicks in. The nacelles and their 
powerful rotors move upward, halting midway 
between horizontal and vertical. In this delicate 
maneuver, lift is transferred from the wings-as in an 
airplane-to the rotors-as in a helicopter. 

They are I ,300 feet above the Potomac, about a half
mile from the strip, flying at 120 knots, enough speed 
for the lift from the wings to keep the Osprey in the 
air. 

"Gear down, please," Sullivan says. 

"Gear's coming," says James. 

Four second pass. The Y-22 slows to nearly 100 
knots. 

In the cockpit, James suddenly exhales: 
"Oooh. .. Noise, a weird sound." 

The sound is from the right nacelle where a leaking 
fluid has been pooling. As the nacelle tilts. gravity 
pulls the liquid into the turbine. 

The liquid ignites. The turbine speeds and its 
combustion chamber wall is torn by a burst of energy 
from the burning liquid. Temperatures at one sensor 
jump 350 percent in 1-112 seconds. 

On the ground, witnesses hear a loud pop and see a 
brief spurt of flame. Gray smoke puffs out of the 
right engine as Sullivan continues rotating the nacelle. 



Later, some Navy investigators concluded the 
combustible liquid was probably prop-rotor gearbox 
oil that lealced_~g~~PPareJ!tlyinstalled 
backward ~n ~c_ P~!'"rotor drive shaft. 

Other naval officers, along with Boeing officials, 
disputed that the seal was the problem, saying tests 
failed to duplicate such a leak. They said the source 
of the liquid couldn't be determined, and Boeing's 
mechanics couldn't be blamed. Complex mechanical 
systems can always drip fluid, a Boeing spokesman 
said. The redesigned nacelle now includes a drainage 
system. 

Since no one know when the liquid began to pool, it 
is not known what would have happened had Sullivan 
returned to Eglin or stopped to refuel. 

Despite all the warnings and worries that have 
plagued the flight, the crew has had no inkling about 
this final problem. 

1:42p.m. 

In the cockpit, a light signals failure of the Primary 
Flight Control System. "Let's get a reset,_" says 
Sullivan. 

The system powers back up and automatically revs 
the damaged right engine. There is a second surge, 
followed by a third. The right engine fails. 

Red and yellow warning lights appear on the pilots' 
screens. ''Looks like an engine fail," Sullivan says, as 
James says, "We just lost the right engine." 

With the nacelles tilted up, an engine failure is 
particularly dangerous. For the aircraft to stay in the 
air, both rotors must be turning. To ensure that, Bell 
and Boeing designed an "interconnect drive system." 
Using a cross shaft through the wing, it allows either 
engine to power tioihrotoii. 

The system lcicks in, but in the next few seconds the 
heat generated by the burning liquid and fuel-sucked 
through the right nacelle by a cooling fan-exceeds 
I ,200 degrees Fahrenheit.· 

The heat destroys a secondary shaft within the nacelle 
that is vital to the backup drive #IlL Made out" of 
composites. not metal,- tlti~: sM!rcan withstand 
temperatiiresonly- up~ to. 24Q_ degiecs_: F¥oheit, 
barely 20 degrees above the nacelle's likely operating 
temperature on-a hot day lii. tliedesm ------~· ... ·--4·----·--
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With the secondary shaft buckled, the left engine no 
longer can power the right rotor. The O~y has no 
way of staying airborne. 

Sullivan docs not know !haL 

The computerized flight warning system is not 
programmed to registcraiaJlure ortneTntFcOnnecl 
·drivc~sy_s~m. ·- - · · · - · · 

The ~ rolls slightly to the right, then yaws 
slightly to the left, reacting to the loss of power. Its 
rate of descent increases. 

In the next seconds, the display screens flash 
warnings about a cascading series of failures. 

The account the screens are giving of the Osprey's 
problems is neither clear nor complete. In fact, one 
of the warnings flashed-that the left engine has 
failed-is false. 

Sullivan and James do not know what is going wrong 
around them. 

Inside the right nacelle, the flailing remains of the 
drive shaft slice through electrical and hydraulic 
lines, knocldng out the nacelle rotation system. 

The tilt-rotor is no longer a tilt-rotor. The nacelles 
are motionless at 58 degrees. 

Now neither airplane nor helicopter, V-22 Osprey 
Aircraft 4 is falling from the sky. 

Sullivan shoves the throttle forward to full power-a 
futile gesture with the rotor drive system crippled. 

James calls out to the Quantico tower. "Mayday, 
Mayday, we're going in! We're going in!" 

I :42:25 p.m. 

The Osprey is slightly nose down, giving the pilots a 
clear view of the blue Potomac. It is almost out of 
forward momentum and Sullivan is almost out of 
time. 

In the three seconds before impact, he tries a final 
desperate maneuver, twirling the control wheel to tilt 
the nacelles to vertical-into position for what 
helicopter pilots call autorotation. 



The idea is to allow air 10 rush up through the rotors 
and spin the blades. generating lift to cushion a crash 
landing. 

But with the hydraulic system .!one. it Cl!D'! be done. 

The Court of Inquiry termed the lack of an adequate 
hydraulic backup a "cause factor" i"ii"iiiCai:c1denL .. . ... -·· 

Sullivan • s move to full power a few seconds earlier, 
the court speculated, may acrually have been an 
attempt to start an autorotation, but with the throttle 
in the wrong ~ition. 

The court said the throttle-a hybrid of airplane and 
helicopter controls that the Marines insisted on-may 
disorient pilots operating on instinct in an emergency. 
The Navy has recommended it be redesigned. 

Now Sullivan can do nothing. The Osprey is 
plummeting , a few hundred yards short of Quantico. 

Marines and Boeing workers at the airfield watch in 
shoclc. 

In the last instant before impact, the wounded right 
rotor spins to a haiL 

There is a tremendous splash. The data recorder 
shuts down and, in a final burst of static, the voice 
recorder. 

The Osprey hits the Potomac with an impact equal to 
79 times the force of gravity. 

No one survives. 

• 
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Epilogut. 

Michelle Stecyk learned the news while standing on 
the side of I-85 in South Carolina. Her mother had 
heard a rqxm on the radio and signaled her to pull 
over. 

Yvonne Joyce saw her brother's fiancee waiting in 
the driveway when she gal home from worlc. 

Kathy Mayan's telephone rang while she was 
cleaning house in Dover. On the other end was one 
of her brothers. 

Dottie Rayburn's father took a call at dinner time. and 
led his daughter out onto the front porch. 

Deanne James found out when she flipped on CNN, 
because Brian had said the news network might film 
the landing at Quantico. 

Some of the widows-particularly James, Joycr and 
Mayan-remain angry. Kathy Mayan has filed a 
lawsuit, and lawyers for other families are 
considering lawsuits or seclcing settlements. 

The widows still believe in the Osprey and want it to 
succeed. 

"I hope someday," Yvonne Joyce said "my daughter 
and I can go on a tilt-rotor and I can say "Your daddy 
was part of that." 

AI Edgewood Memorial Park in Delaware County, 
Tony Stecyk lies buried beneath a bronze marker that 
has two etchings. One is of the Harley Davidson 
emblem. The other is of an Osprey, nacelles tilted up • 

• 
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NAVY SAYS IT WANTS A CHEAPER OSPREY -OR AN 
ALTERNATIVE 

Faced with a dwindling post--Cold War budget, the military will ask contractors 
next week to devise a lower-cost blueprint for developing the controversial V-22 
tilt-rotor plane built by Boeing and Bell Helicopter. 

But acting Navy Secretary Sean O'Keefe told a joint House subcommittee 
yesterday that the Pentagon simultaneously will pursue alternatiVeS that could 
compete with the V-22 to replace the Marines' CH--46 helicopters. 
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MORE PENTAGON DOUBTS FOLLOW CRASH OF 
OSPREY 

Reacting to the second crash of a V-22 Osprey in 13 months, Pentagon officials 
yesterday voiced new doubts about the hybrid helicopter-airplane in an apparent 
effort to stall congressional financing for it 

Defense Secretary Dick Cheney has crtticized the project all along, although early 
this month he did free money to allow work on it to continue. 
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OSPREY HELICOPTER CRASHES, KILLING 7 

A prototype of the V-22 Osprey, a tilt-rotor aircraft whose future was already the 
subject of furious debate, crashed yesterday in the Potomac River, apparently 
killing all seven people on board. 

The aircraft, which takes off like a helicopter and flies like a plane, was headed for 
a landing at the Marine air station in Quantico, Va. 
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NTSB SAFETY RECOMMENDATION AFFECTS ALL 
2,300 BOEING 737S 

The National Transportation Safety Board yesterday recommended that airlines 
change their Boeing 737 rudder-control units to avoid steering problems reported 
in six incidents. All 2,300 737s In service around the world could be affected. 

The problems have not caused any injuries to passengers or damage to 
airplanes, but safety experts said the potential for accidents remains if the units 
aren't changed. 
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COLUMBIA ROARS SAFELY INTO ORBIT 
SHUTILE BLASTS OFF AFTER NASA WAIVES FLIGHT 
RULE 

Columbia blasted safely into space with six astronauts and a laser-reftecting 
satell~e yesterday after NASA waived a flight rule and launched the shuttle 
desp~ excessive wind gusts. 

··The flagship of the fteet Is back In space again," shuttle commander James 
Wetherbee said moments after NASA's oldest shuttle reached orbit 
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FAA TO WIDEN ITS PROBE OF THE ELAL 747 CRASH 

The Federal Aviation Administration said yesterday tt will broaden the scope of its 
El AI 747 crash investigation to Include all the mounts that hold the engine struts 
to the wings. 

The agency asked Boeing to test several747s to see how the different strut 
mounts stand up to stress during takeoff, tand1ng and flight, officials said. 
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The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this 
occurrence for the purpose of advancing transportation safety. 
It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or determine 
civil or criminal liability. 

AVIATION OCCURRENCE REPORT 

NEWCAL AVIATION INC. 
MODIFIED DE HAVILLAND DHC-4A (PROTOTYPE CONVERSION) N400NC 

GIMLI INDUSTRIAL PARK, MANITOBA 
27 AUGUST 1992 

REPORT NUMBER A92C0154 

SYNOPSIS 

The aircraft had just taken off on an experimental test flight 
when it entered a gradually steepening climb. During the climb, 
the aircraft rolled slowly to the right and, at approximately 200 
feet above ground level (agl), it entered a steep nose-down, 
right-wing-low attitude and crashed. Upon impact, the on-board 
fuel ignited and the majority of the aircraft wreckage was 
destroyed by fire. The three crew members aboard the aircraft 
were fatally injured. 

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada determined that the 
gust lock system was not fully disengaged prior to flight and one 
or more of the gust locking pins became re-engaged for 
undetermined reasons after lift-off. It is unlikely that a 
control check had been completed prior to take-off and, once 
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airborne, the crew were unable to disengage the gust lock 
mechanism before losing control of the aircraft. 

OS August 1993 
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NEWCAL AVIATION INC. 
MODIFIED DE HAVILLAND DHC-4A (PROTOTYPE CONVERSION) N400NC 
GIMLI INDUSTRIAL PARK, MANITOBA 
27 AUGUST 1992 

REPORT NUMBER: A92C0154 (Accident) 
INFORMATION SOURCE: Field Investigation 
LOCAL TIME: 1020 COT 
TYPE OF OPERATOR: Other 
TYPE OF OPERATION: Experimental 
DAMAGE: Destroyed 
PILOT LICENCE: Airline Transport 

PILOT-IN-COMMAND CO-PILOT 
PILOT HOURS: ALL TYPES ON TYPE ALL TYPES ON TYPE 
TOTAL 1,542 240 
LAST 90 DAYS 

8,812 
138 

4,700 
96 71 6 

INJURIES: 
CREW 
PASSENGERS 

FATAL 
3 

1.0 FACTUAL INFORMATION 

1.1 History of the Flight 

SERIOUS MINOR/NONE 

The aircraft had just taken off on an experimental flight 
when it entered a gradually steepening climb. During the 
climb the aircraft rolled slowly to the right and, at 
approximately 200 feet above ground level (agl) , it 
entered a steep nose-down, right-wing-low attitude and 
crashed. Upon impact, the on-board fuel ignited and the 
majority of the aircraft wreckage was destroyed by fire. 
The three crew members aboard the aircraft were fatally 
injured. 

1.2 Aircraft History 

The aircraft was manufactured on 18 November 1965 and was 
sold to the Kenyan Air Force, with whom it spent the next 
21 years. On OS June 1986, the aircraft was purchased 
from the Kenyan Air Force by NewCal Aviation Incorporated, 
of Little Ferry, New Jersey; the aircraft was assigned 
U.S. registration markings N400NC and was issued a 
Certificate of Airworthiness for operation as a Transport 
Category aircraft. 
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1.2.1 Turbine Engine Conversion Program 

In August 1988, NewCal Aviation Inc. applied for a 
Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) to change the 
powerplant installation on the aircraft from reciprocating 
to turboprop engines. NewCal Aviation of Canada was 
formed to undertake the turbine engine conversion program 
and, for the purpose of this program, DHC 4 (Caribou) 
serial number 240 was granted approval to operate under 
the EXPERIMENTAL category of CAR 4b. The original 
manufacturer, de Havilland Inc, was not involved in the 
flight test program. 

The modification project involved the removal of the 
original Pratt & Whitney R-2000-7M2 piston engines and the 
installation of Pratt & Whitney PT6A-67R turbo-prop 
engines and associated equipment. This new configuration 
included the addition of a five-bladed Hartzell propeller 
system, along with new engine mounts and cowlings. Other 
systems affected by the modification included the fuel 
system, powerplant controls, powerplant instruments, 
hydraulic system, fire protection system, electrical 
system, and the engine oil system. This conversion 
significantly modified the aircraft from the original DHC-
4 Caribou as type certificated. 

The turbine conversion was accomplished at the Gimli 
Industrial Park and the first flight tests of the modified 
aircraft began on 16 November 1991. A total of 12 test 
flights were carried out between 16 and 28 November 1991, 
with an accumulated flight time of 22.9 hours; the 
aircraft was then hangared over the winter. 

Results of the evaluation flight test program conducted in 
late 1991 indicated that minor design changes were 
required to several of the aircraft systems. These 
changes included the replacement of the aircraft's 
mechanical vacuum pumps with a Bendix suction system, the 
addition of in-line fuel boost-pumps, and the installation 
of a newly designed hydraulic pump. 

Data acquired during earlier taxi tests indicated that, 
with the new in-line fuel boost pumps installed, the fuel 
flow corresponding to a normal take-off power setting of 
100 per cent torque was 740 pounds per hour (pph). 

1.3 Purpose of the Occurrence Flight 

The occurrence flight was intended to be the first of 
several trips designed to flight-check the fuel and 
hydraulic systems. On the morning of the accident, the 
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crew attended a pre-flight briefing, which included a 
thorough review of the flight test plan. The aircraft was 
lightly loaded at a mid centre of gravity (C of G) 
position. In-flight checks were scheduled to include 
simulated failures of both the wing fuel pumps and the in
line pumps; records were to be maintained regarding the 
resulting fuel pressures. 

A company engineer who had been involved in the design of 
the fuel and hydraulic modifications was included on this 
flight to record flight test results and to evaluate in
flight performance of the two systems. 

1.3.1 Flight Profile 

The crew completed a pre-flight inspection of the 
aircraft, started the engines, and spent approximately 45 
minutes doing a ground run and systems check before 
proceeding to the button of runway 14. 

The aircraft was taxied onto the runway surface and 
brought to a full stop. Approximately 20 seconds later, 
the engine power was advanced and the brakes were 
released. Directional control of the aircraft was 
maintained throughout the ground run and the aircraft 
became airborne in approximately 900 feet. 

The entire flight was recorded on amateur eight millimetre 
(mm) videotape and in a series of 35 mm still photographs. 
This photographic information confirmed that elevator 
authority existed at rotation and that the aircraft's 
pitch attitude increased to a position significantly 
higher than had been observed on previous take-offs under 
similar environmental conditions. With the exception of a 
higher-than-normal nose attitude at lift-off, the 
aircraft's initial climb appeared normal. At about 35 
feet agl, the aircraft made a noticeable pitch-up 
movement; from that point onwards, the elevator control 
surfaces were observed to remain in their neutral 
position. 

The aircraft completed a gradually steepening wing-over 
manoeuvre, then it entered a steep dive and struck the 
ground. Airspeed remained above the stall speed 
throughout the manoeuvre. Careful examination of the 
photographic evidence revealed that there were no 
discernable control surface deflections throughout the 
entire manoeuvre, from the point where the in-flight 
pitch-up movement occurred through to the point where the 
aircraft struck the ground. Enhancement of the 
photographic images made it possible to identify an upward 
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deflection of the elevator spring tabs with no 
corresponding movement of the control surfaces. 

1.4 Wreckage Examination 

A92C0154 

The aircraft struck the ground in a near vertical, right
wing-low attitude. Primary wreckage was distributed 
within a SO-foot radius of the aircraft and, except for 
the detached outboard portion of the right wing, the 
entire aircraft had been engulfed in an intense post-crash 
fire. The landing gear was confirmed to be down and 
locked; the aircraft's tail section and front fuselage 
section were located forward of the left engine area and 
were completely destroyed. Both wings outboard of the 
engine nacelle area were torn open and severely burnt. 
The outboard wing sections contained an internal, eight
cell, wet-wing-design fuel tank arrangement, which burst 
open upon ground impact. 

1.4.1 Flight Control System Examination 

An examination of the flight control system revealed no 
pre-impact faults; continuity of the entire flight control 
system was confirmed. The flaps were determined to be at 
a seven-degree setting at impact, and the aileron and 
elevator trim tabs were near their neutral positions. The 
rudder trim tab was located half-way between the neutral 
and full-nose-left position. 

1.4.2 Propeller Examination 

Both the left and right propeller systems were examined 
following the accident. Damage to these systems indicates 
that the blades contained significant rotational energy at 
the time of the crash. Blade angles had been captured at 
approximately 26 degrees; that blade angle is in the 
normal in-flight governing range, and is consistent with 
values that would be expected when the engines are 
producing high power. 

1.4.3 Engine Examination 

Teardown and examination of the engines revealed high 
internal rotational damage, consistent with a high power 
setting at impact. Neither engine displayed any pre
impact anomaly or distress that would have prevented 
normal operation prior to impact. 
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1.4.4 Instrument Examination 

The TSB Engineering Laboratory determined that both of the 
fuel flow indicators were captured at 740 lb/hour. No 
useful data was derived from the remaining instruments. 

1.4.5 Aircraft Gust Lock System 

The aircraft is equipped with an internal gust lock system 
for locking the control surfaces in neutral when the 
aircraft is parked or is being taxied. The system is 
controlled by a gust lock handle which is located on the 
overhead console, forward of the throttles. The handle 
has two positions, marked LOCKED and UNLOCKED. When the 
handle is moved aft to the LOCKED position and the control 
surfaces are moved to their neutral position, the gust 
locks will engage and secure the ailerons, elevator, and 
rudder from further movement. However, if the control 
surfaces are out of position when the gust lock handle is 
moved to the LOCKED position, any subsequent deflection of 
the control surfaces through their neutral position will 
cause them to automatically lock. 

1.4.6 Gust Lock Lever/Power Lever Relationship 

The aircraft controls are designed such that, when the 
gust lock handle is moved aft to the LOCKED position, it 
prevents the throttles from being advanced to their full 
power position. This relationship between the throttles 
and the gust lock handle provides a safety feature which 
is designed to ensure that a take-off cannot be attempted 
while the control locks are engaged. 

The throttle quadrant of the accident aircraft had been 
re-designed as part of the engine modification project. 
The resultant changes to the throttle system did not 
adversely affect the positional relationship between the 
gust lock handle and the throttle levers; in the newly 
designed system, the throttle levers still could not be 
advanced to achieve take-off power when the gust lock 
lever was in its LOCKED position. 

1.4.7 Elevator Gust Lock System 

The elevator gust lock mechanism is mounted to a channel 
on the bottom surface of the horizontal stabilizer, 
located to the right of the aircraft centre-line. This 
mechanism is operated by the gust lock system's chain and 
cable circuit. When the gust lock is actuated to its 
LOCKED position, the elevator lock pivots and, provided 
that the elevators are in their neutral position, a slot 
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in the gust lock engages with the spring-loaded plunger of 
the lock arm to prevent the control surface from moving. 
If the elevators are not in neutral when the gust lock 
system is actuated, the spring-loaded plunger will be 
depressed against the face of the elevator lock, and will 
engage with the slot only when the elevators are later 
moved to their neutral position. 

The elevator gust lock assembly was recovered intact from 
the tail section of the aircraft wreckage and was found in 
the spring-loaded DISENGAGED position. The mechanism was 
exercised and found to operate normally through its full 
travel range. This assembly was confirmed to have been 
rigged in accordance with the manufacturer's rigging 
instructions, although the gust lock tension spring 
appeared weak and exhibited evidence of fire damage. 

1.4.8 Rudder Gust Lock system 

The rudder gust lock mechanism is mounted at the aft end 
of the rear fuselage, and is operated by the rear sprocket 
of the gust lock system's chain and cable circuit. 
Operation of the rudder gust lock mechanism is similar to 
that of the elevator gust lock system described above. 

The rudder gust lock assembly was recovered from the 
wreckage and the gust lock's mechanical actuating lever
arm was captured in the ENGAGED position. In addition, 
the spring-loaded plunger was jammed in its fully extended 
position, and had been rotated approximately seven degrees 
in its guide boss. The rotational damage to the plunger 
is consistent with torsional loading damage that would be 
expected if the plunger had been engaged, and had 
subsequently rotated during ground impact. 

A sprocket assembly that interconnects the rudder and 
elevator control lock actuation mechanisms was also 
recovered from the wreckage. A number of the sprocket's 
gear teeth had been bent in overload at impact, causing 
the assembly's chains to jam. By measurement, and 
comparison with a serviceable control lock mechanism, it 
was determined that the sprocket was oriented midway 
between the gust lock ENGAGED and DISENGAGED positions. 

1.4.9 Aileron Gust Lock System 

The aileron gust lock mechanism was recovered in its 
spring-loaded DISENGAGED position. However, further 
examination of the aileron system revealed that the heads 
of all eight (AN470-3) rivets used to secure the aileron 
control quadrant's centre pivot-bearing structure had 
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failed in tensile overload. This damage is believed to 
have occurred when the aileron cables were stretched 
beyond their normal loading limits while the control 
quadrant was locked and unable to rotate. The two devices 
in the system that could prevent free rotation of the 
control quadrant are the quadrant stops and the spring
loaded plunger when it is in the ENGAGED position. Both 
of these devices were examined and no unusual damage was 
apparent. 

1.4.10 Gust Lock Handle 

Portions of the gust-lock handle assembly were recovered 
from the cockpit wreckage. These components exhibited 
severe impact deformation and overload failure. 
Examination of the relationship between several of the 
moveable components of this control system indicated that 
the gust lock lever was in a fully DISENGAGED position 
when recovered. 

The aircraft captain had been seated in the left crew-seat 
position. A knob from the gust lock control handle was 
found embedded in his right wrist. 

1.5 Gust Lock Operation 

Following the accident, a number of tests were conducted 
on a serviceable Caribou aircraft to determine how the 
gust lock mechanism would operate under circumstances in 
which one of the locking pins was jammed and unable to be 
released. During these tests, the rudder locking pin was 
held in place, and the gust lock handle in the cockpit was 
released. The consistent result was that the gust lock 
handle moved forward, under spring power, to a position 
approximately one-half the distance between its LOCKED and 
UNLOCKED positions. The flight controls were then 
exercised and it was found that, under these conditions, 
the flight crew would have aft (nose-up) elevator 
authority but no forward (nose-down) elevator authority. 
Although the rudder itself remained securely in place 
because of the actuation of the locking pin, it was easily 
possible to deflect the rudder spring tabs by applying 
pressure to the rudder pedals. 

During follow-up testing, the elevator gust lock mechanism 
was rotated to a mid-range position between its fully 
LOCKED and UNLOCKED station. It was noted that, at this 
mid-point, the elevator gust lock pin disengaged 
sufficiently to allow the elevator to be deflected to 
command a nose-up pitch attitude. However, because of the 
system design, when the elevator controls were moved 
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forward to command a nose-down pitch attitude, the control 
lock would re-engage as the elevator returned to its 
neutral position. Further forward movement of the 
elevator control column caused the elevator spring tabs to 
deflect upward, and out of their neutral position without 
a corresponding deflection of the elevator control 
surface. 

From these tests, it was also determined that it is not 
possible to move the gust lock handle fully forward unless 
the locking pins have been completely released. 

1.6 Aircraft Performance - General 

Aircraft performance figures available from the aircraft 
flight manual, the servicing manuals, and from previous 
flight test records were carefully reviewed. 

1.6.1 Aircraft Performance - Weight and Balance 

Loading for the accident flight was within the constraints 
of the weight and balance envelope. All ballast used on 
previous test flights had been removed. The total take
off weight for the accident flight is estimated to be 
22,000 pounds. The maximum gross weight allowable under 
the conditions of the day was 28,500 pounds. 

1.6.2 Aircraft Performance - Take-off Power 

The normal maximum-power permissible for take-off 
corresponds to 1,281 Static Horse-Power (SHP) at 1,700 rpm 
and 100 per cent output torque. Either engine is capable 
of producing 1,424 SHP at 1,700 rpm, which corresponds to 
111 per cent torque. 

The engine manufacturer estimates that, with the control 
lock handle in the LOCKED position, the engines may have 
been capable of producing between 400 and BOO SHP, with 
the most likely value falling to the low end of that 
range. 

1.6.3 Aircraft Performance - Take-off Distance 

Aircraft performance charts indicate that the expected 
take-off distance for the conditions of the day should 
have been 700 feet. The ground run of the accident flight 
was measured to be approximately 900 feet and was 
therefore more than 20 per cent longer than the 
performance charts predict.· 
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1.6.4 Aircraft Performance - Take-off Speed 

Actual lift-off speeds are not available; however, take
off performance charts in the draft Aircraft Flight 
Manual, which was developed and compiled by Newcal 
Aviation during the flight test program, indicate that 
both the engine failure speed and the take-off safety 
speed for the conditions of the day would have been 
approximately 87 miles per hour (mph) . 

The aircraft did not stall throughout the entire in-flight 
manoeuvre. The Aircraft Flight Manual indicates that the 
normal 1-g stall speed for take-off configuration is 71 
mph when at zero thrust. The power-on stall speed, in 
take-off configuration, is not published but would be 
lower than the published value of 71 mph. 

1.7 Pre-Flight Checks 

Standard procedures for the operation of the Caribou 
aircraft include the execution of a six-point control 
check prior to take-off. This check is essential to 
assure the crew that it has full and unimpeded operation 
of the primary control surfaces. This check is especially 
important on any aircraft that has the capability of 
locking the flight controls while manoeuvring on the 
ground. 

No control check was seen by witnesses on the ground, nor 
was one captured on videotape or 35 mm film. 

1.8 Weather 

The Area Forecast for the time of the accident predicted 
that the Gimli region would be under the influence of an 
unstable airmass, a light to moderate southwesterly flow, 
and patchy, moist mid-level clouds. An automated weather 
observation system (AutoS) is located at the Gimli 
Industrial Park. That system indicated that the surface 
winds at the time of the accident were from 200 degrees 
(True) at 15 knots. 

1.9 Flight Crew 

Both flight crew members were licensed and qualified to 
conduct this flight. Experience of either crew member on 
the turbo-conversion aircraft was limited in that it was a 
newly modified, •one-of-a-kind" aircraft. Neither pilot 
was an experienced flight test crew. 
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Autopsy and toxicology examinations did not reveal any 
physiological, toxicological, or pathological factors that 
would have had a bearing on this accident. 
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2.0 ANALYSIS 

2.1 Pre-Flight Preparation 

This flight was pre-briefed in detail and was intended to form 
part of an on-going flight test program that was being conducted 
as part of the aircraft modification. 

2.2 Elevator Authority 

The aircraft rotated at lift-off to a pitch attitude that 
was slightly higher than that used on previous take-offs. 
The smooth nose-rotation seen on the videotape indicates 
that the crew did have up-elevator authority at lift-off. 
However, in subsequent video frames, the elevator is seen 
to remain in its neutral position with the spring tab 
deflected upwards; this situation is known to occur when 
the elevator movement has been impeded while pressure is 
being applied to the control column. 

During its initial climb, the aircraft's pitch attitude 
continually increased. It would be logical to expect the 
crew to counter this continuous upward movement of the 
aircraft's nose by applying forward control column 
pressure. Photographic evidence of this occurrence does 
show an upward deflection of the spring tab but does not 
show any corresponding control surface movement. Such a 
situation can be duplicated on the ground, with the gust 
locks ENGAGED, by applying a forward control column 
pressure against the locked elevator system. In the air, 
the resultant spring tab deflection would cause an 
aerodynamic effect that is the reverse of the commanded 
control input. The photographic information, coupled with 
the dynamics of the aircraft's flight profile, 
corroborates physical evidence which indicates that the 
elevator system was being restricted from moving toward a 
commanded nose-down position. It is therefore concluded 
that the crew was likely attempting to lower the nose by 
applying forward control column pressure, but that the 
elevator system was either locked or otherwise restricted 
from movement. The crew's continuing effort to apply 
forward control column pressure deflected the spring tabs, 
and caused a further increase to the aircraft's pitch 
attitude. 

2.3 Rudder Gust Locks 

Damage to the rudder gust lock mechanism indicates that it 
was ENGAGED at the time of the impact. With the rudder 
locks ENGAGED in flight, any attempt by the crew to 
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counter an uncommanded right roll by using left rudder 
inputs would have deflected the rudder spring tab towards 
the right and increased the right-hand roll rate; this 
movement would be consistent with the roll profile 
observed on the videotape. 

2.4 Aileron Gust Locks 

Damage to the aileron control quadrant suggests that the 
aileron gust lock may have been engaged at impact. If the 
ailerons had been available for use throughout this 
flight, it would be logical to have expected some attempt 
by the crew to control the aircraft's roll rate throughout 
the wing-over manoeuvre; no change in roll rate was 
observed. It is therefore unlikely that aileron control 
was available to the crew during the in-flight portion of 
this trip. 

2.5 Gust Lock Handle Release 

The aircraft gust lock handle is designed to restrict 
forward throttle movement when the lock is ENGAGED. 
Estimates by the engine manufacturer indicate that the 
maximum throttle setting that would be possible with the 
gust lock handle ENGAGED would have provided approximately 
30 per cent to 40 per cent of the available engine power -
an amount considered insufficient to complete a take-off 
even under light weight conditions. 

In this occurrence, the aircraft became airborne in 
approximately 900 feet and flew the entire flight profile 
above its stall speed. The stalling speed for this 
aircraft under take-off power is not published, but would 
be less than 71 mph. The aircraft's acceleration to 
speeds above the stall, along with its subsequent lift-off 
and climb performance as observed on the videotape, would 
not be expected if the aircraft throttles were restricted 
to allow the engines to produce less than 40 per cent of 
their maximum power. It is therefore concluded that the 
gust lock handle had been released from its LOCKED 
position prior to, or during, the take-off roll. 

2.6 Crew Activity 

During this flight, the aircraft entered a gradually 
steepening, nose-high, attitude which eventually 
progressed to become a very steep dive. It would be 
reasonable to expect that, if either pilot had been 
holding the throttle levers throughout this manoeuvre, 
some attempt would have been made to adjust the throttle 
position to compensate for the steep pitch attitudes. 
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An examination of the aircraft flight instruments provided 
indications that both engine fuel flow readings were 740 
pph at the time of the crash. This figure is significant, 
in that it represents the precise fuel flow value that 
corresponds to normal take-off power; the engine is 
capable of producing power at levels either above or below 
this particular setting. Because the fuel flow readings 
at the time of the impact relate precisely to take-off 
power, it can be concluded that no throttle adjustments 
were attempted after take-off power was set. It is 
therefore unlikely that either crew member had his hand on 
the throttle levers throughout the flight phase of this 
occurrence. 

During the autopsy, a knob from the gust lock handle was 
found embedded in the captain's right wrist. It follows, 
then, that the captain's right hand was elevated and 
positioned in the region of the gust lock handle at the 
time of the crash. Based on this information, it is 
likely the captain was attempting to operate the gust lock 
handle at the time that the aircraft hit the ground. 

2.7 Six-Point Control Check 

Standard procedures for the Caribou aircraft allow for 
locking the flight controls during ground operation. The 
aircraft flight manual indicates that a six-point control 
check is required prior to take-off to ensure free and 
proper movement of the flight control system. No control 
check was seen by witnesses on the ground, nor was one 
captured on videotape or 35 mm film. It is likely that if 
the controls were locked prior to take-off because of some 
unknown component failure or system jamming, a full 
control check would have identified the restriction. It 
is therefore concluded that the control check was likely 
omitted for undetermined reasons. 
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 Findings 

1. The occurrence aircraft was operating under an 
EXPERIMENTAL category of CAR 4b; the aircraft had 
acquired an accumulated flight time of 23 hours in its 
modified configuration. 

2. The aircraft was loaded within the weight and balance 
constraints published in the Aircraft Flight Manual. 

3. The aileron and elevator trim tabs were near their 
neutral positions. 

4. No flight control check was observed prior to 
commencement of the take-off roll. 

5. The take-off ground run was 20 per cent longer than 
the performance charts predict. 

6. Aft elevator authority existed at rotation. 

7. The aircraft's initial climb attitude was 
significantly higher than on previous take-offs under 
similar environmental conditions. 

8. At approximately 35 feet agl, the aircraft made a 
noticeable pitch-up movement; from that point onwards, 
the elevator control surfaces remained in their 
neutral position. 

9. Airspeed remained above the stall speed throughout the 
in-flight manoeuvre. 

10. The flight control system had not been modified during 
the conversion process; there was no evidence of pre
impact faults in this system. 

11. The propeller blades contained significant rotational 
energy at the time of the crash; blade angles had been 
captured at approximately 26 degrees and were 
consistent with a high engine power setting. 

12. Both engines were under high power at impact; neither 
engine displayed any pre-impact anomaly or distress 
that would have prevented normal operation prior to 
impact. 
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13. While the aircraft was in flight, the elevator spring 
tabs were deflected upward with no corresponding 
movement of the elevator; this situation occurs when 
forward control column pressure is applied and the 
elevator control lock is engaged. 

14. The rudder gust lock's mechanical actuating lever-arm 
was captured in the ENGAGED position at impact. 

15. A sprocket assembly that interconnects the rudder and 
elevator control lock actuation mechanisms was 
oriented midway between the gust lock ENGAGED and gust 
lock DISENGAGED position. 

16. Damage to the aileron control quadrant's centre pivot
bearing structure is consistent with the aileron 
control lock being engaged at impact. 

17. Post-accident tests show that, in situations where one 
or more gust lock pins does not fully disengage, it is 
possible to have aft (nose-up) elevator authority with 
no forward (nose-down) elevator control. 

3.2 Causes 

The gust lock system was not fully disengaged prior to 
flight and one or more of the gust locking pins became re
engaged for undetermined reasons after lift-off. It is 
unlikely that a control check had been completed prior to 
take-off and, once airborne, the crew were unable to 
disengage the gust lock mechanism before losing control of 
the aircraft. 
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4.0 SAFETY ACTION 

4.1 Action Taken 

4.1.1 Aircraft Gust Locks 

Subsequent to this occurrence, the Transportation Safety 
Board forwarded an Aviation Safety Advisory to Transport 
Canada concerning the adequacy of pre-take-off checklists 
and procedures pertaining to the removal of aircraft 
control gust locks. 

This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board's 
investigation into this occurrence. Consequently, the Board, 
consisting of Chairperson, John W. Stants, and members Gerald E. 
Bennett, Zita Brunet, the Hen. Wilfred R. DuPont and Hugh 
MacNeil, has authorized the release of this report. 
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TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/1139·D 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <·--··-··············· AIRCRAFT DATA -·-······-·-·-··--·--> 
DATE 92·09·16 ++ MASS CATEGCRY : 27 OD1 • 272 ODD KG 
TIME : 22:2D ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : 
LIGHT : NIGHT/MOONLIGHT ++REGISTRATION· 
GEN WEATHER : VMC ++ 

++ 
<······--··············· LOCATION ···········--········-··> ++ <·-········- DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION YUMA,AZ ++ A/C DAMAGE : MINOR 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES ++ INJURY : FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED YUMA,AZ ++ CR<W 0 D 0 3 D 3 
DESTINATION YUMA,AZ ++ PAX 0 D 0 D D 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••····••••• 
THIS ~AS A MANUFACTURER FLIGHT TEST OF CENTRE MAIN BODY LANDING GEAR DRAG LINK FAILURES ON THIS A/C TYPE. DURING LANDING, A 
FAILURE OF THE CRAG LINK ~AS INDUCED. THE CENTRE MAIN BODY GEAR FOLDED AFT, DAMAGING THE ~HEEL WELL AND ADJACENT SKIN 
PANELS. THE DRAG LINK FAILURE ~AS THE RESULT OF A DYNAMIC INSTABILITY OF THE CENTRE BOOT GEAR DUE TO AN INTERACTION BE~EN 
THE CENTRE BOOT LANDING GEAR AND THE BRAKE CONTROL SYSTEM (INCLUDING THE ANTI SKID AND AUTOBRAKE SUB SYSTEMS). THE 
MANUFACTURER DEVELOPED A MODIFICATION TO THE ANTI SKID CONTROL UNIT. 

•••••······· SEQUENCE OF EVENTS •••••••••••• 
EVENT 1 OTHER GEAR COLLAPSED/RETRACTED • LANDING ROLL 

!.NORMAL BRAKE SYSTEM • ERRATIC 
1.MANUFACTURER·DESIGN·INADEOUATE 

2.MAIN GEAR • FAILED/COLLAPSED 
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FT\\'9~L-\~~s hrtp:J!w~>w.rtsb gov'niationFT\V.'92A1~S.htm 

}..'TSD IJentilication: FTW92LA228 

Accident occurred SEP-18-92 at SAN ANT0:--10, TX 
Aircraft: FAIRCIIILD SA-227-AC, registration: N2183A 

Injuries: 2 Uninjured. 

oct/!6/C?Z--

TilE PILOT WAS CO}..TIUCTD:G A F"ln\CTIONAL TEST FLIGHT A!\TI QUALITAffi!E 
ENGI!\'EER.mG EVALUATION OF TilE AIRPL\1\'E'S LONGf11J'DINAL CONTROL Du1UNG 
LA!\TIU\'G. DCRING FINAL APPROACH TO RUNWAY 12L, HE REDVCED TilE EKGI!\'ES TO 
TilE FLIGHT IDLE POSillONS AND ESTABUSIIED 95 KL\S. HE WAS UNABLE TO RAISE 
TilE l\'OSE OF TIIE AIRPL\!\'E DLlill'G TIIE FLARE TO ARREST TilE DESCENT RATE A!\TI 
LA!\'DED IL\RD ONTO TilE RUNWAY. TilE AIRPLA!\'E WAS TA .. \.1ED TO TilE RA .. \IP A!\'D 
SECURED. l\'0 l\IECHA!\lCAL FAILURE WAS FOU!\'D OR REPORTED. 
Probable Cause 
TIIE L\1\'DING CAPABILITY OF TilE AIRPL-\1\'E WAS EXCEEDED. TIIE LACK OF 
PERFOfu\L\1\'CE DATA WAS A FACTOR IN TilE ACCIDENT. 

Index for Sep 1992 I Index of!\ lonths D D D D D 
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............................................................................................... REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 18 .......................................................................................... . 
+DATA REPORT FAIRCHILO·SA227 Ill ACCIDENT+ 
+ EVENTS:PHASES HARD LANDING·LEVEL OFF/TOUCHO~ + 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ .. 
<·····------------------ OPERATION -----------------------> ++ <·····-------------····· FILE DATA --------------------·-·> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS .. TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/1130·0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········• DATE TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA --·····--·> ++ <······-·····--······· AIRCRAFT DATA ············----···-·> 
DATE : 92·09·18 ++ MASS CATEGORY : 5701 .. 27 000 KG 
TIME : 13:10 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : UNITED STATES 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION : N2183A 
GEN WEATHER : VMC ++ .. 
<··-----·······-·-·····- LOCATION ----····················> ++ <·-········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ··------···> 
LOCATION SAN ANTONIO,TX ++ A/C DAMAGE : SUBSTANTIAL 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES ++ INJURY : FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
DEPARTED SAN ANTONIO,TX ++ CRE~ 0 0 0 2 0 2 
DESTINATION SAN ANTONIO,TX ++PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 

.................................. NARRATIVE .............................. .. 
THE PILOT ~AS CONDUCTING AN EVALUATION OF THE A/C'S LONGITUDINAL CONTROL DURING LANCING. DURING FINAL APP TO RWY 12L, HE 
REDUCED THE ENGINES TO THE FLIGHT !OLE POSITIONS ANO ESTABLISHED 95 KIAS. HE ~AS UNABLE TO RAISE THE NOSE OF THE A/C CURING 
THE FLARE AND LANCED HARO ON THE RWY. NO MECHANICAL FAILURE ~AS FOUND, 

........................ SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ..................... .. 
EVENT 1 HARD LANDING .. LEVEL OFF/TOUCHD~ 

1.RATE OF DESCENT .. EXCESSIVE 
2.A/C PERFORMANCE .. EXCEEDED 
3.USE OF PERFORMANCE OATA .. INADEQUATE 

1.MANUFACTURER•PUBLICATIONS•INAOECUATE 

R .,..J wl-u ~ d 
-5/ /V '12..?. 13 
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+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 47 ·············································+ 
+ PRELIMINARY REPORT CONAIR-FIRECAT INCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPKASES FUMES/SMDKE·INITIAL CLIMB + 
+ POUER LOSS-FIRST ENGINE-INITIAL CLIMB + 
+ DIVERSION • DUE TO TECHNICAL REASONS-INITIAL CLIMB + 

+··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ++ 
<····················--· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ······-······-·-·--····> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 95/2127·0 

++ FROM STATE : CANADA 
FINAL REP ++ 

<----------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 95·05·25 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME 
LIGHT 
GEN VEATKER 

14:30 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY 
++ REGISTRATION 
++ 
++ 

<······················· tOCATJON ·······················-> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, 
LOCATION PRINCE ALBERT ++ A/C DAMAGE 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···-·······> 
MINOR 

STATE/AREA CANADA ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED PRINCE ALBERT ++ CREW 0 0 0 1 0 1 
DESTINATION PRINCE ALBERT ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
SHORTLY AFTER TAKE-OFF DURING A TEST FLIGHT THERE WAS A FIRE WARNING LIGHT ACCOMPANIED BY FUMES IN TKE COCKPIT. TKE PILOT 
SHUT DOWN TKE RIGHT ENGINE, DISCHARGED TKE FIRE EXTINGUISHER BOTTLE AND RETURNED TO LAND. SHORTED AND BURNED WIRES IN TKE 
FUSELAGE AND ELECTRICAL OVERHEAT DAMAGE TO TKE RIGHT NACELLE FIRE WARNING CONTROL BOX VERE FOUND. 

+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 48 ·············································+ 
+ PRELIMINARY REPORT MCDONNELL·DOUGlAS-DC'3 OAKOTA/C-47 INCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPKASES FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE-CRUISE + 
+ DIVERSION·CRUISE + 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<·-----------------·-··· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <·-·-·····------------·· FILE DATA -·········-----·-······> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 95/2644·0 

++ FROM STATE : CANADA 
FINAl REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <········-············ AIRCRAFT DATA ············---······> 
DATE 95·10-31 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME 09:15 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION 
GEN WEATHER ++ 

++ 
<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <••········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION RED LAKE,20 NM S ++ A/C DAMAGE : NONE 
STATE/AREA CANADA ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED RED LAKE ++ CREW 0 D 0 2 0 2 
DESTINATION RED LAKE ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
TKE A/C WAS ON A MAINTENANCE CHECK WHICK KAD REQUIRED A WING REMOVAL. AS TKE CREW LEVELLED TKE A/C IN CRUISE AND USED TKE 
AILERON TRIM TO CORRECT A LEFT·WING·DOWN TENDENCY, THEY FOUND THAT APPLICATION OF TKE AILERON TRIM AGGRAVATED TKE 
CONDITION, AND REVERSED TKE TRIM INPUT. TKE CREY RETURNED AND LANDED SAFELY. TKE AILERON TRIM SYSTEM KAD BEEN OPERATING IN 
REVERSE. 



+······················------------------······· REQUEST D74/98, REPORT 13 ·························--------------------+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT ROC~LL·SABRE 40 INCIDENT + 
+ EVENTS I PHASES UNKNOIJN·TAXIING TO/FRC»> RUNilAY + 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<···-------------------· OPERATION ------------···········> ++ <-······················ FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/0452·0 

++ FRC»> STATE 
_____ FINAL REP _ -----~- _++ ____ ~~---- --~------ --------

<·---------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <··---------·-···----· AIRCRAFT DATA ---------------------> 
DATE 92·03·26 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME DO:OO ++ STATE OF REGISTRY 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION 
GEN ~EATHER ++ 

++ 

<····--------------····· LOCATION --······--------------··> ++ <···-------- DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
MINOR LOCATION OPA LOCKA 

STATE/AREA UNITED STATES 
DEPARTED 
DESTINATION 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREIJ 
++PAX 
++ 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOIJN TOTAL 
D 0 D 2 0 2 
D 0 D 0 0 0 

·--------------·· NARRATIVE ----········----
AIRCLAIMS: ~HILST TAXIING, BRAXE PRESSURE ~AS LOST AND THE PILOT SUBSEQUENTLY STEERED THE AIRCRAFT OFF THE TAXI~AY ONTO THE 
GRASS. AFTER LEAVING THE TAXIWAY THE AIRCRAFT'S NOSE UNDERCARRIAGE STRUCK A CONCRETE BLOCK AND COLLAPSED. IT IS UNDERSTOOD 
THAT, ON START UP, THE CRE~ FOGOT TO TURN ON THE HYDRAULIC PUMPS. 

+·--·············---··········-··········••••••• REQUEST D74/98, REPORT 14 ·············································+ 
+ PRELIMINARY REPORT MIL·MI-6 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSiPHASES TRANSMISSION FAILURE-FIRST ENGINE-CRUISE + 
+ FIRE-CRUISE + 

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··············---------+ 
++ 

<········-·······----··- OPERATION ··············-------··> ++ <····------·--·········- FILE DATA ··········--------·--··> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/0291·0 

++ FROM STATE : RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
FINAL REP· ++ 
<··--------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····-----------······ AIRCRAFT DATA ·········------------> 
DATE 92·07·22 ++ MASS CATEGORY 27 001 - 272 DOD KG 
TIME 00:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION RA21896 
GEN ~ATHER ++ 

++ 
<·····------···········- lOCATION ························> ++ <··········- DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 

DESTROYED LOCATION NEAR MUNY MATERIK ++ A/C DAMAGE 
STATE/AREA RUSSIAN FEDERATION ++ INJURY 
DEPARTED ++ CRE~ 
DESTINATION ++ PAX 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOIJN TOTAL 
0 D 0 5 D 5 
0 D 0 D 0 0 

++ 

···········••·••· NARRATIVE •············•·• 
DURING A CHECK FLIGHT THE RIGHT ENGINE DEVELOPED SEVERE VIBRATION AND ~AS SHUT DOWN. THE CRE~ NOTICED FLAMES CC»>ING FROM IT 
AND SMOKE IN THE CARGO COMPARTMENT. THE ENGINE FAILURE ~AS CAUSED BY FAILURE OF THE INTERMEDIATE TRANSMISSION SHAFT FRONT 
BEARING. FOLLOWING A FORCED LANDING THE A/C \lAS DESTROYED BY FIRE. 
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NTSB Identification: CIII92LA289 For details, refer to NTSB microfiche number 50976A 

Accident occurred SEP-24-92 at HUTClllNSON, KS 
Aircraft: LEARJET LR-60, registration: N602U 

Injuries: 4 Uninjured. 

THE FLIGHT WAS ENGAGED IN A TEST FLIGHT THAT INVOLVED AN INTENTIONAL 
INDUCED AUTOPILOT MALFUNCTION AT 80 FEET ABOVE THE RUNWAY SURFACE. 
THE CREW IS REQUIRED TO DELAY RECOVERY FOR 2.0 SECONDS AND THEN 
RECOVER FROM THE MALFUNCTION. THE AIRCRAFT MADE A HARD LANDING 
DURING THE ATTEMPTED RECOVERY RESULTING IN SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE TO 
THE AIRPLANE. THE MALFUNCTION INPUT WAS MADE BY AN AVIONICS ENGINEER 
IN THE AFT CABIN WHO DID NOT HAVE A READOUT OF RADAR ALTITUDE. THE 
COMPANY AND THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION HAVE MODIFIED THEIR 
FLIGHT TEST GUIDANCE FOR LOW ALTITUDE INTENTIONAL MALFUNCTIONS SINCE 
THIS ACODENT. 
Probable Cause 
INADEQUATE FLIGHT TEST METHODS BY THE MANUFACTURER AND THE FAA 
WinCH DID NOT PERMIT SAFE OPERATING CLEARANCES. 

Index for SC!I 19Q21 Index of Months • • • • • 

+······--··········-········--···········--····· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 19 ··········--···············-----·············+ 
+ OATA REPORT LEARJET-60 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTS:PHASES HARD LANDING-LEVEL OFF/TOUCHD~ + 

+···---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

c----------------------- OPE~ATION ------------------·····> ++ <··--------------------- FILE DATA -----------············> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/0196·0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<·---------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA -------···> ++ <··----------········· AIRCRAFT DATA ·············---·····> 
DATE : 92·09-24 ++ MASS CATEGORY : 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME : 10:55 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : UNITED STATES 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION : N602LJ 
CEN \lEATHER : VMC ++ '"'. 

++ 
<········-·············· LOCATION ························> ++ <·····-····· DAMAGE. INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION HUTCHINSON,KS ++ A/C DAMAGE : SUBSTANTIAL 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES ++ INJURY : FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
DEPARTED YICHITA,KS ++ CREY 0 0 0 2 0 2 
DESTINATION HUTCHINSON,KS ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

-----············ NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
THE PROTOTYPE A/C LANDED HARD AFTER AN INTENTIONALLY INDUCED MALFUNCTION ON APP DURING A TEST FLIGHT.DRN: THIS YAS A TEST 
OF AN INTENTIONAL INDUCED AUTOPILOT MALFUNCTION AT 80FT. THE CREY YAS REQUIRED TO DELAY RECOVERY FOR2 SEC AND THEN 
RECOVER. THE MALFUNCTION INPUT YAS MADE BY AN AVIONICS ENGINEER IN THE AFT CABIN YHO DID NOT KNOW THEALTITUOE. THE OPERATOR 
AND THE FAA HAVE MODIFIED THEIR GUIDANCE FOR LOY ALTITUDE INTENTIONAL MALFUNCTIONS. 

·----··----· SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ----··-----
EVENT 1 HARD LANDING • LEVEL OFF/TOUCHD~ 

1.AUTOPILOT - FAILED/IN1ENTIONAL 
1.CAA - AIRWORTHINESS STAFF·ORDERS·INAOEOUATE 

http://www.ntsb.gov/Aviation/CHI/92A289.btm ' 3/22/99 
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I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I 

+OAT A REPORT 'MISCELLANEOUS -EXPERIMENTAL 
ACCIDENT + 

+EVENTS I PHASES: HARD LANDING I LEVEL OFF/TOUCHDOWN 
+ 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

++ 
< OPERATION >++< FILE DATA-----
TYPE :MISCELLANEOUS- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/0196-0 

++FROM STATE :UNITED STATES 
++ 

<-----WHEN----->++< AIRCRAFT DATA---
DATE : 92-09-24 ++MASS CATEGORY 
TIME : 10:55 ++STATE OF REGISTRY: UNITED STATES 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++REGISTRATION : N602U 

++ 
<:-----WHERE ----->++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD > 
++ A/C DAMAGE : SUBSTANTIAL LOCATION : HUTCHINSON,KS 

STATE/AREA : UNITED STATES ++INJURY: FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE 
UNKNOWN TOTAL 

DEPARTED : WICHITA,KS 
DESTINATION : HUTCHINSON,KS 
OTHER DAMAGE: 

++CREW : 0 
++PAX 

++GROUND: 0 

0 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 
0 
0 

2 
0 
0 

0 

THE PROTOTYPE A/C LANDED HARD AFTER AN INTENTIONALLY INDUCED MALFUNCTIO 
ON APP DURING A TEST FLIGHT. 

----EVENTS AND FACTORS-----
1. EVENT I PHASE: HARD LANDING I LEVEL OFF/TOUCHDOWN 
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*********************************************************•······················· 
A/C Type Operator Regn Lccaticn Date Ocenum P/Pub -------- -------- -------- ------ -----JSTUAM 32 BAl!! G -Strn PUSMCX & OCT 9Z 9Z0409!D P 

CAA Narrativlt 

······--------UX UPO'lTUL!: ACCIDI!NT t WING DltOPPlm Al'TElt TAXJ-01'1" - A/C CRASHED & CAUG!Ir 
l'tU. Z POB,BOTB KILLlm, 
WHEN THE TAU OFP' BEGAN Till!! l'IltST OFliCD. VAS A'WJ\U THAT IT VAS TBE M:tNTION 
OF THE COMMANDD. TO GIVE A PRACTICE tNGINl!! FAILURE AT .AN .APPROPUAn: POINT, 
TilE COMMANDER INITXATlm T!IE SIMt!LATitl tNGINI I!'.A.IL!lU AT A TIME WHEN CONTP.Ot. 
01!' Tl!!: A/ C HAD linN HAlnllm OVER TO 'rBE lliltST Ol'l'IC!lt IN ACCOIIDA..~CE VITH 
NORMAL Fli.OCED11US, TB!ltEAFTD. THE AI C LEFT THE GROUND A.'ID CI.IM31m AT A 
GlWliENT BLIGI!'rLY STEEP!lt THAN UStT.A1. WIL!: TilE LANDING GlWl REMAINlm IN Tl!!: 
EXTENDED POSITION, ABOUT 10 S!CONDS Al'T!lt Tl!! A/C WAS ROTAT!D THE COMMA.'IDEII. 
!l!MINDlm TBE Flli.ST Ol'1ICEII. FOli.C1m1LLY ABOll'l' THE LANDING GlW!. .AND TBE 
COMMANDEil MADE !HE 'tiP" SEL!:CUON ON TBI INS'llttTCTION 01' THE I!'WT OFFICEB. '1'WO 
S!CONDS L.A.TIP.. AT TBIS MOMENT THE LANDING GEAlt 'WARNING BORN EiOUNDlm ALMOST 
SIMULTANEOUSLY \liTH ONE OF TilE STALL WARNING HORNS, VITI!IN A FUlTI!Ell. 'n!'O 
SECONDS THE COMMAND!ll. TOOX OVER TilE CONTROLS 01!' Till!! .A./C .AND USTOlED Pat.'D. !0 
Til!: UTAKDlm !NGINE Btrl' THE A/ C CONTINUED TO ltOLL TO THE li.IGH'r UNTIL IT 
STlltTCX TBE GltOUND INVERTED. THE TOTAL TIM!: FROM li.OTA'l'ION UNTIL IMPACT WAS 
APPROXIMATELY 18 SECONDS. T!IEU WAS NO :vtllE:NC! 01!' A/C MALFUNCTION OR 01' 
MEDICAL FACT011.8 WHICH MIGHT HAVE CAUSlm OR CONTRIIIU'l'ltD TO THE ACCIDENT. AAIB 
FIELD INVESTIGATION, FOUR. SAfETY li.ECOY.MENDATIONS iECEIVED CALI.ING FOR 11) A 
POSITV! li.EQU!REMENT FOR A FLIGHT TEST AFTER ANY I!'LIGBT IDLE ADJUSTMENT OR 
FUEL CON'I'li.OL UNIT (JctJl CHANGE AND THAT Till!! MM SHOULD EMPHASIS! THI 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE FLIGHT IDLE FUEL FLOV SETTING FOR AN 
ENGINE FIUED \liTH A DOVTY PROPI!:LLR TO THAT 01!' A McCAULEY Pl!.OPELLEB.t Zl Tim 
A/C MANtll'ACTUUll. TO MAn l!:VDY I!:I!'FORT TO ENSUU THAT ALL OPDATOltS 01' 
Jl!:TSTR.!AM A/C Cl!ECX TI!A'I' THEY HAVE CORRECTLY SET THE FLIG!Ir IDI.E Ft!1!:t. FLOWS! 
3)THAT THB A/C tw.'Ul'ACtuan UVIXW TI!EIR OPDATING M.A.NtT.U., FLIGHT MANUAL .AND 
A$SOCIAT!:D FLICH'r TRAINING PUBLICATIONS TO ENSUR.E THAT THEY li.EI!'L!:CT THI 
IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING AN ACCEPTABLE L!VEt. 01!' FLIGH'l' IDLE TO!!.Qt!l!! DUli.ING 
ASYMMETli.IC POWER I!'I.IGHT Tli.AINING EXERCISES 1 4) T!lAT Tl!!! CAA CONTtNtTE TO 
POSUmt.Y ENCOURAGE Till!! DEVELOPMENT AND tTSI!: OF !'LIGHT SIMt!LATO!tS 'RATHER THAN 
A/C FOR INITIAL AND RJCUli.RtNNT TRAINING IN ASYHM!TRIC POW!ll. txElCISES ON ALL 
PUBI.IC TRANSPORT AEROPLANES. CAA CLOSURE1 FACTOR 1'3/94 PUBLISHED Z6 JAN 94, 

--------M·-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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AAIB Bulletin No: 11/93 ReC:EW/C92/10/2 Category: 1.1 

Aircraft Type and Registration: British Aerospace Jetstream 3202, G-SUPR 

No & Type or Engines: 2 TPE 331-12UAR-704H turboprop engines 

Year or Manufacture: 1991 

Date & Time (UTC): 6 October 1992 at 1422 Ius 

Location: South side of Runway 13, Prestwick Airport 

Type or Flight: Private (Training) 

Persons on Board: 

Injuries: 

Nature oC Damage: 

Commander's Licence: 

Commander's Age: 

Crew-2 

Crew-Fatal 

Aircraft destroyed 

Passengers - None 

Passengers- N/A 

Airline Transport Pilot's Licence 

42years 

Commander's Flying Experience: 5,210 Ius (of which 1,398 were on type) 

Information Source: AAIB Field Investigation 

mstory or the Flight 

The aircraft was operated by the manufacturer as a company demonstrator. On the day of the accident 
there was a requirement for the aircraft to be positioned from Prestwick to East Midlands Airport, in 
order that certain modifications could be carried out to the flight deck for development purposes. 

It was decided that the flight could also be utilised to complete the flying exercises required for the 
renewal of the Certificate of Test in the flfSt officer's Commercial Pilot's Licence. These exercises 
consisted of a take off with simulated failure of one engine between VI (decision speed) and V2 (take
off safety speed), followed by a climb to circuit configuration, an ILS approach to Decision Height and 
go-around solely by reference to instruments, and an approach and full-stop landing, all with one 
engine simulated failed. It was planned that the flfSt three items would be carried out at Prestwick, 
followed by the transit flight to East Midlands, where the last item of the test was to be completed. 

It was known to be the standard practice for the commander to give a thorough pre-flight briefmg prior 
to the conduct of a test No witnesses were found who could confum that such a briefmg took place 
for this flight 

The departure time from Prestwick to East Midlands was planned to be 1420 hrs UTC. and a request 
was made for an A TC Approved Departure Time (ADT) during the morning. No evidence could be 
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found from A TC Flow Control records of any ADT being allocated to the aircraft. and flow control 
was not in force on the aircraft's planned route around the time of the accident However, the crew 
were under the impression that 1420 hrs was a flrm ADT, and attempted to arrange their flight 
accordingly. 

Information from the Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR} provided the basis for constructing the history of 
flight and assisted in assessing the actions of the flight crew. The flrst officer entered the aircraft at 
approximately 1354 hrs, ahead of the commander, to commence the "Flight Deck Preparation" items of 
the aircraft checklist He contacted the Prestwick Tower ATC controller by VHF radio and advised 
him of the aircraft's ADT, and of the intention to carry out one ILS approach and go-around prior to 
departure for East Midlands. Start clearance was given by ATC for the flight The commander was 
seated on the flight deck some flve minutes after the flrst officer, having completed the external 
inspection in accordance with normal practice. Witnesses indicated that the commander occupied the 
left seat 

The "Engine Start" checklist was read out by the commander, and responded to by the fust omcer. 
The ftrst omcer started both engines at 1400 hrs, and the • After Start" checklist was completed. Taxi 
clearance was obtained at 1404 hrs, the aircraft being initially cleared from the company apron area to 
the holding point T on the north side of Runway 13. During taxi, the commander would have 
controlled the aircraft using the nosewheel steering handle on the left side of the flight deck. The rust 
omcer carried out the "Taxi" checklist items in conjunction with the commander, including the 
selection of 10° Flap for take off, and confmnation that the flap indication was correct on the flight 
deck gauge. It was also confmned that the three flight control trim indications were correct for take off 
(normally neutral for the aileron and rudder trims, and within the • green band" take-off range for the 
elevator trim). The flying control gust lock lever was released, and all flying controls were checked 
for full and free movement The stall protection systems were also confumed to be selected 'ON' at 
this stage. Take-off speeds of 107 kt for VI and Rotate speed VR, with 110 kt for V2, were 
confirmed by the crew. The commander gave a short take-off brief, stating that it would be the fust 
omcer handling the take off, with an engine failure between VI and V2. and that the fust omcer 
should "fly the aeroplane·. The rust omcer confmned that he had understood the briefmg. 

At 1406 hrs, the aircraft was cleared by ATC to cross Runway 13 behind a departing aircraft, and to 
taxi along the parallel taxiway to the holding point ·r at the western end of the airfteld, so that a take 
off could be made using the whole of the available Runway length. The aircraft was photographed by 
a casual observer while approaching this holding point These photographs confirm that the 
commander was occupying the left seat. that flaps were set at the take-off position, and that the 
elevator was fully down, indicating that the elevator gust lock was not engaged. The aircraft reached 
holding position 'rat 1408 hrs, but was instructed by ATC to wait. pending other aircraft and the co
ordination of the flight into the traffic pattern. 

There was little conversation between the two pilots during the waiting period, and at 1414 hrs the 
commander enquired as to what flight details the ftrst omcer had passed to ATC. The ftrst omcer 
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responded that he had requested an ILS and go-around, and that the departure slot (ADT) had been 
communicated to ATC as 1420 hrs. (The ADT referred to the time that the aircraft would set course for 
East Midlands after completion of the ILS approach and go-around. therefore the aircraft would 
normally have had to be airborne several minutes prior to this time in order to complete the positioning 
for and conduct of the ILS approach). There was then some discussion between the two pilots as to 
how much leeway was available on the ADT. At 1415 hrs, the commander contacted ATC to say that 
if the ILS approach was going to cause the flight to be delayed further at Prestwick, then he was 
prepared to cancel it and continue in accordance with the ADT for the flight direct to East Midlands. In 
response to this, ATC passed departure instructions to the aircraft, giving a heading and altitude to 
achieve after take off in order to carry out the local flying, along with a radar transponder code. 
However, due to the amount of traffic around the airfield, the aircraft was not cleared to line up on 
Runway 13 until 1420 hrs. No revision to the take-otT brief was made by either crew member. 

A minor revision to the departure instructions was passed by ATC as the aircraft lined up on the 
Runway, and the "Runway" checklist items were completed, with the exception of the 
Torqueffemperature Limiter tesL This is required to be carried out on the first flight of each day, but 
was declined by the commander, probably in the interests of expediency. Once the aircraft was lined 
up on the Runway, the commander passed control to the first officer. 

Just prior to 1422 hrs, ATC cleared the aircraft for take off. The fmt officer applied the power, and 
100% RPM was conf'mned by the commander, along with the fact that all warning lights on the 
Central Annunciator Panel (CAP) were extinguished. Conf'mnation that full power (100% torque) on 
both engines had been achieved was given by the commander, and that the air speed indications were 
rising on both instruments. At the 70 kt speed cross-check, the first officer took control of the aircraft 
steering (aerodynamic directional control through the rudder pedals). At this point, the commander 
relinquished control of the nosewheel steering handle, and took control of the power levers. The take 
otT proceeded normally, the commander calling "VI, Rotate" as the aircraft apparently achieved the 
appropriate speed. The f'mt officer responded that he was rotating. The procedures set out in the 
Company Manufacturer's Operating Manual defining crew duties were adhered to up to this poinL 

Between approximately 6 and 10 seconds after the "VI, Rotate" call the f'mt officer stated with 
considerable hesitation "OK.. •• it's the ••. ah. • .left engine.-• but was interrupted by the commander 
who reminded him forcefully about the landing gear. The fust officer immediately responded with a 
call for the landing gear to be retracted and, almost coincident with the start of the landing gear 
retraction sequence (evidenced by the landing gear warning hom sounding), the audible stall warning 
system activated. The commander quickly took over the flying controls, which was acknowledged by 
the fmt officer. The landing gear warning hom ceased sounding after approximately 2 seconds, 
apparently as the commander advanced the power lever which had been retarded, but he was unable to 
maintain or regain control of the aircraft. 

There were many eyewitnesses to the aircraft's f'mal flight path, including the personnel in the ATC 
Control Tower Visual Control Room and several Qualified Flying Instructors from the Flying College 
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on the airfield. The aircraft was also obseiVed from a point just after becoming airborne by several 
personnel employed by the aircraft's manufacturer, from the offices adjacent to the north side of the 
Runway. Witness statements which described the fmal flight path produced a range of perceived pitch 
attitudes and heights to which the aircraft climbed above the runway. A review of these statements 
suggested that the aircraft had initially attained a somewhat higher pitch attitude than those obse!Ved in 
the normal course of Jetstream takeoffs at Prestwick, and had climbed to a height of approximately 
150 feet above the runway. Witnesses further along the Runway were sure that the aircraft had not 
yawed significantly after lift-off. All were in agreement that the aircraft began to bank smoothly to the 
right. The landing gear was observed to start retraction only after the aircraft had attained a significant 
bank angle. The aircraft continued to climb and to bank beyond the wings vertical attitude. It then 
began to lose height and to pitch such that it impacted the ground in a steep nose down and almost 
inverted attitude some 18 seconds after the initiation of rotation. It slid along the ground briefly with 
the fuselage pitching towards an almost vertical attitude. and erupted in a large fireball. The emergency 
services were quickly at the scene to extinguish the fire, but both occupants had sustained fatal impact 
injuries. 

One radar return was received from the aircraft by the Lowther Hill Radar site, which gave a altitude 
indication of 100 feet amsl, positioned over the Runway. The sweep period of the station was 
approximately 5.5 seconds, and the single return was timed at approximately 1422 hrs and 15 
seconds. Altitude resolution on this system is to the nearest 100 feet increment 

The Met obSCIVation, taken just after the accident, gave the surface wind as 060°/8 kt, visibility 30 km, 
no significant weather or low cloud, temperature +13°C, QNH 1027 mb, QFE 1024mb. The 
threshold elevation of Runway 13 is 38 feet amsl, and the airfield elevation is 66 feet amsl. An 
aftercast obtained from the Met Office indicated that the wind at 1,000 feet was 050"/10 kt. 

Prior to the flight, the aircraft was loaded with full fuel, giving a take-off weight of 6,444 kg, and a 
centre of gravity of 5.551 metres, both of which were within the permitted envelope. The 
corresponding take-off speeds were checked, and were found to be within 1 kt of those calculated by 
the crew. 

For the actual take-off weight and the ambient conditions at the time of the accident, the following data 
was extracted from the Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM): 

Take-off (Flap 10") Minimum Control speed in the Air (Ymca): 
Stall Warning Speed (Flight Idle Power): 
Stick Pusher Activation Speed (Flight Idle Power): 
Minimum Speed in the Stall (Vms) (Zero Thrust): 
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99ktiAS 
101 ktiAS 
92k1IAS 
92 k1 (Zero Bank) EAS 
94 kt (200 Bank) EAS 

104 kt (40° Bank) EAS 
128 kt {60° Bank) EAS 



The figures quoted with bank assume a co-ordinated tum. No data is presented in the AFM to indicate 
the reduction in stall warning speed or stall identification speed with values of torque above the Flight 
Idle setting, for the Flap 10° take-ofT configuration_ 

The V2 speed used in G-SUPR was almost coincident with a factor of 12 x the minimum speed in the 
stall (Vms), and 1.1 x the take-off minimum control speed in the air (Ymca)_ This is consistent with 
the requirement to utilise a V2 which is equal to the greater of these two calculated speeds. 

The AFM states that failure of the right engine gives the more adverse effect on the handling and 
perfonnance characteristics of the aircraft during take off (critical engine). The handling techniques 
and the scheduled perfonnance in the AFM are based on this case. 

The engines and propellers on Ietstream 31/32 aircraft operate at a selected constant RPM, the nonnal 
take-ofT setting being 100% RPM indicated on the flight deck. which equates to 1,591 RPM at the 
propeller, and 41,730 RPM at the engine.. The power settings (Torques) used in flight are achieved by 
variation of the propeller blade angles, rather than any significant change in engine rotational speed. 

The lowest available power setting in flight is with the power lever in the flight idle position, and 
unintentional movement of either power lever below this position is prevented by a physical latch 
mechanism. Any movement of either power lever below the flight idle position into the ground (Beta) 
range while the aircraft is in flight will result in a high pitch audio warning tone on the flight deck.. No 
such warning was evident during the accident flight. 

Crew Details 

The commander held an Airline Transpon Pilot's Licence and had a total of 5,210 hrs flying 
experience, of which 1,398 hrs was on Jetstream aircraft. He was a CAA Type Rating Examiner on 
the Jetstream 31132, and was also a Training Captain on the Jetstream 41 aircraft, having around 170 
hours total training flight time on all Jetstream variants. During the month prior to the accident, he had 
carried out flight training for overseas customers on the Jetstream 32.. His last previous Certificate of 
Test renewal examination on a UK pilot was conducted on 25 September. Ietstream 41 flight training 
was also interspersed during this perio<L There are significant differences between the handling 
characteristics of the Jetstream 31132 series, and those of the Jetstream 41. 

The fust officer held a Commercial Pilot's Licence and had a total of 1,798 hrs flying experience, of 
which 912 hrs wa$ on Jetstream aircraft. He had previously undertaken a Certificate of Test and 
Instrument Rating renewal flight on 9 April 1992, with satisfactory results. It was also established that 
he had the opportunity to practice a simulated engine failure after take off on 25 July 1992, while 
accompanied by another Training Captain. On that occasion, he had dealt with directional control 
satisfactorily after the simulated failure, but did allow the airspeed to exceed V2 by some 20 kt on that 
occasion. (It is nonnal practice, on this type of aircraft, to maintain the airspeed at or just above V2, in 
order to achieve the scheduled climb perfonnance on one engine). The remainder of the procedures 
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were carried out satisfactorily, and the relevant points from the exercise were debriefed accordingly. 
No record has been found to indicate that any further refresher training of this type was carried out 
prior to the accident flight 

No pilot training records were kept by the company relating to performance during initial or refresher 
training or periodic flight checks. 

Wreckage and Impact Information 

The aircraft impacted a disused taxiway in an inverted attitude and on a track of IBO"M (aircraft heading 
196°M), the initial impact being by the right wingtip and upper nose fuselage area. This was followed 
by the aircraft rolling to the right, which resulted in the left wing impacting the taxiway and the 
fuselage going into an almost vertical position whilst the whole wreckage slid on its forward fuselage 
for some 240 feet before coming to rest. Both wing fuel tanks ruptured at the initial impact point and 
an intense fuel fU'C started almost immediately. This fU'C continued to bum for some minutes after the 
aircraft came to rest. 

Examination of the wreckage at the accident site showed that at impact the aircraft was structurally 
complete and that all the flying control surfaces were attached and functional. The wing flaps were set 
at the take-off position (extended to 10°), the main landing gears were retracted and locked, and the 
nose landing gear was retracted but unlocked. Both propeller hubs had shattered at the initial impact 
which caused the propeller blades and the internal hub mechanisms to be thrown with considerable 
energy in various directions. 

Subsequent detailed examinations were conducted at AAIB Famborough and component 
manufacturer's facilities. All flying, engine and propeller control systems were examined for evidence 
of pre-impact failure or restriction. None was found, although due to post-impact disruption a 100% 
check on any control restrictions could not be carried out. The three control surface trim positions as 
indicated in the cockpit at the trim wheels, and at the flying control surface trim actuators, were 
examined to determine the trim positions that were set at impact, but again due to post-impact 
disruption no reliable pre-impact trim positions could be established. The three flying control surface 
ground gust lock systems were examined in detail and positive evidence was found to show that they 
were disengaged at impact. 

Both propeller governors were talcen to the manufacturer in the USA for examination and functional 
testing. Both were found to be in a serviceable condition. The propeller blades and hubs were 
reconstructed at the propeller manufacturer's facility in the USA, but the extent of the disintegration of 
both hubs prevented accurate assessment of the blade angles at impact. From this examination it was 
concluded thac the damage to the blades was as a result of the impact and that there was no indication 
of any failure prior to the impact; both propellers were operating under high power and RPM at impact; 
and neither propeller was in reverse pitch or feather position at impact. Exact blade angles of each 
propeller at impact were not determined, however based on various witness marks within the propeller 
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mechanisms, it is estimated that both propellers were operating within the range of25 to 35° of pitch at 
the 30 inches reference station. 

Analysis of the bulb filaments in the CAP panel, and glareshield Stall Identification lights, indicated 
that at impact all the bulbs except those from the right Stall Identification caption were off. The 
fllaments of both bulbs from the right Stall Identification caption showed classic evidence of being hot 
(bulbs illuminated) at the moment of impact. The stick push hydraulic actuator was undamaged by the 
impact and post impact fire. Examination of the actuator's ram showed that the stick push system had 
not been in operation at impact. It was not possible to establish by examination of the stick shake 
mechanism whether this had been operating at impact. 

Both pilots' seats and their adjustment mechanisms were examined for positioning and serviceability at 
impact. Both seat adjustment mechanisms were found to be in a serviceable condition. The 
commander's seat was found to be at the fully rearward fore/aft position, with the height adjustment at 
the minimum seat height position. The first officer's seat was found to be just to the rear of the mid 
fore/aft position, with the height adjustment at the minimum seat height position. 

Flight Data Recorder (FDR) 

The FDR was of no assistance in the investigation of this accident. As a result of a previous internal 
failure, it did not contain any data relating to the accident flight. 

The recorder was a Loral Fairchild Model FlOOO Solid State Flight Data Recorder (SSFDR), serial 
number No. 00320. This recorder uses semiconductor memory technology in the fonn of Electrically 
Erasable and Programmable Read Only Memory {EEPROM). The specific type of EEPROM is lcnown 
as "Flash" memory, the tenn Flash is used to indicate that the memory can be erased in a flash. 

The SSFDR was connected to the AAIB replay facilities and the contents of the memory module 
downloaded. Data is held in memory module in a compressed fonn. Before it can be interpreted it 
must be de-compressed and then reduced to engineering values. Examination of the SSFDR data in 
engineering values revealed that data from the accident flight had not been recorded. The data that was 
present was compared with infonnation on previous flights obtained from the aircraft's technical log, 
and it was discovered that the last recorded data related to flights that had taken place in late March and 
early Aprill992. 

The SSFDR was taken to the Lora! Fairchild factory in Sarasota. Florida. USA where it was 
discovered that a semiconductor device with the function of providing an electrical supply to memory 
devices had failed. It was further shown that this fault activated the fault circuits within the SSFDR 
and that the SSFDR "FDR FAIL"lamp on the flight declc should have illuminated. 
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In conjunction with British Aerospace personnel, the drawings for the SSFDR installation were 
examined and it was apparent that the SSFDR fault alert signal was incorrectly wired, and that a fault 
in the SSFDR could not illuminate the flight deck SSFDR "FOR FAIL •Jamp. 

An Alert Service Bulletin, with CAA Mandatory status, has already been issued by the aircraft 
manufacrurer in order to correct the wiring defect in all aircraft fitted with this system. 

Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) 

The CVR recording was of 30 minutes duration. The track allocation was as follows: 

Track 1 
Track2 
Track3 
Track4 

Flrst Officer's microphone 
Cockpit area microphone 
Not used 
Commander's microphone 

The initial part of the recording was fragmented (due to aircraft electrical power interruptions), and 
contained conversation between the engineers conducting the pre-flight inspection of the aircraft. 
Continuous recording then commenced when the fust officer entered the flight deck and switched on 
the electrical power. The commander was heard to enter the flight deck and the crew began working 
through the "Aight Deck Preparation• checklist. The history of the flight detailed above was compiled 
with reference to the recording, and no other technical or operational problems were discussed by the 
crew. 

After achieving VI, and at the end of the ftrst officer's response of "Rotating", there was a click 
audible on the CVR.. It is possible that this noise might have been made by one of the power levers 
striking the Aight Idle (FI) baulk when it was retarded, but it was not possible to confirm this from the 
CVR analysis of subsequent flights in other aircraft. An analysis of the CVR recording was made to 
ascertain if it was possible to determine which power lever was retarded on take off to simulate the 
engine failure. This involved using CVR recordings from other Jetstream aircraft undertaking the 
same exercise, but it was not possible using the CVR recording alone to determine conclusively which 
power lever was retarded. 

Stall Protection System 

The aircraft was fitted with the enhanced Jetstream 32 Stall Protection System. This comprises two 
stall warning systems (stick shakers and horns) and one automatic stall recovery (stick pusher) system. 
The stall warning systems give separate warnings for the left and right wings. Two airflow angles of 
attack are sensed by the stall warning vane mounted on the leading edge of each wing. The f!I'St is the 
stall warning angle, which activates the control column stick shaker and stall warning hom if either 
wing stall warning angle is reached. If the wing angle of attack continues to increase, and the stall 
identification angle is sensed, the appropriate stall identification red light is illuminated on the 
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glareshield in front of each pilot. If both wings achieve the stall identification angle, both glareshield 
lights illuminate and an hydraulically powered stick pusher operates to move the elevator to 
approximately s• nose down, and thus reduce the angle of attack. The stick push is stopped when 
either wing returns to the stall warning range. It is possible to cancel a stick push by pressing one of 
the illuminated stall identification captions which then causes the amber 'STALL' caption on the CAP 
to illuminate. Stick push is automatically cancelled if the aircraft pitches down and results in an 
acceleration of less than 05g absolute. A pull force of more than 80 lb applied to the pilot's control 
column will also override the stick push. 

Failure of the stall protection system is signalled to the crew by illumination of the appropriate amber 
'STALL' caption on the CAP, which would also be illuminated if the system is selected 'OFF. 

Landing Gear 

From the production flight test report on G-SUPR. the time taken to complete the Landing Gear 
retraction sequence was 6-7 seconds. The nose landing gear doors on Ietstream 31/32 aircraft initially 
open during the retraction sequence, before closing over the retracting leg. The effect of this on an 
aircraft subjected to sideslip at the time of retraction was measured during the post accident flight test 
programme, and was found to be of the order of a 3" increment in that sideslip for the duration of the 
retraction. 

The landing gear warning hom fitted to Ietstream 32 aircraft will sound if any gear leg is not locked 
down (or the landing gear is selected up), AND either power lever is near F1 (or the flaps are selected 
to 20° or more). If either power lever is pulled back to Fl, the hom operation may be cancelled by 
pressing the 'Landing Gear Hom Cancel' switch on the lower centre panel on the flight deck. 

Aircran History 

G-SUPR. aircraft serial number 956, made its fU"St flight on 15th December 1991. After the standard 
production aircraft test programme, it was ferried to East Midlands Airport for finishing and painting. 
This was completed. and the aircraft returned to Prestwick on 16 February 1992. Three further test 

flights were then carried out at Prestwick in order to gain the initial Certificate of Airworthiness 
(Private Category), which was achieved on 18th February 1992. The aircraft departed during the next 
day for a company demonstration tour to the Far East. 

After a flight on 7 March 1992. from Brunei to Manila. the aircraft technical log indicated that the right 
engine had "overfuelled in flight". As a result, the Fuel Control Unit (FCU) on the right engine was 
changed. Engine ground runs were then carried out, and adjustments were made to the F1 and 
maximum fuel flow adjusters in the FCU. No evidence could be found that a flight test was 
subsequently carried out to establish that the FI fuel flow setting was correct. Although it was the 
aircraft manufacturer's standard practice to carry out such a flight test after an FCU change, none was 
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required in the Aircraft Flight/Maintenance Manual or the Engine Maintenance Manual. except if the 
engine had been torque limited which was not applicable in this case. 

The replacement FCU had been removed from a spare 'new' engine. and had been part of that engine's 
equipment during the engine manufacturer's test runs prior to its release to service. During these pre
release test runs the FI and maximum fuel flow adjusters in the FCU had been altered. 

After this change of FCU, the aircraft had flown approximately 318 hours, and made over 300 
landings, without adverse comment on the engine FI fuel flow setting. During this period. it had been 
flown by at least 12 company' pilots. This included 7 days of flight training, with company Type 
Rating Examiners carrying out some 35 landings, all without adverse comment. No records were 
available to indicate whether the aircraft had carried out any engine failure after take-off simulations 
prior to the accident flight. 

On two occasions. 16 April and 22 June 1992, the aircraft technical log indicated that the right engine 
had been slow to reach target torque on take off. Adjustments to the propeller governor had been 
carried out in response to these reports, and there were no further recurrences of the problem recorded 
in the technicallo g. 

Prior to the accident, the aircraft had visited the USA, departing Prestwick on the 18 September and 
returning on the 30 September 1992. with no significant recorded defects. It did not then fly again 
until the accident flight. 

US Operator Training Flight Incident 

Some five weeks after this accident it came to the knowledge of the manufacturer that a Jetstream 32, 
belonging to an overseas operator, had experienced handling problems while undertaking a training 
flight involving simulation of engine failure after take off. Even though the correct airspeeds were 
apparently being adhered to, the aircraft became difficult to control directionally, and the commander 
had to take over and regain control by applying power on the "failed" engine. The exercise was 
repeated several times to confmn that there was something unusual about the handling of that particular 
aircraft. The manufacturer further established that it was the standard practice of this operator's 
instructors to select the power lever to the FI stop despite the manufacturer's recommendations to set 
I 0% torque when practising engine failure on take off. Furthermore, it was not the normal practice of 
this operator to carry out a flight test following FI fuel flow adjustments. 

The manufacturer informed the AAIB of this incident and to investigate further, a pilot and a flight test 
engineer from the manufacturer visited the operator to assess the aircraft involved. They discovered 
that the right engine. which had been operating at FI power during the exercises, had an unusually low 
FI fuel flow setting, resulting in an indicated in flight FI torque of 0% (the manufacturer's 
recommended minimum FI torque is 8%), and the handling difficulties were able to be confmned. In 
addition the left engine was also found to exhibit a lower than normal value of FI torque. Once the 
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FCU's had been correctly adjusted so that the minimum recommended flight idle torque now coincided 
with the F1 stop, there were no funher problems with the asymmetric power handling of that aircraft. 

G-SUPR Engine/FCU Investigation 

Both engine FCU's and P2fi'2 Sensing Units were taken to the manufacturer in the USA for 
examination and functional testing. The left engine FCU was relatively undamaged and, after a locally 
manufactured adapter was fitted, it was connected to a functional test facility and put through the 
manufacturer's test schedule. The unit performed satisfactorily for an in-service item, and had a F1 
fuel flow of 251 to 268 lb per hour. The right engine FCU had suffered more damage than the left, the 
significant damage being to the fuel flow adjustment lever and the rear casing. As with the left engine 
FCU, after a locally manufactured adapter was fitted, it was connected to a functional test facility and 
put through the manufacturer's test schedule. The unit performed satisfactorily for an in-service item, 
except for the fuel flows- specifically the F1 fuel flow which was extremely low, of the order of210 
lb per hour. The evidence very strongly suggested that this was as a result of the impact damage to the 
uniL It was not possible to determine by test the pre-impact F1 fuel flow. Inspection of the F1 fuel 
flow adjuster inside the unit indicated that it had been adjusted by one 'click' in the increase sense from 
that set at manufacture. Inspection of the manufacturers pre-release test results for this unit showed 
that the F1 fuel flow was 232 lb per hour, and one 'click' was 2 lb per hour, which indicated that the 
pre-impact F1 fuel flow for this unit may have been in the order of 234lb per hour. A variation of F1 
fuel flow of2lb per hour produces a change of flight idle torque of approximately 1%. 

This model of Jetstream aircraft may be fitted with either the McCauley or the Dowty propeller, 
utilising the same engine and FCU. The F1 fuel flows, as measured on several production aircraft 
flight tests, which are required to achieve the correct F1 rates of decent and Torques are of the order of 
240 lb per hour for the McCauley propeller, and 220 lb per hour for the Dowty propeller. 

It could not therefore be shown conclusively that the right engine had the correct F1 fuel flow setting at 
the time of the accident, although the evidence suggested that it might have been set marginally lower 
than the optimum setting. However, the amount of flying undertaken after the right engine FCU 
change, without adverse comment by a number of company test pilots and training captains, would 
suggest that the in flight F1 fuel flow setting was not marlcedly below the normal value. 

Flight Test Programme 

In order to understand the effects of low F1 fuel flow settings on the aircraft performance and 
handling, a joint test programme was devised by the aircraft manufacturer and the AAIB. A standard 
production Jetstream 32 fitted with a baggage pod and McCauley propellers, to make it as identical as 
possible to the accident aircraft, was specially instrumented to record various engine, fuel flow and 
handling parameters. A series of flights was undertaken, progressively reducing the values of F1 fuel 
flow for each engine, and assessing the effects on performance and handling characteristics. 
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The results of these tests show that the zero thrust condition for the McCauley propeller on the 
Jetstream 32 is around 8 to 11% torque, depending on aircraft configuration. It was also shown that, 
at FI torque settings lower than the correct 8% to 11%, the McCauley propeller produces progressively 
more negative thrust (drag), at the airspeeds associated with take off, approach and landing, which is 
significantly greater than the small drag produced by a failed engine, and that there is an associated 
degradation in the handling and performance of the aircraft It was also apparent that the practice of 
setting up the FI fuel flow on the ground, without carrying out an associated flight test on each 
occasion, was not a reliable method of achieving a correct FI fuel flow setting. 

PerCormance Data 

The manufacturer provided the following data from the net take-off performance charts from the UK 
CAA AFM, for the Jetstream 32 (equipped with McCauley propellers), for the conditions prevailing at 
the time of the accident 

Take-off distance required : 
(to 35 feet agl, one engine failed) 

Fust segment climb gradient : 
(Flap 100, gear down, one engine failed) 

Second segment climb gradient: 
(Flap 10°, gear up, one engine failed) 

1,170 metres 

2.1 % (234 feet/min at V2) 

4.5 % (500 feet/min at V2) 

From the initiation of rotation to initial stall warning was approximately 12 seconds, and the aircraft 
impacted the ground abeam a point approximately 1,200 metres along the Runway. A normal initial 
rate of rotation would be of the order of 3°/second. At a 2.0% climb gradient, over the time taken, the 
aircraft would have been expected to climb less than 47 feet, and witnesses clearly indicated that the 
aircraft was higher than this, using the wing semi-span of 26 feet as a guide. 

Data obtained during the flight test programme described above indicated that when pitched up to an 
attitude of 10° nose up, with the gear down, the aircraft typically decelerated at a rate of between 1.0 
and 1.5 kt/second. The amount by which the aircraft climbed during this period was dependant upon 
the FI Torque setting. At normal FI setting, the aircraft climbed some 200 feet, while decelerating 
from V2 to stall warning speed. With the FI Torque of 6%, the aircraft climbed some 120 feet for the 
same loss of airspeed. The margin between V2 and the stall warning speed was 9 kt, and between V2 
and Ymca was 11 kt. 

Standard Operating Procedures 

The following extract is taken from the Manufacturer's Operating Manual, Part l, Section 16, Flight 
Guide, relating to Abnormal Handling. Engine Failure After Vl: 
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If an engine failure occurs after Vl, the taJ:e-off should be continued. accelerating to V2 for the 
climb. 

The landing gear must be retracted as soon as the aircraft is safely airborne. 

Directional control should be maintained by full use of rudder. Aileron may be used. if 
required. to maintain up to 5° bank towards the live engine. 

Best Performance is gained. by accurate spud control and gentle control movements to keep the 
correct attitulk. 

When established in a steady climb, positively identify the failed engine and carry out the 
appropriate feathering drilL 

At a height of 500 feet above the runway and when obstacle clearance is cenain, the aircraft 
should be accelerated to the required en-route climb speed and the flaps retracted 

lf engine failure occurs above V2 the higher speed can be maintained provided obstacle 
clearance can be achieved 

Note: During training, the training captain may simulate engine failure on take-off by 
retarding a power lever to 10% torque which simulates the zero thrust condition. 

The diagram produced to illustrate this exercise is reproduced at Figure 1. 

The Civil Aviation Authority publishes a Pink (safety related) Infonnation Circular entitled "Guidance 
to Training Captains - Simulation of Engine Failure in Aeroplanes". The circular was re-issued as 
AIC103/1992 on the 12th November 1992, after this accident The following extracts are taken from 
theAIC: 

Section 3. In-Flight Procedures 

3.2 Immediately before failure is simulated, the Training Captain must position his feet so 
that he can pm•ent any application of wrong rudder by the trainee. During and after the 

simulation he must be particularly vigilant in monitoring heading, pitch and roll attitude, 
rudckr position and yaw indication. He must also carefully monitor engine instruments 
especially on those types of aeroplane in which a genuine failure of the idling engine 
would produce an abnonnalluwzrd. He must ensure that any reco17U71C1lied bank angle 
is correctly applied and after ensuring safe initial rudder application he should monitor 
the trainee's rudder input by resting his feet lightly on the rudckr pedals. He should 
bring to the trainee's attention any tendency for flight parameters to move significantly 
from their target values. · : 
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Section 6. Recommended Techniques for Simulating Engine Failure on Take-off 

6.2 Turbo-prop Engines 

6.2.1 The simulation of engine failure by thronling back can introduce particular luuu!ling tmd 
performance problems. The primary problem arises from the fact that a turbo-prop 
engine which has bun throttled back to flight idle will produce very much mare drag 
than an engine which has failed and auto-feathered. A further problem is that any 
auUJmatic feathering or drag limiting devices fined are usually m.atk inoperative when 
the throttle is closed. Consequently, if an engine which has been throttled back to 
simulate failure suffers a real failure, it may go to a very high drag 'windmilling' 
condition, remaining unfeathered unless co"ectfeathering action is taken by the crew. 
Furthermore, because the engine is in a low power condition, failure may not be 
noticed until after severe handling dijjicultits have ariselL 

6.2.2 There will also be a reduction in performance which may well lead UJ decay in airspeed 
and an inability to maintain adequate clearance over obstaclts. Any such loss in 
airspeed can of course contribute UJ the loss of directional controL 

6.2.3 These potential problems can btst be avoided by appropriate methods of simulating 
engine failure. Advice from engine or aircraft manufacturers specific to type should be 
followed but where this is lacking the following general advice is likely to be 
appropriate: 

(a) On aircraft equipped with auto-feather, the throttle should be moved smoothly 
towards the closed position until a pre-determined torque reading, approximating 
zero thrust, is obtained. In this condition the Flight Manual speeds and 
performance- which are based on a feathered engine- will be valid and the 
luuu!ling qualities will match a real failure situatiolL The torque meter should be 
monitored during the remainder of the take-off and initial climb and if the torque 
falls the throttle should be opened fully; 

(b) on aircraft not equipped with auto-feather the thronle may be moved smoothly to 
the closed position because an actual failure of the idling engine does not present 
an abnormal hazard. When the trainee has identified the Jailed' engine and 
completed the 'touch only' feathering drill the thronle should be advanced to a 
zero thrust setting. 

Note: The engines on Jetstream 31/32 aircraft are fitted with a Negative Torque Sensing system, 
intended to drive the propeller blades most of the way towards the feathered position in the event of a 
real engine failure. 
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Flight Deck Management 

One of the most significant differences between the testing of a crew member with a simulated failure 
and any actual engine failure on take off event is in the area of two crew co-operation. In the (very 

rare) real event of an engine failure during take off and initial climb, both flight deck crew would work 
together as a team, to ensure that the correct drills were applied in a timely manner, and indeed current 
multi-crew Flight Deck Management training is intended to enhance such behaviour. In the testing 
environment, however, where the event is being simulated in an aircraft in flight, the current standard 
practices laid down by the ClfA require that the Training Captain should generally act only upon the 
command of the pilot under test. In effect, he should undertake the duties of the non-handling pilot, 
but without exercising any personal initiative. At the same time he must be aware of and anticipate any 
possible mishandling, while adjusting the power output of the simulated failed engine to the 
recommended setting. The Training Captain must assess the capabilities of the pilot under test, and his 
ability to correct any deteriorating situation. It is thus left to the Training Captain to decide at what 
point to intervene and take over control in the event that the procedures or handling techniques are not 
achieving the desired result The flight test is therefore conducted under the simultaneous influences of 
"single pilot" and "multi-crew" philosophies, which results in a ime dividing line between the 
requirements of crew co-operation and the conduct of the test 
Summary of the accident 

When the take off began the III'St officer was aware that it was the intention of the commander to give 
him a practise engine failure at an appropriate point. The commander initiated the simulated engine 
failure at a time when control of the aircraft bad been handed over to the fJISt officer in accordance with 
normal procedures. Thereafter the aircraft left the ground and climbed at a gradient slightly steeper 
than usual while the landing gear remained in the extended position. About 10 seconds after the 
aircraft was rotated the commander reminded the first officer forcefully about the landing gear and the 
commander made the UP selection on the instruction of the fJISt officer 2 seconds later. At this 
moment the landing gear warning hom sounded almost simultaneously with one of the stall warning 
horns. Within a further 2 seconds the commander took over the controls of the aircraft and restored 
power to the retarded engine but the aircraft continued to roll to the right until it struck the ground 
inverted. The total time from rotation until impact was approximately 18 seconds. 

There was no evidence of aircraft malfunction or of medical factors which might have caused or 
contributed to the accident. 

Safety Recommendations 

93-53 It is recommended that British Aerospace (Jetstream Aircraft Ltd.) incorporate into the 
Maintenance Manual, for Jetstream 32 aircraft, a positive requirement for a flight test after any Flight 
Idle adjustment or FCU change. The Maintenance Manual and associated publications should 
emphasise the fact that there are significant differences between the Flight Idle fuel flow setting for an 
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engine fitted with a Dowty propeller and that for a McCauley propeller. The FCU's in both cases have 
the same component pan numbers, and it should be clearly stated that the correct adjustment techniques 
should be utilised. (Issued 17 September 1993) 

93-54 It is recommended that British Aerospace (Jetstream Aircraft Ltd.) make every effort to 
ensure that all operators of Jetstream 32 aircraft check that they have correctly set the F1ight Idle fuel 
flows on all their aircraft. Operators, pilots and engineers should be informed by means of 
Newsletter, Service Bulletin and Right Safety Publications, of the possible effects of incorrectly 
adjusted F1ight Idle fuel flows on aircraft handling and performance, especially when conducting 
simulated single engine training or testing. (Issued 17 September 1993) 

93-55 It is recommended that British Aerospace (Jetstream Aircraft Ltd.) review their 
Manufacturer's Operating Manual, Aircraft Right Manual and associated flight training publications, to 
ensure that they reflect the importance of maintaining an acceptable level of F1ight Idle torque during 
asymmetric power flight training exercises. The associated briefmg material should also be reviewed, 
in order to ensure that all pilots are aware of the possible adverse effects of incorrect Flight Idle power 
settings on aircraft handling and performance characteristics, especially those associated with 
McCauley propeller equipped Jetstream 32 aircraft. These effects, and their prevention, should be 
clearly noted as guidance to Training Captains in the appropriate section of the Manufacturer's 
Operating Manuals. The review should also consider, in consultation with the Civil Aviation 
Authority, the possible benefits of applying increased safety margins to the aircraft speeds associated 
with these exercises. (Issued 17 September 1993) 

93-56 In view of the relatively high proportion of accidents and incidents associated with the 

training and testing of pilots under conditions of simulated asymmetric power, as compared with those 

occurring as a result of any real engine failure on take-off and initial climb, it is recommended that the 

Civil Aviation Authority continue to positively encourage the development and use of flight simulators, 

rather than aircraft, for initial and recurrent training in asymmetric power exercises, on all Public 

Transport Aeroplanes classified as Aeroplanes of Performance Group A in their Certificates of 

Airworthiness. (Issued 17 September 1993) 
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Accident description 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 

C/n: 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
Flight: 
Remarks: 

13.10.1992 
Antonov 124-100 

Aeroflot I Aviastar ? 
SSSR-82002 
19530501003 

8 fatalities I 9 on board 
0 fatalities I 0 on board 

8 fatalities I 9 on board 
Kiev (Ukraine) 

Descent 

Test 
- (Rightnumber ) 

The Antonov freighter was in a high-speed descent (part of a special 
test flight) when the upward-hinged nose door broke loose, causing 
the aircraft to lose control. The aircraft crashed in a forest. 

Source: 
S161+5162+ST94 

Copyright ·"g 1996-2000 Harre Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated 3 January 2000 

+···············-······························· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 20 ··--···········---··············-············+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT ANTONOV·AN-124 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTS:PHASES AIRFRAME FAJLURE·MANOEUVRtNG + 
+ COLLISION WITH TERRAIN-EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT + 

+··········--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<····-·········--·-····- OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······-·······--······> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/0456-0 

++ FROM STATE : USSR 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <··-··-·-·······-·--·· AIRCRAFT DATA ···········-·····-···> 
DATE 92·10·13 ++ MASS CATEGORY ABOVE 272 000 KG 
TIME 00:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY USSR 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION CCCP-82002 
GEN WEATHER ++ 

++ 
<···············--······ LOCATION -·-······---······---···> ++ <·········-· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ········-·-> 
LOCATION NR. KIEV ++ A/C DAMAGE : DESTROYED 
STAT:/AREA UKRAINE ++ INJURY : FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOYN TOTAL 
DEPARTED ++ CREV 8 0 0 0 1 9 
DESTINATION ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
AIRCLAIMS: THE AIRCRAFT ~AS DESTROYED WHEN IT CRASHED NEAR KIEV DURING A TEST FLIGHT. THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED WHILE THE 
ANTONOV WAS BEING USED TO EXPLORE 'EXTREME FLIGHT REGIMES'• APPARENTLY BEYOND THE NORMAL FLIGHT ENVELOPE. ACCORDING TO 
REPORTS, OURING A CONTROLLED HIGH SPEED DESCENT IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE AIRCRAFT'S NOSE CARGO OOOR .BEGAN TO BREAK AWAY. 
THE REPORTS SUCGEST THAT THE CREV WERE INITIALLY ABLE TO MAINTAIN CONTROL AS IT IS SAID THAT AN ATTEMPT WAS ~E TO CARRY 
OUT All EMERGENCY LANCING. HCIJEVER, THE AIRCRAFT CRASHED IN loiOOOS 30 MILES FROM THE AIRFIELD. (KIEV IWI\JFACTUIING PLANT) 
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+•••·································•·••••••••• REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 22 ·············································+ 
+ DATA REPORT OORNIER·328 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES LOSS OF CONTROL•EN·RCIJTE + 
+ PROPELLER SEPARATION·EN·RCIJTE + 
+ PROPELLER/ROTOR/JET BLAST DAMAGE·EN·RClJTE + 

+···------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-·+ ++ 
<······················· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : ~lSCELLANEClJS • TEST/EXPERI~ENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/0162·0 

++ FR~ STATE : GER~NY 

FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ·········•> ++ <•···················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·•••••···············> 
DATE 92·12·14 ++ ~SS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME 11:49 ++ STATE DF REGISTRY GER~NY 

LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION : D·CHIC 
GEN \lEATHER : VMC ++ 

++ 

<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION ~E~INGEN ++ A/C DAMAGE : SUBSTANTIAL 

++ INJURY FATAL SERIClJS ~!NOR NONE UIIKNOIIN TOTAL 
++ CRE\1 D 0 0 2 0 2 
++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

STATE/AREA GER~NY 
DEPARTED DBERPFAFFENHOFEN 
DESTINATION OBERPFAFFENHOFEN 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
DURING A TEST FLIGHT THE A/C BECAME UNCONTROLLABLE. DURING RECOVERY, ALL PROPELLER BLADES OF THE LEFT ENGINE SEPARATED FR~ 
THE PROPELLER HUB. THE FUSELAGE YAS SEVERELY DAMAGED BY SUBSEQUENT PROPELLER STRIKE. THE A/C LANDED SAFELY. 
DRN: A ~NUFACTURER TEST FLIGHT TO PROVE C~PLIANCE YITH JAR 25.177 YAS CARRIED ClJT. YITH THE A/C IN LANDING CONFIGURATION 
AT MAX TAKE·OFF POYER, THE TEST YAS ABORTED DUE TO HEAVY BUFFETING AND THE TENDENCY TO PITCH DOliN AT A HIGH SIDESLIP ANGLE. 
RELEASING RUDDER AND AILERON THE PILOT TRIED TO RECOVER FR~ NOSE·DOIIN PITCH BY PULLING UP YITH HIGH FORCE. THE A/C BANKED 
TO THE LEFT YITH INCREASING AIRSPEED AND NOSE·DOIIN ATTITUDE. THE PILOT INSTRUCTED THE CO-PILOT IN GER~N TO REDUCE THE 
ENGINE POIIER. THIS YAS NOT UIIDERSTOOD BY THE U.S. TEST PILOT. SHORTLY AFTERYARDS ALL SIX BLADES OF THE LEFT ENGINE 
SEPARATED lNSTANTANEClJSLY YHEN THE A/C PASSED AN INVERTED POSITION. 
SAFETY RECOMMENDATION: THAT THE AIRYORTHINESS AUTHORITIES REVIE\1 JAR 25.177YITH RESPECT TO RISKS YHEN FLIGHT TESTING AN 
A/C AT MAXIMUM SIDESLIP ANGLES. THIS IS ASSUMED TO BE NOT REALISTIC IN VIE\1 OF OPERATION OF MCOERN TRANSPORT CAT A/C, YHEN 
FULL RUDDER IS USED ONLY IN AN ENGINE FAILURE SITUATION TO AVOID A HIGH SIDESLIP ANGLE AND NOT TO CREATE IT. 

•••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS •••••••••••• 
EVENT 1 LOSS OF CONTROL • EN·RClJTE 

!.LONGITUDINAL CONTROL • PARTIAL LOSS 
!.PILOT-EXPERIENCE ON A/C TYPE·INCONPLETE 
2.CO·PILOT·PHRASEOLOGY·NOT UNDERSTOOD • LANGUAGE BARRIER 

EVENT 2 PROPELLER SEPARATION • EN·RClJTE 
!.PROPELLER BLADE • FRACTURED 

EVENT 3 PROPELLER/ROTOR/JET BLAST DAMAGE • EN·RCIJTE 

RELATED TO AIRCRAFT/ECUIPMENT 
~lSCELLANEClJS 

•••••••••• SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS •••••••••• 

AIRYORTHINESS DIRECTIVE 
lNFORMATION/DlSSE~lNATION/ETC 



I I I I II I II II I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I REQUEST 140/94 PORT# 221 
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+DATA REPORT DORNIER- 328 ACCIDENT + 
+EVENTS I PHASES: LOSS OF CONTROL I EN-ROUTE + 
+ PROPELLER SEPARATION I EN-ROUTE + 
+ PROPELLER/ROTOR/JET BLAST DAMAGE I EN-ROUTE 

+ 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

++ 
< OPERATION ++ FILE DATA-----
TYPE :MISCELLANEOUS- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 92/0162-0 

++FROM STATE :GERMANY 
++ 

< WHEN ----->++< AIRCRAFT DATA---
DATE : 92-12-14 ++MASS CATEGORY : 5701 - 27 000 KG 
TIME : 11:49 ++STATE OF REGISTRY: GERMANY 
LIGHT :DAYLIGHT ++REGISTRATION : D-CHIC 

++ 
< WHERE -----:>++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD > 
LOCATION :NEAR l\fEI\1MINGEN ++ NC DAMAGE : SUBSTANTIAL 
STATE/AREA :GERMANY ++INJURY: FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE 

UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED : OBERPFAFFENHOFEN ++CREW : 0 0 0 2 0 2 
DESTINATION : OBERPFAFFENHOFEN ++PAX : 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OTHER DAMAGE : NO 

DURING A TEST FLIGHT THE NC BECAME UNCONTROLLABLE. DURING RECOVERY, ALL 
PROPELLER BLADES OF THE LEFT ENGINE 
SEPARATED FROM THE PROPELLER HUB. THE FUSELAGE WAS SEVERELY DAMAGED BY 
SUBSEQUENT PROPELLER STRIKE. THE NC LANDED 
SAFELY. 

DRN: A MANUFACTURER TEST FLIGHT TO PROVE COMPLIANCE WITH JAR 25.177 WAS 
CARRIED OUT. WITH THE NC IN LANDING 
CONFIGURATION ATMAXTAKE-OFFPOWER, THE TEST WAS ABORTED DUE TO HEAVY 
BUFFETING AND THE TENDENCY TO PITCH DOWN AT A 
HIGH SIDESLIP ANGLE. RELEASING RUDDER AND AILERON THE PILOT TRIED TO RECOVER 
FROM NOSE-DOWN PITCH BY PULLING UP WITH 
HIGH FORCE. THE NC BANKED TO THE LEFT WITH INCREASING AIRSPEED AND NOSE-DOWN 
ATTITUDE. THE PILOT INSTRUCTED THE 
CO-PILOT IN GERMAN TO REDUCE THE ENGINE POWER. THIS WAS NOT UNDERSTOOD BY THE 
U.S. TEST PILOT. SHORTLY AFTERWARDS ALL 
SIX BLADES OF THE LEFT ENGINE SEPARATED INSTANTANEOUSLY WHEN THE NC PASS ED AN 
INVERTED POSITION. 

SAFETY RECOMMENDATION: THAT THE AIRWORTHINESS AUTHORITIES REVIEW JAR 25.177 
WITH RESPECT TO RISKS WHEN FLIGHT 
TESTING AN NC AT MAXIMUM SIDESLIP ANGLES. THIS IS ASSUMED TO BE NOT REALISTIC IN 
VIEW OF OPERATION OF MODERN 



TO CREATE IT. 

----EVENTS AND FACTORS-----
1. EVENT I PHASE: LOSS OF CONTROL I EN-ROUTE 

FACTORS: LONGITUDINAL CONTROL -PARTIAL LOSS 
PILOT -EXPERIENCE ON NC TYPE -INCOMPLETE 
CO-PILOT -PHRASEOLOGY -NOT UNDERSTOOD -LANGUAGE BARR 

2. EVENT I PHASE: PROPELLER SEPARATION I EN-ROUTE 
FACTORS: PROPELLER BLADE -FRACTURED 

3. EVENT I PHASE: PROPELLER/ROTOR/JET BLAST DAMAGE I EN-ROUTE 

---SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS----
RELATED TO AIRCRAFT/EQUIPMENT: AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE 
RELATED TO MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS: INFORMATION/DISSEMINATION/ETC 



Summarization 

REPORT 
on the Investigation of the Flight Accident 

with the Dornier DO 328-100 
on 14 December 1992 in the Area of Memrningen 

On December 14, 1992, flight tests were conducted in the area around Mernrningen with 
the prototype DO 328-100, built by Dornier Aircraft Co. These tests were conducted to 
investigate, among other things, the aircraft directional stability. At approximately 1149*, 
the test point with the aircraft in the landing configuration was broken off by the 
responsible pilot, due to bobbing of the aircraft's nose combined with strong shaking 
(buffeting). The aircraft immediately entered an uncontrollable condition, and 
subsequently suffered the breakup of all six propeller blades of the propeller assembly of 
the left engine. The result of this was heavy damage to the left engine as well as resultant 
propeller impact and severe damage to the fuselage and to the cabin. 

The responsible pilot was successful in bringing the aircraft under control, and in spite of 
the severe damage and engine failure brought the aircraft to a safe landing. 

The accident is attributable to the fact that at the conclusion of the test point, a return to 
normal flight conditions was made difficult because the effectiveness of the elevator, 
which was in a nose-up condition, was adversely affected by flow field separation. This 
condition was not recognized by the pilot in time to allow a release of the elevator at the 
end of the test point. 

A factor contributing to destruction of the propeller blades was a failure to reduce engine 
output. This resulted from a communications breakdown between flight test personnel. 

1.0 Investigation of the Facts 

1.1 Course ofthe Flight 

In the program of developmental flight tests conducted by the aircraft 
manufacturer Dornier Aircraft Co., a test flight was planned on the prototype DO 328-
100, serial number 3001 (Domier internal designation TACI). In the course of this flight 
an investigation into directional stability in various configurations was to be conducted. 

Basis for test flight number FJ 0101 was the associated flight test plan (Appendix 5.3). 

On board the aircraft as responsible pilot (PIC) was the manufacturer's project pilot. Also 
on board as second pilot was a pilot from Domier Aviation (North America). 

During the flight the responsible flight test engineer was stationed in the Dornier Flight 
Test 



• Times are local times unless otherwise indicated 
telemetry ground station. From there, this individual coordinated the testing with the PIC 
and over radio provided the crew with necessary information from the ground data 
recorders. 

The takeoff ofT ACI occurred at 0921 hrs from Oberpfaffenhofen, the Domier company 
factory airport. 

Up to the time of the incident at 1149 hrs, individual test points from the test plan were 
conducted without incident. 

A critical point in the test plan were the T.O.P. 13 tests for investigation of static 
directional stability, in accordance with the airworthiness provisions JAR •25.177. 

The tests for T.O.P. 13 were flown in various configurations starting around I 035 hrs. 
The results of these tests were quite variable. The opinion of the PIC regarding the flight 
characteristics ranged from "no problem" to "unacceptable". 

The starting point of the incident was the test T.O.P. 13.14, which was begun around 
1149 hrs at an altitude of 14,000 ft while in the following configuration: 

Flap Position: 
Landing Gear: 
Engine Power. 
Speed: 

25 deg 
extended 
2xMTOP 
1.13 VS!g (98 KCAS) 

Close to the point at which the maximum left rudder deflection was reached, a strong 
shaking {buffeting) began of such strength that the PIC could no longer maintain 
controlled flight. The PIC released the rudder and aileron and broke off the test. 
Immediately the aircraft went into a steep bank to the left along with a severe pitch-over. 
Airspeed continued to rise. 

At an approximate roll angle of -90 deg the PIC assisted the rolling motion by an aileron 
deflection to the left, in order to, in his words, "roll the aircraft through". 

The PIC, who was fully occupied with trying to bring the aircraft under control, requested 
the second pilot to reduce engine power with the words "Gase raus" (something like 
"chop the power"). This request was not followed. 

Approximately 5.5 seconds later followed the structural failure, recognizable by noise on 
the audio recordings. At this point in time the aircraft was in a condition described by the 
following recorded data: 

Airspeed: 171 kts Sideslip angle: 19 deg 
Pitch angle: -48 deg Normal acceleration: -0.82 g 
Roll angle: -185 deg Lateral acceleration -0.82 g 

Within a fraction of a second all six propeller blades on the left engine failed. At least two 



of the blades caused severe damage to the fuselage and to the interior of the cabin. 

After the structural failure occurred, data transmission to the telemetry station was 
interrupted due to destruction of the transmitter antenna. Data transmission was later 
restored by switching to another antenna. Data recording on board the aircraft was, 
however, not interrupted except for a short drop-out. This enabled comprehensive data 
from throughout the period of the incident to be available post flight. 

The PIC succeeded in bringing the aircraft under control, at which time airspeed had 
reached 250 kts. This speed was far over the allowable speed as specified in the flight 
manual 3001-5 Pkt.l.2.5 of: 

180KCAS 
145 KCAS 

gear extended 
flaps> 15 deg extended 

Also, the power level for the engines at pitch and roll angles exceeding+/- 35 deg, which 
are specified in flight manual3001-5D from 22 Oct 92, were exceeded by these 
maneuvers. The altitude loss during the incident was 4,800 ft. The heavily damaged 
aircraft was landed safely on one engine at 1221 hrs at the factory airport at 
Oberpfaffenhofen. 

1.2 Personnel Injury 

None 

1.3 Damage to Aircraft 

All six propeller blades of the left engine were broken off. The left engine including its 
mount were heavily damaged. 

At least two of the six blades damaged the fuselage section immediately forward of the 
wing leading edge, as well as the interior of the cabin. The control cable to the left engine 
control was cut through. 

In addition one on-board antenna was damaged which lead to a brief interruption in data 
transmission to the telemetry station. 

1.4 Auxiliary Damage 

None. 

1.5 Crew Information 

1.5.1 Responsible Pilot 

License: A TPL 1 
Entitlements: 

Flight Test Entitlement ml, acrobatic flight 



Type Permit: DO 228, DO 328 
CL600/601 

Instruction Permit 
Instrument Flight Permit: 

DO 228, DO 328 
up to 200ft 
3,830 hours Total Flight Experience: 

Flight Experience in the DO 328: 200 hours 
As PIC: 200 hours 

Flight Medical Fitness: Class 1 
without limitations 

The Pilot was assigned as Project Pilot (Order No. 363 according to Developmental 
Handbook C-1.2) for conduct of the test flight This was in conformity with conditions 
mentioned under Point C-2.1.9 of the company's Developmental Handbook (EBH). 

1.5.2 Second Pilot 

License: A TPL 
Entitlements: 

Flight Test Entitlement: Certificate as Graduate of the U.S. 
Naval Test Pilot School 

Instrument Flight Entitlement: yes 
Total Flight Experience: 4,000 hours 
Flight Experience with the DO 328 
as 2nd Pilot: Shours 

Flight Medical Fitness: valid 
without limitations 

The second pilot did not possess a German license as pilot and also did not have a type 
entitlement for the DO 328 

1.6 Aircraft Information 

The aircraft was the prototype of a passenger transport Power was provided by two 
turbine engines, each equipped with a six-blade variable-pitch propeller installation. The 
propeller blades were of composite construction. 

Construction: 
Model: 
Year Built: 
Series No: 
Plant Designation: 
Total Flight Time: 
Max. T.O. Mass: 

Weight at time oflncident: 
Center of Gravity: 
Engine: 

Shoulder wing with pressurized cabin 
00328-100 
1991 
3001 
TACI 
207 hours 
13,670 Kg 
(include. 2% test equipment) 
12,300 Kg 
38%MAC 
P&WZBE 119A 



Left Engine: 
Right Engine: 

SIN 116008 Operating time 139 hrs 
SIN 116006 Operating time 134 brs 

Checkout of the aircraft was accomplished at established intervals. The last maintenance 
check (200 hour check) was accomplished at 193 hours. Since that time the aircraft bad 
an operating time of 13 hours. 

The aircraft was undergoing testing for the purpose of extending the type pennit 
according to airworthiness requirements of JAR 25. 

For the conduct of the flights a temporary transport pennit was provided by the Federal 
Aviation Office. Date of the pennit was 21 August 1992. An element of the temporary 
pennit was both the General Flight Instruction 3001-5 (EL549/92), Version A (6 Aug 92), 
as well as the Flight Instruction 3001-50, published 22 Oct 92. 

The operating limitations and boundaries established in these documents were observed up 
until the occurrence of the incident. 

In order to conduct the flight tests, the aircraft was equipped with numerous sensors to 
record flight test data. For on-board recording and for data transmission to the ground 
telemetry station, the cabin ofTACl was outfitted with a flight test installation. 

For measurement of angle of attack and angle of sideslip, a nose-boom was installed. 

For visualization of the flow field, the upper side of the wing was tufted, and on the tail a 
video camera was installed. 

The cockpit instruments and other flight deck equipment was consistent with that of the 
projected production aircraft with minor exceptions. Special flight test cockpit 
instrumentation was not provided. 

The possibility of an emergency crew escape was provided for by the installation of an 
emergency exit in the rear of the cabin. Guide lines were installed between the flight deck 
and the emergency exit. Before leaving the flight deck, the pilot could lock the steering 
yoke in place in order to stabilize the flight attitude. 

I. 7 l\leteorological Information 

Visual flight rules were in effect and the crew view of the ground was unimpeded. 

1.8 Na\'igation Aids 

Not applicable 

1.9 Radio Traffic 

From takeoff to landing, TACl was in contact \vith the Oberpfaffenhofen Tower on 



Frequency 119.55 Mhz. Besides this, radio corrununication was maintained between 
TACl and the telemetry station on frequency 135.875 Mhz. This contact was for 
coordination of the test flight. 

1.10 Airfield Information 

Not applicable 

1.11 Flight Recorder 

The aircraft was equipped with an on-board data system which allowed the recording of 
more than 900 parameters. Besides the "on line" data transmission from the aircraft to the 
telemetry station, the flight data was recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis. 

1.12 Information on the Impact and Wreckage 

Not applicable 

1.13 1\fedical and Pathological Information 

Not applicable 

1.14 Fire 

Not applicable 

1.15 Survivability 

Not applicable 

1.16 Further Im·estigation 

1.161 Propeller Strength 

Before the incident, in the course of inspections, delamination was discovered on 
individual propeller blades. This delamination was in the area of the blade root parallel to 
the trailing edge. This discovery led to limitations on the propeller (in accordance with 
flight instruction EL-979/92 of I 0 Dec 92) to the extent that daily visual post-flight 
inspections were conducted. Limitations in angle of attack or sideslip were not made. 

After the incident the left engine propeller assembly was subjected to a thorough damage 
analysis by Hartzell in the USA, assisted by the Domier Company. the result was 
contained in the Hartzell Engineering Report No. 1232 of 8 Feb 1993. 

Findings of Hartzell 

During the test flight the destruction of the left propeller assembly occurred during a very 



short span of 0.6 seconds. The propeller loads which existed at this point in time were 
impossible to quantifY, because the measured parameters, especially the sideslip angle, 
were outside the values used by Hartzell in the load assumption calculations of propeller 
strength. 

As a final conclusion, it was accepted by Hartzell, that destruction of the propeller 
assembly was finally due to a low cycle high stress event. 

Findings of the Flight Accident Investigation Center (FUS) 

On the basis of the assertions in the above-mentioned Hartzell report, FUS comes to the 
following determination. 

The delamination of the carbon-fiber composite layers of the destroyed blades, and the 
indications of a heating effect on the carbon fibers and on the foam core, could not be 
traced with complete certainty to deformation due to oscillating stress. The heavy damage 
in the area of the blade supports was more an indication of an excessive bending moment 
on the blade roots. In the end these roots were also unable to hold the carbon composite 
layers of the blades. 

These bending moments could have been caused by aerodynamic loads and centrifugal 
moments on the blades or impact of the blades with each other. 

A quantification of the loads which lead to the blades' destruction was not possible due to 
the skewed airflow into the left propeller as a result of the sideslip of the aircraft. 

The following measures resulted from the findings: 

By the Hartzell Company a modification and strengthening of the propeller blade feet was 
carried out. 

In order to be able to determine propeller loads in extreme sideslip conditions, the 
modified blade assemblies were put through an interim series of appropriate flight tests. 

1.16.2 Sound Recordings 

A transcription was made of the sound recordings from the beginning of the test T.O.P. 
13.14 to the point of the strucnrral failure. A signal analysis of this recording over this 
span of time served to arrange the commentary of the flight in exact order. 

A judgment concerning the engine and propeller behavior immediately before the point in 
time of the strucnrral failure was only partially possible. 

The speech transmissions from aircraft and telemetly station are clearly recognizable and 
distinguishable from each other in the signal analysis. 

In the signal analysis, the structural failure was recognizable some 42 seconds after 



--------· 

beginning of test T.O.P. 13.14. It was recognizable as a distinct amplitude increase which 
ended in a strongly pronounced noise. This signal behavior was consistent with the 
structural failure and following wind noises, which markedly increased as a result of the 
punctured fuselage skin. 

1.17 Additional Information 

1.17.1 Organization of the Flight Test 

The Developmental Company DORNIER AVIATION Ltd. 

The Domier Company is a developmental company recognized by the Federal Aviation 
Office (LBA}. This company carries out the development of an aircraft up until maturity, 
including responsibility for the model tests, under the oversight of the LBA. At the end of 
this process, the LBA grants the type certificate, as long as it is an exclusively national 
project. 

Concerning the DO 328 a European certificate was desired on the basis of JAR 25. This 
had, however, no effect on the type and extent of investigation of this accident by the 
FUS. 

The tasks and responsibilities relative to the conduct of the flight tests was in agreement 
with the Company Developmental Handbook (EBH} and was regulated by DORNIER 
AVIATION Ltd. as follows: 

Within the Department for Developmental Flight Physics and Flight Test, the Division of 
Flight Test, along with other affected divisions of the Department, was responsible for the 
conduct of the flight tests in accordance with the test plan, as well as for the pilots used 
during the test flights. The pilots were appointed by the Flight Operations Department 
upon request by Flight Test. 

Flight Test Personnel 

For the test flight Fl 0101 on 14 Dec 92, the crew ofTACl consisted of the Domier 
Project Pilot as responsible pilot, and a transport pilot of the company DORNIER 
AVIATION (NORTH AMERICA) as second pilot. 

The responsibility of the Project Pilot, In accordance with the EBH, was the guidance and 
control of the test aircraft. The appointment of the second pilot also Jay within his field of 
responsibility. 

In accordance with the Flight Handbook for the DO 328, the minimum crew was two. 
This meant that, apart from instructional flights, the second pilot for a flight test was also 
required to possess a type permit for the DO 328. This, however, was not the case. 

It was one of the tasks of the FUS to clarify whether the appointment of the second pilot, 
who was not a member of the development company DORNIER AVIATION Ltd., was 



technically consistent with regulations in the EBH or with other aviation rules. 

The crucial point of the investigation was directed toward the matter of the degree to 
which the second pilot was able to carry out the tasks required of him, or whether actions 
relevant to the accident were to some degree caused by him. 

The task of the second pilot during the conduct of the individual test points consisted of 
monitoring in particular the engine instruments. In addition, between test points he 
relieved the PIC by taking over control of the aircraft and setting up test conditions for the 
next test point. 

On the basis of the sound and data recordings of the test flight, one gains the impression 
that the second pilot was able to assume, without problems, control of the aircraft after 
han doff from the PIC. Also other tasks, including monitoring of instruments, was 
assummed by the second pilot, insofar as this was discernible from the conversations. 
Since the second pilot, as a U.S citizen, apparently had a limited knowledge of German, 
communications between the two pilots was conducted exclusively in English. 

Additional flight test personnel located in the telemetry station consisted of the 
responsible flight test engineer, the competent systems engineer, and data engineers. The 
duties and responsibilities of the flight test engineer was regulated in accordance with the 
EBH C-1.2 Order No. 362. 

The coordination of the test flight was assumed by the flight test engineer, who also 
passed on significant flight test data to the crew ofTACl via radio. 

Verification of Directional Stability T.O.P. l3 

The crucial point of this flight consisted of testing under T.O.P. 13 of the verification of 
directional stability in accordance with air worthiness requirements JAR • 25.177. 

Earlier tests in this area had already been conducted with unsatisfactory results, so that a 
modification in the \ving-fuselage interface area had ben made. 

Tufts were installed on the upper side of the wing, and a video camera was installed in the 
tail which allowed observation of the flow in this surface. 

The progress of the tests were thoroughly documented data and by audio recordings. 

For the tests for static directional stability, the aircraft was first put into the configuration 
corresponding to the respective test point. The configuration was defined by flap and 
landing gear position, engine power, and trimmed airspeed. 

An increasing rudder deflection was input while maintaining stable level flight using proper 
elevator and airleron inputs. Sideslip angle built up until either maximum rudder 
deflection or maximum allowable rudder pedal force was reached. For fulfillment of air 
worthiness requirements, after removal of the pedal force the aircraft had to return to its 



intial conditions. 

The test could, however, be broken off early if one of the following break-off criteria 
occurred: 

- inperrnissibly high control forces 
- flow separation, made apparent by strong buffeting 
- uncontrollable flight attitude changes 

During the flight test the sideslip angle observed in the telemetry station was relayed to the 
pilot for his information. Relative to the sideslip angle, there was no limit corresponding 
to points(?) 1.2.8 of the general flight instruction EL 549-92. Therefore sideslip angle 
was not a break-off criteria for the test. 



Progress of the Flight Test T.O.P. 13.14 

On the basis of the on-board data recordings, the progress of the test could be 
comprehensively analyzed. The local time as recorded in the data is used as a time 
reference for the following events. 

Three interconnected phases of the flight were identified: 

Phase I: Test T.O.P. 13 14 

The test was announced at 11:48:51 by the PIC with the words "to the left", and 
simultaneously initiated by left deflection of the rudder. 

The sideslip angle built up with increasing rudder deflection, which was relayed to the 
crew by the test engineer. The sideslip angle called out, however, was lower than the 
actual measured values due to improper calibration. This was only discovered after the 
flight. 

Oose to the point where, at II :49:24, the maximum rudder angle deflection was reached, 
a strong buffeting began, and the PIC could no longer control the aircraft. This lead to 
breaking off the test. 

Phase 2: Break-otiofthe Test 

This section was closely tied to Phase I and ended with the structural failure at 
II :49:33.4. Since this Phase lasting roughly ten seconds was especially significant for the 
course of of the incident, evaluation of the data is particularly important to above all 
determine steering inputs made by the PIC. (Appendix 5.4) 

As time reference in this Phase only the seconds of the 49th minute will be given. This 
corresponds also to the scaling of the time axis in the data presentations in Appendix 5.4, 
to which reference will later be made. 

The break-otT of a test was intended to occur in a way that by the pilot releasing the 
control forces, the aircraft would return to stable flight conditions 

The following describes the driving back of the deflected controls following break-otT of 
the test. 

The rudder deflection was taken out by the PIC, which was recognizable by a sharp 
reduction in pedal force from 35 to I 0 daN. (Newtons?) This resulted in a reduction in 
rudder deflection from 23 degrees to at first only 16 degrees and later to 8 degrees, after a 
further reduction in pedal force of some 4 daN. 

The neutral rudder position was not reached, but rather the rudder deflection to the left 



grew greater as a result of the increased pedal force shortly before the end of Phase 2. As 
a result, sideslip angle again began to increase. 

The aileron deflection was taken out by the PIC, which was recognizable by a sharp 
reduction in the hand forces from 12 daN to about 3 daN. As a result the tahe aileron 
deflection decreased froml7 to just 8 degrees. The rolling movement of the aircraft 
continued with a roll rate to the left of -17 deg/sec. As -90 degrees was reached, aileron 
deflection to the left caused an increase in roll rate to -40 deg/sec. This occurred, 
according to the PIC, in an attempt to "roll the aircraft through". The structural failure of 
the propeller blades followed shortly after the aircraft was rolled over on its back. 

A relaxation of the elevator at the end of the test was not apparent, which differed from 
earlier tests. To be sure, the elevator deflection changed during the Phase from 0 to 9 
degrees, in the "pushover" direction, yet the hand force of the PIC exhibited fluctuating 
values which averaged about 20 daN in the "pull-up" direction. Not until29.7 seconds 
was a temporary relaxation of the hand force apparent, which apparently was related to 
changes in aileron deflection. 

In this Phase, the PIC tried if possible to prevent the aircraft nose from bobbing down by 
the application of positive hand force (pull-up). 

The break-off of the test at the end of Phase 1 was commented on by the PIC with the 
words "and now it's going over the nose ..... with buffeting". 

The buffeting was readily noticable in the data recording by fluctuations in measured 
parameters. This was shown in the recording of the second pilot's elevator force which, 
starting at 23.5 seconds, exhibited increasingly fluctuating values about an average of 2 
daN. This corresponded apparently to the measured value of a released 2nd pilot's control 
column. The turbulent flow of the horizontal tail or also flow separation on the tail itself 
caused the measurement of an apparent hand force on the released 2nd pilot's control 
column. 

The flight path ofTACl was marked in this Phase by large changes in the following 
parameters: 

After the nose bobbing, the pitch angle decreased very rapidly to -60 degrees, during 
which the nose-boom measured angle of attack decreased from 7 to -15 degrees. The 
sideslip angle decreased from 22 to 7 degrees following the break-off of the test, before it 
again increased and at the end of Phase 2 reached a value of nearly 19 degrees. 

The airspeed increased, particularly under the influence of the steep flight path under full 
engine power, from 1 03 to 171 kts. 
Phase 3: Reestablishment ofnonnal flight attitude 

This section was marked by reestablishment of a normal flight attitude, in close connection 
to Phase 2. 



The PIC was successful in bringing the aircraft under control, at which time the aircraft 
rapidly reached an airspeed of 250 kts. The total altitude loss during the incident 
amounted to 4,800 ft. 

1.17.3 Meaning of Ainvorthiness Requirement JAR • 25.177 

The verification of static directional stability airworthiness requirements is accomplished 
through flight test and commonly accepted practices. This requires stability verification up 
to the full rudder deflection or up to the maximum allowable sideslip angle. During these 
test, sideslip angles can be reached which have no practical meaning for later flight 
operations, if the possibility of uncoordinated rudder deflections are not envisioned. 

The conduct of these tests bas bad a not inconsiderable adverse effect on flight safety, as 
bas been shown in the past occasionally during flight trials of this type. Since rudder 
measurement and deflection is an essential factor for minimum control speed, and 
therefore for takeoff field length, the aircraft manufacturer strives for a high rudder 
effectiveness, which makes the verification of directional stability more difficult. 

The question can be asked whether the airworthiness requirements, which have been used 
in this form for decades, still has the meaning that it previously did. At the time of the 
origin of these requirements, side-slipped flight was a possible conscious maneuver used 
to correct the flight path. 

While, as always, changes to the flight attitude about the lateral axis with elevator (pitch 
angle), and about the longitudinal axis with aileron (roll angle) still have their essential 
meaning for flight controls, the rudder has only the task of making changes to flight 
attitude about the z-axis and of avoiding sideslip angle. This means, in one case, a 
relatively low rudder deflection is required in flight to compensate for side-rolling moment 
in curved flight and, eventually, for cross-wind landings, while in the case of a failed 
engine, a greater rudder deflection is required to compensate for the associated upsetting 
moment. Exactly in this last case, the rudder has the primaly task for a civil transport of 
working against sideslip angle, and not of producing it. 

The question can be asked whether the flight test verification of static directional stability 
using full rudder deflections justifies the associated risk for aircraft and crew. 

2.0 Evaluation 

In the investigation of the accident, particular attention had to be paid to the fact that the 
aircraft was under test and that the incident occurred on a test flight dedicated to the 
verification of various airworthiness requirements. 

However, it could not be a matter for the investigation to make conclusions about the 
future fulfillability of the airworthiness regulations or to express recommendations about 
them. 

Likewise it was not possible, and was not in this case, the task of the accident 



investigation, to investigate the detailed causes for the structural destruction of the 
propeller blades. On the basis of the extreme flight conditions immediately before the 
failure of the blades began, the blades clearly were subjected to extreme forces, the type 
and magnitude of which could not be quantified. Inertial forces, the high engine output, as 
well as the high aerodynamic forces on the blades, especially considering the unsteady 
flow at increasing sideslip angles, all could explain the destruction of the propeller blades 
on the left engine, while those on the right engine remained undamaged. 

The investigation into the accident by the FUS concentrated therefore on the findings and 
analysis related to the uncontrolled flight attitude after breaking off the test point T.O.P. 
13.14. 

In accordance with the Airworthiness Requirements JAR • 25.177 the directional stability 
of the aircraft was tested in various configurations. During this testing, some of the 
results had been termed "unacceptable" by the PIC, even before test point T.O.P. 13.14 
was reached. In spite of this, the planned order of test points was continued. During 
flight testing it is not unusual to continue a series of tests even if interim results are 
unacceptable. This enables a comprehensive evaluation of a series of tests to be made. 
Moreover, the crew did not perceive any impact to flight safety due to the occasional 
uncontrolled "pitch down" behavior of the aircraft. 

During T.O.P. 13.14 the test was initiated by a rudder deflection to the left. The test was 
broken off shortly before reaching maximum rudder deflection due to bobbing of the 
aircraft nose and strong buffeting. 

An essential part of the investigation consisted of an analysis of the ten second Phase 
following break-off of the test, during which a normal flight attitude could not be 
reestablished, and at the end of which structural failure ofthe propeller blades on the left 
engine occurred. 

A relaxation of the elevator at the end of the test was not apparent, which differed from 
earlier tests, but at least a high force in the pull-up direction was maintained, without being 
able to prevent an increasing pitch down of the aircraft. 

In contrast to this, the tests resulting from T.O.P. 13.14 were conducted in such a manner 
that the control deflections in all three axes were driven back, and the aircraft was able to 
return to its normal flight attitude due to its stability. (Trans. Note: This paragraph, like 
some others, is written in a very confusing manner and its meaning [and the previous one 
as well] is not entirely clear.) 

The data (RT. CTRL. WHEEL FORCE- Elevator), show increasingly oscillatory values 
about the nominal value beginning at the break-off of the test. On the basis of this data, it 
is apparent that in this case flow separation on the elevator impacted its effectiveness such 
that control forces increased to the extent, that in spite of a "Pull-up" on the control 
wheel, the elevator deflection increased downward. 

The aileron deflection to the left, some three seconds before the structural failure, in order 



to support the rolling movement was a conscious input made by the pilot with the intent of 
"rolling the aircraft through". The simultaneous rudder deflection to the left could also 
have been a conscious input of the PIC made in order to "coordinate" the roll. In 
consideration of the inverted attitude of the aircraft which occurred, this must have had 
the opposite effect, that is, a renewed increase of the sideslip angle. 

It cannot be excluded, that the control inputs of the responsible pilot in this phase were 
decisively influenced by the accelerations and severe flight attitude changes which 
occurred. Outside of this, it must be taken into consideration that the rapid pace of events 
scarcely gave the PIC time for decision-making and for taking proper corrective measures. 
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Summarization 

REPORT 
on the Investigation of the flight Accident 

with the Dornier DO 328-100 
on U December 1992 in the Area ofMemmingen 

On December U, 1992, flight tests were conducted in the area around Memmingen \\ith the prototype DO 
328-100, built by Dornier Aircraft Co. These tests were conducted to investigate, among other things, the 
aircraft directional stability. At approximately ll.t9•, the test point \\ith the aircraft in the landing 
configuration was broken off by the responsible pilot, due to bobbing of the aircraft's nose combined \\ith 
strong shaking (buffeting). The aircraft immediately entered an uncontrollable condition, and subsequently 
suffered the brea1:up of all si"t propeller blades of the propeller assembly of the left engine. The result of this 
was hea" y damage to the left engine as well as resultant propeller impact and severe damage to the fuselage 
and to the cabin. 

The responsible pilot was successful in bringing the aircraft under control, and in spite of the severe damage 
and engine failure brought the aircraft to a safe landing. 

The accident is attributable to the fact that at the conclusion of the test point, a return to normal flight 
conditions was made difficult because the effectiveness of the elevator, which was in a nose-up condition, 
was adversely affected by flow field separation. This condition was not recognized by the pilot in time to 
allow a release of the elevator at the end of the test point. 

A factor contributing to destruction of the propeller blades was a failure to reduce engine output. This 
resulted from a communications breakdm"n between flight test personnel. 

1.0 Inn-stigation ofthl' Facts 

1.1 Course of the Flight 

In the program of developmental flight tests conducted by the aircraft manufacturer Dornier Aircraft 
Co., a test flight was planned on the prototype DO 328-100, serial number 3001 (Dornier internal 
designation T AC l ). In the course of this flight an investigation into directional stability in various 
configurations was to be conducted. 

Basis for test flight number Fl 0101 was the associated flight test plan (Appendi"t 5.3). 

On board the aircraft as responsible pilot (PIC) was the manufacturer's project pilot. Also on board as 
second pilot was a pilot from Dornier A"iation (North America). 

During the flight the responsible flight test engineer was stationed in the Dornier Flight Test 

• Tmtcs are local times unless othemise indicated 



telemetry ground station. From there, this indil.idlLll coordinated the testing \Vith the PIC and over radio 
pro"ided the crew \\ith necessary information from the ground data recorders. 

The takeoff ofT AC 1 occurred at 0921 hrs from Oberpfaffenhofen, the Dornier company factory airport. 

Up to the time of the incident at 1149 hrs, indil.idlLll test points from the test plan were conducted \\ithout 
incident. 

A critical point in the test plan were the T.O.P. 13 tests for investigation of static directional stability, in 
accordance \\ith the airworthiness pro"isions JAR 025.177. 

The tests for T.O.P. 13 were flo\\n in various confi,ourations starting around 1035 hrs. The results of these 
tests were quite variable. The opinion of the PIC regarding the flight characteristics ranged from "no 
problem" to "unacceptable". 

The starting point of the incident was the test T.O.P. 13.14, which was begun around 1149 hrs at an altitude 
of 14,000 ft while in the follo\\ing configuration: 

Flap Position: 
Landing Gear: 
Engine Power: 

Speed: 

25 deg 
extended 
2x:!I.ITOP 

1.13 VSlg (98 KCAS) 

Close to the point at which the maximum left rudder deflection was reached, a strong shaking (buffeting) 
began of such strength that the PIC could no longer maintain controlled flight. The PIC released the rudder 
and aileron and broke off the test. Immediately the aircraft went into a steep bank to the left along \\ith a 
severe pitch-over. Airspeed continued to rise. 

At an approximate roll angle of -90 dcg the PIC assisted the rolling motion by an aileron deflection to the left, 
in order to, in his words, "roll the aircraft througl1". 

The PIC, who was fully occupied \\ith II)ing to bring the aircraft under control, requested the second pilot to 
reduce engine po\ver \'<ith the words "Gasc raus" (something like "chop the power"). Thi~ request was not 
followed. 

Approximately 5.5 seconds later followed the structural failure, recognizable by noise on the audio 
recordings. At this point in time the aircraft was in a condition described by the follo"<ing recorded data: 

Airspeed: 171 kts · Sideslip angle: 19 deg 
Pitch angle: -48 deg Normal acceleration: -o.82 g 
Roll angle: -185 deg Lateral acceleration -o.82 g 

Within a fraction of a second all six propeller blades on the left engine failed. At least two of the blades 
caused severe damage to the fuselage and to the interior of the cabin. 

After the structural failure occurred, data transmission to the telemetry station was interrupted due to 
destruction of the transmitter antenna. Data transmission was later restored by s\\itching to another antenna. 
Data recording on board the aircraft was, however, not interrupted except for a short drop-out. TIJis enabkd 
comprehensi:l.-e data from throughout the period of the incident to be available post flight. 



,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

The PIC succeeded in bringing the aircraft under control, at which time airspeed had reached 250 kts. This 
speed was far 0\'\:1" the allowable speed as specified in the flight manll313001-5 Pt-.1.1.25 of: 

180 KCAS gear extended 
145 KCAS flaps> 15 deg e~:tended 

Also, the power level for the engines at pitch and roll angles exceeding +/- 35 deg, which are specified in 
flight manll31 3001-SD from 22 Oct 92, were exceeded by these maneuvers. The altitude loss during the 
incident was 4,800 ft. The he3\ily damaged aircraft was landed safely on one engine at 1221 hrs at the 
factory airport at Oberpfaffenhofen. 

1.2 PPr.;onnpJ Injury 

None 

1.3 Damage to Aircrall 

All six propeller blades of the left engine were broken off. The left engine including its mount were he3\ily 
damaged. 

At least two of the six blades damaged the fuselage section immediately forward of the \\ing leading edge, as 
well as the interior of the cabin. The control cable to the left engine control was cut through. 

In addition one on-board antenna was damaged which lead to a brief interruption in data transmission to the 
telemetry station. 

1.4 Auxiliary Damage 

None. 

1.5 Crew Information 

1.5.1 Responsible Pilot 

license: A TPL I 
Entitlements: 

Aight Test Entitlement TBI, acrobatic flight 
Type Permit: DO 228, DO 328 

CL600.'601 
Instruction Permit: DO 228, DO 328 
Instrument Aight Permit: up to 200 ft 

Total Aight E:,:perience: 3,830 hours 
F1ight Experience in the DO 328: 200 hours 

As PIC: 200 hours 
Aight Medical Fitness: Class I 

without limitations 



The Pilot was assigned as Project Pilot (Order No. 363 according to Developmental Handbook C-1.2) for 
conduct of the test flight. This was in confonnity v.ith conditions mentioned under Point C-2.1.9 of the 
company's Developmental Handbook (EBH). 

1.5.2 Second Pilot 

License: A TPL 
· Entitlements: -

Flight Test Entitlement: Certificate as Graduate of the U.S. 
Naval Test Pilot School 

Instrument Flight Entitlement: yes 
Total Flight Experience: 4,000 hours 
Flight Experience v.itl1 tile DO 328 
as 2nd Pilot: 8 hours 

Flight Medical Fitness: valid 
without limitations 

The second pilot did not possess a German license as pilot and also did not have a type entitlement for the 
D0328 

1.6 Aircraft Information 

The aircraft was the prototype of a passenger transport. Power was prm.ided by two turbine engines, each 
equipped v.ith a six-blade variable-pitch propeller installation. The propeller blades were of composite 
construction. 

Construction: 
Model: 
Year Built: 
Series No: 
Plant Designation: 
Total Flight Time: 
1\la.x. T.O. !\lass: 

Weight at time of Incident: 
Center of Gra"ity: 
Engine: 

Left Engine: 
Right Engine: 

Shoulder v.ing witll pressurized cabin 
00328-100 
1991 
3001 
TACl 
207 hours 
13,670Kg 
(include. 2% test equipment) 
12,300 Kg 
38%MAC 
P&W ZBE 119A 
SIN 116008 Op.'t"ating time 139 hrs 
SIN 116006 Operating time 134 hrs 

Checkout of tile aircraft was accomplished at established intervals. The last maintenance check (200 hour 
check) was accomplished at 193 hours. Since tllat time the aircraft had an operating time of 13 hours. 

The aircraft was undergoing testing for the purpose of e:\1ending the type pennit according to airwortlliness 
requirements of JAR 25. 



For the conduct of the flights a temporary transport permit was prmided by the Federal A\iation Office. 
Date of the penni! was 21 August 1992. An element of the temporary pennit was both the General flight 
Instruction 3001-5 (EL5-l9i92), Version A (6 Aug 92), as well as the flight Instruction 3001-50, published 
22 Oct 92. 

The operating limitations and boundaries established in these documents were observed up until the 
occurrence of the incident. 

In order to conduct the flight tests, the aircraft was equipped with numerous sensors to record flight test data. 
For on-board recording and for data transmission to the ground telemetry station, the cabin of TAC1 was 
outfitted with a flight test installation. 

For measurement of angle of attack and angle of sideslip, a nose-boom was installed. 

Fonis1131Wltion of the flow field, the upper side of the wing was tufted, and on the tail a video camera was 
installed. 

The coct-:pit instruments and other flight deck equipment was consistent "ith that of the projected production 
aircraft \\ith minor exceptions. Special flight test cod:pit instrumentation was not prO\ided. 

The possibility of an emergency crew escape was pro,ided for by the installation of an emergency exit in the 
rear of the cabin. Guide lines were installed between the flight deck and the emergency exit. Defore le3\ing 
the flight deck, the pilot could lock the steering yoke in place in order to stabilize the flight attitude. 

1. 7 l\fetrorological Information 

Visual flight rules were in effect and the crew \iew of the ground was unimpeded. 

1.8 Na,·igation Aids 

Not applicable 

1.9 Radio Trame 

From takeoff to landing, T AC 1 was in contact with the Oberpfaffenhofen Tower on Frequency 119.55 l\.Ihz. 
Besides this, radio communication was maintained between T AC 1 and the telemetry station on frequency 
135.875 !I.Ihz. This contact was for coordination of the test flight. 

1.10 Airfield Information 

Not applicable 

1.11 Flight Recorder 

llte aircraft was equipped \\ith an on-board data system which allowed the recording of more than 900 
parameters. Besides the "on line~ data transmission from the aircraft to the telemetry station, the flight data 
was recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis. 



1.12 Infonnation on the Impact and Wreckage 

Not applicable 

1.13 Medical and Pathological lnfonnation 

Not applicable 

1.14 Fire 

Not applicable 

1.15 Survh'llbility 

Not applicable 

1.16 Further Im·cstigation 

1.161 Propeller Strength 

Before the incident, in the course of inspections, delamination was discovered on individual propeller blades. 
This delamination was in the area of the blade root parallel to the trailing edge. This discovel)· led to 
limitations on the propeller (in accordance \\ith flight instruction EL-979/92 of 10 Dec 92) to the extent that 
daily "l.isual post-flight inspections were conducted. Limitations in angle of attack or sideslip were not made. 

After the incident the ldt engine propeller assembly was subjected to a thorough damage analysis by Hartzell 
in the USA, assisted by the Dornier Company. the result was contained in the Hartzell Engineering Report 
No. 1232 of 8 Feb 1993. 

Findings of Uartzell 

During the test flight the destruction of the left propeller assembly occurred during a very short span of 0.6 
seconds. 1l1e propeller loads which existed at this point in time were inlpossible to quantif)', because the 
measured parameters, especially the sideslip angle, \Vere outside the values used by Hartzell in the load 
assumption calculations of propeller strength. 

As a final conclusion, it was accepted by Hartzell, that destruction of the propeller assembly was finally due 
to a low cycle higll stress C"\·ent. 

Findings of the Flight Accident Im·cstigation Center (FUS) 

On the basis of the assertions in the above-mentioned Hartzell report, FUS comes to the follm\ing 
determination. 

The delamination of the carbon-fiber composite layers of the destroyed blades, and the indications of a 
heating effect on the carbon fibers and on the foam core, could not be traced \\ith complete certainty to 



defomution due to oscillating stress. The heavy damage in the area of the blade supports was more an 
indication of an excessive bending moment on the blade roots. In the end these roots were also unable to 
hold the carbon composite layers of the blades. 

Titese bending moments could have been caused by aerod)namic loads and centrifugal moments on the 
blades or intpact of the blades \\ith each other. 

A quantification of the loads which lead to the blades' destruction was not possible due to the skewed airflow 
into the left propeller as a result of the sideslip of the aircraft. 

The follm\ing measurrs resulted from the findings: 

Dy the Hartzell Company a modification and strengthening of the propeller blade feet was earned out 

In order to be able to determine propeller loads in e:>.:trerne sideslip conditions, the modified blade assemblies 
were put through an interint series of appropriate flight tests. 

1.16.2 Sound Recordings 

A transcription was made of the sound recordings from the beginning of the test T.O.P. 13.1 ~ to the point of 
the structural failure. A signal analysis of this recording over this span of tinte served to arrange the 
commentary of the flight in exact order. 

A judgntent concerning the engine and propeller beh;nior intmediately before the point in time of the 
structural failure was only partially possible. 

The speech transmissions from aircraft and telemetry station are clearly recognizable and distinguishable from 
each other in the signal analysis. 

In the signal analysis, the structural failure was recognizable some 42 seconds after beginning of test T.O.P. 
13.14. It was recognizable as a distinct amplitude increase which ended in a strongly pronounced noise. This 
signal beha\ior was consistent with the structural failure and follo\\ing \\ind noises, which markedly increased 
as a result of the punctured fuselage skin. 

1.17 Additional Information 

1.17.1 Organization of the Flight Test 

The Dcnlopmental Company DORNIER A VL\ TION Ltd. 

The Domier Company is a developmental company recognized by the Federal A\iation Office (LDA). This 
company canies out the development of an aircraft up until maturity, including responsibility for the model 
tests, under the oversight of the LDA. At the end of this process, the LDA grants the type certificate, as long 
as it is an exclusively national project. 

Concerning the DO 328 a European certificate was desired on the basis of JAR 25. This had, however, no 
effect on the type and ex1ent of investigation of this accident by the FUS. 



The tasks and responsibilities relative to the conduct of the flight tests was in agreement with the Company 
Developmenbl Handbook (EBH) and was regulated by DORNIER AVIATION Ltd. as follows: 

Within the Department for Developmenbl Flight Physics and Flight Test, the Dnision of Flight Test, along 
with other affected di\isions of the Department, was responsible for the conduct of the flight tests in 
accordance with the test plan, as well as for the pilots used during the test flights. The pilots were appointed 
by the Flight Operations Department upon request by Flight Test. - - - - - -

Flight Test Personnel 

For the test flight Fl 0101 on 14 Dee 92, the crew of TACl consisted of the Domier Project Pilot as 
responsible pilot, and a transport pilot of the company DORNIER AVIATION (NORTH AMERICA) as 
second pilot. 

The responsibility of the Project Pilot, In accordance with the EBH, was the guidance and control of the test 
aircraft. The appointment of the second pilot also lay Y.ithin his field of responsibility. 

In accordance \\ith the Flight Handbook for the DO 328, the minimum crew was two. This meant that, apart 
from instructional flights, the second pilot for a flight test was also required to possess a type permit for the 
DO 328. This, however, was not the case. 

It was one of the tasks of the FUS to clarif)· whether the appointment of the second pilot, \vho was not a 
memb..-r of the development company DORNIER AVIATION Ltd., was technically consistent Y.ith 
regulations in the EBH or Y.ith other 3\iation rules. 

The crucial point of the investigation was directed toward the matter of the degree to which the second pilot 
was able to carry out the tasks required of him, or whether actions relevant to the accident were to some 
degree caused by him. 

The task of the second pilot during the conduct of the indi\idual test points consisted of monitoring in 
particular the engine instruments. In addition, between test points he relieved the PIC by bking over control 
of the aircraft and setting up test conditions for the next test point. 

On the basis of the sound and dab recordings of the test flight, one gains the impression that the second pilot 
was able to assume, \\ithout problems, control of the aircraft after handoff from the PIC. Also other tasks, 
including monitoring of instruments, was assummed by the second pilot, insofar as this was discernible from 
the conversations. Since the second pilot, as a U.S citizen, apparently had a limited knowledge of Gcnnan, 
communications between the two pilots was conducted exclusively in English. 

Additional flight test personnel located in the telemetry sbtion consisted of the responsible flight test engineer 
, the competent S)·sterns engineer, and dab engineers. The duties and responsibilities of tlte flight test 
engineer was regulated in accordance \"liith the EBH C-1.2 Order No. 362. 

Tite coordination of the test flight was assumed by the flight test engineer, who also passed on significant 
flight test dab to the crew ofTACl \la radio. 



VeriOcation of Directional Stability T.O.P. 13 

The CYUcial point of this flight consisted of testing under T.O.P. 13 of the verification of directional stability 
in accordance \"\ith air worthiness requirements JAR 0 25.177. 

Earlier tests in this area had already been conducted \\ith unsatisfacto!)' results, so that a modification in the 
wing-fuselage interface area had ben made. 

Tufts were installed on the upper side of the \"\ing, and a \ideo camera was installed in the tail which allowed 
observation of the flow in this surface. 

The progress of the tests were thoroughly documented data and by audio recordings. 

For the tests for static directional stability, the aircraft was frrst put into the configuration corresponding to the 
respective test point The configuration was defined by flap and landing gear position, engine power, and 
trimmed airspeed. 

An increasing rudder deflection was input while maintaining stable level flight using proper elevator and 
airleron inputs. Sideslip angle built up until either maximum rudder deflection or maximum allowable rudder 
pedal force was reached For fulfillment of air worthiness requirements, after removal of the pedal force the 
aircraft had to return to its intial conditions. 

The test could, however, be broken off early if one of the follm\ing break-off criteria occurred: 
- inpermissibly high control forces 
- flow separation, made apparent by strong buffeting 
- uncontrollable flight attitude changes 

During the flight test the sideslip angle obsen:ed in the telemel!)' station was relayed to the pilot for his 
information. Relative to the sideslip angle, there was no limit corresponding to points (?) 1.2.8 of the general 
flight instruction EL 5~9-92. Therefore sideslip angle was not a break-off criteria for the test. 



Progress of the Flight Test T.O.P. 13.14 

On the ba.~is of the on-board data recordings, the progress of the test could be 
comprehensively analyzed. The local time as recorded in the data is used as a time 
reference for the follo'l'ling events. 

Three interconnected phases of the flight were identified: 

Phase 1: TestT.O.P.l3.H 

The test was announced at 11:48:51 by the PIC 'l'lith the words "to the left", and 
simultaneously initiated by left deflection of the rudder. 

The sideslip angle built up 'l'lith increasing rudder deflection, which was relayed to the crew 
by the test engineer. The sideslip angle called out, however, was lower than the actual 
measured values due to improper cahbration. This was only discovered after the flight 

Close to the point where, at 11 :4 9:24, the ma.-cimum rudder angle deflection was reached, a 
strong buffeting began, and the PIC could no longer control the aircraft. This lead to 
breaking off the test. 

Phase 2: Break-off of the Test 

This section was closely tied to Phase 1 and ended 'l'lith the structural failure at 11:49:33.4. 
Since this Phase lasting roughly ten seconds was especially significant for the course of of 
the incident, evaluation of the data is particularly important to above all determine steering 
inputs made by the PIC. ( Appendi-;: 5.4) 

As time reference in this Phase only the seconds of the 49th minute \\ill be given. This 
corresponds also to the scaling of the time a.'i:is in the data presentations in Appendi-;: SA, to 
which reference 'l'lil!later be made. 

The break-off of a test was intended to occur in a way that by the pilot releasing the control 
forces, the aircraft would return to stable flight conditions 

The follo'l'ling descnbes the dffiing back of the deflected controls follo'l'ling break-off of 
the test. 

The rudder deflection was taken out by the PIC, which was recognizable by a sharp 
reduction in pedal force from 35 to 10 daN. (Ne\\1ons 7) This resulted in a reduction in 
rudder deflection from 23 degrees to at ftrst only 16 degrees and later to 8 degrees, after a 
further reduction in pedal force of some .t daN. 



The neutral rudder position was not reached, but rather the rudder deflection to the left 
grew greater as a result of the increased pedal force shortly before the end of Phase 2. As 
a result, sideslip angle again beo.,an to increase. 

The aileron deflection was taken out by the PIC, which was recognizable by a sharp 
reduction in the hand forces from 12 daN to about 3 daN. As a result the tahe aileron 
deflection decreased from17 to just 8 degrees. llte rolling movement of the aircraft 
continued v.ith a roll rate to the left of -17 deg!sec. As -90 degrees was reached, aileron 
deflection to the left caused an increase in roll rate to -40 deg!sec. 11ris occurred, 
according to the PIC, in an attempt to "roll the aircraft through". The structural failure of 
the propeller blades followed shortly after the aircraft was rolled over on its back. 

A relaxation of the elevator at the end of the test was not apparent, which differed from 
earlier tests. To be sure, the elevator deflection changed during the Phase from 0 to 9 
degrees, in the "pushover" direction, yet the hand force of the PIC exhibited fluctuating 
values which averaged about 20 daN in the "pull-up" direction. Not until29.7 seconds was 
a temporary relaxation of the hand force apparent, which apparently was related to changes 
in aileron deflection. 

In this Phase, the PIC tried if possible to prevent the aircraft nose from bobbing do\'on by 
the application of positive hand force (pull-up). 

The break-off of the test at the end of Phase 1 was commented on by the PIC v.ith the 
words "and now it's going over the nose ..... \'.lith buffeting". 

The buffeting was readily noticable in the data recording by fluctuations in measured 
paranteters. 11ris was shown in the recording of the second pilot's elevator force which, 
starting at23.5 seconds, exlubited increasingly fluctuating values about an average of2 
daN. 11ris corresponded apparently to the measured value of a released 2nd pilot's control 
colunm. The turbulent flow of the horizontal tail or also flow separation on the tail itself 
caused the measurement of an apparent hand force on the released 2nd pilot's control 
colunm. 

The fligltt path ofTAC1 was marked in this Phase by large changes in the follo\\ing 
parameters: 

After the nose bobbing, the pitch angle decreased very rapidly to -60 degrees, during which 
the nose-boom measured angle of attack decreased from 7 to -15 degrees. The sideslip 
angle decreased from 22 to 7 degrees follov.ing the break-off of the test, before it again 
increased and at the end of Phase 2 reached a value of nearly 19 degrees. 

The airspeed increased, particularly under the influence of the steep fligltt path under full 
engine power, from 103 to 171 kts. 
Phase 3: Reestablishment ofnonnal flight attitude 



This section was marked by reestablishment of a normal flight attitude, in close connection 
to Phase 2. 

The PIC was successful in bringing the aircraft under control, at which time the aircraft 
rapidly reached an airspeed of 250 l1s. The total altitude loss during the incident amounted 
to 4,800 ft. 

1.17.3 l\fpaning of Ainmrthinl'SS Rl'quil't'ment JAR D 25.177 

The verification of static directional stability ainvorthiness requirements is accomplished 
through flight test and commonly accepted practices. This requires stability verification up 
to the full rudder deflection or up to the maximum allowable sideslip angle. During these 
test, sideslip angles can be reached which have no practical meaning for later flight 
operations, if the possibility of uncoordinated rudder deflections are not emisioned. 

The conduct of these tests has had a not inconsiderable adverse effect on flight safety, as 
has been shown in the past occasionally during flight trials of this type. Since rudder 
measurement and deflection is an essential factor for minimum control speed, and 
therefore for takeoff field length, the aircraft manufacturer strives for a high rudder 
effectiveness, which makes the verification of directional stability more difficult. 

The question can be asked whether the airworthiness requirements, which have been used 
in this form for decades, still has the meaning that it pTC\iously did. At the time of the 
origin of these requirements, side-slipped flight was a possible conscious maneuver used to 
correct the flight path. 

While, as always, changes to the flight attitude about the lateral axis with elevator (pitch 
angle), and about the longitudinal axis with aileron (roll angle) still have their essential 
meaning for flight controls, the rudder has only the task of making changes to flight 
attitude about the z-a.xis and of a\ uiding sideslip angle. This means, in one case, a 
relatively low rudder deflection is required in flight to compensate for side-rolling moment 
in curved flight and, eventually, for cross-wind landings, while in the case of a failed 
engine, a greater rudder deflection is required to compensate for the associated upsetting 
moment. Exactly in this last case, the rudder has the primary task for a ci\il transport of 
working against sideslip angle, and not of producing it. 

The question can be asked whether the flight test verification of static directional stability 
using full rudder deflections justifies the associated risk for aircraft and crew. 

2.0 Enluation 

In the investigation of the accident, particular attention had to be paid to the fact that the 
aircraft was under test and that the incident occurred on a test flight dedicated to the 
verification oh'llrious airworthiness requirements. 



However, it could not be a matter for the investigation to make conclusions about the 
future fulfillability of the ainvorthiness regulations or to express recommendations about 
them. 

Likev. ise it was not possible, and was not in this case, the task of the accident investigation, 
to investigate the detailed causes for the structural destruction of the propeUer blades.- On 
the basis of the e:.."treme flight conditions immediately before the failure of the blades 
began, the blades clearly were subjected to extreme forces, the type and magnitude of 
which could not be quantified. Inertial forces, the high engine output, as weU as the high 
aerod)namiC forces on the blades, especially considering the unsteady flow at increasing 
sideslip angles, all could explain the destruction of the propeUer blades on the left engine, 
while those on the right engine remained undamaged. 

The investigation into the accident by the FUS concentrated therefore on the fmdings and 
analysis related to the uncontroUed flight attitude after breaking off the test point T.O.P. 
13.14. 

In accordance with the Airworthiness Requirements JAR D 25.177 the directional stability 
of the aircraft was tested in various configurations. During this testing, some of the results 
had been termed "unacceptable" by the PIC, even before test point T.O.P. 13.14 was 
reached. In spite of this, the planned order of test points was continued. During flight 
testing it is not unusual to continue a series of tests even if interim results are unacceptable. 
This enables a comprehensive evaluation of a series of tests to be made. Moreover, the 
crew did not perceive any impact to flight safety due to the occasional uncontroUed "pitch 
do\\ n • beha\ ior of the aircraft. 

During T.O.P. 13.14 the test was initiated by a rudder deflection to the left. The test was 
broken off shortly before reaching maximum rudder deflection due to bobbing of the 
aircraft nose and strong buffeting. 

An essential part of the investigation consisted of an analysis of the ten second Phase 
foUowing break-off of the test, during which a normal flight attitude could not be 
reestablished, and at the end of which structural failure of the propeUer blades on the left 
engine occurred. 

A relaxation of the elevator at the end of the test was not apparent, which differed from 
earlier tests, but at least a high force in the pull-up direction was maintained, without being 
able to prevent an increasing pitch dO\'n of the aircraft. 

In contrast to this, the tests resulting from T.O.P. 13.14 were conducted in such a manner 
that the control deflections in all three axes were driven back, and the aircraft was able to 
return to its normal flight attitude due to its stability. (Trans. Note: This paragraph, like 
some others, is written in a very confusing manner and its meaning [and the prC\ious one 
as weU] is not entirely clear.) 



The data (RT. CTRL \\lfEEL FORCE - Ele\'Jtor), show increasingly oscillatory 'II'Jiues 
about the nominal value beginning at the break-off of the tesl On the basis of this data, it 
is apparent that in this case flow separation on the elevator impacted its effectiveness such 
that control forces increased to the extent, that in spite of a "Pull-up" on the control wheel, 
the ele\'Jtor deflection increased do\\nward. 

The aileron deflection to the left, some three seconds before the structural failure, in order 
to support the rolling movement was a conscious input made by the pilot \\ith the intent of 
"rolling the aircraft through". The simultaneous rudder deflection to the left could also 
ha'l!-e been a conscious input of the PIC made in order to "coordinate" the roll. In 
consideration of the inverted attitude of the aircraft which occurred, this must ha\-e had the 
opposite effect, that is, a renewed increase of the sideslip angle. 

It cannot be excluded, that the control inputs of the responsible pilot in this phase were 
decisrn:ly influenced by the accelerations and severe flight attitude changes which 
occurred. Outside of this, it must be taken into consideration that the rapid pace of events 
scarcely gave the PIC time for decision-making and for taking proper corrective measures. 

trans-2b.wps 
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o;jtN/13 
NTSB Identification: ATL93\1A055 For detailo;, refer to l'<'TSB microfiche number 52843,\ 

Accident occurred FEB-03-93 at 1\IARIEITA, GA 
Aircraft: LOCKHEED L382E--l-lK-20, registration: NJ30X 

Injuries: 7 Fatal. 

TilE ACFT WAS DESIG!\'ED & USED AS TilE CmiPA,·,;rs EKGD.'EE~ll'G TEST BED. A.'J 
EVALUATION OF THE FLY-BY-WIRE RUDDER ACTUATOR & GROUNU 1\ITh'ThiiD.I 
CO}.;'TROL SPEED (V\ICG) WAS BED\G COl\'Dt:CTED. DL'RD\G TilE FINAL HI-SPEED 
GROUN'D TEST RUN, TilE ACFT ADRUPTL Y \'EERED LEFT & llECA.\IE AIRBORNE. IT 
ENTERED A LEFT Thlm, CLThiDED TO ABOUT 250FT, DEPARTED CONTROLLED FLT & 
ThiP ACTED TilE GRND. INVESTIGATION REVEALED A DESIGN FEATURE IN TilE RUDDER 
ACTUATOR TIIAT REl\IOVES H'ITI PRESSlJRE \VIDIIN TilE ACTUATOR IF TilE RlJDDER 
POSillON CmThiA!\UED BY TilE PILOT EXCEEDED TilE ACTUAL RUDDER ACTUATOR 
POSillON FOR A SPECIFIED IDlE, A!\U TilE RLUDER AERODYNA.\IICALLY TRAILS. TilE 
ACTUATOR PREVIOUSLY DISENGAGED IN FLT. TilE CmiPANY DID NOT COJ\'DUCT A 
SYSTE:-.1 SAFETY RE\'lEW OF TilE RUDDER BYPASS FEATh'RE & ITS CONSEQL'ENCES TO 
ALL FLT REGil\IES, NOR OF TilE Vl\ICG TEST. THE FLT TEST PLAN SPECIFIED TIL\T 
EXGTI\'E PO\\'ER BE RET.\RDED IF TilE RLUDER BECA.\IE 11\'EFFECTIVE. l\'EffiiER PLT 
IL\D RECEIVED TRATI\11\G AS AN E\1'ERI1\IENTAL TEST PLT. TilE cmiPANY ALLO\\'ED 
EXPERil\IENT.\L FLT TESTS AT A COXFTh'ED, :-.IETROPOLITAN ARPT. 
Probable Cause 
DISEXGAGEl\IENT OF TilE RTJDDER FL Y-BY-\\lRE FLIGIIT CO~'TROL SYSTEl\1 
RESULTI!\G IN A TOTAL LOSS OF RLUDER CO~'TROL CAPABILITI" \\liiLE COl\Ul"CTIXG 
GROUl\U :-.IThll\rL"l\1 CONlROL SPEED TESTS. TilE DISEKGAGEl\fE}.;'T WAS A RESLl..T OF 
TilE JN,\DEQUATE DESIGN OF TilE RliDDER'S INTEGRATED ACTUATOR PACKAGE BY 
ITS :-.IANUFACTURER; TilE OPERATOR'S INSL"FFICIENT SYSTEl\1 SAFETY RE\lEW FAILED 
TO CONSIDER TilE COXSEQL"E:t\'CES OF TilE INADEQUATE DESIGN TO ALL OPER.\TIXG 
REGil\lES. A FACTOR \\lllCH CO~'TRIDUTED TO TilE ACCIDENT WAS TilE FLIGIIT 
CRE\\"S LACK OF EXGTI\'EERIXG FLIGIIT TEST TRATI\11\G. 

Index for Feb 1993 I Index ofl\lonths 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0~.'221:!000 8:35 P~t 



• 

+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 23 ·············································+ 
+ DATA REPORT LOCKHEED·382B/1DD HERCULES ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE-TAKE-OFF RUN + 
+ SPIN-INITIAL CLIMB + 
+ COLLISION YITH LEVEL TERRAIN/YATER-EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT + 

+········----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<······················· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0414-0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 93·D2·03 ++ MASS CATEGORY 27 001 • 272 000 KG 
TIME 13:27 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY UNITED STATES 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION N130X 
GEN YEATHER : VMC ++ 

++ 
<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION MARIETTA,GA 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES 
DEPARTED MARIETTA,GA 
DESTINATION MARIETTA,GA 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREY 
++PAX 
++ 

DESTROYED 
FATAL SERIOUS MINOR 

7 0 0 
0 0 0 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 

NONE UNKNOYN TOTAL 
0 0 7 
0 0 0 

THE A/C WAS DESIGNED AND USED AS THE COMPANY'S ENGINEERING TEST BED. AN EVALUATION OF THE FLY·BY·WIRE RUDDER ACTUATOR AND 
GROUND MINIMUM CONTROL SPEED (VMCG) WAS BEING CONDUCTED. DURING THE FINAL HIGH SPEED GROUND TEST RUN, THE A/C ABRUPTLY 
VEERED LEFT AND BECAME AIRBORNE. IT ENTERED A LEFT TURN, CLIMBED TO ABOUT 250 FT, LOST CONTROL AND IMPACTED TERRAIN. 
INVESTIGATION REVEALED A DESIGN FEATURE IN THE RUDDER ACTUATOR THAT REMOVES HYDRAULIC PRESSURE WITHIN THE ACTUATOR IF THE 
RUDDER POSITION COMMANDED BY THE PILOT EXCEEDED THE ACTUAL RUDDER ACTUATOR POSITION FOR A SPECIFIED TIME, AND THE RUDDER 
AEROOYNAMICALLY TRAILS. THE ACTUATOR PREVIOUSLY DISENGAGED IN FLIGHT. THE COMPANY DID NOT CONDUCT A SYSTEM SAFETY REVIEW OF 
THE RUDDER BYPASS FEATURE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES TD ALL FLIGHT REGIMES, NOR OF THE VMCG TEST. THE FLIGHT TEST PLAN SPECIFIED 
THAT ENGINE POYER BE RETARDED IF THE RUDDER BECAME INEFFECTIVE. NEITHER PILOT HAD RECEIVED TRAINING AS AN EXPERIMENTAL TEST 
PILOT. THE COMPANY ALLOWED EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT TESTS AT A CONFINED, METROPOLITAN AlP'S. 

•••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS •••••••••••• 
EVENT FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE • TAKE-OFF RUN 

1.RUDDER SYSTEM • INADEQUATE/NOT ENGAGED 
1.MANUFACTURER·DESIGN·INADEQUATE 
2.MANUFACTURER·QUALITY CONTROL-INSUFFICIENT 

2.DIRECTIONAL CONTROL • IMPOSSIBLE 
3.FLIGHT CREW PROCEDURES • NOT FOLLOYED 

1.0PERATOR ·MANAGEMENT-TRAINING-INADEQUATE 
EVENT 2 SPIN • INITIAL CLIMB 

1.LIFT·OFF • PERFORMED 
2.AIRCRAFT CONTROL • IMPOSSIBLE 
3.SPIN • INADVERTENT 

EVENT 3 COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/YATER • EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT 



... 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I REQUEST 140/94, REPORT# 222 
I 1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I II I I I I I I I I I I I v +UNOFFICIAL REPORT 
ACCIDENT + 

LOCKHEED- 3828/100 HERCULES 

+EVENTS I PHASES: FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE IT AKE-OFF RUN 
+ 

+ 
DESCENT 

COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/WATER I EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED 
+ 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I II II I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I 

++ 
<----OPERATION >++<-----FILE OAT A-----
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS -TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0414-0 

++FROM STATE 
++ 

<:------WHEN------>++ AIRCRAFT DATA---
DATE : 93-02-03 ++MASS CATEGORY : 27 001-272 000 KG 
TIME : 13:30 ++STATE OF REGISTRY: 
LIGHT :DAYLIGHT ++REGISTRATION : N130X 

++ 
<------WHERE ------>++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD---> 
++ NC DAMAGE :DESTROYED LOCATION :MARIETTA, GA 

STATE/AREA :UNITED STATES ++INJURY: FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE 
UNKNOWN TOTAL 

DEPARTED :MARIETTA, GA 
DESTINATION :MARIETTA, GA 
OTHER DAMAGE : 

++CREW 
++PAX 

7 
0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

----EVENTS AND FACTORS-----
1. EVENT I PHASE: FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE I TAKE-OFF RUN 

0 
0 

7 
0 

2. EVENT I PHASE: COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/WATER I EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED 
DESCENT 

CATHAY PAOFlC AIRWAYS has bested Ch~ Bed (HTIB) aircraft. The NTSB said the--
1 no Southern Airlines for a 75% stake in "disengagement of the rudder fly-by-wire 

Air Hong Kong, a struggling cargo cor- flight control system• resulted in a !otolloss 
rier that reportedly has seen a dramatic of rudder control during high-speed taxi 
financial turnaround in the past year. Air tests. lhe disengagement was a result of 
Hong Kong operates three Boeing 7 47- the inadequate design of the rudder's in-

_l00.(200s _fro~folaris J\ircraft leasing _tegrated actuator package: by monufac:_-__ 
on European routes to Brussels and Man- turer Lucas Aerospace. The report also 
chester and Asian routes to Singapore, faulted Lockheed for failing to conduct a 
Ho Chi Minh City, Nagoya and Kuala "safety review of the rudder byposs leo-
Lumpur. 11. TL a 2M Ad r"&:- lur~ on~ its consequences t':' all Right 

FT I :.1• tn ;;;) "J reg1mes after the actuator diSengaged 
A NATIONAL TRANSI'ORTATION safety board during a previous flight. All seven crew
report iden~fied a faulty actuator design members were killed in the crash of the 

- as the probable cause of the Feb. 3, 1993, highly modified L-1 00.20 transport (AW&sT 
. crash of Lockheed's High Technology Test Feb. 8, 1993, p. 17). • 
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National Transportation Safety Board 
Washington, DC 20594 

Brief of Accident 

Adopted 03/18/1994 

Printed on : 7/7/2011 5:35:03 PM 

ATL93MA055 
File No. 736 02/03/1993 MARIETTA, GA Aircraft Reg No. N130X Time (Local): 13:27 EST 

Make/Model: Lockheed / L382E-44K-20 
Engine Make/Model: All ison / 501-M71 K 

Aircraft Damage: Destroyed 
Number of Engines: 4 

Operating Certificate(s) : None 
Type of Flight Operation: 

Reg. Flight Conducted Under: Part 91 : General Aviation 

Last Depart. Point: Same as AccidenUlncident Location 
Destination: Local Flight 

Airport Proximity : On Airport/Airstrip 
Airport Name: DOBBINS AFB 

Runway Identification: 11 
Runway Length/Width (Ft): 10000 / 300 

Runway Surface: Concrete 
Runway Surface Condition : Dry 

Pilot-in-Command Age: 42 

Certificate( s )/Rating( s) 
Airline Transport; Flight Instructor; Flight Engineer; Multi-engine Land; Single-engine Land 

Instrument RatinQs 
Airplane 

Crew 
Pass 

Fatal 
7 
0 

Serious 
0 
0 

Condition of Light: Day 

Minor/None 
0 
0 

Weather Info Src: Weather Observation Facility 
Basic Weather: Visual Conditions 
Lowest Ceiling: None 

Visibility: 7 .00 SM 
Wind Dir/Speed: 130 / 003 Kts 

Temperature (0 C) : 1 o 
Precip/Obscuration: 

Flight Time (Hours) 

Total All Aircraft: 7658 
Last 90 Days: 7 4 

Total Make/Model: 1260 
Total Instrument Time: 1124 

THE ACFT WAS DESIGNED & USED AS THE COMPANY'S ENGINEERING TEST BED. AN EVALUATION OF THE FLY-BY-WIRE RUDDER ACTUATOR & GROUND MI NIMUM 
CONTROL SPEED (VMCG) WAS BE I NG CONDUCTED. DURING THE FINAL HI-SPEED GROUND TEST RUN, THE ACFT ABRUPTLY VEERED LEFT & BECAME AIRBORNE. IT 
ENTERED A LEFT TURN, CLIMBED TO ABOUT 250 FT, DEPARTED CONTROLLED FLT & IMPACTED THE GRND. INVESTIGATION REVEALED A DESIGN FEATURE IN THE 
RUDDER ACTUATOR THAT REMOVES HYD PRESSURE WITHIN THE ACTUATOR IF THE RUDDER POSITION COMMANDED BY THE PILOT EXCEEDED THE ACTUAL RUDDER 
ACTUATOR POSITION FOR A SPECIFIED TI ME, AND THE RUDDER AERODYNAMICALLY TRAI LS. THE ACTUATOR PREVIOUSLY DISENGAGED IN FLT. THE COMPANY DID 
NOT CONDUCT A SYSTEM SAFETY REVIEW OF THE RUDDER BYPASS FEATURE & ITS CONS EQUENCES TO ALL FLT REGIMES, NOR OF THE VMCG TEST. THE FLT TEST 
PLAN SPECIFIED THAT ENGINE POWER BE RETARDED IF THE RUDDER BECAME INEFFECT I VE. NEITHER PLT HAD RECEIVED TRAINING AS AN EXPERIMENTAL TEST 
PLT . THE COMPANY ALLOWED EXPERIMENTAL FLT TESTS AT A CONFINED, METROPOLITAN ARPT. 



Brief of Accident (Continued) 

ATL93MA055 
File No. 736 02/03/1993 MARIETTA, GA 

Occurrence #1 : LOSS OF CONTROL - ON GROUND/WATER 
Phase of Operation : OTHER 

Findings 
1. (C) FLT CONTROL SYST,RUDDER CONTROL - INADEQUATE 
2. (F) ACFT/EQUIP,INADEQUATE DESIGN - MANUFACTURER 
3. (C) INADEQUATE SUBSTANTIATION PROCESS,INSUFF REVIEW - COMPANY/OPERATOR MGMT 
4. (C) FLT CONTROL SYST,RUDDER - DISENGAGED 
5. (C) DIRECTIONAL CONTROL - NOT POSSIBLE - PILOT IN COMMAND 
6. PROCEDURES/DIRECTIVES - NOT FOLLOWED - PILOT IN COMMAND 
7. (F) INADEQUATE TRAINING - COMPANY/OPERATOR MANAGEMENT 

Occurrence #2: LOSS OF CONTROL - IN FLIGHT 
Phase of Operation: TAKEOFF - INITIAL CLIMB 

Findings 
8. LIFT-OFF - PERFORMED - PILOT IN COMMAND 
9. (C) AIRCRAFT CONTROL - NOT POSSIBLE - PILOT IN COMMAND 
10. STALL/SPIN - INADVERTENT - PILOT IN COMMAND 

Occurrence #3: IN FLIGHT COLLISION WITH TERRAIN/WATER 
Phase of Operation: TAKEOFF - INITIAL CLIMB 

Findings Legend : (C) = Cause, (F) = Factor 

Aircraft Reg No. N130X 

The Nat i onal Transportation Safety Board determines the probabl e cause(s) of this accident as follows. 

Time (Local): 13:27 EST 

DI SENGAGEMENT OF THE RUDDER FLY-BY-WI RE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM RESULT I NG IN A TOTAL LOSS OF RUDDER CONTROL CAPABILITY WHILE CONDUCTING 
GROUND MINI MUM CONTROL SPEED TESTS . THE DISENGAGEMENT WAS A RESULT OF THE INADEQUATE DESIGN OF THE RUDDER'S INTEGRATED ACTUATOR PACKAGE 
BY I TS MANUFACTURER; THE OPERATOR'S INSUFFICIENT SYSTEM SAFETY REVIEW FAILED TO CONSIDER THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE INADEQUATE DESIGN TO ALL 
OPERAT I NG REGIMES . A FACTOR WHICH CONTRIBUTED TO THE ACCIDENT WAS THE FLIGHT CREW ' S LACK OF ENGINEERING FLIGHT TEST TRAINING. 





-------------------------------------------- REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 24 ---------------------------------------------+ 
MCDONNEll·DOUGLAS-DC-9-10 ACCIDE 

COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/WATER-EN-ROUTE 

++ 
<··--------------------- RATION ---------------------·-> ++ <----------------------- FILE DATA --
TYPE : MISCELLANE • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE 93/0268·0 

++ FROM STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<----------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL 
DATE 93-04-02 

- AIRCRAFT DATA ---------------------> 
27 001 - 272 000 KG 

TIME 00:00 
LICHT DAYLIGHT 
CEN WEATHER VMC 

<----------------------- LOCATION -------------------
LOCATION NEAR MARGARITA ISLAND 
STATE/AREA VENEZUELA 
DEPARTED 
DESTI NA Tl ON 

++ CRE\.1 
++PAX 
++ 

VENEZUELA 
YV-03C 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD -----------> 
DESTROYED 

IOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
D 0 D 3 

0 0 7 

----------------- NARRATIVE ----------------DURING A TEST GHT FOLLOWING ROUTINE MAINTENANCE, THE AIRCRAFT APPEARS TD HAVE GOT 
THE SEA 0 RGARITA ISLAND. THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED IN DAYLIGHT AND IN GOOD WEATHER. THE DC-9 HAD DEPARTED CARA~~~I 
37M! ARLIER AND All SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN WEll UNTIL SOME 9MIN. AFTER THE START OF TEST MANOEUVRES WHEN A BRIEF 'MAYDAY 

PICKED UP BY ATC. 

+----------------------------------------------- REQUEST D74/98, REPORT 25 ---------------------------------------------+ 
+ PRELIMINARY REPORT DEUTSCHE AEROSPACE (DASA)· ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSlPHASES SEPARATION IN FLIGHT • GEAR DOOR-CRUISE + 
+ WHEELS-UP LANDING-INTENTIONAL-LEVEL OFF/TOUCHDOWN + 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··+ 
++ 

<----------------------- OPERATION ·······•••·········•·••> ++ <············----------- FILE DATA -----------------------> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0134-0 

++ FROM STATE : GERMANY 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 93-04·29 ++ MASS CATEGORY 2250 - 5700 KG 
TIME 17:10 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY GERMANY 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION D-FANA 
CEN WEATHER VMC ++ 

++ 
<•·•···················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD -----------> 

SUBSTANTIAL LOCATION MANCHING ++ A/C DAMAGE 
STATE/AREA GERMANY ++ INJURY 
DEPARTED MANCHING ++ CREW 
DESTINATION MANCHING ++ PAX 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 D 0 0 0 

++ 

DURING A TEST FLIGHT UNDER HIGH SPEED C~~;;;~;-;;TS·~;)N~~~A~~~ ~~;;·~~;;-~;;~ED MANUALLY AND SEPARATED. THE RIGHT 
GEAR WAS LOCKED BECAUSE OF A HYDRAULIC FAILURE. THE A/C WAS LANDED ON THE LEFT MAIN GEAR AND NOSE GEAR. 



Bundeea~elle fOr Flugun!allunterauchung 
Rermann-Blenk-Stra!e 16 
D-38108 Braunschweig 

Dat.ensatz 

untall elnes deutechen Lfz. im Inland 
ot-..n.e Verlet zte 

Luftfahr-zeugart: 
Luftfahrzeughersteller 
Muster/Typ 
E1ntragung9etaat 
Datum der St~rung 
tl'hrzelt der Stl>rung 
StOrungsort. Lou +r;..,., 
RegierungEbezirk/Staat 

1.0 Tatsach~nermitt.lung 

1 .1 Flugverlaut 

~triebsart - Allgemeine Luftfahrt 

AI~ des Halters - ~~~~- Luft!a~ut 
FS-Flugplan/Freigare 
Letzter ~flugort 
Zielort 
1. eetriebephase 

1. Art der StOrung 
~ Betriebsphase 

2. Art der St~ru~ 
Art der Nottage 

Notlandung I voreorgliche Landung 
Geschwindig~eit bel St.Orungsbe9inn 
Flugh6he bei Eintritt der St.Orung 

1.2 rersonenschAden 

~eine Verletzten 

1.3 Schaden am Luftfahrzeug 

Lufttahrzeug 

1.4 Sachschaden Oritter 

keiner 

Flugzeug 
IOASA 
FR06 ~ 
oeutect.land 
29/04/1993 ~ 
17.10 Uhr 

Ptanching 
Ct-erba)•ern IBYI 

verschiedene Betriebsarten 
- Versuchs-, Forschungs-, Erprobung~fl~g 
Hersteller 
ohr..e flugplan 
Manching 
Manching 
Flugphase 
- Reilletlug 
Aus!all der Fahrwerksanlage, ATA 32 
Landephaee 
- AhtangeniAutsetzen 
Landun9 mit. nicht/t.eilv. ausgefat>.renern Fahnl. 
ve.rn'lutete od.er 1:-enoer'kte SchAden am Ltz. 
Fahrwerktehltunktion 
Nctlandung auf einem Flugplatz 
3'75 kt 
:WOOO FuS. 0. NN 

echver t-esct.Adigt. 



1.5 Angaben zur Beeatzung 

Luftfahrzeug!Chrer am Steuer 

Verantwortlicher Lu!tfahrzeug!Ohrer 
Lebensalter 
Erlau.bnia 
Lu!t!ahrerscheln erstmal.Ausstllg: 
• Jahr der Ausstellung 
GOltigkeit der Erlaubnis 
Berechtigungen • Kategorie u.Klasse: 
Musterberechtigung 
Sonstige Berechtigungen 
G~ltigkeit der maSgebl. Berechtig. 

Gesa~fluger!ahrung 
Flugertahrung auf dem Muster 
Landungen auf dena Huster 
- Gesal'!!t. 
- in den letzten 90 Tagen 
Flieger!rztl. Tauglichkeiteklaese 

1.6 Angaben zum Luftfahrzeug 

Luftfahrzeughereteller 
Muster/'l)'P 
Lu!t!atJzeug~werknummer 

Lu!tfahrzeugart 
Flugmasse 
fluggewicht 
Schwerpunkt.lage 
Fat-.rwerksart 
Tr iebowerl:sart 
Gesamt.·Betriebszeit des Lfz. 
NachprOfungs- und Wartungskontrolle 
Art der letzten wartungskontrolle 

1.7 ~eteorologieche Jn!ormationen 

LichtverhAltniese 
Kindrichtung 
Windgeschwindigkeit 
Sicht am Boden 
Ortliche Sichtbehinderung 
sewOlkung 
Haupwolkenuntergrenze 
Niederschlag 
Flugwetterbedingungen 

1.8 Navlgationehilfen 

verantvortlicher LuttfahrzeugfChrer 

4& Jahre 
VerkehrsluftfatJzeugfChrer 
Lu!t!ahrt·Bundesamt 
86 
am Unfalltage gOltig 

l -

einmotorige Land-Flugzeuge - bis 5700 kg 
erforderliche Berechtigung vorhanden 
Testtlug~Berechtigung 
Berechtigung gOlrig 

4074 Stunden 
12 srunden 

~ bie 10 
5 bis 10 
tauglich ohne Auflagen und Beschr3nkungen 

DASA 
FR06 
RrOl 
Flugzeug 
Cber 2 ooo kg - ~ 100 kg 
lnnerhalb der zul~ssigen Grenzen 
lnnerhalb der zul~ssigen Grenzen 
elnziet~res Bugradfahrwerk 
Zweikreia-TUrbinen-StrahltrleVwerk 
~6 Stunden 

sonetige 

Tageslicht 
050 Grad 

13 kt. 
rnehr ale lO krn 
keine 
helter 1/8 bls 4/8 Cber l 000 ft 
keine 
):einer 
Sichtvetterbedlngungen 



@ 3Xll7-0/9l 

1.9 Funr~erkehr 

Sprechtunkverbindg.m.eoden!unkstel.: vorhanden und zufriedenstellend 
Boden!un.kstelle Flatzkontrolle 

Name des Flugplatzes 
Flugplatzan 
Lu!tau!sicht/Flugleitung 
H6he des Flugplatzes 
Bahnart. - Start- und Landeba.hn 
Verf(lgbare Bat.n.U.nge 
S/L·Bahn - Richtung 
Bahnzustand 

1.11 Flugschrelber 

Manchlng 
MilitAr!lugplatz/zlvile Mitbenutzung 
Luttau!sicht/Flugleitung - in Eetrieb 
1~07 Fu& 
Beton 
4000 ~ter 
07R 
normaler Bahn2uetand 

1.1~ Angaben Ober Wrack und Aufprall 

Gallndeart - Cber!llchenzustand 
Lage des wracks 
- Abstand von der Bahnschwelle 
- Richtung von der Bahnm1ttellinie 

Beton, F!laster. Asphalt usw. 

600 Meter 
0 Grad 

1.13 Medizinische und pathologlsche Angaben 

1.14 Brand 

Entstehung/Fortsetzung des Brandes 

1.1~ UberlebensmOglichkelten 

~.0 Auswer~ung 

von den m6glichen Ursachen sind 
ermittelt 

J.O Schlu&folgerungen 

1. Betriebsphaee 

1 . Art. der S t6rung 
2. Betriebsphaee 

Brand nicht entstanden 

Flugwerk durch 
: - Be!und am Lu!t!ahrzeug 

sonstiges Luftfa~personal durch 
• Befund am Luttfahrzeug 

Flugphaee 
• li.eieeflug 
Ausfall der Fahrwerksanlage, ATA ll 
Landephase 
- Abtangen/Aufsetzen 

3 -

2. Art der St6rung 
Notlandung I Voraorgliche Landung 
Ursa chen 

Landung mit nicht/teil~. ausgefahrenem Fahrw. 
Notlandung aut einem Flugplatz 

• der 1. StOrungsart Flug-.oerk 



Ursact.en 
- der l. StOrungsart 

- der l. St6rungsart 

• beider StOrungsarten 

BefT'erkungen: 

lXll""'-0/91 

RUr1!pf 
- Fa~~erkklappen 

- im Flug vom Luftfahrzeug abgelOst 
Flugwerk 
Fahrwerk 

• • 

- Ein- und Ausfahrmechanismus - Uorrna.lbetrieb 
- Leck/undichtigkeit 

Flugverk 
rahnlerk 
- Hauptfahrwerksbeine, Streben, Befestigungen 

- blockien 
eonstiges Personal 
Entwicklungs•/Fertigung$personal 
- r~nstruktion~ngel 

Im Schnellflug wurden die Hauptfahrwer):klappen 
au!gezogen und abgerissen. Die Fahrwerklappen sol
len kOnftig verriegelt warden. 

4.0 Empfehlungen 

keine 

Verteiler 

Elraunsch'loleig, den 08i06/19~l 

gez. tBCttnerl 

Bundesminister fOr vert.ehr 
Luftfatut-Bundeeamt 
~t. Tect~ik und Gruppe Recht 
eayerieches Staatsministerium tnr Wirtschaft 
und Verkehr 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
Deutscher Aero-Club 
General Flugsicherheit in der Bundeswehr 
Leiter der Voruntereuchung 
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+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 28 ·············································+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT FOKKER·100 INCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSiPHASES GEAR COLLAPSED/RETRACTED·LANDING ROLL + 
+ OVERRUN·LANDING ROLL + 

+··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
++ 

<······················· OPERATION ········--·-···········> ++ <··················----- FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0442·0 

++ FROM STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME ANO METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 93·06·10 ++ MASS CATEGORY 27 001 • 272 000 KG 
TIME 00:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION 
GEM WEATHER ++ 

++ 

<·········--·-·········· LOCATION ·····················-··> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
MINOR LOCATION GRONINGEN ++ A/C DAMAGE 

STATE/AREA NETHERLANDS KINGDOM OF THE ++ INJURY 
DEPARTED ++ CREW 
DESTINATION ++ PAX 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
0 0 0 7 0 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
AIRCLAIHS: DURING A PLANNED TOUCH AND GO ON RUNWAY 23, WITH THE LANDING PORTION OF THE MANOEUVRE BEING CARRIED OUT WITH 
ZERO FLAPS, THE AIRCRAFT TOUCHED DOWN 'FIRMLY' ANO BOUNCED BEFORE TOUCHING DOWN AGAIN ON ITS MAIN UNDERCARRIAGE. ALMOST 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SECOND TOUCH DOWN THE CREW FELT A HARKED VIBRATION ANO THEREFORE ELECTED TO ABORT THE TAKE·OFF. 
REVERSE THRUST WAS SELECTED BUT IT IS REPORTED THAT ONLY THE NO. 1 ENGINE'S THRUST REVERSER DEPLOYED. THE AIRCRAFT 
SUBSEQUENTLY VEERED TO THE LEFT AND RAN OFF THE SIDE OF THE RUNWAY ABOUT 850H INTO THE LANDING ROLL. AFTER LEAVING THE 
RUNWAY THE LEFT AND RIGHT MAIN UNDERCARRIAGE COLLAPSED. THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED CURING A DEVELOPMENT TEST FLIGHT WITH 
THE AIRCRAFT FITTED WITH A NEW MENASCO UNDERCARRIAGE. 

+··············································· REQUEST 074/98. REPORT 29 ·············································+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT ILYUSHIN·IL-62 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES UNSPECIFIED FAILURE·FIRST ENGINE·TAKE·OFF RUN + 
+ SPIN•IN!TIAL CLIMB + 
+ HUSH/STALL•INITIAL CLIMB + 
+ COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/WATER·EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT + 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<---------------·-··---- OPERATION ·-····-·--··--····-----> ++ <----······-----··----·· FILE DATA ·----------------------> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0287·0 

++ FROM STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE TIME ANO METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 93·07·05 ++ MASS CATEGORY 27 001 • 272 000 KG 
TIME OO:OD ++ STATE OF REGISTRY 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION 
CEN YEATHER ++ 

++ 

<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
DESTROYEO LOCATION RAHENSKOYE 

STATE/AREA USSR 
DEPARTED RAHENSKOYE 
DESTINATION 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREW 
++PAX 
++ 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
5 4 0 0 0 9 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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'---._~}: Accident description 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 

C/n: 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
flight: 
Remarks: 

05.07.1993 
Uyusil.n 114 

Ilyushin 

RA-54001 

01-05? 

5 fatalities I 9 on board 

0 fatal1ties I 0 on board 

5 fatalities I 9 on board 
Ramenskoye (Russia) 

Initial Climb 

Test 

• (Flightnumber ) 

The no.2 engine didn't develop enough power on takeoff and a 
problem occurred with the electrical system. The 11-114 rolled and 
p1tched steeply nose-up following takeoff, stalled and crashed. 

Source: 
5170 + ST94 

-------------------·-------------·--·-·· 
Copyright{;; 1996-2000 Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 

Aviation Safety Network; updated ) January ::!000 

07!23!~000 6:~6 P~l 



Gradual development. 

Flight International 
The foUo,.ing is a free summary of a premium quafity 
document from Northern Ught's Special Colh:rtjop.lfyou 
"ish to pure base the entire document, please press the 
"Purchase Document" button. 

Title: Gradual development. 
{dl!l·elopment of ll)11Shin Il-114) 

Page I of I 

(: Pun:lla$e Occument) 

Money Back Guarantee 

Summary: The Ilyushin 11-114, a twin turboprop capable of carrying 64 
passengers 1,000 km with fuel consumption of20 glkm is due for 
certification in Apr 1997 after many delays due to funding and 
technical problems. 

Source: 
Date: 
Price: 

Flight International 
April 23 1997 
$2.95 

Document Size: Short (up to 2 pages) 
Document ID: PC19970926560003345 
Subject(s): Airplanes-Design and construction 
Citation Information: (viS! n4571) Start Page: p61(2) ISSN: 0015-3710 
Author(s): Duffy, Paul 
Document Type: Article 

No risk policy lfyoubuyananic!eandyouarenot 
satisfied with it, let us know and we will refund your money
no questions asked. Please press the "Money Back Guarantee" 
link for additional infonnation about this policy. 

(o Putcltau nacument') 

Money Back Guarantee 

What is the Special Collection? The Special Collection is a unique combination of 
premium data representing over 4,500 journals, books, magazines, databases and newswires not 
easily found on the World Wide Web. Not only is most of the data completely unavailable on the 
Internet, the collection and breadth of infonnation offered in one place is unique to Northern 
Light. 

Ponions of above Copyright Cl 1997- I 998, Northern Light Technology LLC. All rights reserved. 
•·····-------·-··-··-·--···---·-·············································· ·························-····-·············-·-···-------·----··--·····-------------------------------·····-··-

(> !tnt surclt '>) ( ll!turn ta Results} 

http://secure.nonhemlight.com'cgi-bin/pdserv?cbrccid=PCI9970926560003345&cb=9&dx=O 10/22/98 
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II II I llllllllljll I I I Ill I 1111111111111111111111 ? ~ 
+UNOFFICIAL REPORT IL YUSIDN- IL-62 , ACCIDENT + 
+EVENTS I PHASES: UNSPECIFIED F AlLURE -FIRST ENGINE I TAKE-OFF RUN 

+ 
SPIN I INITIAL CLIMB + 
.MUSH/STALL I INITIAL CLIMB + 

+ 
+ 
+ COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/WATER I EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED 

DESCENT + 

I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ill 

++ 
<----OPERATION >++<-----FILE DATA-----
TYPE : Jl.flSCELLANEOUS- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE :93/0287-0 

++FROM STATE 
++ 

<------WHEN----->++ AIRCRAFT DATA---
DATE 
TIME 
LIGHT 

: 93-07-05 ++MASS CATEGORY : 27 001 - 272 000 KG 
++STATE OF REGISTRY: 
++REGISTRATION 

++ 
<----- WHERE ---->++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD > 
++ AIC DAMAGE : DESTROYED LOCATION : RAMENSKOYE 

STATE/AREA :USSR ++INJURY: FATAL SERIOUS Jl.flNORNONE 
UNKNOWN TOTAL 

DEPARTED : RAMENSKOYE 
DESTINATION : 
OTHER DAMAGE: 

++CREW : 
++PAX : 0 0 

5 4 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 9 

+······-····························-·········-- RE 3 ····················-························+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT ILYUSHIN·IL-62 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENtS:PHASES UNSPECIFIED FAll • 1 E·TAKE·OFF RUN + 
+ SPIN·INITIAL CLIHB + 
+ HUSH/STALL•INITIAL CLIHB + 
+ COLLISION YITH LEVEL TERRAIN/YATER·EHERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT + 

·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-+ 
++ 

<······················· OPERATJON ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : HISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIHENTAL ++ !CAD FILE : 93/0287·0 

++ FRCII STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<·····-····· D~ 1~~ ~ METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <········-············ AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 13-~CO~_.) ++ MSS CATEGORY : 27 001 • zn 000 KG 
TIHE : 0: ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION : 
GEN YEATHER ++ 

++ 
<·····-················· LOCATION ········-·····-·········> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION RAHENSKOYE ++ A/C DAMAGE : DESTROYED 
STATE/AREA USSR ++ INJURY : FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
DEPARTED RAHENSKOYE ++ CREY 5 4 0 0 0 9 
DESTINATION ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 
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tors 

• 
CHI93MA276 

HISTORY OF FLIGHT 

On July 26, 1993, at 1352 central daylight time, a Canadair CL-600-2B 19 airplane, Canadian registry 
C-FCRJ, departed controlled flight while maneuvering. and descended to ground collision near Byers, 
Kansas. The two test pilots and flight test engineer aboard were fatally injured. The airplane was 
destroyed by impact and postcrash fire. Visual meteorological conditions existed. The airplane was 
operated by the manufacturer on a performance improvement test, designated as flight 388. The flight 
originated at 1331 from Wichita, Kansas and operated VFR under 14 CFR 91; a flight plan had not been 
filed with the FAA. 

The test flight was part of the Regional Jet Performance Improvement Flight Test Program (Canadair 
report number RAG-60 IR-1 06). The program was to repeat all portions of certification testing which 
pertained to configuration changes or expanded capabilities. At its conclusion, Canadair would apply to 
Transport Canada (TC) and present the test data for amendment to the airplane's type certificate. On the 
accident flight, tests encompassed a new flap setting, a leading edge fairing to smooth the sweep 
transition at wing station (WS) 148, and a lower reference operating speed (1.13 Vs) allowed by TC and 
the FAA. 

Before flight, an engineering brief convened among flight crew, engineers, technicians and 
aerodynamicists. The captain chaired the briefing; the chief test pilot attended to observe. Topics 
included airplane configuration, load, maintenance status, and instrumentation. The flight test engineer 
briefed an outline he had written, called the flight plan. The flight plan bundled tests from 
RAG-601 R-1 06 and was conditioned on preceding accomplishment of other tests. The flight plan listed 
tests to be conducted, their sequence, conditions, and data to be obtained. 

Flight 388 was the first on which any of the operator's pilots attempted a steady heading sideslip (SHSS) 
maneuver at 1.13 Vs with flaps 8 degrees and WS148 fairing. The SHSS is a trial oflateral and 
directional stability in a configuration. It is performed at constant speed \\ith aft center-of-gravity (CG), 
by deflecting rudder while opposing with aileron to hold heading. In the maneuver, increasing rudder 
deflection should generate proportionate sideslip (beta), and control force should not drop ofT. The 
maneuver concludes with releasing control deflections. The low \\ing's rising at aileron release indicates 
positive static lateral stability; nose movement toward center at rudder release indicates positive static 
directional stability. 

The stall protection system (SPS) shaker and pusher activation points for flaps zero, 20, 30 and 45 
degrees were based on natural stalls without sideslip in an airplane \vithout the WSI48 fairing. 
Activation points for flaps-8 were based on engineering estimates oflift improvement from the WS148 
fairing. and were at higher angles-of-attack than would be interpolated from points for other flap 
settings. Sideslip influence on angle-of-attack sensors for the SPS had not been established at the new 
flap setting and was to be refined with data from the flight. 

Aerodynamicists told the crew data would be sufficient if the SHSS terminated at onset of the stall 
warning or 15 degrees beta. 1. 

• 'l( Nvf C#fl(c"l: 

The latter is a minimum criterion for certification.lThe pilots' practice in SHSS had been to proceed to 
full rudder deflection if performance during the maneuver appeared predictable. The aerodynamicists 
explained that while revie,\ing data from flight 386 they observed shaker initiation during SHSS. They 

03/17120016:37 PM 
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PERSONNEL INFORMATION 

The first pilot, as captain, occupied the left pilot seat. He joined Canadair in 1978 as an engineer. He 
joined the flight test section around 1980 as flight test engineer. At intervals of about 5 years, he 
advanced to copilot, then to captain. He flew various jet and propeller airplanes in the manufacturer's 
inventory, lately the CL-600 Challenger and the accident model. The current program was the first for 
which he had been assigned lead test pilot. He held a Canadian air transport pilot certificate, and FAA 
commercial pilot certificate \\ith instrument rating. No record was found of flight background in . · 
aerobatics or formation, nor formal training in swept \\ing or jet aircraft. His jet aircraft experience was 
obtained in the course of flight test involvement. He had 875 total hours in model, about 200 hours as. 
pilot-in-command. 

The copilot joined Canadair in 1991 as a test pilot after 9 years in the Royal Canadian Air Force. He had 
flown Grumman S-2 and Lockheed T-33 airplanes, and had been an instructor and check pilot in the 
military. He held a degree in mechanical engineering. He held a Canadian air transport certificate. Since 
joining Canadair, he had flown the Challenger and the accident model. He had 756 total hours in model, 
about 65 hours as pilot-in-command. 

The third cre\\man, a British emigre to Canada, joined Canadair in 1979 as an aeronautical engineer. He 
was the senior flight test engineer for this model's certification program. He held no airman credential, 
nor was any required. As a flight test engineer, he had been aboard airplanes about 2600 flight hours, 
600 in the accident model. His flight task was to monitor tests' setup and conduct, note observations and 
assure data were adequate to the test purpose. His task involved extensive preparation and coordinating 
\\ith engineering and support personnel, and included writing a plan for the test flight. 

Both pilots were Canadian citizens. Both applied to TC in 1992 for type rating in model, \\ith 
recommendation from the chief test pilot, who is not an instructor or examiner. The ratings were issued 
\\ithout examination or flight check, there being no examiner designated by TC at the time. Neither 
pilot attended a training course in model which the manufacturer began offering customers' pilots after 
type certification. Neither attended a test pilot course. The pilots had flown together 165 hours, usually 
mth the first pilot commanding and occupying the left seat. They flew together 1\\ice Friday, July 23, 
\\ith another flight test engineer. 

The 3 crewmen moved to Wichita in 1991 to conduct flight tests in model from a facility owned by 
Lealjet, a subsidiary of Bombardier as is Canadair. All were ofT duty over the weekend before the 
Monday flight. 

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 

The airplane was completed in 1991 and was the first of its model. Its U.S. model designator is 
CL-600-2BI9. An equivalent airplane in commercial ser\ice is a 50-passenger transport airplane called 
Regional Jet. The airplane was powered by 2 General Electric CF34-3A 1 turbofan engines, each \\ith 
8730 pounds takeoff thrust. 

Transport Canada issued annual flight permits for experimental use. The airplane was moved in 1991 to 
Wichita for continuing tests and development. FAA issued Special Flight Authorizations annually for 
flights in U.S. airspace. 

03/17/2001 6:37PM 
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Transport Canada issued type approval for the model July 31, 1992. The FAA issued type certification 
January 21, 1993. 

The manufacturer used the airplane and two like it for flight tests. The usual crew compliment was two 
pilots in the cockpit and a flight test engineer at an instrumented console in the cabin. 

The accident airplane ·was extensively instrumented Flight control displacement and force were . --· -.
- - measured at the left column and pedals,·necessitating most tests be flown by the left seat pilot. Controls 

at both pilot stations were functional. 

4of8 

Among custom instrumentation were indicators for alpha and beta sensed at a noseboom.·The sensors' 
- remote Irioimting Jx:rmitted readings less subject to airflow disturbance over the fuselage. The standard 

instrument suite's angle-of-attack sensors on either side of the fuselage drive the stall protection 
computer. Test sensors and instruments provided no input to the SPS. 

Airplane records were examined at the test facility. The maintenance program, called preventive 
maintenance schedule, \lias unique to the airplane's test use, involving extensive preparation for each 
flight. Before the accident flight, the airplane operated 770.5 flight hours since new. Recent 
maintenance inspections had been performed as follows: 12 and 24-month inspections at 750 flight 
hours, a 400-hour check at 700 flight hours, and a I 00-hour check at 689 flight hours. The quality 
control manager likened the airplane's daily inspection to a 1 00-hour inspection for a commercial 
airliner. A daily inspection involved 80 man-hours by a detail of 4 mechanics and 3 avionics 
technicians. 

Airframe and system modifications effecting configuration, maintenance or operating procedure were 
documented in serialized bulletins called RSis (restrictions and/or special instructions). 

The airplane's flight permit, amended March 12, 1993, authorized 53,000 pounds maximum takeoff 
weight. The load on the accident flight consisted of 12,500 pounds of fuel, 5,500 pounds oflead bricks 
fixed in trays under the cabin floor, and 1,200 pounds of water-glycol solution. The flight test engineer 
adjusted CG in flight by redistributing solution between tanks at the cabin front and rear. The airplane 
weighed 52,032 pounds at takeoff, ~ith CG at 23.1 per cent MAC (mean aerodynamic chord). Weight at 
control departure was 51,030 pounds, ~ith CG at 35.6 percent MAC. 

An anti-spin parachute was mounted under the vertical tail to induce nosedown pitch should the airplane 
enter a spin or deep stall. It also served as a drag chute for takeoff abort or landing. S\\itches and 
indicator lamps were located either side of alpha and beta indicators on the glareshield. The chute 
system was tested once after installation by deploying it during high speed taxi; there was no flight test. 
There had been no occasion requiring its use since installation. Maintenance personnel checked the 
system weekly and when directed by the flight test section before a hazardous flight. A weekly check 
was performed on the accident date. 

RSI F-0085R, Anti-Spin Chute Operation, states the POWER SMtch remains ON continuously for 
flight. The ARM smtch is OFF for normal flight, but is selected ON during a pre-stall check. The 
HYDLOCK s\\itch is selected to UNLOCK for normal flight, and to LOCK in a prestall check. Chute 
deployment from the normal flight s\\itch positions required 3 SMtch movements: HYDLOCK smtch 
down to LOCK, ARM s\\itch up to ON, then lift guards and move the ganged DEPLOY SMtches up to 
FIRE. System design permitted chute deployment when electrical power was available, regardless of 
hook position about the shackle. The appended Systems Group Chairman's Report discusses the chute 

03/17/20016:37 PM 
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and controls. 

The chief test pilot stated the chute system design and their practice were based on concern for 
uncommanded chute deployment at low altitude or high true airspeed. He emphasized a captain's 
discretion to configure and use the system as deemed fit. He stated when he was pilot-in-command only 
he exercised system controls, calling it a critical aspect which he did not delegate. 

METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION 

Surface weather observations at 3 facilities surrounding the accident site gave like reports of winds from 
the southeast 10 to I 5 knots and clear skies. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

The flight called Wichita ground control for ta:'li for VFR departure to the west. The flight notified 
Wichita tower when clear of the airport traffic area. 

The flight test location was in uncontrolled airspace about 70 miles west of Wichita. The airspace was 
not designated for special use. Communication with air traffic control was not required and was not 
established 

Telemetry was not in use, and communication was not established with the base radio at the test facility. 

FLIGHT RECORDERS 

A Lora! airborne data acquisition system {ADAS) recorder lay among cabin wreckage. The recorder was 
destroyed, but substantial magnetic tape remained at the spindle for the shattered takeup reel. The unit 
recorded GMT-indexed output of various instruments and sensors; an audio channel recorded the crew's 
intercom; radio reception was not recorded Unless remarked otherwise, data presented herein was 
derived from this recorder. Data indicated no system discrepancies, no uncommanded flight control 
displacement, and engine operation as commanded. In proximity to the stall, landing gear were up, 
auxiliary power unit on, flaps 8 degrees, and water ballast did not shift. Data ended at a tear in the tape· 
the remainder was not recovered The last altitude recorded was about 5700 feet MSL. ' 

A Lora! solid-state flight data recorder (FDR), model FIOOO, scattered as 3 pieces. Its Crash Survivable 
Memory Unit lay 715 feet from impact; lack of identifying marks on the unit delayed its recovery by one 
day. Data recovered from the storage unit indicated the recorder operated, however, more than 20 
recording parameters were inactive. Inactive parameters included altitude, airspeed, angle-of-attack, 
vertical speed and Greenwich mean time. FDR data were correlated with the ADAS recording and 
extended 8 seconds beyond available ADAS data. Approaching the end ofFDR data, engines operated at 
high rpm, pitch changed from more than 62 degrees nose low to 38 degrees nose low, and acceleration 
increased to more than 4.5 G. Component examination and data are discussed in the appended Flight 
Data Recorder Factual Report. 

A Fairchild cockpit voice recorder (CVR), model AIOOA, was recovered with slight impact damage. 
The 30-minute recording spanned checks before takeoff and the descent following control departure. 
Sound of a ground impact was not audible on the CVR. The recorder circuit incorporated an 
acceleration-sensing switch . 

03/1712001 6:3? PM 
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A partial transcript of the recording is in the appended Group Chainnan's Report oflnvestigation, 
Cockpit Voice Recorder. 

The fOR and CVR were typical of installations on airplanes in revenue service. Neither was required 
for flight under FAR 91. 

WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION 

·· - The air!Jlane struck the ~ound in a flat, cultiva_ted field Site elev~tion wa_s I ~60 fee~ MSL. Wreckage 
cast about 750 feet, heading 200 degrees from Impact. The cockpit and tail With engmes cast 650 to 700 -- -
feet. The most distant pieces ~ere ~ngine subassemblies and auxiliaty poWt:runit. 

Imprints of the left wing and rear fuselage were discemable at the north end of the \\TCckage field; 
portions of wing flap hinge faring and of fiberglass tail cone lay in the respective ground scars. Parallel 
on either side of the fuselage imprint were linear engine imprints, with puffed dust settled over the first 
I 0 feet. The fuselage imprint aligned 183/003 degrees. All flight control surfaces and airplane 
extremities were accounted for at the crash site. There was no appearance of breakup, bird strike or 
collision in flight. 

The cockpit was extensively damaged by impact and fire. The fuselage broke into sections. 

Flap actuating jackscrews in the wreckage were extended to a length consistent \\ith 8 degrees flap 
extension. Control surfaces on the severed tail moved freely. Control continuity could not be 
established. Stabilizer trim was about 1 degree nosedown. Ground spoilers were stowed; flight spoilers 
were damaged beyond impact position detennination. 

The anti-spin parachute lock/unlock hooks and actuator were damaged by airframe breakup and fire. 
Hydraulic lines were severed and the actuator held no fluid. The actuator rod extended 1.5 inches, 
placing the hooks near the locked position. The parachute control box was battered and burned; ARM 
and POWER mitches were found ON, and DEPLOY switches in FIRE. The HYDLOCK s\\itch was 
damaged beyond detennination. Hydraulic pumps which power the hooks had apparent crash damage. 

Fan blades on both engines bent opposite their rotation direction. Thrust reversers were closed 
Compressor guide vane actuators from both engines were removed and disassembled: one from the left 
engine bore a piston imprint consistent \\ith compressor speed of 82 per cent rpm. Separation of 
subassemblies was symmetrical between engines and occurred across flange fasteners. 

The parachute fell 3 miles, 025 degrees from the site. The risers extended full length from a 
Iunchbox-size metal shackle to the canopy. The parachute lay with shackle southeast and canopy 
northwest. The risers were intact and retained distinctive packing folds. The canopy was intact without 
fabric tear. The chute and risers appeared pristine and unstressed. A canister lid which separates at chute 
deployment fell 2.3 miles, 040 degrees from the site. 

Components are further described in reports of the powerplants and systems groups. Wreckage 
distribution is described in the structures group report. The reports are appended 

MEDICALANDPATHOLOGICALINFORMATION 

The first pilot held an FAA first class medical certificate issued May 20, 1993 with limitation for • 

6ors 03117/20016J7PM 
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eyeglasses. The certificate application declared no medications were being taken. 

The FAA ainnan medical record showed no remarkable medical history. The report of autopsy 
remarked minimal atherosclerosis and death due to multiple impact injuries with vertical and right 
frontal aspect. Toxicological testing showed 7.5 ug!ml acetaminophen and 6.8 ug!ml salicylate in the 
blood; both are nonprescription pain relievers. 

The second pilot held a Canadian category 1 medical certificate issued July 9, 1992 with notation for · 
eyeglasses; the certificate remained valid through July 1993. The certificate application stated no 
medications were being taken, and remarked no previous medical condition. The report of autopsy 
remarked no preexisting disease and death due to multiple blunt force injuries with right and frontal 
aspect Toxicological testing showed 29 mg/dl ethanol and 24 mg/dl acetaldehyde in the blood, and 14 
mg/dl ethanol in lung fluid. Sec-butanol, 5 mg/dl, and 1 mg/dl of !-butanol were detected in the blood. 
The report stated the majority of blood ethanol was likely postmortem fonnation. 

The test engineer was 48 years of age. No record was found of his holding an ainnan medical certificate, 
nor was one required He had no vision in his right eye. The report of autopsy remarked death due to 
multiple impact injuries, largely frontal aspect No preexisting disease was remarked. No toxicological 
test was requested 

FIRE 

The aircraft held about 11,000 pounds of fuel at accident Tanks ruptured during the crash. Fuel ignited, 
and fire flashed over the debris field from 100 feet south of impact to 700 feet south of impact Portions 
of the \\Teckage were consumed Fire burned along crop furrows well outside the area wetted by fuel. 
No \\itness reported fire on the airplane in flight, nor did the crew remark fire or smoke. The witness 
who recounted vapor trailing the wingtips construed it as fuel dumping. 

TESTS AND RESEARCH 

Data from ADAS recordings for flights 386 and 388 were examined at length. Results of the study are 
cited throughout this report The Group Chainnan's Airplane Perfonnance Study is appended 

A test was conducted using a like airplane \\ith identical parachute system. Hydraulic lines to its hook 
actuator were disconnected and fluid drained to simulate a system breach: the hooks moved easily by 

' hand The accident airplane's actuator was hydraulically powered, selected to the unlocked position and 
hook contact \\ith a position-sensing micros\\itch affinned Details are in the systems group report. 

7of8 

The control box for the anti-spin chute was examined by the engineering branch of Transportation 
Safety Board of Canada to detennine status of 8 indicator lamps; the report is appended. Four lamps 
were damaged beyond detennination, including both for the HYDLOCK switch. Filaments of3, 
variously damaged, appeared distended consistent with illumination at impact: one for the ARM S\\itch 
and 2 for the POWER switch. Another for the POWER S\\itch, labeled DEP(Ioy), was intact and its 
filament was not distended. Lamps for the ARM S\\itch light only in the ON position. The POWER 
s\\itch operates similarly: the 4 lamps light only in the ON position. 

ADDITIONAL DA T NINFORMA TION 

In intef\iews \\ith the operator's personnel, the tenns "hazardous" and "critical" recurred to descnbe 
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flights or maneuvers which invoked additional preparation or procedure for support personnel or flight 
crew: telemetry, anti-spin parachute check and arming, ad hoc checklist, personal parachutes. Planned 
stalls were unanimously characterized as hazardous or critical. Others variously mentioned were initial 
flights in model, flutter tests, and unspecified maneuvers which might precipitate stall <ieparture. The 
SHSS with 1.13 Vs was characterized as delicate for the slow airspeed, but not hazardous. No document 
was obtained which named discrete tests or maneuvers as hazardous. · 

FAR 2135( d) states each applicant for an aircraft type certificate must sho.w. for ea~hJest flight_that 
adequate provision is made for the crew for emergency egress and the. use of parachutes. The preceding·· · 
was not listed among other FARs cited for operator compliance in the most recent Special Flight 
Authorization from FAA, dated April!, 1993. Personal parachutes were not carried on the airplane; the 
test section's practice was to don parachutes and helmets for flights deemed hazardous. 

There is no U.S. or Canadian certificate or endorsement for a test airman. The chief test pilot described 
training for a company test pilot as an apprenticeship. A typical pilot had both engineering background 
and airman credentials when hired, entered the production flight test section as_copilot, and might later 
be designated captain. The chief pilot selected a pilot for engineering flight test from production test 
airmen he assessed had aptitude, attention to detail and disposition for demanding work. Pilots learned 
maneuvers and procedure by observing from ajumpseat or second pilot seal Acquaintance with an · 
airplane could be obtained from an engineer, technician or pilot familiar with the model; the accident 
copilot's introduction consisted of briefings by system engineers. The pilots obtained no external 
training, and did not use the company's simulator. There were no recurrent checks or training, and no 
company pilot .,.,as yet designated check airman for the model. The pilots observed TC licensure 
requirements and intervals for airmen not involved in revenue flight operations. 

. . . 
The pilots did not use the certificated airplane's flight manual, and none existed for the experimental 
airplane. The chief pilot explained changing configurations and varying test sequences could make fixed . 
procedures impracticable and required deliberate action by pilots. For selected flights, a checklist might · 
be drafted and posted in the cock-pit Single-engine trials were cited as example: the engine relight . 
procedure would be posted for ready reference. No checklist was created for flight 388. · 

Aircraft wreckage was released to Canadair July 30, 1993. The CVR was returned November 18, 1993. 
Canadair consented to NTSB's request to retain the FDR for study. · 

Parties to the investigation participated in a review of findings before adjournment of the field portion 
of the investigation. 

Use your browsers 'back' function to return to synopsis 
Return to Query Page 
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. t:J7 j;z_f./f) 
NTSB Identification: CHI93:\LU76. The docket is stored in the (oflline) NTSB Imaging System. 

Accident occurred JUL-26-93 at BYERS, KS 
Aircraft: CAN.\DAIR CL-600-2819, registration: CFCRJ 

Injuries: 3 Fabl. 

TilE CREW WAS PERFORl\UNG A LATERAL & DIRECTIONAL STABILITY TEST. CHANGES 
FRO:\ I EARLIER TESTS CO:\IDINED NEW LEADING EDGE FAIRING, NEW FLAP SETTING, 
LOWER REFERENCE AIRSPEED, i\1\'D TRIAL SETTINGS FOR TilE STALL PROTECTION 
SYSTE.\I (SHAKER & PUSIIER). ENGINEERS HAD BRIEFED TilE CREW DATA WOULD DE 
SUFFICIENT IF TilE STE1\DY I lEADING SIDESLIP (SHSS) l\IA!\'EUVER ENDED AT A 15 DEG 
SIDESLIP, OR AT ONSET OF STALL WARNING; CREW AGREED TO END AT STALL 
WARNING. DURING THE TEST HIE CAPT CONTI!\l.JED PAST STAll. W ARl\lNG TO 21 DEG 
SIDESLIP AT FULL RlJDDER. TilE AIRPLANE ROLLED RAPIDLY THROUGH 360 DEG & 
ENTERED A DEEP STALL TilE COPILOT ATTEl\IPTED TO DEPLOY TilE ANTI-SPIN 
CHUfE. HOWEVER, ALL TilE CHUTE SYSTEl\1 COCKPIT S\\TICIIES WERE NOT 
PROPERLY PRESET; INSTEAD OF ASSISTING RECOVERY, TilE CHUTE PARTED FRO:l\I 
TilE AIRPLANE. FULL CONTROL WAS NOT REGAI!\'ED DEFORE 11\IPACT. HIE CHUTE 
SYSTEl\1 DESIGN ALLO\VED DEPLUYl\IENT OF TilE CHUfE EVEN WilEN TIIE HYD LOCK 
S\\TICH WAS IN TilE Ul\'LOCKED POSmON & TIIE HOOKS CLASPING TIIE CiniTE 
SHACKLE TO TIIE AIRFRA.\IE \VERE OPEN. SYSTEl\1 TESTED OK DEFORE FLIGIIT. 
Probable Cause 
niE CAPTAIN'S FAILURE TO ,\DIIERE TO TilE AGREED L'PON FLIGIIT TEST PLAN FOR 
El\'DING TilE TEST l\lANEUVER AT TilE ONSET OF PREST All STICK SIL\KER, AND Tlffi 
FLIGIITCRE\V'S FAILURE TO ASSURE TIIAT ALL REQUIRED S\\TICIIES \VERE PROPERLY 
POSmONED FOR Al'Jll-SPIN CHUTE DEPLODIENT. A FACTOR \VTIICII CONTRIBUTED 
TOniE ACCIDENT WAS TilE INADEQUATE DESIGN OF Tiffi ANTI-SPIN CHUTE SYSTEl\1 
\\<liiCH ALLOWED DEPLOY:\ lENT OF TilE CHUfE \\TTII TilE H\'DRAULIC LOCK S\\<TICH 
IN TilE Ul\'LOCKED POSmON. (\\liEN IN niE UNLOCKED POSmON, TilE HOOKS 
CLASPING Tiffi CHUfE SIHCKLE TO TilE AIRFRA.c\IE ARE OPEN.) 

Full narrative av:ril:tble 

Index for Jull9931 Index ofl\lonths 0 DODO DO DODD DO DO DO 
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+PRELIMINARY REPORT CANADAIR- CL-601 
+ 

+EVENTS I PHASES: LOSS OF CONTROL I MANOEUVRING 
+ 

ACCIDENT 

+ 
DESCENT 

COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/WATER I EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED 
+ 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

++ 
< OPERATION >++< FILE DATA 
TYPE :MISCELLANEOUS- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0126-0 

++FROM STATE :UNITED STATES 
++ 

<------WHEN------:>++< AIRCRAFT DATA 
DATE : 93-07-26 ++MASS CATEGORY : 5701 - 27 000 KG 
TIME : 13:55 ++STATE OF REGISTRY: CANADA 
LIGHT :DAYLIGHT ++REGISTRATION : C-FCRJ 

++ 
<------WHERE ----->++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD---> 
LOCATION :BYERS, KS ++ NC DAMAGE :DESTROYED 
STATE/AREA :UNITEDSTATES ++INJURY: FATALSERIOUSMINORNONE 

UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED :WIClllTA,KS ++CREW 3 0 0 0 0 3 
DESTINATION : WICillTA, KS ++PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OTHER DAMAGE : 

DURING A TEST FLIGHT WHll..E MANOEUVRING, THE PILOT LOST CONTROL AND THE NC 
COLLIDED WITH TERRAIN. WEATHER: 
VMC. 

----EVENTS AND FACTORS-----
1. EVENT I PHASE: LOSS OF CONTROL I MANOEUVRING 
2. EVENT I PHASE: COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/WATER I EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED 

DESCENT 
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Accident description 

Date: 
Time: 

Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 

C/n: 
Year built: 
Total airframe hrs: 
Cycles: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 

Flight: 

Remarks: 

26.07.1993 
13.52 CDT 

C~"'1ncdair RJ1CO R>?9iC;fl::;: J·:.~t 

Bombardier 

C-FCRJ 

7001 

1991 

771 hours 

800 cycles 

3 fatalities I 3 on board 

0 f atalrties I 0 on board 

3 fatalrties I 3 on board 

Byers, KS (USA) 
Cruise 

Test 

Wichita-Mid Continent APT, KS - Wichrta-Mid 
Continent APT, KS (Rightnumber) 

The Canadarr plane was on a test flrght out of Wrchrta, KS to 
evaluate flying qualities in a new 8deg. takeoff flap setting and to 
demonstrate compliance wrth US 14 CFR 25.177 rules. The arrcraft 
lost control during a low speed steady-heading sideslip test 
maneuver at FL120. The crew were to end a Steady Heading 
Sideslip (SHSS) maneuver at a 15deg sideslip, but continued to 
21deg. at full rudder. The plane rolled rapidly through 360deg and 
entered a deep stall. As it descended through 8000ft the captain 
requested the copilot to deploy the antr-sprn parachute, whrch he 
complied with. The copilot however, didn't close the jaws (which 
connect/disconnect the parachute from the airplane) before chute 
deployment. The chute thus fell free of the plane. Control was not 
regained and the aircraft crashed and skidded for about 200 yards 
through several cornfields. PROBABLE CJI.USE: "The captain's failure 
to adhere to the agreed upon flight test plan for ending the test 
maneuver at the onset of prestall stick shaker, and the flightcrew's 
failure to assure that all required sw1tches were properly posrtioned 
for anti-spin chute deployment. A factor which contnbuted to the 
accident was the inadequate design of the anti-spin chute system 
which allowed deployment of the chute with the hydraulic lock 
swrtch in the unlocked posrtion. (When in the unlocked position, the 
hooks clasping the chute shackle to the airframre are open.)" 

Source: 
S170; Air International September 1993, p.127; NTSB Safety 
Recommendatior\ A-94·101; 1AW&ST 02.0~.1993 {39-40) 

Copyri9ht ~' 1996-2000 Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviatron Safety Network; updated 3 January 2000 

0~.'23.'2000 6;~8 P~l 



+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 7 ·············································+ 
+ DATA REPORT ~ORTH AHERICAH·COMMANDER 680/SUPERAERO ACCIDE~T + 
+ EVE~TSIPHASES MUSH/STALL-CIRCUIT PATTERN/BASE LEG + 
+ COLLISION YITH LEVEL TERRAIN/YATER·EMERGENCY~CONTROLLED DESCENT + 

+·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ ++ 
<••••••················· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·············-·········> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 90/0455·0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 90·11-0l ++ MASS CATEGORY 2250 • 5700 KG 
TIME : 10:25 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : UNITED STATES 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION N541F 
GEN YEATHER : VMC ++ 

++ 
<······················· LOCATION ·················---····> ++ <··········· DAMAGE INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION FORT LAUOERDALE,FL ++ A/C DAMAGE :'DESTROYED 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOYN TOTAL 
DEPARTED FT LAUOERDALE,FL ++ CREY 2 0 0 0 0 2 
DESTINATION FORT LAUOERDALE,FL ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
THE A/C YAS ON A LEFT DOYNYIND FOR LANDING AT lOO FT/AGL YHEN THE NOSE PITCHED UP 15 DEG. AS THE A/C STARTED A LEFT TURN, 
THE LEFT YING DROPPED AND THE NOSE PITCHED DOYN 90 DEG IN A SPIRAL. THE A/C COLLIDED YITH THE YATER. 
DRN: THE A/C HAD NOT FLOYN SINCE JUNE, 1989. THE CREY HAD MADE TYO HIGH-SPEED TAXI RUNS BEFORE TAKE-OFF. IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
TAKE-OFF THE CREY CALLED TO LAND. THE A/C YAS OBSERVED ON OOYNYIND 200-BOO FT AGL, 15·25 DEG ~OSE HIGH. THE A/C THEN 
STALLED. THE COMPRESSOR SURGE VALVES FOR THE LEFT AND RIGHT ENGINES YERE FOUND IN THE OPEN POSITION. 

•••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS •••••••••••• 
EVENT MUSH/STALL • CIRCUIT PATTERN/BASE LEG 

!.AIRSPEED • NOT MAINTAINED 
EVENT 2 COLLISION YITH LEVEL TERRAIN/YATER • EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT 

+·-············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 8 ·············································+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT DORNIER-228 100/200 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSiPHASES UNOERSHOOT·APPROACH + 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ ++ 
<--···--················ OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 91/0632-0 

++ FROM STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME ANO METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <••••···········•••••• AIRCRAFT DATA ··············--·····> 
DATE 91·01·15 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME 00:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY GERMANY 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION D·CICE 
GEN YEATHER ++ 

<······················· LOCATION 
LOCATION 
STATE/AREA 
DEPARTED 
DESTINATION 

++ 
························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE. INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ··········•> 

DESTROYED ++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREW 
++PAX 
++ 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOYN TOTAL 
0 0 0 2 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
AIRCLAIMS: FOLLDYING A VISUAL APPROACH TO AN ICE-STRIP THE AIRCRAFT UNDERSHOT TOUCHING DOYN A FEY METRES SHORT OF THE 
RUNYAY. AFTER TOUCH DOYN THE 228 VEERED OFF TO ONE SIDE INTO DEEP SNOY SUSTAINING SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE. THERE YERE ~0 
REPORTED INJURIES. AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT, THE YEATHER YAS FAIR YITH VISIBILITY 4,500H., HOYEVER, THERE YAS 
APPARENTLY A STRONG CROSSYINO. 



• 

:-~~;~·;~~;;··································· REQU~~~i~,~~L-:~~RT ~~;~~--~,;;l"··················~~~;~;~;·: 
+ EVENTS I PHASES MUSH/STALL·HANOEUVRING J + 
+ COLLISION VITH LEVEL TERRAIN/VATER·EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT + 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<······················· OPERATION ···············-·······> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0126·0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 93·07·26 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME 13:52 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY CANADA 
LIGHT DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION : C·FCRJ 
GEN WEATHER VMC ++ 

++ 

<······················· LOCATION -·······················> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, 
LOCATION BYERS,KS 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
DESTROYED 

STATE/AREA UNITED STATES 
++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOJN TOTAL 
++ CRE\1 DEPARTED VICHITA,KS 

DESTINATION VICHITA,KS ++ PAX 
2 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
DURING A TEST FLIGHT WHILE MANOEUVRING, THE PILOT LOST CONTROL AND THE A/C COLLIDED VITH TERRAIN. 
DRN: THE CREV WAS PERFORMING A LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL STABILITY TEST. DURING THE TEST THE PILOT CONTINUED PAST STALL 
WARNING TO 21 DEG SIDESLIP AT FULL RUDDER. THE A/C ROLLED RAPIOLY THROUGH 360 DEG AND ENTERED A DEEP STALL. THE CO·PILOT 
ATTEMPTED TO DEPLOY THE ANTI·SPIN CHUTE, HOWEVER, ALL THE CHUTE SYSTEM COCKPIT SWITCHES WERE NOT PROPERLY PRESET. INSTEAD 
OF ASSISTING RECOVERY, THE CHUTE SEPARATED. FULL CONTROL WAS NOT REGAINED BEFORE IMPACT. THE CHUTE SYSTEM DESIGN ALLOWED 
DEPLOYMENT OF THE CHUTE EVEN WHEN THE HYDRAULIC LOCK SWITCH WAS IN THE UNLOCKED POSITION AND THE HOOKS CLASPING THE CHUTE 
SHACKLE TO THE AIRFRAME WERE OPEN. THE SYSTEM TESTED CORRECTLY BEFORE FLIGHT. 

•••••••••·•• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS •••••••••••• 
EVENT MUSH/STALL • MANOEUVRING 

1.SPIN • INADVERTENT 
2.FLIGHT CREV PROCEDURES • NOT FOLLOWED 

EVENT 2 COLLISION WITH LEVEL TERRAIN/VATER • EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT 
1.TAIL CHUTE/DRAG CHUTE • INADEQUATE/SEPARATED 
2. 

1.MANUFACTURER·DESIGN·INADEQUATE 

fJT5B C/1.£'7 3ft A 21£ 
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On 27 July 1993 at 1645 hrs'" the Flight Accident Investigation Center (FUS) was notified 
by tbe aircraft manufacturer about the accident witb tbe second prototype of the Ranger 
2000. Immediately an official was sent to tbe accident site to take charge oftbe 
investigation. Two co-workers from Braunsweig met him there in tbe evening and 
together they began tbe investigation. 

The aircraft took ofT for a test flight on 27 July 1993 at 1633 hrs from the MilitarY Air 
Base at Manching, during which flight characteristics were to have been investigated. The 
last test point in tbis test series was the investigation of flying qualities with speedbrakes 
extended during gentle roll maneuvering. To accomplish this, the pilot stabilized tbe 
aircraft at an altitude of 5,700 ft MSL at a speed of 330 kt lAS. At 1606 hrs he began a 
gentle right roll and several seconds later extended the speedbrakes. After a roll angle of 
60 deg. had built up, he began to roll to tbe left. At tbis point in time a sideslip angle 
(nose right) began to build up, and the rudder blew out towards the right. A short time 
later a negative angle of attack and negative normal load factor developed, apparently as a 
result of the high sideslip angle, which reached a maximum of -32 deg. When tbe pilot 
attempted to correct the sideslip situation with tbe application of force on the left rudder 
pedal, the required force was already so great that he was not able to drive the rudder 
back. The aircraft was no longer controllable for him and went into a steep dive. The 
pilot had already reduced tbe throttle to idle, but the speedbrakes had not yet been 
retracted. 

At an altitude of approximately 500 ft AGL tbe pilot activated the ejection seat. 

The seat firing proceeded correctly, however, due to tbe high speed of315 kt and the 
extreme flow field and flight attitude, the ejection was unsuccessful. The pilot was 
severely injured and died several days later. The aircraft was destroyed on impact. 

The accident is apparently attributable to tbe following factors: 

-the directional stability of the aircraft witb extended speedbrakes was reduced 
and due to the additional factor of a deflected rudder was practicably unstable. 

- tbe pilot recognized the existence of a critical situation too late and delayed 
taking appropriate corrective measures. 

1.0 Factual Innstigation 

1.1 Course of the Flight 

On the morning of 27 July 1993 tbe subject aircraft and two pilots took ofT from 

* All times are in Central European Standard Time 



the Military Air Base at Manching for a test flight during which it was intended to 
investigate engine characteristics, inflight starting of the engine, and handling 
characteristics. The pilot involved in the later accident was for this flight in the rear seat. 
This flight had to be interrupted early due to a generator malfunction. After a checkout of 
the aircraft it was prepared for an afternoon flight, which was to be flown by a single pilot. 
After a conversation between the flight test engineer and the pilot, it was established that 
on this flight, an investigation of handling qualities would be conducted, as would a study 
of entry airspeeds for flight demonstration maneuvers. It was also planned to fly a 
simulated flameout landing. Flight cards were prepared by the flight test engineer without 
delay. 

The subsequent pre-flight briefing was conducted using this flight test card. The briefing 
lasted from 1430 to around 1455 hrs, and besides the pilot and flight test engineer several 
systems engineers took part. According to statements of the participating engineers, the 
briefing specifically referred to the fact that for the planned tests with extended 
speedbrakes, only moderate rolling maneuvers were to be conducted, and that with 
extended speed brakes crossed control surfaces were not allowable. This reference 
resulted from previous flights, during which, with sideslip conditions, partially 
unacceptable flying qualities were experienced with speedbrakcs extended. The engineers 
and test pilots saw in these perceptions no indications that with extended speedbrakes and 
moderate roll maneuvering the aircraft could go out of control. 

The takeoff for the test flight was at 1533 hrs, and the pilot first flew a simulated 
flameout landing, which was conducted without problem. Subsequently the pilot flew into 
the restricted area ED-R 63, which is intended for test flights, and began the investigation 
of flight characteristics. At the end of this test block were tests with extended 
speedbrakes. First, the pilot extended the speedbrakes twice in straight and level flight 
without maneuvering and retracted them respectively eight and two seconds later. The 
aircraft reacted with a light bobbing in the nose up direction and a light roll to the right. 
The next tests were to be moderate roll maneuvers with speedbrakes extended. For this 
the pilot stabilized the aircraft at an altitude of 5,700 ft MSL at a speed of330 kts IAS, 
and began at 16:06:23 a gentle roll to the right and extended the specdbrakes. After 
reaching a roll angle of 60 deg., he input left aileron and began rolling to the left. 
Coincident with the change in bank angle a sideslip angle built up (nose to the right), and 
the rudder deflected to the right. The pilot at first did not oppose the rudder deflection. 
Only when the sideslip angle reached -I 0 deg and the rudder deflection reached -II deg 
did the pilot attempt to correct the situation by application of 550 Non the left rudder 
pedal. However, this force was insufficient to move the rudder pedal. He was only able 
to prevent a further deflection. A short time later the sideslip angle increased to -32 deg, 
and subsequently stabilized at approximately -20 deg. The rudder deflected further right 
to its physical limit of -17 deg, although the pilot rapidly increased the force on the rudder 
pedal to 1,200 N. This rudder deflection and sideslip angle remained until impact. 
Coincident to the build-up in sideslip angle, angle of attack changed from positive to 
negative, and normal acceleration reached a value of -2 g. Nose-up elevator was only able 
to slow down this process, positive values of load factor were not reached until impact. 
As a result of the negative load factor the aircraft went into a dive. The pilot had brought 
the throttle back to idle, which essentially did not affect the dive. The spccdbrakcs were 



not retracted. At an altitude of approximately 500 ft AGL the pilot activated the ejection 
seat. Impact of the aircraft followed at 16:06:50 hrs, 27 seconds after the last test point 
had been begun. 

1.2 Personal Injuries 

During the ejection attempt the pilot was severely injured. He died on 2 August 1993. 

1.3 Damage to Aircraft 

The aircraft was destroyed upon impact with the ground. 

1.4 Property Damage 

Moderate damage to the field occurred. 

1.5 Crew Information 

The 46-year-old pilot was in possession of a valid American pilot's license for transport 
pilots with the entitlements: single and multi-engine land aircraft, professional pilot, sail
plane tow, L-300, B-707. It was issued on 28 March 1992. His first class flight certificate 
was obtained from the FAA on 3 May 1993 and was unlimited. 

In 1976 he had graduated from the "experimental test pilot course" at Edwards AFB and 
participated in several test projects of the USAF. 

In order to fly the Ranger 2000, an application was made to the (German) Federal 
Transportation Ministry for recognition of the American Pilot's License. This recognition 
was granted on 17 June 1993 and was valid until 31 October 1993. 

Until April the pilot had a total flight time of 7,160 hours. The flight time in the last three 
months totaled 64 hours. 

The pilot began flying the Ranger 2000 on 18 June 1993. Until the accident he bad 9 
hours in 8 flights as responsible pilot and I 0 hours in 9 flights as second pilot. The 
accident flight was his 5th flight in the second prototype and 2nd as responsible pilot.. 

1.6 Aircraft Information 

The two-seat aircraft was a jet trainer, built in response to an American request (see 
Appendix 1 ). Since later use as a German military aircraft was not intended, a military 
certification process was not conducted, but rather a civilian program was begun. 

The aircraft is a single-engine, mid-wing aircraft of composite construction with a 
retractable landing gear. It is equipped with a two-spool turbine engine, IT 15D-5C built 
by Pratt & Whitney. Maximum takeoff mass is 3,855 kg. 



The aircraft is equipped with speedbrakes, with are arranged on both sides of the fuselage 
above the trailing edge of the wing. When they are extended they rotate 60 deg around 
their axis. The extend/retract control knob is located on the throttle on the left side of the 
cockpit. 

Both seats of the aircraft are equipped with and ejection seat SffiS-3RW manufactured by 
the company Universal Propulsion Company (UP-CO). A pyrotechnic device is installed 
in the canopy, which blows away the canopy glass when the scat is fired. 

For the conduct of flights for qualification testing, investigation flights, and test flights the 
Federal Aviation Office issued a temporary permit on 6 May 1993 which was valid unti16 
November 1993. Elements of the permit were the "Preliminary Pilot's Operating 
Handbood and Airplane Flight Manual" and the Flight Instruction 92-112. The limitations 
and conditions specified in these documents were adhered to throughout the accident 
flight 

The first flight of the aircraft was on 18 June 1993. From this point in time to the time of 
the accident flight a total of 12 hours in II flights were accomplished with the aircraft. 
Maintenance of the aircraft was accomplished in accordance with a predetermined plan. 

Before the flight the aircraft was fully fueled with 1,640 pounds of JP-8 fuel. This was the 
wish of the pilot. With this load the aircraft takeoff mass was in the upper allowable area. 
The center of gravity was within the allowable extremes. 



(Translation from the German ·rus" report by US SFfE member - DJH tw~) 

Summarization 

On 27 July 1993 at 1645 hrs* the Flight Accident Investigation Center (FUS) was notified 
by the aircraft manufacturer about the accident with the second prototype of the Ranger 
2000. lmmediately an official was sent to the accident site to take charge of the 
investigation. Two co-workers from Draunsweig met him there in the evening and together 
they began the investigation. 

The aircraft took off for a test flight on 27 July 1993 at 1633 hrs from the l-.Iililaiy Air 
Base at Manching, during which flight characteristics were to have been investigated. The 
last test point in this test series was the investigation of fl)ing qualities with speedbrakes 
extended during gentle roll maneuvering. To accomplish this, the pilot stabilized the 
aircraft at an altitude of 5, 700ft l-.ISL at a speed of330 k11AS. At 1606 hrs he began a 
gentle right roll and several seconds later e:dended the speedbrakes. After a roll angle of 
60 deg. had built up, he began to roll to the left. At this point in time a sideslip angle (nose 
right) began to build up, and the rudder blew out towards the right. A short time later a 
negative angle of attack and negative normal load factor developed, apparently as a result 
of the high sideslip angle, which reached a ma.mnum of -32 deg. \\'hen the pilot attempted 
to correct the sideslip situation \\ith the application of force on the left rudder peda~ the 
required force was already so great that he was not able to drive the rudder back. The 
aircraft was no longer controllable for him and went into a steep dive. The pilot had 
already reduced the throttle to idle, but the speedbrakes had not yet been retracted. 

At an altitude of approximately 500 ft AGL the pilot activated the ejection seat. 

The seat fuing proceeded correctly, however, due to the high speed of 315 kt and the 
e:~."treme flow field and flight attitude, the ejection was unsuccessful. The pilot was severely 
injured and died s~'CI"al days later. The aircraft was destroyed on impact. 

The accident is apparently attributable to the following factors: 

-the directional stability of the aircraft with e:~-1ended speedbrakes was reduced and 
due to the additional factor of a deflected rudder was practicably unstable. 

- the pilot recognized the existence of a critical situation too late and delayed taking 
appropriate corrective measures. 

• All times are in Central European Standard Time 



1.0 Factual Investigation 

1.1 Course of the Flight 

On the morning of 27 July 1993 the subject aircraft and two pilots took off from 
the 1\Iilitary Air Base at Manching for a test flight dwing which it was intended to 
investigate engine characteristics, inflight starting of the engine, and handling 
characteristics. The pilot involved in the later accident was for this flight in the rear seat. 
This flight had to be interrupted early due to a generator malfunction. After a checkout of 
the aircraft it was prepared for an afternoon flight, which was to be flmm by a single pilot. 
After a conversation between the flight test engineer and the pilot, it was established that on 
this flight, an investigation of handling qualities would be conducted, as would a study of 
entry airspeeds for flight demonstration maneuvers. It was also planned to fly a simulated 
flameout landing. Flight cards were prepared by the flight test engineer without delay. 

The subsequent pre-flight briefing was conducted using litis flight test card. The briefing 
lasted from 1430 to around 1455 hrs, and besides the pilot and flight test engineer several 
systems engineers took part. According to statements of the participating engineers, the 
briefing specifically referred to tlte fact tltat for the planned tests with ex1ended 
speedbrakes, only moderate rolling maneuvers were to be conducted, and that with 
extended speed brakes crossed control surfaces were not allowable. This reference resulted 
from pr~ious flights, during which, with sideslip conditions, partially unacceptable fl}ing 
qualities were experienced witlt speedbrakes ex1endcd. The engineers and test pilots saw in 
these perceptions no indications that with ex"tended speedbrakes and moderate roll 
maneuvering the aircraft could go out of control. 

The takeoff for the test flight was at 1533 hrs, and the pilot first flew a simulated flameout 
landing. which was conducted without probkm. Subsequently the pilot flew into the 
restricted area ED-R 63, which is intended for test flights, and began the investigation of 
flight characteristics. At the end of this test block were tests \\ith extended specdbrakes. 
First, the pilot extended tlte speedbrakes mice in straight and l~·el flight \\itltout 
maneuvering and retracted them respectively eight and two seconds later. llte aircraft 
reacted '"ith a light bobbing in the nose up direction and a light roll to the right. The next 
tests were to be moderate roll maneuvers \\ith spcedbrakes extended. For this the pilot 
stabilized the aircraft at an altitude of 5, 700 ft MSL at a speed of 330 kts lAS, and began 
at 16:06:23 a gentle roll to tlte right and extended the speedbrakes. After reaching a roll 
angle of 60 deg., he input left aileron and began rolling to the left. Coincident with the 
change in bank angle a sideslip angle built up (nose to the right), and the rudder deflected 
to tlte rigltL The pilot at first did not oppose the rudder deflection. Only when the sideslip 
angle reached -10 deg and the rudder deflection reached -1 I deg did the pilot auempt to 
correct the situation by application of 550 Non the left rudder pedal. How~'Cf, this force 
was insufficient to move the rudder pedal. He was only able to pr~"Cilt a further 
deflection. A short time later the sideslip angle increased to -32 deg. and subsequently 
stabilized at approximately -20 deg. The rudder deflected further right to its physical limit 
of -17 deg, although the pilot rapidly increased the force on the rudder pedal to 1,200 N. 



This rudder deflection and sideslip angle remained until impact Coincident to the build-up 
in sideslip angle, angle: of attack changed fium positive to negative, and normal acceleration 
reached a value of -2 g. Nose-up elevator was only able to slow do~n this process, 
positive values of load factor were not reached until impact. As a result of the negative 
load factor the aircraft went into a dn-e. The pilot had brought the throttle back to idle, 
which essentially did not affect the di\-e. The spec:dbrakes were not retracted. At an 
altitude of approximately 500 fl AGL the pilot acti\·ated the ejection seat. Impact of the 
aircraft followed at 16:06:50 hrs, 27 seconds after the last test point had been begun. 

1.2 Personal Injuries 

During the ejection anempt the pilot was s~-erely injured. He died on 2 August 1993. 

1.3 Damage to Aircraft 

The aircraft was destroyed upon impact ,,;th the growtd. 

1.4 Property Damage 

Moderate damage to the field occurred. 

1.5 Crew Information 

The 46-year-old pilot was in possession of a valid American pilot's license for transport 
pilots with the entitlements: single and multi-engine land aircraft, professional pilot, sail
plane tow, L-300, D-707. It was issued on 28 March 1992. His first class flight certificate 
was obtained from the FAA on 3 May 1993 and was unlimited. 

In 1976 he had graduated from the "e:qx:rimental test pilot course" at Edwards AFD and 
participated in s~cral test projects of the USAF. 

In order to fly the Ranger 2000, an application was made to the (German) Federal 
Transportation Ministry for recognition of the American Pilot's License. This recognition 
was granted on 17 Jwte 1993 and was valid until31 October 1993. 

Until April the pilot had a total fligl1t time of7,160 hours. The flight time in the last three 
months totaled 64 hours. 

The pilot beo,an fl)ing the Ranger 2000 on 18 Jwte 1993. Until the accident he had 9 
hours in 8 flights as responsible pilot and 10 hours in 9 flights as second pilot. The 
accident flight was his 5th flight in the second prototype and 2nd as responsible pilot.. 



1.6 Aircraft Information 

The two-seat aircraft was a jet trainer, built in response to an American request (see 
Appendix 1 ). Since Later usc as a Gennan military aircraft was not intended, a military 
certification process was not conducted, but rather a ch.ilian program was begun. 

The aircraft is a single-engine, mid-\,ing aircraft of composite construction with a 
retractable Landing gear. It is equipped Y.ith a two-spool turbine engine, IT 150-SC built 
by Pratt & Whitney. Maximum takeoff mass is 3,855 kg. 

The aircraft is equipped with speedbrakes, Y.i!h are arranged on both sides of the fuselage 
above the trailing edge of the Y.ing. When they arc extended they rotate 60 deg around 
their axis. The el!:tend/retract control knob is located on the throttle on !he kft side of the 
cockpit. 

Both seats of !he aircraft are equipped \'oi!h and ejection seat SIIIS-3R W manufactured by 
the company Unh.-ersal Propulsion Company (UP-CO). A p)Totechnic de'< ice is installed 
in the canopy, which blows away !he canopy glass when !he seat is fired. 

For !he conduct of flights for qualification testing, investigation flights, and test flights the 
Federal A"iation Office issued a temporal)' permit on 61\lay 1993 which was valid until6 
November 1993. Elements of !he permit were the "Prelimin31)' Pilot's Operating 
Handbook and Airplane Flight 1\lanlL'Il" and the Flight Instruction 92-1/2. The limitations 
and conditions specified in these documents were adhered to throughout the accident flight. 

The first flight of the aircraft was on 18 June 1993. From this point in time to the time of 
the accident flight a total of 12 hours in 11 flights were accomplished Y.i!h the aircraft. 
1\laintenance of the aircraft was accomplished in accordance \~!h a predetermined plan. 

Before the flight the aircraft was fully fueled \'i!h 1,640 pounds of JP-8 fuel. This was the 
Y.ish of the pilot. With this load the aircraft takeoff mass was in the upper allowable area 
The center of gra"ity was \'ithin the allowable extremes. 



+••······················-······················ REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 31 ·············································+ 
+ DATA REPORT DEUTSCHE AEROSPACE CDASAl• ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSlPHASES LOSS OF DIRECTIONAL CONTROL·MANOEUVIING + 
+ LOSS OF PITCH CONTROL/PORPOISE·MANOEUVRING + 

+········----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<····--·-··············- OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ···················-···> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0114·0 

++ FRCJ4 STATE : GERMANY 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME ANO METEOROLOGICAL DATA •••••••···> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ····················•> 
DATE 93·07·27 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 XG 
TIME 16:07 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY GERMANY 
LIGHT DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION : D·FANB 
GEN WEATHER VMC ++ 

++ 

<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, 
LOCATION EICHSTAETT 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
DESTROYED 

STATE/AREA GERMANY 
++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNXNOIIN TOTAL 

DEPARTED MANCHING ++ CREII 1 0 0 0 0 1 
DESTINATION MANCHING ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
THE A/C, IIHICH IS A MILITARY TRAINER, liAS ON A TEST FLIGHT FOR CERTIFICATION. DURING ROLL MANOEUVRES IN LEVEL FLIGHT, IT 
LOST DIRECTIONAL AND PITCH CONTROL AND ENTERED A STEEP DIVE. THE PILOT EJECTED AT ABOUT 1,500 FT AGL. 
DRN: THE PILOT EJECTED IIITH THE EJECTION SEAT BUT THE ALTITUDE liAS TOO LOll TO LAND SAFELY. 

·••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ••••••••••·• 
EVENT 1 LOSS OF DIRECTIONAL CONTROL • MANOEUVRING 

1.SPEEDBRAXES/SPOILERS • XNOIIN DEFICIENCY 
!.MANUFACTURER· DESIGN STAFF-INSTRUMENTS/CONTROLS DESIGN·POOR 

2.DIRECTIONAL CONTROL • POOR EXECUTION 
1.PILOT·ACTION·IIRONG 

EVENT 2 LOSS OF PITCH CONTROL/PORPOISE • MANOEUVRING 

' 



I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I REQUEST 140/94, REPORT# 226 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

+DATA REPORT DEUTSCHE AEROSPACE (DASA)- OTHER (FR 06) 
ACCIDENT + ~ 

+EVENTS I PHASES: LOSS OF DIRECTIONAL CONTROL I MANOEUVRING 
+ 

+ LOSS OF PITCH CONTROL/PORPOISE I MANOEUVRING 
+ 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I II I I II I I I I I I 

++ 
< OPERATION ++< FILE DATA-----
TYPE :MISCELLANEOUS- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 93/0114-0 

++FROMSTATE :GERMANY 
++ 

< WHEN -----.>++< AIRCRAFT OAT A---
DATE : 93-07-27 ++MASS CATEGORY : 2251 - 5700 KG 
TIME : 16:07 ++STATE OF REGISTRY: GERMANY 
LIGHT :DAYLIGHT ++REGISTRATION : D-FANB 

++ 
< WHERE >++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD > 
LOCATION :NEAR EICHSTAETT ++ NC DAMAGE :DESTROYED 
STATE/AREA :GERMANY ++INJURY: FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE 

UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED : MANCHING ++CREW I 0 0 0 0 I 
DESTINATION : MANCHING ++PAX : 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OTHER DAMAGE : YES 

THENC, WHICH IS AMILITARYTRAINER, WAS ON A TEST FLIGHT FOR CERTIFICATION. 
DURING ROLL MANOEUVRES IN LEVEL 
FLIGHT, IT LOST DIRECTIONAL AND PITCH CONTROL AND ENTERED A STEEP DIVE. THE PILOT 
EJECTED AT ABOUT 1,500 FT AGL. 

DRN: THE PILOT EJECTED WITH THE EJECTION SEAT BUT THE ALTITUDE WAS TOO LOW TO 
LAND SAFELY. 

----EVENTS AND FACTORS-----
1. EVENT I PHASE: LOSS OF DIRECTIONAL CONTROL I MANOEUVRING 

FACTORS: SPEEDBRAKES/SPOILERS -KNOWN DEFICIENCY 
MANUFACTURER- DESIGN STAFF -INSTRUMENTS/CONTROLS DESIGN -POOR 

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL -POOR EXECUTION 
PILOT -ACTION -WRONG 

2. EVENT I PHASE: LOSS OF PITCH CONTROL/PORPOISE I MANOEUVRING 

---SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS----
RELATED TO PERSONNEL: NONE MADE 
RELATED TO AIRCRAFT/EQUIPMENT: NONE MADE 
RELATED TO 1\flSCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS: NONE MADE 
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JAS-39 Preliminary Accident Report 

.-,. . 

On August 18, 1993, the Swedish Government Accident 
lnvcstig~tion Boord presented the prelimin:uy report on the 
August 8th accident involving the JAS-39 Gripen. The accident 
occurred during a flight demonstration at the Stockholm Water 
Festival 

According to the government investigation, -ne accident 
was caused by the flight eonuol system's high amplification or 
stick eommmds in eombin:llion with large. rapid stick move
ments by the pilot. This led to the stability margin being 
exceeded and the aircraft entering a stall" 

The report went on to ~y. • A contributing factor was the 
late display or the flight attitude warning system (STYRSAK) 
which gave the pilot too little time to reacL • 

In a response to the report. the JAS lndostty Group (IG 
JAS) concurred with the board's view on the cause of the 
accidenL IG JAS said, "Our development process identified the 
particular rroblem, but the judged margins have proved 
inadequate. An error or judgment, therefore has been made. 
There was no system or design fault, the system operated in 
accordance with the type specification during the flighL • 

The IG JAS resporJSC continued, -ne ain:raft entered an 
uncontrollable position owing to an unfortunate combination of 
man-machine behavior. Corrective action to introduce the 
necessary margins will be implemented in a relatively short 
time and is the responsibility or IG JAS." 

The development process is well-conuolled and comprises 
a large number or quality assurance procedures. The develop
ment utilized both theoretical calculations, simulations and tests 
in simul~tcrs and test rigs where both software and hardware 
are evaluated. Aight testing follows a thorough and carefully 
conuolled process with successive enlargement or the flight 
envelope. The process hu been designed . following the 
unfortunate accident or the first JAS-39 prototype in Jan~. 
1989. The extensive results are considered to fully meet 
applicable requirements for safety. 

The objective or the development process includes optimiz
ing ~in:r:lft perfonn~nce and nying ch=cteristics. To this aim, 
margins are established for the limits of the aircraft's opera· 
tion. This forms part of the routine work and test deviation 
reports generated during design review group consisting of 
systems designers and pilots from both the manufacturer and 
officials making an assessment.IG JAS states that the develop
ment process and the methods used operated correctly and 
identified the particular problem prior to the accident on 
August 8th. Based on av:Ubble knowledge, margins were set 
up concerning the demonstration flight and were judged small 
but sufficienL It has been shown. however, that in extreme 
combination of pilot input and control systems characteristics, 
the margin is inadequate. 

Since the Jan~. 1989 accident involving the rlfst JAS-39 
prototype, more than 1.200 flights have been successfully 
completed during the flightiest program.IG JAS has acquired 
far greater knowledge and confidence in the Gripen's charac
teristics. There is nothing to indicate the development or the 
Gripen involves a higher risk level than earlier development 
projects. 

During any aircraft development. it is impossible to avoid 
accidents with total certainty. High performance aircraft 
systems are designed to minimize the risk of malfunctions and 
to meet the requirements or the flight test program. When an 
ain:rnft encounters an unconuollablc flight situation, both the 
pilot and the aircraft are provided with a recovery mode. In 
this case, the pilot's recovery, or rescue, mode worked as 
designed. The minimum altitude or the aircraft did not allow 
the pilot to initiate the aircr:lft recovery mode. 



JAS 39 GRIPEN EFCS 

HOW TO DEAL WITH RATE 
LIMITING 

by 

Jnn Angner (M), Test Pilot. Saab Military Aircraft 
Clns Jensen (M), Test Pilot. Saab Military Aircraft 
Mikacl Seidl (M), Test Pilot, Swedish Air Force 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The lAS 39 GRJPEN nlgbllesl rrozmm bas been runnlnallnu 1988. Many design llems 
have been or areal concern 10 us durln&lhll petlocl but nolhlnJIS mucb as lhc complexity and lhc 
per[OilTUlllCe or lhc EFCS. There Is no doubllhal we early Ill lhe p!OimJO ull<leJesOmal<d lhc 
challenge or de>lgnlnJ nod bulldln& an EFCS ror a blgbly maneuvuable and sradcally u..rablc 
aln:l'lll\ such as lhc JAS 39 GRJPEN . 

At Soab Mlllwy Aircraft we were conlldentlhat we lcnew how 10 design, bulld and 1<>1 
nlabl coo1rolsysrems. That was Jln>babiy true ror lrO<IiOOIUII configunllona and coouolsysrema as 
proven In lhc VIGGEN progmm. Bullhc design and ludnJ or lhc EFCS for lho JAS Grlpen 
proved lObe more difrkult lhan Clllpetled and n::qulred UllO invent new procc&&el for soflwart 
validallon and nlabtlelt melhodl. 

Today, 8 yean aher lho finl filgh~ and aCter aomo 2200 1es1 filgbta lncludina more lhan 
10 upamdes or lhc EFCS son nrc and 2 accldenlS, we fccllhalwe have rcacbcd an EFCS sratus 
lhal wUI satL\/y customer~ re£:irdln& bolll safety and p:rfonnnncc. We have achlcvcd almos& all of 
our petfonnancc and safety coounJomeniS and an now dellverlnJ alrcrah 10 lhc Swedl>b Air Force 
ala n1e ofl8 pet yeDt, · 

11ds p.1.pet deal\ wllb lhc JAS 39 Orlrcn accident lholt nccwrcd durin& an alrshow over 
Slockhobn in 1993. Jncludin&lhe rca.1;0n ror lhe accident. d1e 1hor1 tum suluUon in order to 
resume nicht teSl and Lbe lone term (bClpcfully pemu~nent) aoluLioa to ensure safely and 
perfllllllJIIICe f01 future pl'Oduc:tlon ain:nlfL The paper also covers lhc credibility p!OCU>Ihallhc 
dcslan aud 1es1 ream bas 10 race when an acddenl OC<UII as a rcsuu or lnadequale desl,n. 

l BACKGROUND 

The lAS 39 Grlpen Is a llgblwcl&bl mul~ role comboS alrcrah powered by a slllgle GE 
F4Qol.400 engine rated al 80kN wllh max. aherbumcr. Basic empty wclgblls aboul7 melric IOnS 
and mu.lllke-orr wtlgbt 13 mclric 10na. Tho aln:l'lll\ bas a sbcr1couplcd delta canard coofiaUillllon 
wllh all·movlna cananlJ.Il bas ncgadvclllhctenliiAbiiUy In pllcb ror lmrroved perfOiliWICC and a 
run dme lhree channel dlall.al electrical filgbl control sysrem (EFCS).wllh two scpDtate diaiiOll 
bacl:·ur modes. To Improve tum petfOilTUlllCc and decretJJc burfctlnalhe alrallll bas auiOmAllcally 
actuated lcOOin& edge llapL 1be lllm function lJ autnmalkally balanced between canards and 
cltvonl for Clplimum rcrfonnance. 
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The Swed!Jh Air Force hu so w OfdeRd 1 !Dial ot 140 lAS 39 Gripen'a which are 
achedulcciiO replace all vcrsl0111 ot tho SAAB VIUOD and Dntea alraall and remain In aervlce 
weD lntntho DOll century, AI ot today we have dellverocl1 lnlal ot 20 prnduc:lloa alraalllO tho 
Swodlah Air Fuce whlcb n roudncly uaod Ia Cl('<mllooallriala. 

The (ulure roc tho prc"arn loob promlllnl. Thla year .. e hope roc .. order rrom tho 
Swed!Jh Air Forte roc an addllklaal CIOo80 alraliR, and wen aiJo awtednJtho alraall culSide 
Swedeaqelher wllll BAe. 

However, lllcugh we ltd c:cnlldeiC v.1lll hew tho prc£tat0 11 runnln& today ,.. have had cur 
ahara or problema, The main problem 1UU lhroughcul thO Dlghl leSI J>rO&IliD1 baa been lllo 
ccmplclll.y and tho pcr!OfliUUlCCI ot llle EFCS. lbcte II oo doubt lhal early Ia tho prc&r.un we 
undcreodmated llle challenge ot dcslgnln& and bulldln& .. EFCS roc I blghly maDOUVOillblo and 
atadcally ulUlable a1ttn11 aucll u tho JAS 39 Gripen. We have WO<Ud llclwlllllhla part1cuJat 
problem durlnJtho last couple or years and believe cur koowledgo Ia lhla area could be ot 1ntorat 
10 lhooo lllvolvod Ia CUgblleSIIAI medora IJ!~ ccotrola)'llcml. 

3 TimSTOCKIIOLM,ACCJDENT 

Ill Juno 1993 tho S-WI Air Fuce lOot delivery or llllltsl JAS 39 prnducdoa alraart. 
The lllmaR wu C(><nlled by llle Swodlah Air Fcrco Teat Ccn~<r (FMV) and wu used roc lnldal 
n:leue lO IOrYke lrlala. In AugUSI or lhal year tho alrcnllwu acbeduled 10 llllce port In an nlrlhow 
over SlDclholm. Atlhla dme, thll aote rroducdon alrcrart, had Oowa 1lnlal ot 40 bours mly. Due 
10 tho limited maturity or tho alraalltho ........ n:atrlcled tho alnhow miDOUYOill 10 cover lltcp 
tuma and lazy elgbla only. 

The alrshow begoa acavdln& tn plan but ahoot ball way through llle dl!play program, as 
tho alrcnll wu rollin& out of 111«ptum, llle pllotlost cocurol of llle alrcnll and ejected. Tbls was 
1 very lf'ttlDCUI:Ir event since It toot place In view ot mote than 100 000 people walehin& llle 
alrahcw. Fonunaltly DO""" wulnjured. 

The accklc:nt resulted In 1 complete SlOp or all night lestocdvldcs wllllllle JAS 39 Gripen. 
ThiJ, togetbct wllhllle wayllle acddent occuned, rut lr<mtndnw pressure no everyone Involved. 
The CR<Iibility ot llle wbole prcjc:ct ,... questloocd byllle medii and tho parliamen~ and unleu 
wo wcn1 Able 10 quJd.l7 find out wbal went wronc. Ill lt and reawne Oylna the future of the 
prcjc:ct would be enclan&tced. 

4 WIIATWENTWRONG 

Immediately allot tho occklc:nt 1 lllocnugh lovadgatlon ,. .. commenced by llle oCIIclal 
Acc:ldc:ntlnvesdgallon Board, and anlntemallnvesdgadoa by Saab. We all lOot port lnllle Saab 
ln...Uptlon and It very..- boc:ame obvious "hal had Julwened lhal dayOY<t SIOciholm. 

In hct llle day alia' the accident we n:peated tho mancu..,. pcr(onned over SlOCtbolm In 
our simulator U5ed ror JAS 39 EFCS development work. The resull rrom IIIIa !Irs& test ,. .. 
&ucc:e&llulln llle &elliO lhal we were able 10 repeal "bat actually happened, but aiJo surprlSinJ Ia 
lhalll could ba(lrea so easily wbea aevcrs1 (minot) ne1advo racun ~ 
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Data rrom tho a1rcn11 crash reccrdet lo&elher wllll our simulator Ondlnp enabled ua to 
rcalClllrueltho Dl&hl profile Ill dellll. 

"7711 pilot wu flyinJ a llttp rum CCI 20 dtl AtJNJ()() I:IIV'lllllld waJ pliwlilll ro roU ""' of 
rll< '"'" In front of 111< tptcrorora whillllfVJiNDillilll kv&l flilhL AI rll< pilot rolltd ""' of 
1M 1un1 by UJI of'"U ID11rol11id tommtJnd lhl aircroft rnpottdtd ill"" IUIIUitwal WG1. A 
lliJhliUUftsirld Mil Up rllpoiUI WQI IXpiTkttet4 1011/hlr W#l 1111 ()WT.shool ill balll 
Gllllt. 1711 pilot tritd Ill CQIUiltr IMU 1110U0111 willt ptDtnpf COIIItPI Slid iltpUU IUid wh111 
doin1 SO enttrtd a diWIJifll P/0 wiUcAI qWcll7 riiYlttd hi kw 0/IUibiUIJ which CGJ&Jtd 
111< oircrqJI&o tkpan", 

The Investigation &bowed that the undesired ooae up movement wu caused by an 
as)'lllDletrlc roll command llmllet. AI llle pilot qulciJytrled 1o reestablish hb desired nl&bt palll by 
uae or coctroladct command& he be&an 10 command more surroce rare than llle control systan 
could provide. The controlaurlacea were clrlven 111 lhelt rate limlland llle phase Ia& Ia llle control
loop boc:ame lDD l:lr&e and amcquentlyllle alraallloat Ita stabilky • 

The reason roc llle accident wu lhalllle alrcnll cnlaed 1 dlvcr&ent PIO which ruul~<d In 
lou ot ccutrol. The n:uon roc llle PIO wuOlCeulvo coatrol aalvlty clrlvln& llle control sySIODI 10 
Ill rato llmll and beyond. The lrlgcer roc llle PIO wu anllllUJ10Cied """' up J'lleh modOD awed 
by an uymmetrlc coli command Umilet, 

Was the !act that the alraall could be rare lhnlted known at thll Ome 1o llle manu!acturet 
and &he opemtor71be answer ls yes. and we were workln& on aaolutlon 10 jU51 lhls problem. We 
bad aun In the slmulalor thAt prolona;ed aga:renlve mnneuverin& could resullln roue lhnitln& 
learllna 10 departure. Dul h was accepted lhalllle airaan at that Ome was no< to be trea~<d ulr it 
wu '"carc·Cn:e". Wbtlt we dldn"t undenumd however, wu that undu ccrtn.ln conditions lou or 
coo1rol could occur very easUy. 

. 5 UNDERSTANDING RATE LIMITING 

Belore ,.. could llirllo work oa 1 solu~oa roc our rate llmiOng problem we llnl bad lo 
make aure lhat we Cullr understood lbe problem. AI mentioned earlier we 9t'CI'C aware of lbe 
problem bul obviously we didn't understand ovcrythlnc. Below follows 1 bcieC desal(ltioa of llle 
R:UOIII roc and the errec~~ ot tire llmldna In 1 Ol&ht cootrolaylleCD. 

A aervn actual<lr oc coniroJ aervo Ill device wboae purpose b 10 produce an output signal 
propcc1lonalto llle lnrut signal. When 1 aecwll commanded 10 move IIIla' lllan It can. the aervo 
actwuor Ia said to be movlna at Its cate llmiL Allllculb cootrol suclllCO rate llmldn& has beea 1 
potential problem Cor altaafl control shu the advent ol (IOWertd actuak¥1. It was not untillhc 
Introduction or hlghlynugmentecl, unstable alta~ sucll u the JAS 39 Gripen, lhallt bocame 1 
hazardouJ problem. 

To meet the apeclned requltemenll. an aerodynamically pitch unstable, ardflCially 
stabillzod ccnOguradon wu cbosen roc llle JAS 39 Oripen.ln an ardOclallyllablllzed alrcrar~ llle 
plleh atablllzadon mUSI have acceu 10 allllle cootrol surroce ra1e It requlreJ, ollletwlao alrcran 
atabllltywlll be de£t0ded or 1oat. Very short and ll:mrocarJ ratellmltatiOIII are no m'llor problema. 
Jlo ... ver, I( tho pcrceata&O O( dme ID rate limit lncn:asea lbla "'IU aevetely o((ect bandlln& 
qualldea and evontually resnllln lou ot control wbea tho alrcnll DO lonacr cu be ardOcially 
alablllzed. 

The controlaurloce aervos mUJI n:spood coodnucuslylO llle sum ot llle c:omrnands liom llle 
pliO! and (rom llle llabUizaOoa lyllem. Wbea lhe IUID oC tho CODUDIDda Uceeda llle letYO 
pet(onnance the sys~<m "IU be ml< Ucnltecl, When llctVO reaches Ill rate limit ill pcrlocmance 
degrade&. To avoid IIlLa degrada~on, the control sy.rem normally incorporateS sollware rate 
llmltera Upstream or every aervo.llle value o( wbkb belnJIIIghdy less than lhal of llle &em>. 
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If lho pl101'1 aulhorlty II bl&b enoup, be can cause rate limiUU!oo by audden lar&e 
coiiUJWlda. tr 10, be will &et 11 unupected (delayed and aoufed) reJpOnso from lhe alraaf~ 
wblcb rnoy causo him to counteract willian abrupt coniiOIInputla lhe other dlrealoo. lbil may 
cvenlllllly result Ia 1 PIO wblcb wiU (Cifce lhe ay11era deeper Into nte llmitatioo and d>ereby 
clo&cr to lnatahlllty. lberdCifC any PIO tendeAcieo mull be cUmlllllled. 

Fl&un I lUUIIratellhe cfl'ecl olratellmitin&. AJ. can be seeelhe Input rate uceeds lhe output rote. 
Tbe outplll movea 11 Cut 11 II cae until II Rlthea lhe collUIWlded amplitude, lhen revenu 
d1reaioa and movea u Cut u poulblo lnlhe ...., direction. N'"e lhallhe peoi;J In lhe output (T,) 
occurs laterlheo thooe oldie Input (T,). lbil UIUIIratel bow ntellmWn& will causo time delaya Of 
pbue lac. II' a cucnuatly IIIII time delay lhalllaiU and malnlalnalhe PIO. Eventually lhe lime 
delaya wiU becomo 10 lar&O lhaltlte anlficlalatabUhy ala pltcb Ullltable alrcrafl wiD be lost 

..... -

' 
~.1---

...... 
Flaun I, Effects olratelimllln&. 

Tbe Coltowln& Cldon may contrillutc to a rate llrnltin& problem: 

' Electrical CU&bl COOIIOIIyatem wblcb hal no tnecbanical coooeaioo 
between adclt and coniiOI awfacu 

• Pitch ODitablc plallonD rcqulrin&a hlp amotm1 ol condnuoua CeedbDct. 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Coouol lllrface a<rvo1 olllrnlted rate (do 1101 exclude de&nded modelaucb u reduced 
bydrauUe aupplyl). 

SllDC coniiOI aurfJ<u ror pitch and roU. 

lllp maoeuver perfomtm>CI (command authority) • 

Small uncortventional coniiOI stlclt wltll hlp bondwldtb. 
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6 IIOWTOFIXfr 

Once "" bad loua4 0111 wbaiW<D& wron&llld analyzed tlte problem, lhc nexlatcp wu to ILl 
II and resume Ol&hl telL 

Since lhc aervo ntea available could DOl be lllacuccl wl- bulcally Rbulldin& lhc entire 
airplane, die ILl bad to be done within lhe EfCS aollwn. 

Since II wu considered lmpor1anl to resume CU&bllell u 1000 u poaslblc and we knew an 
operadotlally acceptable EfCS aoltware cban&o would taU time to latplcmen~ we decided to 
work alrnultartcously oo two aoludona: 

• 
• 

A abort tam aoludoo. Soli..., cban&ea thai would allow Ul 10 qulddy resume CU&bltesL 

A ion& tam aolutlal. Soli..., cban&CI thai would be openllonally acceptable. 

7 THE SHORT TERM SOLUTION, SAFEJ'Y IS IMI'ERA TIVE 

Ooo lhln& we ltrtcw: whatever we came up with, bad to be extmndy SAFE. Re&ardleu 
what lhe piiOI did to lhe stick, the aln:nll MUST romala wllhln the envelope. 

We lrnmedlntely recop1zec1 thallhc abort tam aonware aolutloo rneaallbat perronnance 
bad to be aacrilla:cl. 

The EFCS deal&ncn worked wltll tho aboll tam aoludon Ill parallel wltll tho ton& ter1ll 
aoluUoo. We. u tell pilots, lnluatly conceutrllled oa tltelhort tam aoluUon.llavln& the rrw.lmum 
aervo rate we bad, we needed to mulmlzc t1te pera:nta&o olnt10 thallhc pitch Ceedbaclt utiUud. 

· .. lbiJ, ol coune,meantlhallhc pllol would have leu "aervo nta" 11 hla ciUpolll. We alaoltrtcw, 
, lrom the accl~ thai tho ml& of pitch/roll commond al&nala wu one optimal. We aiiO had I 

oumbet olluncUooa within the sy~ Incorporated to mlnlmha pUOI work land, thai bad aiiO 
contributed to lhc accldenL 

The cJe.11ncn cbanled variouaaollware parliiiiOtefl and we u teat pilots Clew lhc limulatrlr 
to deelde whether or nollhe reauh wu acceptable. AI tbil wee "" only looked Cor bandlin& 
qualldu (JIQ) &nod enou&b to &el the alrcraR aiJbome ..Ccly, per!CifUl alrnple (from 111 EFCS 
point ol view) ni&ht tesll, and ..rely land tltealranfl. We wonted ABSOLIJI'E ..Cety. Allhc IIUDC 
lime we wonted to avoid cban&ea to the IUUCiurc oltlte aollware prolfODL We didn't want to feel 
uy uncerttlnty re1ardln&lhc lnteplty ollhc aollware. 

Wllb theac criteria In miDd lhc fofiowln& cban&el weR lacorpcnted: 

I, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

'· 

Seventl arnall cbaniCJ to "autcvnatlc CunCIIooa" lltcb u automaUc lrim Ia roll. Tboso 
lullCIIonJ "COillumed" control awface rate. 

Owl&O of lrilll acula& ODibe tlc'IOGI to mlnlmlq &he rbt for c:oatrolawfaco posltioD 
llrnltinJ. 

Maximum n, and AoA limits were dccreuecl from 9.0 to 7.0& and from 26 to 20 de& 
respecdvcly. 

Pitch and ron roU aUclt pldlents W<R cban&ed to rtduc:e Initial respoase. 

Mu.lmum roll deOectloo wu deacued from 9 to 7 dc&reea In order to reduce t1te 
IIWllrnum lltalnable roU COIIlliUillcl. 
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6. 

7. 

L 

Owlaea In lllc deslp ol the MLL (Maneuver Lood Umlrer) euenllally maldn& II mon1 
COlllaVIllve. ADA llld "'n:Jf011101 w= deaeascd for llqlini""IJ. 

Owl&eallllllc ICbeduDna ol mulmum coaunandablc cooli'Ol surface ra1e as a fwx:tioo of 
bydrauDc .,.... ..... Eueatially lllc llutinable .,.face rile wu Jallared 10 the bydraullc 
........... order nollO "<h!D"IIIc .,. ..... 

Coasldenbly lonacr time CODllanll were lnlroduced Ia both lhe pllcll and lhe roD forward 
command path. This reaulled Ill a aomewbll mon~ llu&&llb airplane r .. po ... with 
aomewbllleu pmlklablllly. 

9. RoU aulborily was deaused al low lpeeds.alvlna prkxllJ 10 lhe pllcll feedback loop. 

10. The proporliooal port ol lhe pllcll forward command fUUh was ll&nlllcontiy reduced al low ..,...... 
II. The uynunelric roD llntirer wu removed. 

ThOle cllangea 10 the tofiware all aimed 10 reduce lhe e/Tect of a banb pliO! lnpuL This 
aormally Is tomethln&everypllol dWIUs, bowever. our akuatioo was no1 nonnaJ. AJ ..., plloll&l 
this time we bad 10 aca:pt decreased performance, bot ol course n0110 lhe exJenl lhallhe pliO! 
would feel "locted oul" ol lllc conli'Olloop. 

llundledJ ol boun w= apell1 In lllc almulalor 10 Jailor tomclhln&lhal could be accepled 
from aiiQ point ol view and lithe aame time fuiOD lhe mosllmporUnt goal: The airplane was nOI 
10 depart wbllever lhe pilot did 10 lhe coollOlaUct. Once we bod tomelhlnl we beDeved we could 
Oy, we bod 10 make lliR II didD'I dcparL This was probably our decpesllXlllttl1L llow do we come 
up whb a lell DlClhod lhal we cao lr11117 Early Ill lhe proceu we learned that full alick 1•1""11. 
approalmllelyl80 de&..,t-ol.pbue wilh lhe alrplone response.ICellled 10 be lhe wortt we could 
do 10....,... lhe oysJem. CmaequenUy we developed a melhod 10 lelt our ayllem doln& jullthil. 
Weape111 boun I• lhe almuialor -plna lhellick 180 deJ out-ol·pblle wilh u.o airplane. Doln& 
10 induced a "doot"IOUDd, dlUJ clonl: ...una was lnvenledl 

Slmultaneooaly tbe EFCS cnclncer~ were tr)'ln&lo come up wllb a compulct model to test 
&be l)'llem. Durin&lhe fint montlu ot our wort. we. lbe humans. were ahead or tho comruters. It 
ICell1ed ibere was alwnya )'dllllOlhcr waylO &etlhe lllj'iane 10 dcparL We could apcnd days wilb a 
let olconuollawa we really believed ln,jUSilO fiodout h didD't '"""'If we cbanaedour inpuljuSI 
I little bJL Tbe aystem wu &cnsltlve Ia lhe ml& of r-llcb and rolllnputa. A COU~Jie ot pure pilcb 
inl""ll were ll<lla probierD. Fun pileb Dnd roD inpullln combinallou were OK. Bu~ if we blended 
111c pllclllnpul wilh, uy, .50'11o rolllhe airplane ml&hl dcparL 

We 110011 found lhallhe alrplone was most ICliSitive 10 tar,e conlrOIIllck tnpull al spcedl 
around 400 kmnL Thus, lhe deale• wort waslnlU.Uy concenlrDled 10 this speed range. However, 
Iince lhe 1ys1em wasiCliSitivelO variations In conlrul Jdck lnpull, dle compulet models bod a hard 
time 10 keep up wllh our wDilt Ia lhe llmulator. For ewnpie, If lhe compuler predicted lhallhe 
conuollawa could manaae. aay, 8 fuU l•l""ll. we already knew from lhe llmulalOr lhallhe syslem 
ooly could handle 4. Thla was an on&oinl evolullon. Finally a compulet model wu deatcned 
wblcll predicled deporlUf<l CIXTOc:Jiy , 
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fi&•n :1. Number o1 "clonb" 10 departure as a function ol lAS (ltmlb). 

AJ Indicated In figure 2 lbe alraafl wu u most aenshlve 10 large conlrol lnpulS at 
400 kmlllllllll600 kmlb. The reasons for this Is iiiuslrDled In D&un 3 wbcre forward palh gala Is 
piOlled versUJIAS. AJ can be JeeD mallmum pliO! command &aia Is available II thOle specdl. 

flpn 3. Forward fUUh aa1a u a function ol lndlcaled Alr Speed (ltmlb). 

The maslmum number of clonb before departure was a mucll discussed Joplc a1 dlla lime. 
Weill knew we bad made an Incorrect wumpdoo .. Iter, 10 wbo was peJ>IIcd 10 aay lhal4,' QC 

10 fuillllct lnl"'ll were enoucb for ufe ntchl7 !lowe-. we nollly came 10 a decision Ia wblcb 
all Sub and FMV ltll piioll toot ~ We decided lhe ayalem bad to tolcr&UI &l ieaal 
4 full llict inpull&llhe -.t uaumed condllioa. 

The altlcal envelope wu divided Into two sepnents. One ac&mcnt was. at low altitude, 
wbcre we could n01 rule out PIO lri&&crs aucll u lUdden encounlerl wilb blnls.lolhl& se,mell1 DO 
flylna would be allowed ucept for utileofl Dnd landlna. Within lhe rest of lhe aiUcalenvelope It 
was decided lhal no maneuvers thai could lri'let a PIO, aucll u formatloll Dl&b~ were 10 be 
performed. OulSide thOle IWD IC&mCDlllhe Jlrplane Could be floWll"as usuaf'. 
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330 700 
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0 No blp &olD ......... ..,. 

nrn 4. The OlaJ>tenvelo(>o will> tho Jhort IUm n .. 

We knew early oa lhat lwo bllslc pArllllltleulllfect lho rut or dcpanwe dueiO tlonk. One 
was lho plldl pin. or oclWIII71ho aw.lmum n, allowed bylho syswn. The olllct parameler was 
alraall auw. We found lhat we could not Dlcel our "4 c1ont alrcria" everywbenl lolho envelopo 
will> 1 mulmum allowed n, or 7.0 I· Tbcr.roro we manually Rduccd lho n,·bla& 10 5.0 1 wbcn 
Inside lho aldcal part or lho eavelope. 1bll was 1 rnaJca1 use or lho FU&hl Test fUDCdonl (FIF) 
pond 1.-porol<d Ia lho EFCS ror Ol&bllat use. 

We learned lhat lr lho oltplano wel&)led more lluul 8..5 melrlc Ioili, II was not po&&iblc 10 
dcpartcyealf lho 1\·blu wuld 10 7.0 J. Tbenlroro lho loaded wei&bl bod 10 be above 8..5 melrlc 
IOoL 

WW.Iho new sci or conlnlllaws.lho reslrlcdon& menlloned above. and month& or compuler 
almulat!on. we felt ready lo ruumo nylPJ. Oa December 29, 1993, 4 112 monthl allu lbe 
SIOctboba occldcnl wo new. The coocemt ol>oul &luu!Jbneu ond un('<ediclabUily duo 10 lho 
dwlaea Ia &ho conlrol lawa proved lO bo pounrJieu. Actually, arart from loslaa some 
performance due 10 lho lowemlaw.lmum nJADA ond ol<ndencyiO llonl durin& Iandin& !We.lho 
oltplane llcw exlremely well. Ia roctllfiew beutt lhaD before wlll>in some .... ollbo envelope, 
&udl as nne -· durin& almlna. 

II b wen worll> rememberin&lhal will> a maximum n,·bla& or 5.0 1 lo ll>e EFCS. lbe 
oltplane could not be departed a& any speed. Ketpln& oul ollbo "aldcal part" or lho envelopo wu 
)lilt IDOibcr aafety llCL Will> l1>b in mlod II was decided 10 develop an opeudon&l 01&1>1 ('<OifiDI 
rorlho IDIIlal baltll or ('<Oduclloa o1rcra1110 be cJeU veRd 10 lbo Air Forte. 

l'loducdoo olrcrall do not incorporale any Fll'"s,lllcteforo anod>er metbod bod 10 be found 
IO eoxure lhlla D1a<. 5.0 &"a could be avnm•!Mkd bylbo pllol. Aoln&enlou&IOiudoo 10 ll>IJ 
probkm was lnvcnl<d by lbo dealaners. In euence II was done byr.cndln& olabc DICIIIJO 10 lho 
EFCS mnkln& lll>ellevolhat lbe alraall well)>l wu obovo 10.000 ta 11 oU Umea.lhll.l reducln&lho 
m11 !mum allowed J\•blaa 10 S.O I• 

FMV occc:pl<d ('<oductloo alrcroll will> l1>b coofiauradon In Marcb 1995. Since lben lbe 
FMV ond lho Swed4h Air Force bavol>keo dcnvery or 20 alrcra!l. FMV bas fiown 1 &cries or 
l<dlnJcalllaalc 10111 10 rurtbc:r lnveadgliiO O(>Cfllllooalsuhobilll)' and lho SAF bas ll3r1Cd lrdllal -.. 
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Wbat was meon110 be a IUnpDIIIJ Ox Ia 1 setlou& problem lo order k .kly ruume 
Oigbllelt 11 Saab, In reallly become 1 venodle. ..Co sonwore edldoa. The pcnormanco wu 
ro~uced. bul&dll rcoluru good nrlna quollllc& and scrve& wen wltblo botb FMV and lbe Air 
Pon:o. 11111 llOf}' ll3rledlo Auglllt 1119l and wiD ond lhi&IUIMIIf wbOalhl Air Poret ,...,. 10 uao 
EfCS edidoo Pllwllitlll.-porolellho loll& lemloolulloo. 

I Tim WNG TERM SOLUTION, SAfElY A I"ERfORMANCE 

Rate limltlnals no undesired qualllylolbe Alglll Conlrol SriiCID ol an nnllablo alrcraCI. 
The &aCe "''PffOICb IJ 10 dcslgo lho &ySIUO so M wiD never occur. 1bll con be done bysckcdn& fasl 
scrvos Cllflable or hi~ roteJ. lyplcally 61J'/1 10 100'11 and/or by ellrnloodn& odveue orreciJ by 
lou:lllgonl EfCS sollw1r0 dcslgo. 

Roll: llmldn& b 1 noollnenrllylhal abould be ovoidal u r.r u polllble. Bul evco systcml 
lhat bave occeu 10 blgb IOIVO rate porrormanco oro lltelyiO reveal role Umldnaln cutaln DOIDIII 
mode &ltualloru u well u In loUuro aues. Far ID&tanCe. on alrcroll wllh just ooe byduuUc &yii<DI 
In orendoo bas 10 be no""' ollho some kvel ollnslabiDiy u lho fully runalon&lsyswn. 

II bas been known lor I Inn& limo lhat delay& occur betWCOAlnpul and OUipul as I resull ol 
rate llmldng. The pba&c Ia& should be ellrnlooled. Vorlous fUIU de&l&n& bavo boca pre&cDied In 
lbe literature clalmin&IO bavo dlb ('<OvWoo. The "only" problem bas been 10 mechanize 1 &alulion 
lhal will wadt correcdyln oD &ltuadOOL The 1wo naureo below IDIUlnliO 11>11: 

, .......................... . . • • • • • 
• • . 
• • : .....................•......• 

~:: 
flguro 5. Tbl& filler produce& rate (by 
dilferendadan), llmill tbe rate and lnle,raiCJ 
bock aplo. Note lhat lhb metbod _... lbo 
nre. bul COUICIJos& or lritu ICWnJ. 

•...••..........••............... 1 . . . . 
• • ' . 
l+r~ 
. : t •..••••.•.•••.•..••••••..•......• 

flgott 6. Anolhor WIY or producing lhc 
derivodve (rate). Now wllh 1 feedboct lhat 
tetp& lho lotegr&doo gain& uolll outpul • 
lnpul: no lou of ulm scUln&. bul ID 
owtwonlloll or plwo. 1bll con be lOCO u 
lho ltllrlCWd lllCibod. 

Tbe design or 1be SDllb rate Umllln& filler, RL1MFB filler, wu stanod Iller 1be oa:ldcnl. 
The objocdve wu 10 dcslgn 1 simple filler lba& could be locorporaled loscvenl placelwllhln 
lho digllal conlrolloop. II was clearly undm!Ood lhat lbe Oripcn EfCS &bould be lnberontly 
desl&ned such that seno rata llmltln1 would seldom occUr. Ia rare castl with bard 
maneuvertnalbe RLIMFB OIICr &bould 11<1 u 1 aafcty ·ronco• aaalrut bad HQ lhat mi,bllcad 
10 lou or conuol. 11 wu slaled early 11>11 ooe could not cxpectlho &a!DO &ood IIQ will> lbe 
RLIMFB OIICI" acdvc u wld!Oul rotc llmllln&o C.J.Iho presence or RLIMFB fdtcrS &bould not 
be expected 10 OODlJICIWltO for lho oe<d of "enou&h ICml 010" Ill DOIDIII 01&1>1 &ln"'ION. 
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The RL1MFD flltcr II a laltly simple conlrol syll<m blocl; wllh no swlldllnaloalc. 
FilleR designed uslna swllchlnaloalc can have lalrly &ood d>araelerlsllcl but tend 10 be 
C<llllpllcated. The RLIMFD rDtcr II dcsl&ncd u IDustratcd In nauro 7, The dlognuD lbows that 
the OUipul llplll chan&CI sip u clclltod, jUIIIIIfbdy dc!J)'Od, and !heR II 110 mlsUim pesent 
wben !he lnputsi&JlOI aoco 10 zero. 

r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • •+ . -• • • • • • • • • •····•····•••••·····••·····•·••···· 

Flaura 7 IUU11rate11he RLIMFD rurer. Wllh DO ta1e llmltlna present !he rccdbadt loop 
II DOl acdvc.la a nto Umlt&ltuatlna bowevcr !he dliTcrence bctweca Input and outpulslanal 11 
subuacted rrom !he Input slanaL 'lbll lccdbadt roclucu !he Input so !hal. Ia a Umltatloa case. 
wben lnputrovmea, !he output loUows wllh jUIIalllgbt delay. The filter bu lOll bebavolr and 
minor llllllollsd and lllhcr properties can be adjlllled by rottt pnmcten. 

Exlellllve analytic dcslan wort u weD u simulator trials have been perfonncd In order 
10 optimize !he filter porameten. You seldom actssomelhlna lor rree. !he price allhouah 
1111011, wu a "dtool" ~ rrx~~ep Inputs durlna pilot Ia !he loop llmuladoolsce 
11&~1. 

llpnl. "Drooo" lo<llqJ Input Ia !he Saab RLIMFD rottt dcslp 
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A fixed hue simulator 11 not !he best device 10 find ddlaloiiQ deamdad001, eveolr 
you know wbatiO look ror. To lnausc tbe tnowled&O or !he filter behavior durin& lUI fiylnf 
an la-FIIaht Simulation wu performed In a Calspool..uJjeL 'lbll filfbttest swloa wu 
performed wllh simulAted vCl)' low available maximum mtc (211'/s) 10 Ioree !he pllor 10 control 
!he altaall durin& !he ICIIIIIII:I wllh a hlfb pcrceotaao or tbe time ID tale Un>IL 

Two tasks were pcrlormcd: an up and aWiyiiUD traddn& task. and a close 10 around 
lalrlyextn:mo orrJCt Iandin& maneuver. Two filter dell&ula lddldoa 1o twa vsrlantJ or !he 
RLIMFD filter were ICIIcd, u woO u a no filter variant wllh llmlled and lull tale CO(OlbUity. 

Both tcsiJ sullercd !rom "scale ellcct" due 10 !he selected low maximum servo rote: aa 
altplane wllh extn:mo low max rate bu bulcally bad IIQ that hides qualldel, aoocl or bad, or a 
filter. Best rcsultJ were obtained. u expected. wllh tbe "lull nte• systcm and lhc worst IIQ 
wllh tbe rate limited syiiCDI without filter. The RLIMFD rurer resultJ rrom !he two 11111:1 did 
Dol Indicate lbc RUMFB filter 10 be Car superior to tbe olbcr filter dellans tested. BUL more 
lmportandy, nn speclnc bad IIQ were Rvealcd. Justa "&enenl de&n<Jatlon" com(lllcd to a 
SJII<m with no nte limitation. 

Anally, night Lcstr<SUIIJ loa O.lpcn test alrcrn/1 "llh ER:S or "luD perlonnance• have 
shown lhallhe RLIMFB filiUJ are wely aalvated evca durin& hard maneuvertnc. Durlna 
•cJont• maneuverln&. when aeno mu. nue Are reacbell oa aome swracc.s. Lhe alranll hu 
performed '"elL No typo or advanced manc:uverln& bu sbowo anyllau or bad behavior. 

The "drool" erroct lound ID !he simulator bu proveo Dol 10 afloct lboiiQ durin& real 
fiylnJ. Tbllll UJ:.dy due to lbe !act lbalsqunR type lnpuiiiR IOfleocd byla' lead filtcn In tho 
lorward loop end lhat severn! RLIMFB nltcn arelniUnCtinJ Jollie ay11ern. A> seen In fiauro P 
RLIMFD rDtcn 1R pmeatllscveral pla<u ID !he CO<Wird and lcedboct loops. 

Feed back 

"~II .~ 1-b-1 1- Canard RLIM RLIM 
atick Len - " 

1-b-1 
Trailing 

I 
Edge 

RUM RLIM RLIM 

Roll 6-a tick 
RLIM RLIM -1 RLIM I . 

Aileron Right 
Trailing 

RLIM -~ 
Ed&• 

Rudder 

Flpn P. RL1MFD rDter lncadno Ia !he Orlpcn EI'CS. 

The RLIMFD filter worts well wllboutallecdn& IIQ naardlnll or EfCS mode. IIQ 
dearadadODI that have lmpaa oa rDfbl wotJIR pcvellted. The roter dell,a 11 pnrented and 
II available to others under Ucmse. 
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' LESSONS LEARNED 

'lba analysis wort paformcd aller lbo Stodholm aa:klcn~ includlna undcrslandlna lbo 
problcllll Ia dqnb and lbo de>laa 111d 1e1t (WOC<II ol lho new Oiler bavo &lven ua 1 lot of 
expulciiCI and knowledao In lbo ..-ly sdU lllll Cully explored lleld ol EfCS Cor unstable 
alttnll. 

SIXDCI ollbo lwonl teamed 11011sled below: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Tut and (l<oducUoa alrcran diller, 'lba Olgbt over SIOdbolm was (lClCormcd wlllla 
rro<Juc:lloa llraallwblcb IJ 101110 1().15'1. U&hla'lhlll test alraaCI. Tbll meant moJO 
paformiiiCI and cootrol powu, due 10 lbo waylbo EfCS was d<slaned. and resulted In 
1 more PIO ponolinnll OOlllj1aRd 10 lbo beavlcr lOll alnnll. 

Mlnlslkk. A small sdck bas many advanla&ea oot0111 bo moved quickly between mu . 
ptWdOOIIC lbo pilot (eels be necdlto. 
'lba natural pt>Utloa feed bllck Is lellln 1 mlnlsdck &han with 1 coovendooallllct. 'lba 
EfCS d<sl&n bas 10 canpcrlllle Cor this. 

Surch for the ~t case. lo tbo dl&llal world almulalOrlln most cases reveallbe lr\10 
airplane bdulvlor. 'lba rbt or dqwtwe with 1bo EFCS lncorpo<aled In 1bo Stockholm 
airplane wu misjudged. Tho M>nl case wu prucD1 001 not discovered. lbue Is no 
ltmpte and unambiJioua tnelhod 10 fiud Wonl UdlaiJOO or I mullf tnpu~ mulll OUlpU~ 
aonUnlar l)'llem aucll u a modem, anJ.tlclally atablllzcd alraafL ProCessional 
judgemeal and C011U110111Cl110 ... needed DOW .... dw! evert 

A .. Jiablo PIO criteria h.u been ol IIIUo belp. Tho Gripen bas been tested with all 
known tJPCS or PIO crila'la. Noaa lodlcaiC4 the rbt or dlvuaenl PIO similar 10 &he 
SIOckhotm oa:klcoL 

Do not dul&n wltb "onrperform~~nce", The bl~;b perrormance present in tho EfCS 
or lbo SIOckholm alttnll. CI[IC<Inllyln roll allow speed was coruldcrcd "olcc 10 bave• 
by all plloU. But "overpcrformaiiCI"Is also 111 unncceuary UJ>OIIR 10 problem oreu. 
Do 1101 d<slp with more respoosolhea Is needed Ia eodl sllualloo. 

S.no nt.llmllalluaUon can occur In all aircraft of Ualllype. You need to consider 
lhiJ fact durina tho de>lgn rrocesa. Thenol1!111ikely10 bo sltuadoaa wben more suvo 
rate IJ demanded dw! IVaiiJble, lbese bavo 10 be bandied In I way lhet Will 001 
canpromlse HQ or llfety. 

~·· tedanolou • do nol lhlnk Jo• know enrflblna- De crltlcal, always uk the 
wba& tr queatloos. Loot ror lhe wor&& case. lnvclllearo mlaot anomalies. play the 

devU'a advocate, bo ausplcloua.. New leJI melhoda also bave 10 bo developed. 

MalurUJ. Malllrity or I new dest&als 1101 reached just bcl:ause an exlenSive fisbltesl 
I""I"'M baa been aucce..runy pused. The producUoa alranll EfCS deslga Ia our case 
was not uuuure enough ror operatlooal use. Always ensure that Di&bt te5tJ are also 
(lCl(ormed Ia poduclloa alnnll. 

Surface defiectlont u weD u the prescoce olaurfau moment llmltatlons need 10 be 
dealt with Ia 1 similar way to nte llmlllnJ. Try 10 avoid lboso llmllallOlll also. 

AnU .. "" ralo llmllln&IDten aro aood lo boYO ool abould 001 be ICIIYated durina 
oormalllllllOUvulnJ. 
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11 CONCLUSION 

1ba design and ICIIIna or &he Orlpen EFCS bas truly been I cbnllcn&e lor both &he 
de>lanera and 1e1t pUOIL Aa Is ollelllbo caso wben new ledmolo&rls lntroduc:cd thlnas do 001 
always wOflt out d10 way you taped. Ia our use lltlle bclp wu availAble rrom olhcra •hca 
problema due 10 rate llmlllnl ocourml simply bccnwo wo dlscovucd lbo problem llnlln on 
opentlooaii)'Stcm.llCIII bo cosdy 10 bo Ia lbo Crool line... 

Our way or solvlna the slluadoo .c.... lbo occldenl by slmullaneously working oa I short 
tumsoludoo In order 10 auto dmo Cor findlna 1 pennanetll aoludoo proved 10 be au<ce.uCul. 

Today the Gtlpen opcratea with Cull (lClCormaoce. Al&h& tesll bavo proven lhet the 
alraall Clll no looser bo deparlCd duo 10 rate llmltlna. Alsbt 10111 bavc also uncovered no 
OC&sdvc IIQ ellecll with the m .... design durlna all typea or rnaneuverina. Tbll oplnloa .. 
ab.ar<d b)' Ill partlclpadna 1011 pllola, lacludlnl lelt pllola (Rllll oullklc Saab MA. 
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Accident description -Status Preliminary- official 

Date: 

Time: 

Type: 

Operator. 

Registration 

Cln: 

30.06.1994 

17.41 

A~rbus lndustrie 

F-WWKH 

042 

Year built 1993 

Total airframe hrs: 360 hours 

Crew: 

Passengers· 

Total: 

Location: 

Phase: 

Nature: 

Flight 

Remarks: 

3 fatalities I 3 on board 

4 fatal1ties I 4 on board 

7 fatalities 17 on board 

Toulouse-Biagnac (France) 

Take-off 

Test 

Toulouse-Biagnac- Toulouse-Biagnac (FI!ghtnumber 
129) 

The testflight was part of the preparation required for the certification of the 
Pratt & Whitney equipped Airbus A.330 autopilot to Cal Ill standards 
(approach and go-around under very bad visrbilrty conditions). The first part of 
the test:light was completed successfully when the aircraft landed on 
Runway 15L. A 180deg turn was made for a Runway 33R takeoff. The 
second takeoff was to be performed under conditions similar to those of the 
first takeoff. For this test however, the autopilot would incorporate the 
modification under study (Spatiaal with Bubble in 3972 state). The aircraft 
weighed 147,700kg and a centre of gravity of 42%. The takeoff was 
performed by the co-pilot with TOGA (takeoff Go Around) power, instead of 
Flex 49 (a lower power setting). Rotation was positive and pitch input was 
stopped when the attitude changed from 12deg to 18deg nose-up. Within 5 
seconds after takeoff several attempts were to engage the autoilot were 
unsuccessful. After it was engaged, activation was delayed by 2 sec because 
the 1st officer was exerting a slight nose down input on the sidestick. The 
aircraft, still trimmed at 2.2deg nose-up pitched up to reach 29deg and the 
speed had decreased to 145kts. The captain meanwhile reduced thrust on 
the no.1 engine to idle and cut off the hydraulic system in accordance with 
the flight test order. Immediately after it activated, the autopilot swrtched to 
altitude acquisition mode (altitude had been set at 20001! on the previous 
flight phase). This caused the pitch attrtude to increase to 32deg in an 
attempt to reach 2000ft The speed decreased further to 1 OOkts (minimum 
conrol speed=118ts!). Roll control was lost and the captain reduced no.2 
engine thrust to idle to recover symmetry on the roll axis. Bank and pitch 
attrtudes had reached 112deg left and -43deg resp. before the pilotmanaged 
to regain control. It was however too late to avoid ground impact at a pitch 
attitude of around -15deg. PROBABLE CAUSES: "At the present stage of its 
work, the commission estimates that the accident can be explained by a 
combination of several factors none of which, taken separately, would have 
led to an accident The initial causes are primarily related to the type of the 
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test and 1ts execution by the crev-t during the last takeoff: 1) choice of 
maximum power (TOGA) instead of Flex 49; 2) very aft CG for t~e last takeoff; 
3} trim set in the takeoff range, but in too high a nose-up posrtron; 4) selected 
a!btude of 2000ft; 5) imprecise and late definition of the test to be conducted 
and the tasks to be performed by the captain and f1rst officer, respectively; 6) 
positrve and very rapid rotation executed by t~e F1rst Off1cer; 7) the Captain 
was busy with the test operations to be performed immediately after take off 
(engagement of the autopilot, reduce thrust on the engine and cut off the blue 
hydraulic system) which temporarily placed him outisde the control loop; 8) in 
addition the absence of pitch attitude protection in the autopilot altitude 
acquisition mode played a significant role. The following is also contnbuted to 
the accident 1) The inability of the crev-tto identify the mode in which the 
autopilot was placed; 2) the confidence of the vrev-t in the expected reactions 
of the aircraft; 3) the late reaction from the flight test engineer when faced 
w1th a potentially hazardous change in parameters (speed in particular); 4) 
the time taken by t~e captain to react to an abnormal Situation." 

Source: (a!so che-ck out sources used for eve-ry accide-nt) 
S183 + S184; Fl10-16 8.94(6); AW&ST 11.07.94(26-27) + 3.4 95(72-73) + 
10 4 95(60) ... 17 04 95(44-45) + 15 05,95(58-59) ... 2205.95(54,56) ... 
29 05.95(69-70): TT + Ceefax; ASW 23 01.95(4) 

• 'fl'.'·?<;~:.l?l:r:-n "t·t'r;~ 

[ ·}··~-(!,.;;:-;-.~, J 

Copyn:Jl't ':": 199&-:ooo Harre Ranter I Fab~an Lujan 
Aviation Safety Networ1<. upda!ed 7 May 2000 
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+··············································· REQUEST 075/98, REPORT 4 ·············································+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT AIRBUS INDUSTRIES·A330 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPKASES SIMULATED FAILURE-FIRST ENGINE-INITIAL CLIMB + 
+ COLLISION \liTH LEVEL TERRAIN/IIATER·EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT + 
+ FIRE·POST·IMPACT + 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· .. 
;;;~··········;··;~:;~~~~~~~;~;~;~;;;;;;~;~~~~····> :: ;~~·;;~~·········;~A ·······················> 

++ FROM STATE : --------
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 94·06·30 ++ MASS CATEGORY 27 001 • zn 000 KG 
TIME 17:50 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY FRANCE 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION F·IIIIKH 
GEN \lEATHER ++ .. 
<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION TWLOUSE/BLAGNAC ++ A/C DAMAGE : DESTRoYED 
STATE/AREA FRANCE ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UHKNOIIM TOTAL 
DEPARTED TOULOUSE/BLAGNAC ++ CREII 7 0 0 0 0 7 
DESTINATION TOULOUSE/BLACNAC ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
AIRCLAIMS: THE AIRCRAFT liAS DESTROYED IIHEN IT CRASHED DURING A TEST FLIGHT. THE FLIGHT HAD BEEN UNDERTAKEN TO TEST A NEll 
AUTOPILOT STANDARD INTENDED FOR CERTIFICATION FOR ALL·IIEATHER CAT. Ill OPERATIONS WITH A330S POIIERED BY PRATT & WHITNEY 
ENGINES. THE TEST CALLED FOR THE AIRCRAFT TO BE FLOWN AT MINIMUM SPEED WITH MAXIMUM ANGLE OF CLIMB AND WITH MAXIMUM AFT 
COFG. IMMEDIATELY AFTER TAKE·OFF, ONCE THE MAXIMUM FLIGHT ATTITUDE OF BETIIEEN 25 AND 300EG. liAS REACHED, THE TEST SEQUENCE 
INVOLVED SIIITCHING ON THE AIRCRAFT'S AUTOPILOT, SIMULATING AN ENGINE FAILURE (IN THIS INSTANCE A FAILURE OF THE LEFT 
ENGINE) AND CUTTING OFF THE ENGINE'S ASSOCIATED HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT. FOR THIS PARTICULAR TAKE·OFF THE AIRCRAFT'S 
CONFIGURATION liAS: GROSS \lElGHT, 147.2 TONNES, COFG 42%, PITCH TRIM, 2.2 NOSE·UP AND FCU TARGET ALTITUDE 2,000FT. DURING 
THE SUBJECT FLIGHT, POIIER liAS INITIALLY INCREASED SLOWLY DUE TO THE COFG BEING OUTSIDE THE AFT LIMIT FOR TAKE·OFF BUT THEN 
TOGA !TAKE·OFF/GO·AROUND) THRUST WAS SELECTED. THE AIRCRAFT liAS THEN, REPORTEDLY, ROTATED •STEEPLY' AND 'RAPIDLY' BY THE 
CO·PILOT IIHO liAS FLYING. AFTER GETTING AIRBORNE, THE 'EXTREME' AFT COFG, COUPLED WITH THE NOSE·UP TRIM, LEO THE AIRCRAFT TO 
ADOPT A 'SEVERE' ANGLE OF ATTACK WITH IT EVENTUALLY PITCHING 290EG NOSE·UP. THE MAXIMUM SPEED ACHIEVED liAS 155KT. BUT THIS 
THEN BEGAN TO DECAY AS THE AIRCRAFT'S PITCH ATTITUDE INCREASED. THE CAPTAIN TOOK OVER CONTROL AS THE SPEED FELL THROUGH 
100KT, DISCONNECTED THE AUTOPILOT AND PUSHED THE SIDE·STICK FULLY FORWARD. THE SPEED INITIALLY CONTINUED TO DECREASE BY 
ABOUT 4KT/SEC UHTIL AT 90KT (28KT BELOII YMCA) LATERAL CONTROL liAS LOST AND THE AIRCRAFT BANKED 'QUICKLY' TO THE LEFT 
REACHING A BANK ANGLE OF 1120EG. THE MINIMUM SPEED REACHED WAS 77KT. MEANWHILE, POIIER ON THE N0.2 ENGINE liAS REDUCED TO 
IDLE AND LATERAL CONTROL WAS RECOVERED. THE AIRCRAFT WAS BROUGHT BACK TO \liNGS LEVEL \liTH ITS SPEED INCREASING, HOIIEVER, 
ITS STEEP NOSE·DOIIN ATTITUDE AND HIGH RATE OF DESCENT !12,000FT/MIN) MENT THAT FULL RECOVERY COULD NOT BE COMPLETED BEFORE 
IMPACT \liTH THE GROUND. THE ENTIRE FLIGHT, FROM BRAKE RELEASE TO IMPACT, LASTED 60SEC. THE ACCIDENT HAPPENED IN IIHAT HAS 
BEEN DESCRIBED AS 'NEAR PERFECT \lEATHER'. 
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CO~ll\IISSION D'ENQUETE 
SUR L'ACCIDENT SURVENU LE 30 JUIN 199-' 

A TOULOUSE-BLAGNAC (31) 
A L'AIRBUS A330 N°·U D'AIRBUS INDUSTRIE 

nll\L\TRICULE FWWKII 

RAPPORT PRELil\liNAIRE 

·- ' . 
.. ';" ... _t.-., ~. - . 

Back to Root 

28 JUILLET 1994 

2 

AVERTISSDIEl'i'T 

Le present document a ete etabli par Ia commission d'enqu.!te sur Ia base des renseignements disponibles. 

n presente des elements [actuels recueillis sur les circonstances de l'accident, une premiere analyse 
pro\isoire de eel accident et les premieres recommandations que Ia commission estime devoir formuler 
avec pour objectif fondamentalla pre\ -en lion de futurs accidents. 

n est rappele que cette enquete ne 'ise nullement a Ia determination de fautes ou de responsabilites. 

3/4 

SO~l:\Lo\IRE 

S)nopsis 
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Composition de Ia commission d'enquete et resume des travaux 

I - Renseignements de base: 

1.1 - dcroulement du vol 
1.2- consequences sur les personnes 
1.3 - domrn.lges a l'aeronef 
1.4 - autres dommages 
1.5 - renseignements sur le personnel 
1.6- renseignements sur l'aeronef 
l. 7 - conditions meteorologiques 
l. 8 - aides a Ia na•igation 
1.9 - telecommunications 
1.10 - renscignements sur !'aerodrome 
1.11 - enregistreurs de bord - teternesures 
1.12- epave 
1.13 - renseignements medicaU'{ et pathologiques 
1.14 - incendie 
1.15 - essais et recherches. 

n - Analyse pretiminaire: 

2.1 - considerations generales 
2.2 - preparation du vol 
2.3 - deroulement du vol 

ill - Conclusions pro" isoires: 

3 .1 -faits etablis par l'enquete 
3.2 -causes probables. 

IV - Premieres recommandations 

Annexes. 
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Date de !'accident: 
jeudi 30juin 199-t 
a 17h41locales (15h41 TU.) 

Lieu de !'accident: 
En bordure ouest de !'aerodrome 
de Toulouse-Biagnac (Hte Garonne) 

Nature du ,·ot: 
vol d'ess.1is 

RESIDIE DE L'ACCIDE.NT: 

Aeronef: 
AIRBUS A330-322 
numero de sene : .t2 
lmm.1triculation : FW\VKH 

Proprietaire: 
GIE Airbus Industrie 

Occupants: 
-Equipage (3): 
Commandant de bord : Nicholas WARNER 
Pilote : }.fiche! CAtS 
Ingerueur na\igant d'essais : Jean Pierre PETIT 
- Observateurs : .t 

Dans le cadre d'un vol d'essai, apri:s un decollage 3 un centrage tres :uriere, en \"OI de montee 3 forte 
assiette, !'equipage effectue une simulation de panne du moteur gauche apres a\uir engage le pilote 
automatique. La \ itesse dirninue rapidement et malgre Ia reprise en mains par le commandant de bord, 
I' a, ion embarque vers Ia gauche. La reprise du controle du vol intenient trop lard pour \!\iter !'impact avec 
le sol. 

Consegut>nct>s: 

Equipage 3 
'observateurs .t 

PERSONNES I 
-~~~-· APPARElL 

Blesses : Indernnes 1 

r--:D .. 
1 etrmt 

I 
I 

DEGATS : 
I AUXTIERS ~I I ... 
~ 

I Sans objet I I 
I 
I I 

' 

CO~IPOSITION DE LA CO~nfiSSION D'EN"QUETE ET RESIDIE DES TRAVAUX: 

Composition dl' Ia commission: 

La commission d'enquete instituee par message n°8522 DEFiDGA/DCAe du 1er juillet 199-J est 
composee de: 
- M. Fran~is Gonin, ingerueur general de l'armement, president, 
-:1\f. Jacques Rosay, pilote d'ess.1is du Centre d'essais en vo~ 

6 

- M. Dominique Deschamps, ingerueur en chef de l'armement du Centre d'essais en \"O~ 
-}.f. Henri :1\farotte, medecin-chef du Centre d'essais en \"O~ 
-}.f. Yves Lemercier, ingenieur au bureau Enquetes-accidents de !'Inspection Generate de I'A\iation Chile 
et de Ia Meteorologie (IGACEM), 
- :1\f. Bernard 1\larcou, ingerueur au Sen ice de Ia formation aeronautique et du controlc technique de Ia 
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Direction Generale de l'Avi.:Jtion civile, 
- I\L Paul Arslanian, chef du bureau Enquetes-accients, observateur (IGACEM). 

Conformement aux principcs de l'annexe 13 et dans le cadre des accords generallx entre le Bureau 
Enquetes-accidents etle National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB -USA), un representant du NTSB, 
assiste d'un representant de Ia FAA et de conseillers de Pratt et Whitney, a eu acces allx resultats 
d'e:~:ploitation des enregistreurs debord. 

ResumP dl'S travaux: 

Le president de Ia commission d'enquete instituee le ler juillet, accompagne de plusieurs membres de Ia 
commission, s'est rendu sur les liellx le meme jour en fin de matinee. A cette occasion, il a pris contact 
avec les autorites judici.:Jires concernees qui ont defmi les modalites de transfer! et d'exploitation des 
enregistreurs de vol qui ava.ient pu etre recujl<.7es sur repave de I' a• ion. 

n a egalement •isite l'epave et donne son accord pour transferer ses elements dans un hangar apri:s avoir 
defini des precautions particulieres a prendre concernant les moteurs et certains elements. 

La premiere reunion plcniere de Ia commission d'enquete a eu lieu le S juillet a Toulouse. Elle a permis de 
recenser les donnees disponibles relatives a !'accident et de definir un progranune de travail pour les jours 
suivants. 

La dellxieme reunion plcniere a eu lieu le 8 juillet a Toulouse. Au cours de cette journee, Ia commission a 
precede a l'ecoute de Ia bande de telemesure enregistree pendant le vol de !'accident• ainsi qu'a des essa.is 
au simulateur de developpement de !'Airbus A330 en conditions d'utilisation normales et en conditions 
similaires a celles du vol du 30 juin. A cette occasion, elle a elabore les premieres recommandations qu'elle 
estimait devoir formuler concernant le mode d'acquisition d'altitude du pilate automatique. 

Les travallx de Ia commission ont ete poursui•is par chacun de ses membres, conformement au 
progranune de travail defmi le 5 juillet 

La troisieme reunion pleniere de Ia commission a eu lieu les 26 et 27 juillet a Paris. Elle a ete consacree a 
Ia mise au point du present rapport preliminaire . 

• s'agissant d'un a•ion en essa.is. !'Airbus A330 n°42 eta.it equipe d'une installation d'essa.is specifiques en 
sus des enregistreurs de vol. 

BACKTOTOP 

I - REJ\'SEIGl'"EI\IEl'o'TS DE BASE: 

1.1 - Deroulement d u \·ol: 

7 

Ce vol d'cssa.is entra.it dans le cadre de Ia preparation de Ia certification du pilotc automatique allx 
standards de categoric m (approche et remise de gaz par tri:s mauva.ises conditions de 'l.isibilite), pour cette 
version de !'Airbus A330 equipee de motcurs Pratt et Whitney. 

0712712000 3:33 PM 
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copilote effectue Ia rotation puis le commandant de bord enclc:nche le pilote automatique, reduit un moteur 
et coupe le circuit hydraulique correspondant). La chronologie des ~inements a ensuite ete Ia suivante: 

-le copilote a demande confumation de Ia puissance 3 afficher au decollage (TOGA ou Flex.t9), 

- le copilote a affiche Ia puissance maximale (TOGA) sur les delL'< moteurs conformement a Ia 
procedure indiquee par le commandant de bord, alors que, comme pour le premier decollage, 
l'ordre d'essais pr~uyait une puissance Flex 49, 

- le copilote a consen-·e une action 3 pousser sur le manche jusqu'a Ia rotation, 

- Ia rotation a ete realisee franchement et !'action 3 Ia profondeur a ete arretee, l'assiene n·oluant de 
12 3 18°, 

- plusieurs tentatives d'engagement du pilote automatique avant les 5 secondes succedant au 
decollage ont ete infructueuses. Le pilate automatique n'a ete actif que deiLx secondes apres 
l'c:ngagemc:nt carle copilote ex~ait un Ieger ordre 3 piquer sur le manche 3 ce moment 
(deplacement superieur 3 0,5°). Pendant cene periode, l':nion, toujours trime 3 2,2°, s'est cabre 
jusqu'3 aneindre une assiene de 29". La vitesse de !'a\ ion, apri:s avoir aneint 155 Kt, n'etait que de 
145 Kt au moment ou le pilate automatique a ete connecte (Vobjectif> 150K), 

- l'assiene longitudinale de l':nion a diminuc ensuite legerement vers 25°, 

-le commandant debord a reduit le moteur gauche des !'engagement du pilote automatique puis a 
coupe le circuit hydraulique ble\L Immediatement apres etre passe actif, le pilate automatique est 
passe en mode Acquisition d'altitude ou AL T* compte tenu du fort t.11L"< de monntee de !'a\ ion (une 
altitude selectee de 2000 ft avait etc affichee au cours de Ia premiere phase de "ul, Iars de Ia 
descente 3 partir du ni\ -eau 100 pour Ia premiere approche), 

- des lors, Ia loi de pilotage du mode AL T* a fait cabrer l':nion pour rejoindre !'altitude selectee. 
L'assiene est mantee vers 32" et Ia \it esse de I' a\ ion a chute rapidement, 

-lorsque le commandant debord a repris l':nion en mains, Ia \itesse 3\ion n'etait que de IOOKt en 
forte diminution (\itesse minin1ale de controle air: 118Kt), 

-Ia fonction A.lpha prot des commandes de \ul qui restitue une stabilite longitudinale statique 
positi\-e s'est acti\·ee normalement, juste apres Ia reprise en mains de I' a\ ion par le pilote, qui n'a pas 
pu 6\ iter une perte de con !rOle en roulis, 

- une remise des gaz automatique (protection alpha floor) s'est ensuite acm·ee, elle a ete 
in1mediatement stoppee par le commandant de bord qui a reduit le moteur droit au ralenti des Ia 
perte de controlc en roulis pour resymetriser rapidement l':nion, 

- les assienes laterale et longitudinale ont atteint respectivement 112° gauche et - 43°. Dans ces 
conditions des informations invalides ont alors ete en\uyees a\Lx calculateurs de commandes de vol 
par les centrales a inertie entrainant un passage des commandes de vol en loi directe, 
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Le programme gencral des vols correspondants etait fixe par 1.: docwnent Airbus Industrie n°460/94 issue 
n°1 du 27 juin 1994. 

L'ordre d'essais du vol n°119 fait !'objet d'un docwnent date du 30 juin 1994. 

Tout le vol jusqu'a !"instant precedant !'accident s'est deroulc conformcment a l'ordrc d'essai, hormis Ia 
puissance affichee au premier &;collage: TOGA (Take Off Go Around: puissance maximale) au lieu de 
Flex 49 (puissance infCrieure a la puissance ma.ximale egale a celle qui scrait disponibk avec une 
tem~rature ell.1eneure de 49° c): 

- decollage en configuration 2 de bees et volcts, engagement du pilote automatique (en version de 
base) a 157 Kt en mode de tcnuc de '\itesse (SRS : Speed Reference System) 6,5 sccondcs apres lc 
decollage puis reduction d'un moteur et coupure du circuit hydraulique correspondant. 

- montee au ni'\-eau 100, moteurs en fonctionnement normal. Realisation de '\irages au pilote 
automatique en mode de tenue d'altitude, en configuration pleins bees et volets a Vmin + 5 eta 
Vma.x- lOKt pour etudier les problemes de coordination des commandes en '\irage. 

- approche automatique sui\i.: d'une remise de gaz avec panne simulee d'un moteur (pilote 
automatique en '\-ersion basique). 

- manoemTe idcntique a 1a precedente apres introduction d'une modification du pilote automatique 
(Spatiaal avec Bulle etat 3972, cf paragraphe 1.6). 

- approche automatiquc en monomoteur simule, atterrissage automatique et utilisation d'une seule 
reverse. 

Durant toute cette partie du volle travail en equipage etait le sui\'3Ilt: 

- le premier decollage a etc effectu6 par le commandant de bord en place gauche, 

- 1a suite du vol a ete effectuee en pilotage automatique. Les actions ont etc realisees et commentees 
par le commandant de bord. Le copilote vCrifiait lcs actions du commandant de bord et observait lc 
fonctionnemcnt de l'a\ion sans intervenir sur les essais, 

- le copilote a realise tous les echanges radio avec le controlc aerien. 

A !"issue de cette partie du vol, et toujours conformement a l'ordre d'essai, un decollage devait etrc realise 
dans des conditions scmblablcs au premier, horrnis I'Ctat du pilote automatiquc qui comportait Ia 
modification etudiee (Spatiaal a'\-ee bulle etat 3972). L'a\ion qui s'ctait pose en piste 15G a effectue sur Ia 
piste un demi tour avec !'accord du controle d'acrodrome pours aligner en piste 33D. Durant cette phase, 
l'a'\ion a etc prepare pour le decollage et le trim a cte positionnc de 4° a cabrer a 2,2° a cabrer sans 
dialogue equipage. La masse et le centrage etaient alors respcctivement 14 7 700 Kg et 41%. L'ingenieur 
d'essais a ensuite explique 1a nature de l'essai a realiser et sa chronologie. Une fois aligne sur 1a piste 33D, 
a\ ion pret au dccollage, le commandant debord a propose au copilote de realiser ce d6collagc puis a 
explicitc la repartition des t.iches (Je 
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-le pilote est parvenu a reprendre le contrOle de son appareil mais trop tardivement pour eviler 
!'impact avec Je soJ. L'3\ion s'est ecrase 3\'t:C une assiettc JongitudinaJe d'emiron -15°. 

1.2 - Consequences sur les personnes: 

Tues 
Blesses 

lndemnes 

1.3 - Dommages a l'aeronef: 

Equipage 

3 

obsen'llteurs j Tieres I 
r---... ---n-1 

L'a' ion a ete totalement detroit par les impacts successifs ct l'incendie his "iolent qui a sui\ i 

1.4 - Autres dommag~: 

Sans objet. 

1.5 - Rl'nsl'ignl'ml'nts sur le pl'rsonn€'1: 

L'equipage technique comprenait trois personnes : un commandant de bord, un copilote, un ingenieur 
n3\ igant d'essais. 

9 

Quatre autres observateurs etaient a bord : dell'C piJotes de Jigne italiens, detLX cadres technicocommerciatLX 
d'Airbus Industrie. 

1.5.1 -Commandant debord: 

WAJU,'ER Nicholas, ne le 7 jan,ier 19-B a Colchester (Royaume-Uni), chefpilote d'essais a Airbus 
Industrie. 
Brevet de pilote d'essais obtenu en 1971, deliue par !'Ell'S (ecole de formation des equipages 
d'essais britannique ). 
Ucence de pilote d'essais n°11996S deli\Tee le 10 novembre 1978 par Ia Ch.il A\iation Authority 
(Royaume-Uni). 
Dcrniere \isite medicale passee le 28 3\ril199-t, certificat d'aptitude deli\TI: le 28 3\rill99..J par Ia 
Ch i1 A' iation Authority (Royaume-Uni). 

Experience: 
Heures devol totales: 7713, doni 3..J5 sur A330 
Heures devol effectuees dans les 6 derniers mois: 258 doni 123h30 sur A330. 
Heures devol effectuees dans les 30 derniersjours: 3..Jh25 doni 21h15 sur A330. 

BACKTOTOP 
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1.5.2 - Copilote: 

CAIS l\fiche~ ne le 4 novernbre 1940 a Paris (18eme). 
licence de pilote de ligne dcliuee le 20 octobre 1980 par Ll Direction general.: de l"a"iation civile. 
D.:miere "isite medical.: passee le 02 mai 1994 devantl.: Centre d'expertise medicale du personnel 
na\igant (CE.l\IPN) du Senice de sante des armees de Toulon: apte. 
Qualification instructeur pilole de ligne delliree en mars 1989. 
Qualification de type sur plusieun; types d'a\ions, doni celle pour !'Airbus A330 delliree 1.: 16 
novernbre 1993. 

Experience: 
lkures de vollotales : 9558, sur A330 : 137. 
H.:ures devol eiTectuees dans les 6 demiers mois: 151, donll30 sur A330. 

1.5.3- Ingenieur na\igant d'essais: 

PETIT, Jean-Pierre, ne 1.: 23 aoiit 1943 a Boulogne sur Mer. 
licence d'ingerueur na\iganl d'essais delliree le 29 juill.:t 1969 par le Centre d'essais en vol. 
licence de pilole de ligne deliuee le 5 seplcmbre 1989 par Ia Direction generate de l"a,iation chile. 
Demiere 'isile medicale passee le 17 seplernbre 199 3 devant le Centre principal d' ex-pertise mCdicale 
du personnel na,iganl (CPE.l\IPN) du Sen ice de sante des armees a Paris aple. 

Experience: 
Hcures de vollotales dans Ll specialile: 6255. 
Heures de vol dans les 6 demiers mois dans Ll specialite : 234 doni 103 heures sur A330. 

1.5.4 - Obsernteurs: 
NASSETTI, Alberto, pilole de ligne de Ll compagnie Alitalia. 
RACCHETTI, Pier Paulo, pilote de ligne de Ia compagnie Alitalia. 
TOURNOUX, Philippe, cadre Airbus Industrie. 
HULSE, Keith, cadre Airbus lndustrie. 

1.6. Renseignements sur l'aeronef: 

Proprietaire el exploit;mt: Airbus Industrie. 

Planeur: Constructcur: Airbus Industrie. 
T}-pe: t\330-322 
Numero de scrie: 42 
Premier vol effcctue le 14 octobre 1993 
Total d'heures de voile 30 juin 1994: 360 heures 30 

11 

Laissez passer exceptionnel dcllire !.:: 29 mars 1994, par Ll Direction generate de l"a\iation ci\ile, val.lble 
du 1er a\ Til au 1er octobre 1994. 
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Moteurs : Constructeur: Pratt et \\1titney. 
Type P\V ·H68 
Heures de fonctionnement (et nombre de demarrages): 
- moteur gauche: 366M2 (173) 
- moteur droit: 363h17 (183). 

Defmition: 
S'agissant d'un :nion en essais chez son constructeur, I'Airbus A330 n°~2 n'etait pas en tous poiniS 
conforme a Ia defmition de sene certifiee en cours de li\Taison aiL'< utilisateurs. Les principales spc!cificites 
de definition qui m6itent d'etre relevees dans le cadre de l'enquete son! les suivantes: 

- l'utilisation d'un systeme denomme Spatiaal qui permet de controler l'etat effectif de certains parametres 
internes aiL'< calculateurs de l';nion (en particulier ceiL'< du pilote automatique et des commandes devol) et 
de les modifier a Ia diligence de l'ingerueur n:n igant d'essais a partir de donnees inscrites dans une 
memoire amo\ible (denommee "Bulle") programmee :n'3Jlt le vol par le bureau d'etudes. L 'un des objeiS 
du vol etait de comparer le comportement du pilote automatique en fonction de delL'< etats de Ia "bulle 
203" : "OFF" (standard de base pour le pilote automatique) et "3972" (eta! dans lequell'ordre en "itesse 
de tangage du pilote automatique est delL'< fois plus fort). Dans cette definition, les calculateurs de l':nion 
sont fonctionneDement conformes aiL'< calculateurs des a\ ions de sene mais mat6ieDement differents pour 
pouvoir accepter des ajustements internes par selection de donnees preprograntmees dans ces calcu!Jteurs. 

- l'instaDation en cabine passagers d'un pupitre a Ia disposition de l'ingerueur na\iganl d'essais qui lui 
permet d'une part de conduire l'essai (\isualisations, telecommunications), d'autre part de menre en oemTe 
l'instalbtion d'essais. 

- enfm, l':nion etait equipe d'une installation d'essais en vol enregistrant et transmenant au sol par 
telemesure a cadence elevee les parametres et Ia phonic du telephone de bord (voie G - cf paragraphe 
1.11). 

1\fentions oortees sur les comptes rendus mecaniques 

n n'a pas ete releve sur les observations formult!es par les equipages tors des vols precedeniS de remarques 
ayant une relation possible :n·ec l'accident. 

!\lasses et centrages : 

Au demarrage, l':nion avail une masse de 152 700 kg et un centrage de ~0,2%. 

Avant le dernier decollage, Ia masse de l'a\ion etait de H7 700 kg et le centrage de ~2%. 

12 

1. 7- Conditions mHrorologiques: 

La situation me!eoroJogique du jeudi 30 juin 199~ donnait un r6girne de beau temps ensoJeille SUT 

Toulouse, assode a des veniS faibles a basse altitude. Les observations effectuees sur le terrain a l7h30 
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locales (1Sh30 1U) montraient un vent de secteur nord-est d'emiron 4Kt, conditions ~cAVOK" (\isibilite 
supeneure a 10 km, pas de nebulosite en dessous de 1500 m, pas de precipit.ltion), temperature 34°, point 
de rosee 20•, pression au sol 997 hPa. D'autre part, les relcves meteorologiques effectues entre 13h00 et 
14h00 locales confirment que ces parametres etaient st.lbles. 

A Ia mise en route, !'equipage a ecoute I'ATIS de Toulouse. Le message etait !'information enrcgistree a 
14h2S T.U: ILS 1SG, niveau de transition SO, vent 170•110 Kt, CAVOK, temperature 33° point de rosee 
20°, QNH 1016, QFE 998 hPa. 

Juste avant le dernier decoiJage (en piste 330), Ia tour de centrale a annonce un vent du 040° pour une 
force de 3 a 8 Kt 

1.8 -Aides a Ia na,·igation, moyens de radio-na\·igation: 

L'analyse des documents de sui\i de l'a\ion ainsi que l'e:~:ploit.ltion des differents parametres et 
conversations enregistres (par telemesure, sur les enregistreurs de vol ou par le contrale aCrien) montrent 
que les moyens de radio-03\igation de I' a\ ion etaient en parfait et.lt de fonctionnement. 

1.9 - Teh~communications: 

Les transcriptions des radio-communications entre l'a\ion, Ia tour de centrale et/ou !'approche de 
Toulouse-Diagnac ont ete effectuees. 

Pendant le vol, toutes les emissions de l'a\ion ont ete effectuees par le copilote. 

Les radio-communications avec l'organisme de centrale de Ia circulation essais-reception ont egalement ete 
transcrites. On note qu'avant lc decoiL:lge, !'equipage signale une modification du profit devol en\isage par 
l'ordre d'essais, prevoyant, apres !'execution de !'ensemble des manoeU\Tes consignees dans l'ordre d'essais, 
une phase complement.lire d'evolutions au niveau 100 a titre de demonstration au profit des pilotcs itJ.Iiens 
presents a bonl. 

1.10 - Renseignements sur !'aerodrome: 

Les NOT Al\I en \igueur le jour de !'accident et Ia disponibilite reelle des moyens font apparaitre une 
indisponibilite de I'ILS lSD ainsi que le remplacement du VOR. Ces donnees etaient connues de 
!'equipage. Les approches automatiques ont ete rcalisees en piste 1 SG a cause de l'indisporubilite du glide 
1 SD. Les autres restrictions sur !'aerodrome ne concemaient que Ia circulation au sol et les posies de 
st.ltionnement; elles n'avaient aucune influence sur le deroulement du vol 

1.11 - Enrcgistreurs de bord • tCicmesure: 

Conformcment a Ia reglement.ltion en "igueur, I'A330 n•-t2 etait equipe d'un enregistreur d.:: conversations 
et d'alarmes sonores cmises dans 1.:: poste de pilot.lge (CVR: Cockpit Voice Recorder) et d'un enregistreur 
de parametres (SSFDR : Solid St.lte Flight Dat.l Recorder). Les d.::u'< enregistreurs ont ete retroU\·es sur 
l'epave d.:: l'a\ion et transferes par l'oflicier de police judiciaire dcsigne, a Dretigny, le ler juillct enfm 
d'apres-rnidi. 
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13 

L'nion etait egalement equipe d'une installation d'essais qui transmettait par telemesure au sol les 
parJmetres de vol a une cadence beaucoup plus elevee que ceDe des parametres enregistr6s sur le SSFDR. 
ainsi que 1l phonic enrcgistree sur le telephone de bord ("voie G" de Ia telemesure). Les donnees 
transmises par tetemesuri: ont ete enregistrees au sol pendant le vol et etaient "l.isualisees en salle d'ecoute. 

1.11.1 - Exploitation des enreglstreurs: 

SSFDR: 

L'enrcgistreur de parametres a ete amene par l'officier de police judiciaire (OPJ) designe au Centre 
d'essais en vol (CEV) sur Ia base de Dn:!tigny le ler juillel en fm d'apri:s-midi. Les travaux 
d'ouverture de l'enregistreur ont commence le meme jour dans le llboratoire du CEV en presence 
de I'OPJ. L'ouverture de l'enregistreur et l'e:~:traction du boitier memoire ont ete assurees sans 
difficulte particulii:re. 

L'acquisition des 48 dernii:res minutes devol a ete effectuee sur Ia station Reseda du CEV 
permellant une 'isualisation ainsi qu'Wle premiere mise en grandeur physique des parametres de Yo I 
en utilisant l'outiDage et le logiciel de 1l societe SFThl fabricant de l'enregistreur. 

Des sawegardes de travail ont ete faites sur disquelles (copie totale de Ia memoire de l'enrcgistreur). 
L'enregistreur et son boitier memoire ont ete remis a I'OPJ le soir meme. 

Les travaux ont ensuite porte sur Ia \irilication des etalonnages, le trace de courbes et Ia correlation 
aYec les autres informations disponibles et sont encore poursuh is en ce sens. 

La lecture ella restitution des parametres devol enregistres sonl jugees satisfaisantes (aucune perte 
de S)nchronisation conslatee) sauf pour les deux dernii:res secondes du vol. 

CVR: 

L'enregistreur CVR a ete amene par l'OPJ a Paris dans les laboratoires du bureau 
Enquetes-accidents le 2 juillet rna tin. Les travaux d'ouverture de l'enregistreur ont commence 
irnmediatement en pri:sence de l'OPJ. L'ouverture de l'enregistreur ell'extraction de 1l bande 
magnetique ont ete assurees sans difficulte particuliere. 

Quatre copies ont ete realisees. La lecture ell'ecoule de !'enregistrement qui restitue les 30 dernieres 
minutes de vol se sont effectuees dans de bonnes conditions. Une premiere transcription des cinq 
dernii:res minutes de vola ete effectuee le 2 juillet. L'enregistreur et Ia bande magnetique originate 
ont ete remis a l'OPJ le meme jour. Les travaux de transcription se sonl ensuite poursuhis a partir 
du 4 juillet. 

Telemt'sure: 

Les donnees transmises par telemesure ont ete e:~:ploitees pendant et apri:s le vol du 30 juin. 

Les premiers resultats de celle exploitation (traces de courbes, "\isualisation et ecoute des donnees 
transmises, premiere transcription de Ia phonic Yoie G de 1l fm du vol) ont ele fournis a 1l 
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commission d'enqu~te le 4 juillet. Des n!sultats complementaires, ainsi qu'une copie de Ia phonic 
voie G concernant Ia totatite du vol ont ete foumis par Ia suite a Ia commission. 

Les donnees tr:msmises par telemesure sont exploitables pendant Ia quasi totatite du voL sauf 
pendant les toutes demieres secondes (2 a 3 secondes ). 

BACKTOTOP 

1.11.2- Fonctionnement des enregistreurs (SSFDR, CVR tctemesurcs): 

Le fonctionncment des enregistreurs est en premiere analyse parfaitement correct pendant tout le 
voL sauf pour les 2 a 3 dernieres secondes (SSFDR et telemesures). 

14 

En premiere analyse egalcment Ia correlation entre les parametres enregistres par le SSDFR et par 
tetcmesures est Ires bonne. n faut noter par ailleurs que Ia telemesure fournit des donnees 
complementaires utiles a cclles restituees a partir du SSDFR et du CVR, en particulier: 

-Ia restitution complete des conversations de I' equipage pendant toutle vol (alors que le CVR ne 
restitue que les 30 demieres minutes du vol), 

- Ia restitution des modes d'activation du pilate automatique et!ou des commandes de vol : alors que 
le SSFDR enregistre ce qui est presente au pilate pour ce qui conceme les modes d'activation du 
pilate automatique, les donnees telemesurees conccment l'etat reel de ccs modes. 

1.11.3 - Restitution des connrsations et des alarmes sonores (CVR et voie G de Ia 
telemcsure): 

Le CVR (type Loral Fairchild A 100 A- SN 57719) 

Les conversations ont etc entiercment restituees. La signification ne prcsente aucune ambiguit6 
malgre le jargon spccifique alL-.: essais. 

Divers bruits, manoemTes du IC\ier de train, variations de regime des moteurs, ont ete reconnus. 

Les alarmes sonores et les signalLx annonciateurs ont ete identifies. 

La datation chronologique fournie par l110rloge interne du CVR est excellente. Elle a pcrmis de 
cater differents elements de conversation, de radio-communication et autres actions effectuees en 
cabine de pilotage. 

La transcription du CVR est fournie en annexe. 

La l·oie G de Ia telemesure: 

Cet enregistrement est ventablcmcnt une sorte de CVR qui couuirait tout 1<: vol. 

Apres une ecoute complete, Ia premiere partie de cet enregistrement peut etre schcmatiquement 
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presentee en cinq parties: 

- Ia preparation et Ia mise en route de l';n iort, 

- le premier decollage et Ia panne sirnulee du moteur gauche au cours desquels le commandant de 
bord commente Ia reponse du pilote automatique ii cette panne sirnulee, 

-Ia manoeU\TC (\irages coordonnes) faite en altitude, au pilote automatique, ainsi que les 
commentaires du commandant de bord, 

-tes approches de categoric m avec remise de gaz sui\ies de panne sirnulee, ainsi que les 
commentaires ii chaud du commandant de bord, 

-l'atterrissage complet effectue en mode automatique et en mono-moteur simule, avec activation 
d'une seule reverse, ainsi que les commentaires en temps reel du commandant de bord. 

L'enregistrernent de cette demiere partie recoU\TC !'enregistrement du CVR; ila ete entierement 
transcrit. 

La seconde partie, celle com Tant !'accident, de 3 minutes 30 de duree, peut etre scindee en cinq 
sequences: 

- le rappel des intentions de !'equipage d'essai et te briefmg particulier du copilote par le 
commandant debord, 

- le decollage, jusqu'a !'engagement du pilote automatique, 

-!'engagement du pilote automatique, Ia simulation de panne moteur puis Ia montee en pilotage 
automatique jn~qu'a ce que le commandant debord realise que l'essai ne se deroule pas 
normalernent, 

- Ia reprise en mains par le commandant de bord, Ia perte de controle et les actions de rattrapage, 

- les deux secondes avant !'impact. 

15 

Dans les detl'l: dernieres sequences, les signatl'l: sonores, alarme et messages GP\VS, sont nombren'l: 
et se recom Tent parfois. 

Exploitation: 

- de l'ecoute de Ia premiere partie de ces enregistrements, on retire !'impression d'une ambiance 
harmonieuse de tr.n·ail methodique du commandant de bord et de l'ingerueur d'essa~ le copilote 
suiv.mt les essais sans intem:nir. 

Aucune anomalie de fonctionnernent de 1'3\ion, des moteurs et des systernes n'est signalee par 
!'equipage ou par l'equipe d'ecoute au sol. 
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-de l'ecoute de Ia dellxierne partie, se degage )'impression d'un equipage d'essais conscient de Ia 
rnanocU\ TC specifique qu'il va entreprendre en toute confiance. 

On peut percevoir que le COilUllalldant de bord sort temporairement de Ia boucle de pilotage lorsqu'il 
execute les actions propres a l'essai (engagement du pilate automatique, rnmene de gaz du moteur 
gauche sur ralenti, pompe hydraulique coupee). L'ingerueur d'essais signale I' engagement de l'a\ion 
dans une phase critique de fa~on relativentent tardive (a pres que le commandant de bord ait repris 
les collUllalldes ). 

1.11.4- Restitution des parametres enregistrcs (SSFDR et tflemesure): 

La commission a essentiellement etudie Ia derniere phase du vel depuis le deuxieme decollagc. 
Toutefois, elle a egalement considere I' evolution des parametres lors du premier decollage et des 
deux remises de gaz effectuees au cours des premieres phases du vo~ ainsi que les afiichages 
d'altitude preselectee realises par !'equipage. 

Premier decollage : ll a ete realise par le commandant de bord dans les conditions pmues par 
l'ordre d'essais, sauf pour ce qui conceme Ia puissance ma.ximale afiichee sur les moteurs (TOGA) 
au lieu du reglage Flex 4 9. 

16 

Les conditions etaient sirnilaires a celles du dcuxii:me decollage, avec toutefois les differences 
sui\'311tes: · 
-a\ ion plus !curd ( + 5 tonnes en\ iron), 
- centrage 3\'ant d.!collage: 40,2% (42% au dellxierne decollage), 
-altitude prese!ectee par !'equipage 7000 pieds (6969 sur le SSFDR) au lieu de 2000 (1982 sur le 
SSFDR) pour le dellxieme decollage, 
-"Dulle 203" sur OFF (Etat 3972 au dellxieme dccollage), 
- reglage du trim proche de 0°(0,4° a cabrer au lieu de 2,2° a cabrer au dcuxii:me decollage). 

La mise de gaz est Ires progressive apres le Iacher des freins, Ia rotation est franche mais bien 
controlee, le pilate automatique est engage 6,5 secondes apres le decollage, Ia •itesse etant de 157 
Kt et l'assiene longitudinale de 14,5°. Le pilate automatique est irnmediatement active en mode de 
tenue de •itesse (SRS). Le facteur de charge maximum atteint est 1,27 g. 

Le moteur gauche est reduit 2 secondes apres l'engagement du pilate automatique puis le circuit 
hydraulique bleu est coupe. Pendant Ia reduction effective de Ia poussee du moteur gauche, le pilate 
automatique maintient sensiblement constantes Ia \itesse et l'assiette longitudinale, puis i1 ramene 
progressivement l'assiette a 8° pour permettre le maintien de Ia \itesse a en\ iron 160 Kt apri:s une 
excursion a 150 Kt 

La \itesse verticale moyenne de mantee pendant les 40 secondes qui suivent Ia simulation de panne 
du moteur gauche est de 1750 pieds par minute. 

En Ia!~ lcs parametres son! bien maintenus par le pilate automatique. 
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Affichage des altitudes preselectees par !'equipage (temps a\ ion rele,·es sur le SSFDR. heures 
TU): 
- 7000 piem (6969 sur le SSFDR) av:mt le premier decollage, 
-10 000 piem (9974 sur le SSFDR) pendant Ia montee \-ers 10 000 pieds (14hS7'10), 
- 8 000 piem (7992 sur le SSFDR) av:mt le debut de descente a partir de 10 000 pieds (15h06'59), 
- 5 000 piem ( 4987 sur le SSFDR) apres un palier ii 8 000 pieds (15h1 0'53), 
-3 000 piem (2941 sur le SSFDR) en cours de descente (15h11'52), 
-2 000 piem (1982 surle SSFDR) apres un palier ii 3 000 pie!h (15hl4'48). 
Cette derniere valeur n'est pas modifiee par !'equipage pendant toutle reste du vol. 

Remise de gaz en pilotage automatique avec simulation de panne moteur: 

Premiere remise de gaz : Ia premiere remise de gaz est effectuee apres une approche au pilote 
automatique en configuration "full" (pleins bees et "\'Diets) ii 130 Kt. Le centrage est de 40,2%, Ia 
"Bulle 203" en etat "OFF". 

BACKTOTOP 

Tres pres du so~ Ia pleine poussee sur le motwr droit est affichee etle moteur gauche est reduit 
simultanement (15h19'37 TU, temps a\ion), Ia "itesse est de 128 Kt, le mode de tenue de \itesse 
(SRS) est active au meme moment. La configuration de bees et volets est modifiee (passage ii Ia 
configuration 3) 5 secondes apres les mouvements des manettes des gaz. 

Le pilole automatique maintient 130 Kt avec des excursions ma.~ales de ± 5 Kt l'assiette 
longitudinale ma.~ale obtenue est de 12,7° puis se stabilise i en\iron 11°. Le facteur de charge 
ma.~um atteint est 1,18 g. 

17 

La \itesse verticale moyenne en fm d'essai est de l'ordre de 1500 pieds par minute. Le mode 
d'acquisition d'altitude du pilote automatique est active lorsque !'a\ ion passe 1 750 pieds en montee 
(15h20'42). 

Deuxieme remise de gaz: meme configuration initiale que Ia premiere, sauf centrage (40,5°o) et 
"Bulle 203" etat "3972". 

La pleine poussee sur le moteur droit est affichee ii 15h28'45 TU, Ia \itesse est de 128Kt. La 
configuration de bees et volets (configuration "full" \-et"S configuration 3) est modifiee 4 secondes 
apri:s, puis le moteur gauche est reduit (15h28'51), Ia "l.itesse etant de 142 Kt. 

Des l'affichage de Ia pleine poussee sur le moteur droit, le pilote automatique est active en mode de 
tenue de \itesse (SRS). Apres !'excursion signalee ii 142 Kt, le pilote automatique fait rejoindre 130 
± 2 Kt ii !'a\ ion en pilotant l'assiette longitudinale dont Ia valeur ma.~ale atteinte est de 15,5° 
(15h28'53). Le facteur de charge ma.~um atteint est de 1,19 g. 

La \itesse verticale moyenne en fm de montee est \'Oisine de 1 000 pieds par minute. Le mode 
d'acquisition d'altitude du pilote automatique est active lorsque 1'3\ion passe 1 800 pieds en montee. 
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Dernii~rc phase du vol: avant le deu"'cierne d.!collage, Ia masse est de 147 700 Kg et le centrage de 
42%, le trim de profondeur est positionne a 2,2° a cabrer, les bees et volets sont en configuration 2, 
Ia "Bulle 203" est dans l'etat "3972". 

L'affichage de Ia poussee maxirnale pour le decollage est effectuee tres progressi:lrement. La position 
p\ein avant des manettes de gaz est obtenue a partir du temps a"l.ion 1 5h-l0'28, Ia "l.itesse etant de 4 7 

Kt. 

Pendant Ia course au d...<collage, le copilote qui a les commandes 'exerce une action a pousser sur le 
manche ( en"l.iron 6° a piquer) jusqu'au moment oil il initie Ia rotation; Ia "itesse est alors de 132 Kt. 
Le manche atteint Ia position 10° a cabrer et Ia rotation est franche trois secondes apres, Ia "l.itesse 
est de 144 Kt en augmentation, l'assiette longitudinale est de 6° en augmentation (temps a"\ ion 

15h-l0'46: To). 

A To+ 2 secondes, le manche est ramene au neutre, Ia "l.itesse est de 147 Kt, l'assiette longitudinale 
est de 14° en augmentation. Le facteur de charge ma."'cimum atteint est de 1,4 g. 

A To+ 4 secondes, Ia "l.itesse passe par une valeur ma."'cimale de 155 Kt, l'assiette longitudinale est 
de l'ordre de 20° en augmentation. La commande de rentree du train a ete actionnee (la sequence de 
rentree du train s'achcve entre To+ 16 et To+ 20 secondes). 

Sensiblement a To+ 6 secondes, lc pilate automatique est engage, Ia \itesse est de 150Kt et 
l'assiette longitudinale est de 24, 6° en augmentation. 

18 

Au moment oil le pilate automatique est engage le copilote ex~ait depuis en"l.iron une seconde une 
faible action a piquer sur le manche (il maintient cette action en-.. iron 0,5 seconde apres 
!'engagement du pilate automatique ). 

~'assiette longitudinalc etant superieure a 25" apres !'engagement du pilate automatique, les 
informations concernant les modes d'activation du pilote automatique et du directeur de vol ne sont 
plus presentees au pilate et ne sont plus transcrites sur le SSFDR. En effet, ce demier enregistre les 
donnees presentees a !'equipage sur les \isualisations primaires de pilotage (PFD). Ces informations 
sont toutefois transmiscs par Ia tetemcsurc et sont done disponibles dans le cas present. 

Apres engagement du pilote automatique, et avant son activation effective, l'assiette longitudinale 
passe par un premier ma."'cimum de 29° a To+ 8 secondes (Ia -..itesse est alors de 145 Kt). 

Immediatement apres !'engagement du pilote automatique, le moteur gauche est reduit, son 
parami:tre de conduite (EPR) decroit a partir de To+ 7,5 secondes. Puis 1e circuit hydraulique bleu 
est coupe entre To+ 10 secondes et To+ 12 secondes (donnee SSFDR enregistree toutes les deux 
secondes). 

Le pilote automatique est active a To+ 8 secondes (2 secondes apres son engagement) et passe 
presque immediatement (a en\ iron To+ 8,4 secondes) en mode d'acquisition d'altitude. Au moment 
du passage dans ce mode, les parametres de vol sont les suivants: 
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- assiette longitudinale 28° en diminution, 
- \itesse US Kt, 
-altitude pression 950 pieds (500 pieds par rapport au sol), 
-'it esse de montee: em iron 6 000 pieds par minute, 
-incidence 6°, 
- inclinaison proche de 0 (0,7° a droite), 
- 'itesses de lace! et de roulis nulles . 

.-\pres activation du pilote automatique en mode d'acquisition d'altitude, Ia \itesse decroit de fa~on 
sensiblement lineaire: 129 Kt a To+ 12 secondes, 113 Kt a To+ 16 secondes (tatLX moyen de 
diminution proche de -l Kt par seconde ). Dans le mi:me temps, l'assiette longitudinale decroit 
jusqu'a 25° atteints a To+ 12 secondes puis reaugmente de fa~on sensiblement lineaire : 28,5° a To 
+ 15 secondes, 31,6° a To+ 19 secondes. Ace dernier instant, Ia \itesse est de 100 Kt. 

En lateral et apri:s activation du pilote automatique, Ia gouverne de direction est amenee 
progressivement en butee a droite par le pilote automatique entre To + I 0 secondes et To + 16,5 
secondes, les ailerons a partir de To+ 10 secondes et les spoilers n° -l, 5 et 6 a partir de To+ U 
secondes contrent l'inclinaison 3 gauche qui apparait a partir de To+ 10,5 secondes et oscille autour 
de 7° entre To+ 12 secondes et To+ 19 secondes . 

.-\ To + 19 secondes, le commandant de bord deconnecte le pilote automatique. Les parametres de 
vol sont : 

19 

- \itesse 100 Kt en diminution, 
- assiette longitudinale 31,6° en augmentation, 
- incidence proche de 1-l o (legi:rement inferieure) en augmentation, 
- inclinaison 7, 7° a gauche, 
- \itesse de roulis faible a gauche, 
- \itesse de lacet 2,5°/s vers Ia gauche, 
-altitude pression 1 668 pieds (1 278 pieds par rapport au sol). 

L'incidence de 14° est immediatement atteinte activant le mode alpha prot des commandes devoL 

Le commandant debord amene Ia commande profondeur en butee a piquer atteinte a To+ 20 
secondes, progressivement Ia commande de gauchissement en butee a droite atteinte a To + 25,5 
secondes, maintient Ia direction en butee a droite et n!duit le moteur droit entre To + 23 secondes et 
To+ 25 secondes (position manette des gaz). 

La remise de gaz automatique du moteur gauche (protection alpha floor) initiee a To + 2-l secondes 
est de ce fait desactivee. 

L'evolution des parametres est tri:s rapide (decrochage de !'aile gauche): 

-a To+ 25,5 secondes, Ia \itesse passe par un minimum (77 Kt), l'assiette longitudinale est 
de 15° en decroissance rapide, l'inclinaison est de l'ordre de 43° gauche, en augmentation 
rapide. 
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L'incidence passe par un maximwn a To + 26 secondcs (legerement supcrieure a 26°). 

-a To+ 27,5 secondes, Ia \itesse est de 85 Kt, l'assiene longitudinale proche de 00, 
l'inclinaison de 85° gauche et Ia \llesse de lace! aneint son ma.ximwn (14°/seconde a gauche). 

-a To+ 29,5 secondes, Ia "itesse est de 106 Kt, l'assiene longitudinale de- 28° a piquer et 
l'inclinaison de 110° a gauche. 

-a To+ 30,5 secondes,le commandant debord amene Ia commande de profondeur qu'il 
avait gardee sensiblement au plein pique au plein cabre, pratiquement simultanement les 
conunandcs de vol passent en loi directe. 

L'assiette longitudinale passe par un minimwn de 43° a piquer a To + 32 secondes, Ia \itesse est de 
125 Kt, l'inclinaison est encore de 43° a gauche mais en diminution rapide. La \itesse verticale est 
de 7 500 pieds par minute vers lc bas, !'altitude pression est de 1 088 pieds (638 pieds par rapport 
au sol). 

Les d.;mieres informations valides sont enregistn!es a To+ 36 secondes, Ia \itesse est de 156 Kt, 
l'inclinaison est de 18,3° a gauche, l'assiette est toujours negative(- 16°). 

BACKTOTOP 

1.12- Epaw: 

20 

L'epave est dispersee au sol sur un terrain situe en bordure ouest de l'aeroport de Toulouse-Biagnac. 
L'altitude du lieu de !'accident est de 499 pieds, scs coordonm!es geographiques sont 43"38,10 Nord, 
01 "21,50 Est. 

Le premier impact avec le sol a ete effectue par Ia voilure gauche. Des pieces et des debris de 1'3\ion 
jonchent le sol sur une longueur de 180 metres emiron. L'epave est di\isee en quatre parties principales 
au-deLi du point d'impact: 

- derive vcrticale, APU et fuselage arriere a proximitc du point de !'impact avec 1e so~ 
-aile gauche etjambe de train gauche au centre de l'epave, 
- moteur gauche, fuselage avant comportant le poste de pilotage, 
- aile droite et moteur droit. 

1.13 - Renseignements medicaux et pathologiq ues: 

1.13. 1 - L'examen des dossiers medicau.> des trois membrcs d'equipage ne fait apparaitre aucun 
Clement palhologique. lls passaient leurs \lsites medicales pCriodiques d'aptitude dans ks conditions 
reglementaires. ils etaient rcconnus aptes. 

Les n!suliats anatomo-palhologiques n'ont pas encore ete communiques a Ia commission. 
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1.13.2- Emploi du temps des membres de !'equipage le 30 juin rrconstitue sui\-ant dlnrs 
temoignages (heures locales): 

-Nicholas Warner: 

08h15 Arrivee et rencontre avec des pilotes de Ia compagnie Northwest Airlines pui5 
embarquement a bord de I'A321 R03~, 

09h12 Depart comme commandant debord a bord de I'A321 n°3~ pour un vol de 
demonstration aux pilotes de Northwest Airlines (vol n"288), 

10h30 Retour au parking de I'A321 n°36-l, 

!OMS a 12h00 Sirnulateur A3-l0 au "Training Center" pour un vol d'approbation, 

12hl 5 a 1-lhOO Dejeuner avec les pilotes de Northwest Airlines, 

1-thOO a 16h00 Reunion avec desjoumalistes de Ia chaine de tel~i~ionjaponaise !'-.11K 

1611-lS Depart du vol129 de l'A330 n°-l2. 

- :\ lichel Cais: 

,\urait passe Ia joumee a son bureau situe au "Training Center" avant d'etre appele vers 15 heures 
pour etre copilote sur le vol129 de I' A330 n° -l2. 

Arrivee vers 16 heures allx bureallx de Ia direction des essais en vol d'Airbus lndustrie. 
1611-lS Depart du vol129. 

-Jean-Pierre Petit: 

Ani vee, 

21 

08h00 

08M2 
Depart pour un vol d'essais d'atterrissages automatiques sur l'a\ion n°475 (vol n° 
12), 

09h26 Retour au parking de l'A320 n°4 75, 

I OhOO a 12h00 Reunion de certification, 

12h00 a 1-thOO Dejeunerprobable a l'exterieur d'Airbus lndustrie, 

1-lhOO .i 16h30 Reunion de certification en salle n°6 a Airbus lndustrie, 

16M5 Depart du vol129 de 1'.-\.330 n°42. 

1.14- Incendie: 

L'a\ ion s'est ecrase a 17h-lllocales. Les pompiers de I' Aerospatiale et de l'aeroport sont arrives sur les 
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lieux de l'accid,:nt en mains de 4 minutes, ccux de Colomiers et de Toulouse sont arrives peu de temps 
apres. L'a\ion a pris feu lors de l'impact avec le so~ degageant une epaisse fumee et des flanunes d'emiron 
20 metres de luuteur. L'incendie a pu etre circonscrit en mains de 7 minutes. 

Aux em irons de 18h24, les helicopteres du SAl\fiJ, de 1a G<mdarmerie et de l'Armee de l'air sont arrives 
sur les lieu""' 

Cinq des corps des \ictimes ont etc decouverts dans ks debris de l'appareil a 18h25 par les pompiers et les 
differents sen ices de sccours; les deux autres n'ont ete retrouves que vers 20h00. Les corps ont ete 
transferes a l'institut medico-legal de !Mpital Rangueil de Toulouse. 

1.15 - Essais et recherches: 

Les essais et recherches conduits par 1a commission d'enq~te ont eu pour objet principal de verifier si le 
deroulemrnt du vol avail pu etre affecte par une defaillance de l'a\ion, de ses moteurs ou de ses 
equipements. Les travaux ont porte sur !'exploitation des enrcgistremrnts et ont ete egalemrnt conduits sur 
le simulateur devol de I'A330 par les membres de Ia commission. 

1.15.1 - Objet des simulations ciTectuees: 

Confmner certaines logiqucs de degagement du pilate automatique et de sortie du mode de remise 
de gaz automatique (alplu floor) en relation avec l'accident. 

Confmncr le scenario enrcgistre de l'accident. Apprecier Ia situation du pilate devant les 
informations de pilotage presrntees au cours du scenario. 

22 

Evaluer approximativementle point a partir duquell'evolution effectuee au cours de l'accident n'est 
plus rccupcrable, scion les techniques de n!cuperation en\isageables. 

Fournir des Clements contribuant a etudicr si le scenario de !'accident peut ou ne peut pas 
corrcspondre a un cas susceptible d'etre rencontre en utilisation operationnelk 

1.15.2 - Programme des simulations: 

A- confirmation des logiques de fonctionnement des securites 

Tous lcs points sont ciTectucs dans Ia configuration de !'a\ ion lors de I' accident (valets, carburant, 
masse, ccntrage ). 

1 - Dcconnexions du pilate automatique sur !'activation de 1a fonction alplu prot des commandes de 
vol. 

2 - Deconnexions alpha floor sur reduction de 1a deuxieme manettc des gaz.. 

D - Simulations du scenario de l'accidenl 
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Tousle!! points sont effectues dans Ia configuration de l'avion lors de !'accident (motew-s, volets, 
carburant, masse, centrage ). 

1 - Dans des conditions identiques. 

2- Avec diffcrents points de reprise en pilotage manuel (tousles 10 Kt par exemple). 

3 - Idem 2 avec remise de gaz sur le moteur gauche . 

.f -Idem 2 avec action simultanee sur les moteurs (reduction partielle a droite et augmentation a 
gauche). 

C- V~rilication du fonctionnemrnt au cours de procrourl'S normall'S. 

Dans les conditions de !'accident, puis dans des conditions egalement jugees critiques, reproduire le 
scenario en respectant le!! assiettes operationnelles, alL"< dispersions de pilotage pres. 

1.15.3 - Conclusions des simulations: 

1 - Verification des logiques associees alL"< protections alpha prot et alpha floor. Les caractenstiques 
particulieres de ces logiques sont confirmees par Ia simulation. 

2 - Autorite du pilote automatique en mode d'acquisition d'altitude (Ait*) le pilote automatique ne 
comporte pas de limite d'autorite en assiette dans ce mode. Par consequent, alL"<" itcsses 
relativement faibles, lorsqu'un changement important de poussee inter'l.ient apn!s !'entree dans ce 
mode, le pilote automatique peut commander des assiettes aberrantcs puisqu'il cherche a decrire une 
trajectoire de capture de I' altitude qui est devenue impossible. Le degagement du pilote automatique 
inter'\ ient apres alpha prot. La loi normale des commandes de vol provoquc alors une reduction 
d'assiette. Cependant au cours de cette phase tres d)namique, Ia \itesse continue 3 decroitre 
fortemcnt. L'alarme "stall" et le decrochage lui-meme peuvent ctre rcncontres alors que 

c'est en principe impossible lorsque 1'3\ion est pilote manuellement par Ia loi normale des 
commandes de vol. Bien entendu, lorsque ce phenomene est prO\ -oque en conditions de poussee 
disS)metrique, un fort effet lateral intmient de surcroit lorsque Ia \llesse passe franchement au 
dessous de VMCA. 

23 

3 - Scenario de !'accident: on arrive, non S)'Stematiquement, 3 le reproduire jusqu'alL'I: abords de Ia 
\ltesse correspondant 3 !'incidence maximale (alpha max). Dien souvent le pilote automatique se 
desengage peu de temps apres qu'il a cte connccte. Cependant Ia simulation des phenomenes 
lateralL"< a ces tres faibles 'itesses n'est pas correct e. On ne peut done pas repondre precisement aux 
questions concemantl'efficacite des techniques de recuperation en'\ isageables et le point e:>.:treme de 
recuperation possible. II semble cependant que le!! reprises en mains intervenant avant le passage par 
V}.!C,.\, bien que Ia d)namique conduise a decelerer encore un peu mais sous faible incidence, 
permettent de garder le contriile de !'a, ion . 

.f - II est note par ailleurs que Ia position de trim affichee avantle decollage a une influence certaine 
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sur ks conditions d'cvolution de l'assiette longitudinale apri:s Ia rotation. 

5 - Utilisation opcrationnelle: certaines simulations de dccollage effectuces pourraient rcprcscnter 
des cas se produisant en utilisation opcrationnelle, c'est-a-dire avec Wl<: prise d'assiett.: initiale 
voisine de celle conwtandce par 1.: directeur devol Les rcsultats obt.:nus n'ont pas conduit a Wl<: 
situation critiqu.: . Les n.: p.:rrnettent cep.:ndant pas de conclure que dans d'autres conditions d.:s 
situations dangereuses, voire Wle perte de controle, ne pourraicnt etrc obscrvces pour ks raisons 
suivantes: 

-on r.:ncontre systematiquement des regressions d.: "\itesse importantes, doni une jusqu'a Ia "\itesse 
corrcspondant a !'activation de Ia securitc alpha prot, 

- toutcs les conditions possibles n'ont pas etc etudiees, en particulicr l'cxcrcicc n'a etc cffcctue 
qu'avec WlO: seuk altitude preselecte.: (2 000 pieds) pour Wl terrain a 500 pieds et rien n'indique que 
Ia differ.:nce d'altitude de 1500 pieds est le cas le plus critique, 

1.15.4 -Des travaux complementaires sont pre"\ us par Ia commission dans ks prochains mois. Tis 
concerneront notamm.:nt: 

- Ia correlation des donnees disponibles, 

- !'identification plus precise du systi:me Spatiaal., 

- des essais et recherches complcmentaires sur le mode d'acquisition d'altitude du pilate 
automatique, comportant egalementla recherche d.:s resultats d'essais de meme nature effectues 
antcrieurem.:nt, 

- des etudes sur le comportement des commandes d.: vol (mouvements d.:s commandes et actions 
des gouvernes apri:s Ia reprise en mains de I' a"\ ion par le commandant d.: bord), 

- des travaux sur lcs aspects d.: conduite et d'execution des essais en vol. 

BACK TO TOP 

II -ANALYSE PRELL\lL'l"AIRE: 

2.1 - Considerations generales: 

24 

Au slade actuel des travau.x de Ia commission, i1 ne peut etre emisagc d.: presenter Wle analyse complet.: 
d.: !'accident. Des travau.x complementaircs de correlation des donnees disponibles (incluant !'analyse de 
vols de mem.: nature effcctucs preccdcmment) d'une part, d'investigations sur le fonctionnem.:nt de l'a\ion 
et de ses systi:mes d'autre part, restent en effet a effectuer (cf 1.15.4.). 

Toutefois, ks travau.x conduits ont perrnis de prcciser l'enchainement des faits ayant conduit a une 
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situation dangereuse, de reconstituer un scenario plall•ible de !'accident et done de presenter une analyse 
preliminaire (objet de ce chapitre ). 

En premiere analyse, il apparait qu'il n'y a pas eu de panne de !'a'.ion, de ses moteiii1! ou de ses 
equipemenls de nature i1 a'.'Oir contribuer ill' accident Cette conclusion est certaine pour ce qui concerne le 
fonctionnement des moteurs. 

La commission a determine que les conditions meteorologiques n'ont joue aucun role dans !'accident, non 
plus que !'infrastructure de !'aerodrome, les aides ala na' igation ou les telecommunications. 

Elle a done ete conduite jusqu'il present il centrer son analyse sur les conditions dans lesquelles le vol a ete 
prepare et realise par !'equipage de conduite en tenant compte de Ia defmition technique de certains 
systemes de !'3'. ion. 

2.2 -Preparation du ,·ol: 

2.2.1 - Contexte general technique: 

La commission a examine le conte:1.1e general technique dans lequel se situait !'execution du "'01 de 
!'accident Sur un plan general, elle considere qu'il est normal et necessaire que soient effectuees en 
essais en vol des manoem res all 'I: limites du domaine qui sera normalement utilise en ligne et merne 
au-delil de ces limites pour com rir de possibles dispersions en utilisation en ligne. Elle considere 
egalernent que Ia recherche de !'optimisation de l'a,ion et de ses systemes fait partie du travail 
normal a effectuer au cours des essais en vol de developpement. 

Dans ce cadre general, elle considere que le document Airbus Industrie ~60!9~ Issue I du 27 juin 
)99-l qui fL'I:Jit le programme general des ''OIS a entreprendre pour preparer Ia Certification du pilole 
automatique allx standards de categoric ill pour cette version de !'Airbus A330 equipee de mote11I11 
Pratt et Whitney est approprie. 

Elle observe toutefois que ce programme pn!voyait Ia realisation des decollages a Ia masse de 160 
tonnes et au centrage de 3800 avec simulation de panne d'un moteur apres activation du pilote 
automatique. Pour memoire, a cette masse, le centrage limite arriere autorise au decollage en 
utili,ation normale en ligne est de 36, so;, et les centrages limites arricre autorises en utilisation 
normale en ligne en approche et en vol de croisiere sont respectivement de -ll et -l200. 

Elle a note par ailleurs que tors de ces essais, le document cite dernande de controler les diminutions 
de 'itesse et d'assiette longitudinale ainsi que Ia stabilite en tangage. 

2.2.2- Contexte gt>nt>ral du type de Yol: 

Les act~ites d'essais en vol sont regies au sein d'Airbus Industrie par le document Operations 
1\Ianual Flight Acmities, chapitre 02.1 0.00, edition 3 d'a\Til 199-l. Ce document precise les types de 
vols en'isageables (vols d'essais, "'Ois de reception, "'Ois standards, vols 
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d'entrainernent) ct definit en fonction du type de volles compositions d'equipage autorisees ainsi que 
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lcs conditions dans Icsquellcs Ia presence d'observateurs ou de passagers a bord peut eire autorisee. 

Le vol ayant conduit a !'accident etait sans contestation possible un vol d'essais. Le document cite 
recense trois categories de vols d'essais, ceux de: 

- classe 1 : vols d'essais comportant un risque particulier, incluant les vols d'ouvcrture et d'e:..1ension 
de domaine de vol ainsi que lcs premiers vols avec configuration de systi:mes nouveaux dans h: cas 
ou les caracteristiques de vol sont affectees de manii:re significative. 

- classe 2: vols d'essais comportant un risque nonnal, a l'interieur du domaine devol deja ouvert et 
au cours desquels le domaine de vol normal peut etre dcpassc de fa~on intentionnelle ou non. 

- classe 3 : vols d'essais de routine effectucs a l'intCrieur du domaine de vol normal. 

La commission constatc que le cadre gcnCral dans lequelles compositions d'equipage etaient 
defmies et Ia presence d'observateurs ou de passagers a bord etait autorisee etait done dcfmi. 

Dans ce contexte, Airbus lndustrie consid~~ait que Ie vol ayant conduit a !'accident etait un vol de 
classe 3. 

Ace titre, !'equipage de conduite du vol etait constituc 
- d'un pilotc d'cssais, commandant de bon!, 
- d'un copilote, dctenteur d'une licence de pilote de ligne, 
- d'un ingenieur na"\igant d'essais 

et Ia presence de passagers a bord pouvait ctre autorisee. L'analyse de ce point par Ia commission est 
presentee au paragraphc 2.2.4 ci-apres. 

2.2.3- Preparation du ,·oi de !'accident (aspects techniques): 

L'ordre d'essais du vo~ etabli lc 30juin 1994 en fixe les modalites d'execution: 
-composition de !'equipage, 
- observateurs a bord, 
- masse et centrage de I' a" ion a Ia mise en route, 
-description de !'ensemble des manoeuucs a rcaliser au titre des essais. 

26 

D ne semble pas qu'il y ait eu de reunion formelle de preparation du vol par !'equipage. il est certain 
toutefois que le commandant debord etl'ingerueur na>igant d'essais avaicnt une parfaite 
connaissance des essais a effectuer avant!.: vol. D parait clair egalement que Ia repartition des taches 
a effectuer entre Ie commandant debord et le copilote n'avait pas ete discutee avantle vol. 

La redaction de l'ordrc d'essais appelle quelques observations: 

a) nest note que pendant les phases devol succedant a Ia simulation d'une panne de rnoteur apri:s 
dccollage, il est dcmandc a !'equipage de verifier: 
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- !'attitude longitudinale tors du premier decollage, 

- Ia \itesse et !'attitude longitudinale tors du second. 

b) Ia commission observe par ailleurs qu'une phase de vol complementaire, non consignee dans 
)'ordre d'essais, est prnue par !'equipage pendant son installation a bord : a !'issue des essais pre\ US 

par l'ordre d'essais, phase de demonstration au profit des pilotes italiens au niveau 100. 

c) l'ordre d'cssais prevoit enfm un cenlr.lge a Ia mise en route de -t0,2~0, soil un cenlr.lge pour les 
decollages pre\ us nenement plus arriere que celui fixe par le programme general des essais. 

Sur ce point, il ressort des investigations conduites par Ia commission, que les decollages etaient 
effectues volontairement dans des conditions de centrage tres arriere, proches de Ia limite de 
centrage arriere autorisee en utilisation normale en vol. Seton Airbus lndustrie, l'objectif etait en 
effet de realiser un essai permcnant de comrir le cas d'une remise de gaz apres une approche de 
categoric 3 interrompue volontairement par !'equipage en pilotage manuel, sui\ ie apres Ia prise de 
montee d'une reactivation du pilote automatique puis d'une panne de moteur. La commission a 
verifie que ce type d'essai a centrage tres arriere au decollage avail deja ete n!alise plusieurs fois tant 
au simulateur qu'en val, en particulier tors des essais en vol de meme nature effectues 
precedemment sur l'A330 equipe de moteurs General Electric. 

La realisation d'essais dans les conditions de masses et centrages effectives tors des deux decollages 
effectues, bien que Ires en dehors des limites de centrage arriere pour une utilisation en ligne, parait 
acceptable a Ia commission dans Ia mcsure oil !'equipage est averti et conscient des caracteristiques 
de I' a' ion dans ces conditions. 

2.2.-t- Preparation du ml (type de ,-ot): 

L'ordre d'essais defmit Ia composition de !'equipage et prevoit Ia presence des quatre observateurs a 
bard, conformement aux stipulations en \igueur pour un ,-ol d'essais declasse 3. 

La commission estime qu'il etaittout-a-faitlegitime a priori de ne pas considerer le vol comme un 
vol de classe 1 : les essais pre\ us devaient se derouler a l'interieur du domaine deja om-ert etlcs 
modifications etudiees ("Bulle 203" OFF ou 3972) n'etaient pas de nature a affecter de fa<;:on 
significative les caracteristiques devol. 

Les arguments pour le considerer a priori comme un vol de classe 2 ou de classe 3 sont les suivants: 

27 

- pour un classement en classe 2 : le fait que le cenlr.lge au decollage dans les deux cas pre\ us par 
l'ordre d'cssais depassait tres largementle centrage limite arriere autorise en utilisation normale en 
ligne (impliquant depassement intentionnel du domaine de vol normal, a l'interieur du domaine deja 
om·ert dans Ia mesure oil par "domaine devol normal" it faudrait entendre "domaine d'utilisation 
normale en ligne"); 

-pour un classement en classe 3 : le fait que le cenlr.lge au decollage dans les deux cas pre\ us etait 
.i l'interieur du domaine deja om-crt sans difficulte particuliere et oil on interpreterait "domaine de 
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vol normal" pour les essais avec cette signification. 

Sur le fond, Ia conunission consid~re que, si le document d~fmissant les types de vols et les 
categories de vols d'essais ale merite d'exister, il est insuffisamment precis pour ce qui conceme Ia 
notion de "domaine devol normal" apparaissant dans Ia defmition des vols declasse 2 et 3 (cf 
Recommandations ). Elle estime que 1e vol conceme etait a Ia limite entre 1es classes 2 et 3 compte 
tenu des centrages tres arrii:re pratiques au decollage. Elle observe qu'en tout etat de cause, en cas 
d'incertitude, il est preferable a priori de surclasser Ia categoric d'un vo1 d'essais. 

BACK TO TOP 
2.3 - Deroulement du ,·oJ: 

Les points lcs plus significatifs concernant l'ana1yse du deroukmcnt du vol relcves par Ia commission au 
stade actu.:l de ses trava11x sont precises ci-apres pour ks di!Jerentes phases. 

2.3.1 - Installation a bord: 

- le dialogue entre les membres d'equipage avant Ia mise en route des moteurs est serein. n rev.:Je un 
emploi du temps charge pour les de11x pilotes et l'ingenicur d'essais avant 1e voile meme jour et unc 
occupation de chacun a des t.lches de natures Ires diverses. Le vol conceme prenant place en fm 
d'apri:s-midi du 30juin, il a pu en rcsulter une certaine fatigue de l'equipage. 

-l'adjonction a11x essais pre" us dans l'ordre d'essais d'une phase de vo1 comp1ementaire destinee a 
effectuer une demonstration au profit des pilotes italiens observateurs de ce vol, parait avoir ete 
decidCe au tout dernier moment Ce fait n'a aucune relation avec !'accident, ne conceme que des 
rnanoeuues de routine pour )'equipage mais denote une certaine improvisation. 

2.3.2- Premiere phase de \·o) (jusqu'au premier atterrissage): 

- lc premier d~collage effectue par le commandant de bord dans les conditions pre!\ ucs n'a pose 
aucune difficult.!. Ce constat est de nature a avoir donne confiance a l'equipage \is-a-" is du 
comportement de l'a,ion et a l'avoir conforte dans l'idcc que le vol avail un caracti:re de routine 
(pour memoire, des ce decollage le centrage est Ires en arrii:re par rapport a11x limites adrnises pour 
un dccollage en lignc a cettc masse). 

-les affichagcs d'altitudcs pre-sclcct~es par I' equipage en montce vers 1e niveau 100 (7000 puis 
10000 pieds), puis en descente du niveau 100 (8000, 5000, 3000 puis 2000 pieds) n'appellent pas 
d'observation particuli~re. Le maintien de l'affichage de 2000 picds pour Ia suite du vo1 n'a pas et~ 
commente aucun echange vocal entre les membres d'equipage n'en fait etat. La conunission ne peut 
determiner s'il etait volontaire et conscient ou non. il sc peut qu'ill'ait etc (echanges de signes entre 
1e commandant debord et 1e copilotc). On peut notcr que l'ingenieur na\igant d'essais, qui n'est pas 
dans 1e poste de pilotage, n'en fait pas etat. 

- lcs remises de gaz effectuees en pilotage autornatique avec simulation de panne de moteur n'ont, 
elles non plus, pose aucun probli:mc particulier. Les conditions diffi:rent de celles des decollages 
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(initial et prochain): c'est le pilote automatique qui elfectue Ia prise d'assiette et Ia configuration de 
bees et volets affichce a pres remise de gaz est Ia configuration 3 (configuration 2 pour les 
decollages). f1 comient de noter trois points: 

- les assiettes ma:'\irnales obsen'l!es tors de ces remises de gaz sont voisines de celle obtenue tors du 
premier dccollage (12, 7" et 15,5° respecti\-ement, pour 1.J,5° au premier decollage), 

-I' altitude de 2000 pieds est restee pn!selectee dans les dm"{ cas et ce fait n'a pas crec de difficulte 
particulii:re, 

- enfm les deux remises de gaz ont ete dfectuees chacune avec un etat different de Ia "Bulle 203" et 
!'equipage n'a note aucune difference significative entre ces deux etats (s'il y a une difference, elle 
est "subtile" dit le commandant de bord). 

La realisation des essais de remise de gaz a done certainement conforte Ia confiance de !'equipage 
dans le comportement de l'a,ion et l'avait convaincu qu'il n'y avail pas de difference sensible entre 
les dell'\: etals de reglages du pilote automatique essayes. 

2.3.3 -Preparation du deuxi~me decollage: 

- le sentiment de confiance acquis au cours de Ia premiere partie du vol et le fait que le commandant 
de bord n'ait pas identifie de difference entre les dell"{ etats de Ia "Bulle 203" peuvent expliquer qu'il 
ail decide tardi\·ement (apri:s le rappel par l'ingenieur na\igant d'essais des conditions de l'essai), de 
confier Ia realisation du demcii:me decollage au copilole qui n'avait jll~qu'alors pas touche all"( 
commandes. 

-Ia position dU trim de profondeUf qui etait a" _JO (.J0 i Cabrer) a !'issUe de l'atterrlSSJge precedent a 
ele modifiee pour etre amenee a - 2,2° avant le decollage. Cette action n'a pas ete commenlee par 
!'equipage. On peut noter qu'elle est elfectuee avant que le commandant debord ne decide de 
confier Ia realisation du decollage au copilot e. 

D com ient egalement de souligner que: 

- le trim ainsi affich6 est dans Ia plage normale pour le decollage, mais ne correspond pas au regtage 
prcconise pour les centrages lirnites arrii:res (0°), 

- pour le centrage Ires arrii:re pratique tors du dellxii:me decollage, !'influence de Ia position du trim 
sur Ia rapidile et l'ampleur de Ia prise d'assiette longitudinale est sensible car elle conduit a une 
rotation spontanee et prernaturee que le pilote peut neanmoins contrer (etude conduite au simulateur 
par dilferenls pilotes dans Ia configuration du dellxii:me decollage avec position du trim de 
profondeur a o• et a- 2,2"), 

- Ia decision a ete prise d'elfectuer le decollage avec affichage de Ia puissance maximale (TOGA) au 
lieu de Ia puissance Flex .J9, contrairement ace qui etait prc!\u a l'ordre d'essais. Ce choix a 
contribue a obtenir une rotation franc he, une "it esse vertic ale initiate elevee et un eifel de 
disS)metrie accentue apri:s Ia simulation de Ia panne de moteur, 
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- l'cquipagc et.lit conscient que le decollage etait effectue a un centrage tres arricre et, a ce titre, le 
commandant de bord rappelle au copilote Ia necessite de ne mettre les gaz que progressivement au 
depart, consigne destince a temperer l'effet du couple cabreur dii aux moteurs et bien appliquee par 
le copilote. 

2.3.4 - Derniere phase du ml: 

- durant Ia course au dccollage, le copilote maintient le manche a piquer jusqu'a Ia rot.ltion ce qui 
n'est pas conforme a Ia procedure. Cette action lui a masque l'effet du reglage incorrect du trim. 

- lors du deuxieme decollage, Ia rotation a ete tres franche et Ia prise d'assiette tres rapide. On 
observe toutefois une timide action a pousser sur le manche au moment oil le commandant de bord 
engage le pilote automatique. Cette action contribue a retarder !'activation effective du pilote 
automatique qui a lieu deux sccondes apres I' engagement. 

- juste avant que le pilote autornatique ne soit engage, Ia "l.itesse passe par un maximum de 155 Kt et 
commence a decroitre lentement, les deux motcurs etant encore a Ia puissance rnaximalc. 

-a partir du moment OU ie pilote automatique a ete engage dans ies COnditions de "\ltesse prt!\UCS 
(supeneure a 150 Kt) et que l'essai a debute, le copilote a pu considerer qu'il etait degage de son role 
de pilot.lge. 

- au moment ou le commandant de bord engage le pilote autornatique, l'assiette longitudinale 
approche 250. Au-dei.l de cette valeur de l'assiette, les informations presentees sur lcs "l.isualisations 
primaires du poste de pilotage (PFD) sont simplifiees; seuls subsistent l'attitude (assiette 
longitudinale et inclinaison), Ia "l.itesse, Ia tendance d'evolution de Ia "l.itesse, le cap, l'altitude, Ia 
"l.itesse verticale et le mode de poussee des moteurs (lHR). I..es modes d'activation du pilote 
automatique et les informations du directcur de vol en particulier ne sont plus presentes. Or, au 
moment ou 1.: pilote automatique est active, les conditions d'entree dans le mode d'acquisition 
d'altitude sont reunies (altitude pre-selectee 2000 picds, "l.itesse verticale importante) et I' equipage n'a 
pas Ia possibilitc de contriiler le mode dans lequclle pilote autornatique est active. 

- pendant Ia phase succedant au dccollage, le commandant de bord concentre son attention sur 
I' engagement du pilote automatique, puis sur Ia reduction du motcur, enfm sur Ia coupurc du circuit 
hydraulique corrcspondant (circuit bleu). Cette demi~rc manoeuuc necessite unc action sur le 
panneau superieur en arriere du pilote. n l'effectue et Ia confume ("pump fault"). La "l.itesse en 
diminution est de l'ordre de 135 Kt lorsqu'il a terrnine ces actions. C'est uaisemblablemcnt a ce 
moment seulement qu'il tourne son attention sur I' evolution de l'a"~.ion (jusque-li il n'et.lit pas dans Ia 
boucle de pilotage). 

- en mode d'acquisition d'altitud.: et dans ces conditions, le pilote automatique commande une 
variation progressive du facteur de charge pour rejoindre l'altitude pre-selectee sans qu'il existe de 
limitation en assiette. 

- i1 s'ecoule 5 sccondcs entre le moment ou le commandant debord a confumc Ia coupure du circuit 
hydraulique et le moment ou il realise qu'il se passe quelque chose d'anormal ("what has gone?"). La 
"~.itcsse de I' a" ion est alors voisine de VLS (Velocity Lower Selectable : 120 Kt) et l'assiette de 
l'ordre de 28°. 
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- il s'ecoule encore 3 secondes avant que le commandant debord decide de reprendre les 
commandes. Lorsqu'il deconnecte le pilote automatique, Ia 'it esse est de 100 Kt et l'assiette de 32° 
mais !'incidence est encore legemnent inferieure a 1-lO et Ia protection en incidence (alpha prot) qui 
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aurait desengage le pilote automatique ne s'active que juste apri:s sa deconnexion par le 
commandant de bord. A eel instant, l'alarme "Low speed" est activee mais Ia perle de controle est 
tres certainement ine'l.itable en poussee disS)metrique. 

- Ia commission ne trom-e pa.~ de raison technique pom-:mt e:.:pliquer ce demier de!ai de 3 secondes. 
L'imprecision de Ia repartition des taches au sein de !'equipage a pu contribuer a ce retard de 
reaction du commandant de bord .. 

- a partir du moment oil le commandant de bord reprend les commandes, i1 agit tri:s rapidement 
manche en butee a piquer, maintien de Ia direction en butee droite, gauchissement progressiwment 
amene en butee a droite pour contrer le roulis a gauche encore modere constate, puis reduction du 
moteur droit pour reS)metriser l'a'l.ion alors que l'inclinaison atteint 17 a 18° a gauche. 

- cette demiere manoemTe a pour effet de stopper Ia remi~e de gaz automatique (alpha floor) sur le 
moteur gauche qui s'etait active lorsque !'incidence atteignait 21°. 

- malgre !'ensemble de ccs actions, !'aile gauche decroche et l'assiette longitudinale decroit 
rapidement, !'incidence maximale atteinte est Iegemnent superieure a 26°. 

-pendant l'abattee de !'a'l.ion, Ia "itesse qui avait atteint un minimum de 77 Kt, reaugmente et les 
commandes de vol passent en loi directe. 

- Ia 'l.itesse passant par 112 Kt, l'assiette longitudinale par- 35° et l'inclinaison atteignant Ia valeur 
ma.ximale de 112° gauche, le commandant debord qui avait maintenu le manche a plein pique 
l'ami:ne au plein cabrer pour tenter une ressource. 

-bien que !'a'l.ion soil pratiquement controle, !'equipage ne pcut 6'\iter !'impact avec le sol. 

ll n'y a pas eu d'action a11-.. commandes du copilote apri:s !'activation du pilote automatique, a 
!'exception d'un mouvement reflexe a cabrer dans les toutes demii:res secondes avant !'impact avec 
le sol. 

ll est note par ailleurs que l'ingenieur na'l. igant d'essais attire !'attention des pilotes sur 1'6'\·olution de 
Ia 'l.itesse mais tri:s tardivement (3 puis 5 secondes en\ iron apri:s que le commandant debord ail 
deconnecte le pilote automatique) et que l'alarme de l'avertisscur de proximite du sol (GPWS) a 
fonctionne pendant les demii:res secondes du vol. 

ll n'est pas possible a Ia commission de conclure sur Ia possibilite d'e\ iter le decrochage par d'autres 
manoem Tes que celles effectuees par le commandant de bord a partir du moment oil il a repris les 
commandes. Les manoemres reflexes (position des commandes) ou reflechies (reduction du moteur 
droit) etaient en premiere analyse bien appropriees mais initiees trop tardivement, en particulier Ia 
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reduction du moteur droit. 

n est par contre possible de conclure que si une reprise en pilotage manuel avait ete effectuee 3 a 4 
secondes plus tot et conduite rapidement, !'accident aurait pu etre e"ite (reprise en mains a "itesse 
superieure a VMCA soit 118 Kt). 

BACK TO TOP 

III - COL'ICLUSIONS PR0\1SOIRES: 

Pour les raisons exposccs au paragraphe 2.1 ci-dessus, Ia commission nc peut presenter, au slade actucl de 
ses travaux, de conclusions defmitives sur ks circonstances de !'accident Elle peut par contre presenter 
certaines conclusions prm. isoires. 
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3.1- Faits etablis par l'enquetc: 

L'a\ion Airbus A330 no.n etait en etat devol. 

Le vol concerne etait un vol d'essais ayant pour objet de preparer Ia certification de l'a"loion au:1: standards 
de categoric ill pour cctte version de l'A330 equipee de moteurs Pratt et \Vhitney. 

La masse et le centrage etaient bien connus de !'equipage a"ion Ieger, centrage tres arrierc, au-deLl des 
limites normalement autorisees pour un decollage en ligne a cette masse, mais deja pratiquees en essais en 
vol. 

La commission n'a pas mis en C"loidence de panne de l'a"loiort, de s..-s moteurs et de ses equipemcnts. 

L'cquipage dcsignc pour le vol et Ia pres..'ftce d"observatcurs a bord etaicnt conformcs au document Airbus 
Industrie stipulant Ia composition des equipages et autorisant Ia presence de passagers a bord en fonction 
du type de vol a realiser dans Ia mesurc oil ce vol d'cssais etait considere comme un vol de classe 3. En 
particulier, le commandant de bord, chef pilote d'essais d'Airbus lndustrie et l'ingenieur na\igant d'essais 
etaient particulieremcnt qualifies pour cc vol. 

n n'a pas ete mis en e\idence, en ce qui conccrnc !'equipage, d'anteccdcnt medical ayant pu joucr un role 
dans !'accident. Ses membres avaient eu toutefois un emploi du temps dense le 30 juin avant le vol. 

Lcs conditions metcorologiques, !'infrastructure au so~ les aides a Ia na\igation et les moyens de 
telecommunications n'ont jouc aucun role dans !'accident. 

Lcs parametres devol et !'enregistrement des conversations de !'equipage ont pu etre restitucs avec un tres 
bon degre de certitude compte tenu du nombrc et de Ia qualitc des moyens d"enregistrernent. 

3.2 - Causes pro babies: 

Au stade actuel de scs travail"\:, Ia commission estime que !'accident peut etre explique par Ia concomitance 
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de plusieurs catL'ICS doni aucune, prise sepan!ment, ne devait conduire 3 un accident: 

- les causes initiales sont a priori liees au type d'essai et 3 ses modalites d'execution par I' equipage 
lors du dernier decollage: 

- choix de Ia puissance ma.""<imale TOGA au lieu de Flex .t9, 
- centrage Ires arriere au dernier decollage, 
- trim affiche dans Ia plage de decollage mais trop 3 cabrer, 
- presence de !'altitude selectee de 2000 pieds, 
- definition imprecise et tardive des t.lches respecti\'CS du pilote et du copilote pour le dernier 
decollage et le point d'essai a effectuer, 

- rotation franche et tres rapide effectuee par le copilote, 

32 

- commandant de bord occupe par les manoemres d'essais 3 effectuer imrnediatement apres 
le decollage (engagement du pilote automatique, reduction du moteur et coupure du circuit 
hydraulique bleu) le mettant temporairement hors de Ia boucle de pilotage. 

-de plus, !'absence de protection en assiette dans le mode d'acqui~ition d'altitude du pilote 
automatique a joue un role determinant. 

- ont egalement contribue 3 !'accident: 

- l'impossibilite pour !'equipage d'identifier le mode dans lequelle pilote automatique s'est 
place. 
- Ia confiance de I' equipage dans les reactions prc\isionnelles de 1'3\ion. 
- le retard de Ia reaction de l'ingerueur 03\ igant d'essais devant une evolution preoccupante 
des parametres (\it esse en particulier). 
- le delai mis par le commandant de bord a reagir devant une situation anormale. 

BACK TO TOP 

IV- PRE:\fiERES RECO:\ThiANDATIOl'OS: 

Compte tenu de l'anal)·se preliminaire effectuee et des conclusions pro\isoires pn:cedentes, Ia commission, 
sans prejuger d'autres recommandations qu'elle pourra etre amenee 3 formuler ultmeurement, est conduite 
3 emettre les premieres recommandations suivantes: 

.t.l. Concl'mant le mode d'acquisition d'altitude du pilote automatique de !'Airbus AJJO: 

- sensibiliser les utilisateurs des compagnies amennes utilisant !'Airbus A330 sur Ia necessite de 
surveiller les evolutions de Ia \itesse chaque fois que ce mode est actif et en particulier en vol de 
montee, en cas de panne de moteur Oes consignes proposees 3 ce titre par le telex d'information des 
operateurs de reference AI 999065/94 du 5 juillet199.t sont a appliquer), 
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- conduire lcs travail'\: pcnnettant de verifier si l'emploi de ce mode en utilisation en ligne comporte 
ou non un risque particulier, 

- en tout eta! de cause, etudier en paralle!e des solutions pennettant d'ameliorer les protections dans 
ce mode pour les rendre homogenes avec ks protections implantees dans les autres modes .. 

4.2- Concernant le mode d'acquisition d'altitude du pilote automatique sur tous types d'al·ions: 

- etendre les reflexions et les etudes conduites pour !'Airbus A330 au titre de Ia recommandation 
precedente a tout autre type d'appareil disposant de modes de pilotage autornatique similaires. 
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4.3 -Concernant Ia composition des equipages et Ia presence de passagers obsen-ateurs tors de "·ots 
d'essais 

- preciser les notions pennettant de determiner les categories de vols d'essais, ks compositions 
d'equipages et Ia presence de passagers ou d'observateurs en liaison entre le constructeur et son 
autorite de tutelle pour Ies essais en vo~ 

- etendre Ia reflexion a11x autres societes constructeurs d'a\ions et de moteurs disposant de directions 
d'essais en vol. 

4.4- Concernant Ia preparation des \·ots d'essais: 

Effectuer systernatiquement une reunion de preparation des vols d'essais meme en cas d'essais reputes de 
routine. En particulier, au cours de cette reunion, trailer de Ia repartition des t.iches au sein de !'equipage 
d'essais en conformite avec les dispositions approU\ies par l'autorite de tutclle. 

Al'.'NE:A'E 2 

Ah'NE:A'E 1 -TRANSCRIPTION DU C.V.R 
HThiL: 56KD 

EVOLUTION DES PARAMETRES ENREGISTRES SUR SSFDR 
POUR LA DERNIERE PHASE DU VOL: 

HTML + GIF: 44KB 
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ANNEXE 1- TRANSCRIPTION DU C.V.R. 

A \"ertissement 

Ce qui suit represente Ia transcription des elements qui ont pu eire compris, au jour de !'edition du present 
rapport, par l'e:\-ploitation de l'enregistreur phonique (CVR). Celie transcription comprend les 
conversations entre les personnes en posle de pilotage, avec les personnels au sol et des bruits divers 
correspondant par exemple all"< alarmes. 

Les parties de !'enregistrement non comprises ou restant douteuses sont indiquees par le S)mbole (•), avec 
mention le cas echeant du nombre de mot~ correspondants. Les echanges sans rapport avec l'evenement 
son! signales comme tels et ne sont pas transcrits. 

L'allention du lecteur est attirie sur le fait que Ia transcription d'un enregistrement CVR ne constitue qu'un 
reflet partie! de Ia trace sonore des evenements et de !'atmosphere passees d'un poste de pilotage. Celie 
trace est elle-meme deformee par Ia disparition de toute communication non verbale. En consequence 
!'interpretation d'un tel document requiert Ia plus e:~:treme prudence. 

• GLOSSAIRE • 

UTC : Temps code indiquant le temps UTC a" ion 

CVR : Temps relatif de lecture du CVR 

Voie 
1 

. Transcription des paroles enregistrees sur Ia voie une correspondJnt au microphone de 
· l'ingenieur d'essai 

Voie 
2 

. Transcription des paroles enregistrees sur Ia voie dell"< correspondant au microphone du 
· Commandant de Bord 

V . 
3 

. Transcription des alannes et echanges entre personnes a bord du poste de pilotage par 
ote · l'intermediaire du microphone d'arnbiance (CMI) 

V . , . Transcription des paroles enregistrees sur Ia voie quatre correspondJnt au microphone du 
me .. · Copilote 

ATC : Transcription des communications radio emanant du controle 

(*) : l\lots doutell"< ou non compris 

(@) : Bruits divers, alarmes 
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T T 
cVR urc 
00.05 

00.08 

00.13 

00.16 

00.19 

00.21 

00.37 

00.47 

T:CVR T:lffC 

01.01 

01.08 

01.13 

01.16 

01.18 

01.28 

01.29 

01.32 

Voie2 

OK 

mille seize ... five thousand 

The flight director is now giving 

me pitch information just maintain 

speed on elevator 

both .. come to iddle(?) 

VoiE' 2 

oh c'est charge, i1 y a du monde 

cap nord 

cap nord 

all right ... to tum pretty soon 

flight control page shows the ..... 

Voie4 

Kilo hotel quatre vingt 

cinq mille pieds mille seize 

idde(?) open-descent cinq 

mille/mille seize one zero one 

six (bis) 

two thirty knots on elevator 

VoiE' 4 

trois mille pieds mille seize et 

cap nord 

Kilo hold zero "ingt par Ia 

Voie 1 
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01.35 

T:CVR T:l.ITC 

02.25 

02.30 

02.33 

02.-tl 

02.55 

T:CVR T:liTC 

03.03 

03.07 

03.13 

03.17 

03.20 

03.2-l 

03.30 

03.38 

03.56 

03.59 

T:CVR T:l!TC 

zero "\ingt par Ia droite trois mille 

activate the approach 

config full 

decision height 

Voie2 

cap cent OK ya 

I lift the speed brake off a little 

bit 

after thi! is an other auto pilot 

exercise. Auto Pilot one in 

Voie2 

did he confum quinze right it's 

quinze droite 

mo..,ing "\'el)' close to the center-

line 

ll..S quinze gauche insert 

there is localizer coming in ... 

coming out the trois mille feet 

approach is on ..... north 

we will go right 

Vole 2 

droite trois mille-zero ..,ingt 

Voie.t 

Kilo hotel cap cent pour ll..S 

quinze gauche rappelle etabli 

Voie.t 

no they said fifteen left 

Bon kilo hotel vous conflnnez 

Ia droite ou Ia gauche 

kilo hotel on intercepte ITI..S 

quinze gauche 13 

Voil.'.l 
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04.03 

O-t09 

O-U2 

04.16 

0-1.19 

0-1.21 

0-1.25 

0-1.30 

0-1.38 

0-1.41 

04.42 

04.43 

04.46 

04.49 

0-1.51 

0-1.59 

T:CVR T:lrrC 

05.02 

05.06 

05.21 

05.23 

05.26 

take conf one please 

Gear, 

lc train 

no no 

if we can't do a go around, 

normally we will, but 

.... toghin .... by 

so we have three green, the 

second auto pilot in 

cat three dual 

OK .... very close 

OK I come back to air speed she 

want~ cent quatre \mgt knots 

lock star Sir 

Voie 2 

wc11 get to reduce our speed to 

normal speed - conf two please 

another this is an India alpha 

speed managed .. conf tlrree 

OK on descend deux mille 

rappclle etabli sur loc et glide 

on est a deux cent cinq noeuds 

en reduction 

spoilers armed or not 

cat three dual 

Auto Pilot one plus two 

we arc flaps one 

conftwo 

au revoir 
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05.30 

05.35 

05.38 

OSA5 

05.52 

05.56 

05.59 

T:CVR T:lffC 

06.00 

06.10 

06.17 

06.21 

06.25 

06.-B 

06.52 

06.54 

06.59 

ya 

on voit deji qu'avec conf three '<a 
fait une petite .... 

right 

\'niP 2 

111 do ... the thrust 

you do the flaps 

so as soon as we say GO, you 

bring the flaps up to one, positive 

rate 

... Gear up .... 

I retard number one throttle 

we milch off the blue 

you mo'\ ing in the glide, we11 go 

to flaps full 

flaps three right 

glide is star full flaps 

cat three go 

tour whisk-y whisk-y kilo hotel 

en finale quinze gauche 

it would be a go around 

ce sera une RDG et circuit bleu 

Il.S normal 

classical ILS 

OKOK 

Volp 4 

- 111 put flaps full to maintain ... 

-flaps full 

OK actually we make a go 

around I retract flap three 

full flaps 

gear dol'.n 

below one thousand five 

hundred feet we have the 

..... circuit l 

OK so it is 

around at t 

l'<ith an en1 

around tha 

throttle, yo 

OKyouke 

you retard 

07.127!2000 3:48PM 
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09.35 

09.43 

09.46 

09.50 

09.55 

T:CVR T:lffC 

10.06 

10.13 

10.19 

10.22 

10.29 

10.31 

10.33 

10.40 

10.43 

10.45 

10.53 

10.59 

pres .... qualre noeuds 

et maintenant c'est pas mal, pour 

moi c'est d.::u.x no.::uds au d.::ssus 

dele target 

maintenant c'est above, mainlenant oui, above 

OK 

c'est bon 

OK on conunence celui 13, on 

pcut '\lrer a droite, j'irnagine 

droite 

voila tri:s bien 

voiiJ 

Voie2 

can you recenter the rudder trim 

please 

oui 

oui flaps ONE 

Kilo hotel en '\trage a droite 

•.. FRANCAZAL 

Voie4 

OK on a passe S 

non lc moteur I 

oui, oui 

on a passe S, je peu....: te mctlre 

flaps ONE si tu veu.x 

cent "ingt-et-un dix 

approche whisk)· hotel whisk)" 

hotel rcbonjour en circuit bleu 

au dessus 

OKc'cstbo 

for your in 

Go around 

eight feet a 

feet minirn 

et tu as red 

? 

moteur 1 I 

0712712000 3:48PM 
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T:CVR T:lJTC 

07.11 

07.12 

07.23 

07.27 

07.31 

07.38 

07.43 

T:CVR T:UTC 

08.08 

08.31 

08.41 

08.51 

08.59 

T:CVR T:UTC 

09.03 

09.13 

09.21 

09.27 

09.29 

Voit> 2 

check list is done 

OK some of things are blue 

.. because we haven't done them 

for instance if I do that... 

that \\ill go to green 

you never know we might touch 

AhAh 

we might 

Vole 2 

il a tendance Iegere l<'gere .1 

osciller 

de temps en temps il renvoie une 

petit peu coup de Beta 

deu'\ cent pieds 

flare Go 

engine failure 

coufthree 

Gear up 

Voit> 2 

blue hydraulic pump off 

i1 a touche VLS puis remonte 

on a perdu oui .. cinq noeuds a peu 

Llnding memo appearing 

Vole~ 

ce sera done une remise de gaz 

suh. ie d'un circuit bleu 

I hope not 

Voit> ~ 

•••. .1 osciller .... 

.... flare ... 

positive rate 

Gear up 

Voie ~ 

Kilo hotel en remise le gaz 

OU31S 

oh have tht 

oua~ done 

noeuds qm 

07/17:'1000 3:48PM 
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T:CVR T:UfC 

11.04 

11.11 

11.1-t 

11.17 

11.21 

11.36 

1U3 

ll.-t7 

11.52 

11.56 

l 1.58 

T:CVR T:tffC 

12.05 

12.15 

Voil' 2 

oui, s'il te plait 

oui je vais accelerer un tout petit 

peu, je laisse les flaps 

pour mo~ euh ..... c'elait bon 

OK oui bonne idee, bonne idee 

oui 

OK quand IU vcll'( 

d'accord he's what... 

so what is done there, he's 

introduced through what we call 

spatial a different control law for 

the auto-pilot - for the Go around 

\'oil' 2 

so the next time we do that 

manoemTe, we are going to do 

exactly the same manoem'er, but 

we11 have a slightly different law 

mainly in the pitch axis I think for 

the speed control euh. .. 

oui Kilo hotel 

Vol!' -t 

320, on rappelle pret a virer 

je te remets le bleu 

IU '-ell'( les flaps UN 

oui oui c'etait bon 

on active Ia 

ne:-..1 one is 

spatial thre 

three nine: 

For the Go 

yayaya 

0712712000 3:48PM 
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12.19 

12.29 

12.42 

12.49 

12.52 

12.56 

T:CVR T:trfC 

13.19 

13:23 

13.30 

13.35 

13.50 

13.55 

T:CVR T:lrrC 

l..J.02 

l..J.09 

land inhibit is when you see land 

have below I think it's eight 

hundred feet euh ... euh any non 

necessary warning on the ECAM 

is inhibited 

to stop disconcentring the crew 

for the landing phase ... a minor 

ECAM message is inhibited for 

the landing 

Ah OK tres bien on va legerement 

plus loin 

ce qu'on va faire .. je vais faire 

owa ... et quand on commencera, tu 

vas faire ,.a 

VoiP 2 

c'est TIIAI, Thai c'est spec Thai 

on peut "irer si 

\'oil' 2 

four miles from touch do\\n 

d'accord .. OK merci 

Voit:> ..J 

Ah owa c'est special ... j'ai jamais 

"u J.:s ten dances sur !'horizon de 

secours 

whisl..)· whisl..)·l..ilo hotel pour 

'irer en fmale quinze gauche? 

Kilo hotel on est passe a "ircr 

en fmale 

Voit:> ..J 

Ia tour whisl..)· whisl..)· l..ilo, 

rebonjour on toumc en etapc de 

0712712000 3:48PM 
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14.20 

14.27 

14.43 arme 

T:CVR 

15.1-l 

15.28 

15.38 

15:54 

T:CVR 

16.06 

16.13 

16.22 

16.26 

16.32 

16.43 

T:urc 

T:urc 

non! 

Pourquoi c'est VOR Delta ll..S ... 

quand on :uTi\ -e sur I'ILS 

c'est un ..... securite 

bon .... voila Ia cheminee done je 

vais engager le pilote automatique. 

arm the approach phase, deuxieme 

pilote automatique et on continue 

comme ~a 

\'oil' 2 

lock star raw data locali~er 

on va faire exactement Ia meme, 

l\Iichel 

conf two please 

glide siope star conf trois et le 

train 

Voil' 2 

conffull 

cal three Dual remise de gaz "ingt 

pieds 

de temps en temps, je vois un 

base quinze gauche 

Roger et elles sont conjuguees 

:n.'eC ceDes 13, ce son! les 

memes. Apparemment ~a ne 

correspond pas. 

ah d'accord OK. .. d'accord ~ 

Ser'l.irail si on etail en double 

paruie FMGS .. de ~a .... 

ou~ d'accord 

flaps two 

glide star 

Vole .t 

Voie .t 

Kilo hotel quatre nautiques en 

fmale quinze gauche 

o~ ce sera encore une remise 

degaz 

07127.'2000 3:48PM 
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T:CVR T:UfC 

17.21 

17.49 

17.50 

T:CVR T:lffC 

18.02 

18.06 

18.11 

18.44 

18.49 

18.56 

T:CVR T:lrrc 

19.08 

19.10 

19.16 

petit coup dans le Beta !a qui 

Voi~2 

mo~ je vois Ia bille qui bouge 

de cote de cote 

ya some how it's seems to be 

oscillatory in bank 

ya 

OK dell...: cent pieds - cent pieds 

Voi~2 

flare 

Go conf flaps, 

Gear up 

hydraulic failure 

ya 

on speed, ya 

pour mo~ c'est, je ne vois pas Ia 

difference non. Si il y a une 

difference est subtile 

Voie 2 

yaya 

I ... .l doni really sec the other 

advantage over there, to be 

honnest(?) 

end of the test OK - Bring in up 

the engine 

Voil' 4 

Land green 

ya 

Voi~ 4 

positive rate 

hydraulic failure 

VLS 

on speed 

Voil' 4 

three hundred 

like yesterd 

heading th( 

quarante·q 

now wean 

did you se< 

the two Gc 

we lost the 

three hund 

so end oftl 

As far as tl 

concerned, 

something~ 

.. OK? 

07/2711.000 3:48 Pl\1 
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19.26 No, I did not- no, no 

19.36 bringing his one back.. that one 

up 

19AO conf 01-.'E please fulps one one hundred twenty 

one ten 

19.50 put that in the middle 

stay about there 

oui 

T:CVR T:lffC Voie2 Voie-' 

20.03 OK. .... on fait un full stop 

main tenant 

20:21 Cette remise de gaz c'etait quiet ....... c'etait 

easy d'abord ou quo~ c'etait faible, 

on avait eu un point faible Li ou 

quoi 

20.36 pourquoi on fait des re\ isions 

main tenant? 

20.-'0 Ah. d'accord oui 

20A3 c;a veut dire que les deu'< solutions oui. tout it 

paraissent raisonnables 

20.58 OK so we do a full stop tl. Iichel OUI. on fait une approche 

simple(?) engine ? 

T:CVR T:lffC Voie 2 Voie-' 

21.03 single engine approach - Full stop 

21.05 then w11 take ofT and do four activate the 

other lands ... 

21.13 ou~ s'ilte plait 

OK 

T:CVR T:lffC Voie 2 Voil"-' 

22.01 Approach. conf. three - autoland 

so w11 take the conf three option 

on this one Ohya 

22.10 confthree 

OK bon 

Approach speed one hundred 

12 of IS 0712712000 3:48PM 
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22.17 

22.27 

22.36 

OK, and I think we can turn in 

whenever he wants 

T:CVR T:FfC Voil' 2 

23.06 I1l stick the 

23.09 Approach armed 

23.14 

23.17 

23.29 

23.32 

23.36 

23.39 

23.50 

23.58 

qudque chose conune 1(3 

second auto pilot going in 

And you'd like to have an engine 

failed, right Sir 

number ONE engine is failed 

ouais s'il te plait - ouais 

putting it up, to 

lock star 

glide slope star 

T:CVR T:FfC Voil' 2 

24.01 config two pk:ase and the gear 

dm\n 

24.08 oualS 

24.16 Excuse-me 

thirty one 

Kilo hotel on tourne en etape de 

base 

A tout a lbeure 

La tour Kilo hotel on tourne en 

etapc de base 

Kilo hotel 

Voie 4 

Auto pilot IN ;OK 

Auto Pilot ONE 

cat three single 

cat three Dual 

hydraulic 

OUJIS 

ouais 

conftwo 

VoiP 4 

spoil.:rs armed 

ya 

Nonnaly\\ 

decision he 

at decsion I 

07127/'lOOO 3:48PM 
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2-Ul 

24.25 

24.29 

24A6 

2.t.5.t 

2.t.58 

T:CVR T:UfC 

25.08 

25.30 

25.31 

25A7 

25.5-t 

Pourquoi? 

yaya 

we are cal three single euh ... one 

engine throltle back and config 

three please 

And landing check, please 

Vole 2 

OK checked 

OK checked 

T:CVR T:lffC Vole 2 

26.00 OK it's, touch do\\n about one 

and a half meters rigl1t 

26.0-t 

26.08 

26.13 

26.15 

derotation is nice 

on the center-line, now a 

tendancy to go to the rigllt again 

number two - reverse only 

Landing gear do\\n, Flaps three 

Spoilers armed 

Kilo hotel en fmale quinze 

gauche un atterrissage complet 

d'accord 

Land green 

flare 

reverse green 

spoilers 

Voie 4 

filly norma 

we are cat· 

yayaOK 

adjusted? 

So, autom; 

reverse onl 

071271'2000 3:48 P~l 
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26.17 15.36.57 one hundred knots 

26.18 one hundred knots 

26.20 starting to brake 

26.27 15.36.07 

26.30 

26.31 

Nicely on the center line 

26.33 15.37.13 reverse idle 

eighty knots 

sixty knots 

26.35 excellent 

26.38 

26.44 

26.49 

26.52 

15.37.29 

T:C\'R T:llTC 

Y a, I dont(?) see much to complain ya 

about there 

and what we'd really like to do 

now 

is to do a demi-tour here and take 

off 

Voir2 

ouais 

Kilo hotel dernande autorisation 

- faire demi-tour et d~collage 

in tn:nte-trois Droite 

\'oir 4 

27.00 OK merci 

26.56 

27.03 15.37.39 OK 

27.11 j'active le s 

27.13 

27.15 

27.21 

27.28 

15.37.49 

on va d.!coller et rester en circuit 

Ia chose important est la piste 

pour dccollage 

OU31S 

we are very light anyway 

27.29 15.38.09 Ya, what we would do Jl.liche~ ya 

you11 take off, turn out to the left 

over the forest des bluccon then 

go do\\n wind and turn right to 

come in for an ll..S on fifteen 

0712712000 3:48PM 
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27.38 

27AO 

27.43 15.38.23 OK 

27A9 ya 

27.55 OK 

T:CVR T:UTC 

OK-OK 

VoiP2 

28.03 15.38.-B so the wheels are all good- we OK 

28.10 

28.16 

28.17 

28.19 

have config two 

ya, well we know about that bul 

we can just clear that ya1L. 

and .. we have the same speeds as 

last time 

flight director is ON 

28.23 15.39.03 spoilers cat three dual 

28A2 

28.46 

28.55 

you take .... , you have the airplane 

? 

what you do now is ... rotate, let 

the speed go above V2 ... and put 

the Auto Pilot one in ... 

OK as soon as Auto Pilot one is 

in, throttle one engine back, and I 

"ill take the hydraulics ofLOK 

OK euh Elect IDG, one minor 

faull 

OKyaya 

spoilers 

on va d.:Coller et ensuite ,;rage 

3 gauche, quatre-,ingt-dix 

deux cent soixante di"<, et 

ensuite 3 nouveau approche ILS 

quinze gauche 

I fly now ya 

ya 

OK 

OK 

So we ha"' 

failure at ta 

you have II 

knots abou 

the auto-pi 

engine and 

two is acm 

071271:!000 3:48PM 
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T:CVR T:UTC Voil' 2 

29.05 OK 

29.08 

29.16 OK runway heading 

29.21 15.40.01 tu est pret dcrrii:re ? 

29.22 done on est tout pare, on y va 

:Michel 

29.27 15..!0.07 ~a ... carefull with the power 

initially 

29.30 ... cause of the Cdg ti1h we get the 

... wait till we see the air speed 

29.37 15.40.17 until we go to full power 

29.45 voil.l, tu pcu"{ aller maintenant 

29.49 TOGASRS 

29.59 cent knots 

T:C'VR T:UTC' Voil' 2 

30.03 rotate 

30.07 

30.08 ( ... ) one hundred fifty- gear up 

30.10 auto-pilot IN 

30.11 and again .... 

and again ..... 

30.14 engine failure 

30.17 15.40.57 pump fault 

17 of IS 

Voil' 4 

Kilo hotel pare a decoller quand 

vous voudrez 

we keep runway heading and 

ready for ... 

toujours TOGA hein? 

OK 

TOGASRS 

Voie 4 

ouais 

07127!2000 3:48PM 
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OK 
30.22 and L. I don't know what's gone? 

30.25 15.41.05 tha .... that's not correct- I have 

control 

30.26 

30.27 15.41.07 I have control 

30.29 15.41.09 

30.31 15.41.11 

30.33 

30.3-l 

30.35 15.4Ll5 

30.36 

30.39 UAL19 

3o.n 

T:C\'R T:HTC 

BACK TO TOP 
BACK TO "RAPPORT" 

FIN DE L'El\'REGISTRE.\IENT 

Voie2 Voie -l 

take care tb "i 
?/'<"'<'4 

take care 
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by the earlier and very well documented problems. It is simply not 
advisable to have a single character buried in a 1000+ line "include" 
file radically change the behavior of: 

double my_angle,result1,result2; 

;• we can't make my_angle const, because it needs to be 
* "tweaked" on a per-run basis, so neither prototypes 
+ nor Hl1U 's can save us ... 
•; 

my_an9le = g.;;t_current_operatin<:J_assumptions(); 

resultl some library function(1,my an9le); 
result2 = some=library=function(2,my=angle); 

In C, one can be confidant that no matter what else mat be 
wrong with some library function(), it will NOT damage my angle. 
In C++, the addltion of-a single '&' character destroys the-basis 
of that confidence. I can forgive Backus for "changeable constants", 
but Stroustrup should have knohTI better :-) 

The average sailor will not spit into the wind a second time. The 
average computer scientist does not, apparently, learn from experience. 

Uike Albaugh, Atari Games Corp (Arcade Garnes, soon Time Warner Interactive) 
675 Sycamore Dr. Milpitas, CA 95035 (408)434-1709 a1bau·;~h@agames.com 

Some conunents on the A330 accident 

Peter Ladkin <Peter.Ladkin@loriajr> 
Sat, 27 Aug 199-119:02:00 +0200 

There are a few points worth emphasising which folla~ from the Air et Cosmos 
issue 1462 summary of the A330 accider.t preliminary report, along with the 
1480/1 AeC summary of the preliminary-preliminary findings from the telemetry 
data. 

Tbe A330 preliminary accident report singles out lack of pitch 
protection with the autopilot in ALT* mcde as a determining factor. 

According to the report by Casamayou in Air et Cosmos 1460 (11-16 July), the 
copilot rotated to 26deg to hold 150kts of speed (the airplane actually went 
to 29deg), and the autopilot was engaged by Warner, who also retarded the left 
er'9ine and cut the left hydraulic pump to simulate en engine failure: 'As 
planned, the pitch of the aircraft started to diminish and passed from 29deg 
to 25deg, the [pitch] limit authorised by the [flight] envelope protection 
system FHGES (flight management guidance and envelope system).' 

It is presumed that the pilots were expecting that the autopilot was to remain 

0712712000 4:27PM 
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in SRS mode (·Speed Reference System') under which there is autc-matic pitch 
protection. However, because the altitude was set too low (2000ft) in the 
flight director (FCU), the autopilot reverted almost immediately to ALT• mode, 
under which there i~ no pitch protection. However, it was non-obvious for the 
pilots to knc~ they were in ALT• mode since it wasn't displayed on the PFD 
under those flight conditions - mode info disappears from the PFD at 25deg, 
••the s~~e point to which pitch is protected by the FMGEs••. 

The preliminary report noted the lack of PFD display of mode as a contributing 
factor, but not a cause. Bernard Ziegler, technical directcr of Airbus, 
singled out in interviews the action of achieving 25deg of pitch as one of his 
main contributing factors [RISKS-16.35, also the specific figure of 25deg, a 
·particularly high pitch angle' is found in Flight International, 17-23 Aug 
199~. p4]. (The other two factors mentioned in the Speigel interview were the 
2000ft altitude setting and that the pilots waited too long to recover.) 

However, if you ;..;ant to test pitch protection it follows you have to put the 
airplane into more than 25deg of pitch, which is what the pilots did. But 
this is a flight condition such that you can't tell en the PFD \·lhat AP mod<> 
you're in, and hence whether pitch is actually protected! This info might be 
available, but it is not displayed c.n the PFD. 

Contributory factors that ·..;ere also noted by the report: the full-aft center 
of 9-ra.vity, and the TOGA thrust on the engines. Hc•t-:ever, the airplane may be 
le·Jally loaded to full-aft CG, and if a go-arC·Un·j is needed on an autc·rnatic 
landing, that's what TOG.~ thrust is for. TOGA conditions -3-t+? statistica.lly the 
most likely cc.nditic·ns under \·1hich tho?re is an engine failure. 

All of the abc.ve is a ma.tter of ro:-cord, .:,r r:.f cummc·n knoHled·JE'. I'd like to 
add a few corr.ments and questicns of my c-....n. 

Firstly, the rep·:-rt implies that autcpilct rnc".:ie confusion pla:ted a role in the 
late reaction of the pilots to the flight cc-ndition. They were expectin·:J SRS 
mode and g·:·t ALT• (fer whatever reasc·n) - they \·./l?te e.:-:pe·:tino;r pitch protection 
· ... ;hen there t-~as nc·ne - they Here waiting for something that wouldn't h:ip}:·en, 
and th.::y ·:•Xlldn' t tell from the FFD. Pete Heller, in his article ·CAD: 
Computer Aided Disaster' and Robert Dorsett have noted that mGde- or 
control-law-confusic·n seens to have played a role in r.1any cf the A320 
accidents as well. 

Secondly, this airplane \-;as loaded to within legal limits and was usin·J thrust 
appropriate to a go-arc·und situation. There aro? US airports at which 
ccmmo?rcial flights take place at \--Jhich the missed-approach procedure r.:·::pJires 
c·ne to clirrb-and-rnaintain altitudes in the re9ion of 2000ft. So, one might 
consider the possibility that these three of the identified 'causes' of the 
accident were plausible, although maybe unusual, operatin9 conditions. The 
airplane was pitched up by the copilot to :8 deg, in order (I would .surmisE:) 
to activate the autom-3tic pitch protection mechani~m, under conditions of 
en9ine failure. Under these conditions, under autc.pilot control, the airplane 
flew itself into an flight ccnditic·n frcrn w·hich an e:-:perienced test pilot o-..-~s 

unable t•:> reco· ... ·er in time. I wond-2r why mere atttnticn is net paid to this 
f8ature of the accident? 

The trim setting was singled out as a cause, but the report also says that the 
accelerated rotation caused by this was controlled by the cc.pilot, so I don't 
see how it figures as a cause, unless it was seen as C•ne-task-too-many. 

For comparison and discussion in RISKS, I'd like to menticn a possible point 
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of view different from that provided by Airbus [Ziegler interviews, Der 
Speigel 15.6.94, RISKS-16.35, and Flight International, 17-23 Auf 1994, p4]. 
1/amely: if the airplane had not crashed, seven more people would be alive -
but we also wouldn't have kncwn that an A330 with full aft CofG is unable to 
fly itself out of an engine-out-during-go-around situation if the 
altitude-select on the AP is set at or near 2000ft and the pitch is slightly 
above its 25deg limit of protection. 

Is this computer-related? I'm sure the A330 software will be changed. 
If only because the Commi.=:sion of Inquiry recommended it. 

Peter Ladkin 

ESORICS 9-1 Program 

r,·es Deswarte <deswarte@laasfr > 
Tue, 6Sep /99-4 l-4:17:0/ +0/00 

THE INSTITUTE OF HATHEHATICS AJID ITS APPLICATIONS 
Catherine F-.ichards Huuse, 16 Nelson Street, Southend-on-Sea, Esse:~, SSl lEF. 
Tel: (0702) 354020 Fax (0702) 354111 
EMAIL: H1ACR...4@•..,r- E. J.J!GLIA .. ;..c. UK 

PROVISIO!IAL PROGRAM ESORICS-94 
(European Sj~poisum on Research in Computer Security) 

THE OLD SHIP HOTEL, BRIGHTON, UKO 
7TH - 9TH 1/0VEI!BER, 1<:.94 

ESORICS-94 is organised by the IHA in co-operation with AFCET (creator), 
BCS Computer Se,curity Specialist Group, CERT-OIIEKA, AICA and GI 

ESORICS-94 
hovisional PrO•;Jram 

Honday, 7th llovember, 1994 

9.15 - 9.30 a.m. Introduction - Roge,r 1/eedham and G.;,rard Eizenberg 

9.30 - 10.30 a.m. 

11.00 - 12.30 p.m. 

Session 1 - Heasures (Chair: Dieter Gollmanr.) 

Valuation of Trust in Open 1/etworks 
T. Beth, N. Borcherding, B. Klein 

Performance Requirements in Data Cornmunicatior, S~{stems 
V .. Zorkadis 

Session 2 - High Assurance Software 
(Chair: John NcLean) 
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ANNEXE2 

EVOLUTION DES PARAMETRES ENREGISTRES SUR SSFDR 
POUR LA DERJ'iiERE PIL\SE DU VOL: 

-ALTITUDE 
- \1TESSE 
- ASSIETIE LO::\"GITUDINALE 
- GOU\'ER."'E DE PROFO;\l>EUR 
- EPR DES \IOTEURS 
- ETAT DU PILOTE AUTO:\L\TIQUE 
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+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 10 ············································•+ 
+ OATA REPORT PIPER·PA-31 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES PANEL SEPARATION IN FLIGHT-CLIMB TO CRUISE + 
+ AIRCRAFT STRUCK BY OBJECT-CLIMB TO CRUISE + 

+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<······················· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 91/0240-0 

++ FROM STATE : S~DEN 

FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 91·04·12 ++ MASS CATEGORY 2250 • 5700 KG 
TIME 14:30 ++ STATE DF REGISTRY S~DEN 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION SE·FLI 
GEN WEATHER : VHC ++ 

++ 
<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, 
LOCATION STOCKHOLM/SKAVSTA ++ A/C DAMAGE 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
SUBSTANTIAL 

STATE/AREA S~DEN ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED STOCKHOLM/SKAVSTA ++ CREW 0 0 0 1 0 1 
DESTINATION STOCKHOLM/SKAVSTA ++ PAX 0 0 0 D 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
CURING A TEST FLIGHT AFTER MAINTENANCE, THE LEFT ENGINE COWLING SEPARATED AND STRUCK THE TAILPLANE LEADING EDGE, WHICH WAS 
DEFORMED ALONG ITS ENTIRE LENGTH. THE AFT FUSELAGE WAS BENT TO THE RIGHT AT THE TAILPLANE. ALL THIS OBSTRUCTED MOVEMENT OF 
THE ELEVATOR. NONE OF THE 3 RIGHT SIDE COWLING SAFETY LATCHES HAO BEEN LOCKED. 
DRN: BY USE OF BRUTE FORCE, THE PILOT WAS ABLE TO FREE THE ELEVATOR FOR RESTRICTED USE AND A SAFE LANDING. 
RECOMMENDATION: THAT QUICK· LOCKING MECHANISMS OF THIS TYPE SHOULD BE COLOUR· CODED TO FACILITATE VERIFICATION OF LOCKED 
STATE. 

•••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS •••••••••••• 
EVENT 1 PANEL SEPARATION IN FLIGHT • CLIMB TO CRUISE 

!.COWLING • NOT FASTENED/NOT LOCKED /SEPARATED 
1.MANUFACTURER·WORKPLACE DESIGN-DIFFICULT 
2.TECHNICIAN·MONITORING·INADEQUATE 

2,A/C MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE • INADEQUATE/INEFFECTIVE 
1.A/C MAINTENANCE ENGINEER-SUPERVISION-INADEQUATE 
Z.MAINTENANCE/REPAIR • OPERATIONS·QUALITY CONTROL-SUBSTANDARD 

3.FL CREW PRE-FLIGHT CHECK PROCEDURE • INEFFECTIVE 
1.PILDT·MONITORING·INADEQUATE 

EVENT 2 AIRCRAFT STRUCK BY OBJECT • CLIMB TO CRUISE 
!.COWLING • SEPARATED 
2.ELEVATOR • FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE 
3.FORCED LANDING • PERFORMED 

•••••••••• SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS •••••••••• 

RELATED TO AIRCRAFT/EQUIPMENT INSPECTION 
MODIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT 
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+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 35 ·············································+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT BOEING-707 INCIDENT + 
+ £VENTS:PHASES ~HEELS-UP LANDING-LANDING ROLL + 

+··········--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<······················· OPERATION ···················••••> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 94/0545·0 

++ FROM STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 94·D7·04 ++ MASS CATEGORY 27 001 • 2n DOD KG 
TIME 00:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION 
GEN ~THER ++ 

++ 
<······················· lOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 

MINOR LOCATION TEL AVIV ++ A/C DAMAGE 
STATE/AREA ISRAEL ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
DEPARTED ++ CR~ 0 0 0 12 0 12 
DESTINATION ++ PAX D 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

•··•••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
AIRCLAIMS:ACCORDING TO PRESS REPORTS, DURING A TEST FLIGHT 'A MALFUNCTION DISABLED THE AIRCRAFT'S RIGHT MAIN 
UNDERCARRIAGE'. ATTEMPTS ~REMADE TO FREE THE UNDERCARRIAGE BUT ~ITHOUT SUCCESS AND THE PILOT THEREFORE ELECTED TO 
CARRYOUT AN EMERGENCY LANDING AT BEN GURION INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. THE AIRCRAFT TOUCHED D~ AT 115KT AND THE PILOT SHUT 
D~ THE N0.4 ENGINE AT THE START OF THE LANDING ROLL. AS THE AIRCRAFT'S SPEED REACHED 40KT., THE RIGHT ~lNG BEGAN TO 
SETTLE AND THE N0.3 ENGINE STRUCK THE GROUND. THE AIRCRAFT CAME TO REST ON THE RU~AY. THE AIRCRAFT ~AS ENGAGED IN 
DEVELOPMENT TEST FLYING AS PART OF THE SIGINT (SANTIAGO SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE AIRCRAFT) PROGRAMME 
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SEA94LA228 

On September 1, 1994, approximately 1210 mountain daylight time (mdt), a Sikorsky S-64F helicopter, 
N 165AC, registered to and operated by Erickson Air Crane Company, and being flown by Gary M. 
Wiltrout and Jimmy R. Tipler, two commercially certificated pilots, was destroyed when the aircraft 
settled into Hanging Flower Lake, while in a hover, seven nautical miles southwest of libby, Montana. 
The pilot-in-command was not injured. however, the co-pilot and the crewman received minor injuries. 
Visual meteorological conditions prevailed and no flight plan had been filed. The flight. which was a 
maintenance check flight, was to have been operated in accordance with 14CFR91, and originated from 
the Libby Airport, Libby, Montana, at 1200 hours. 

In a written statement. the pilot reported that a retardant tank had been installed on the helicopter the 
previous day. Also at the conclusion of the flight on the previous day, the pilot stated that the number 
two engine had failed. A fuel control unit was changed which required a power check adjustment before 
the next flight. After the power adjustment was completed. the pilot did a control check on the retardant 
tank and found that the snorkel pump was not operating, however, the emergency dump system was 
operational. The isolation valve was found to be the problem and it was corrected. 

The flight then departed for the required test flight to Hanging Flower Lake where the tank system could 
be tested. The pilot stated that the flight to the lake was uneventful and the engines were performing 
normally. When the flight arrived at the lake, the pilot hovered the helicopter dmm until the snorkel was 
submerged in the water. The pump was turned on and the pilot asked the cre\\man if water was being 
taken on. The co-pilot stated that the quantity indicator was erratic and he was unsure if they were 
taking on water, however, the crewman stated that he thought that they were as he saw water leaking 
from around the top of the snorkel hose. After approximately 15 seconds, the pilot pulled the helicopter 
up into a 20 foot hover \\ith very little power required. The pilot felt that they probably did not take on 
very much water. The pilot stated that he then hovered back to the water and again submerged the 
snorkel for another 15 seconds. The pilot was unsure if they were taking on water and decided to pull up 
and check the system by dumping the water. The pilot stated that as he was departing the area, it did not 
feel like the helicopter was responding to the collective setting and the rate of climb was slow. The pilot 
attempted a momentary drop of the water by using the collective dump button, however, there was no 
indication that any water dumped. At this time the pilot asked the co-pilot how the power was and the 
co- pilot responded that they were losing rotor RPM and that they were also going to lose the generators. 
The pilot realized that they would not clear nearby trees and started to slide the helicopter to the right 
over the lake. The pilot tried to jettison the tank but stated that the tank would not jettison as the 
helicopter descended and touched down lightly on the surface. 

The helicopter then hovered back to five feet above the water, then began to settle back into the water. 
As the helicopter made contact \vith the surface, it rolled to the left and sank. 

After the helicopter was retrieved from the lake and secured, the engines were examined. During the 
teardo\m inspection, there was no evidence found to indicate a mechanical failure or malfunction. (see 
attached Investigation of the Crash ofN165AC). 

The emergency load release system was inspected and found that the quantity indication system was 
inoperative, therefore the fire tank doors would not open to release water. The emergency tank drop 
system was inspected and tested and found to be operational. The emergency drop hydraulic valve tested 
normal both electrically and hydraulically, however, it was suspected that the dump valve was 
unreliable. 

0311712001 6:30PM 
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Further study into the environmental conditions at the time of the accident (i.e. 6,000 feet and I 0 
degrees C), the estimated loading of the helicopter with remaining fuel, and the estimated amount of 
water added during the snorkel pump test, it was determined that helicopter was operating above 
maximum gross weight. It was also noted that the performance data available for this make and model 
helicopter is limited, and that estimates were used Company personnel were using performance data 
from another make and model helicopter similar to the accident helicopter. This helicopter was found to 
be power limited for this operation. 

Use your browsers 'back' function to return to synopsis 
Return to Query Page 
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NfSB Identification: SEA9-ILA228. The docket is stored in the (offiine) ~'TSD Imaging System. 

Accident occurred SEP-01-9-1 at UDI3Y, ~IT 
Aircraft: SIKORSKY S-6-IF, registration: NI65AC 

Injuries: 2 !I.Jinor, 1 Uninjured. 

TilE HELICOPTER WAS ON A ::I.IATh'TENA.-'\CE TEST FLIGIIT TO TEST A RET ARDA~i 
TA.,"'K SYSTE.\l TIIAT WAS USED TO CARRY Ac'\'D DISPENSE WATER. AFTER ARIUVING 
AT A LAKE, TilE FLIGHT CREW IIO'VERED TilE IIEUCOPTER \\liiLE LOWElm'G TilE 
SNORKEL TO O:NLOAD WATER. HOWEVER, TilE QUAN1ITi" J!';'DICATOR WAS 
~IALFUKCTIONING, Al\'D TilE CREW ~IE~II3ERS WERE UNSl."RE IF WATER WAS BEING 
OJ\ 'LOADED. TilE PILOT OPTED TO Fl.. Y OUT OF TilE HOVER Ac'\'D DIDlP TilE WATER 
FRG:\1 TilE RETARDANT TAl\"'K. AS TilE FLIGIIT BEGAN TO DEPART TilE AREA, TilE 
PILOT NOTED TIL\T TilE IIEUCOPTER WAS LACKING RESPONSE TO TilE COLLECTIVE 
Al\'D TilE RATE OF CLI::I.ffi WAS SLOW. \\liEN TilE WATER WOULD NOT Du1\lP FRO::\. I 
TilE TAl'.'K, TilE FLIGIIT CREW TIUED TO JETTISON TilE T Al\"'K. NEilliER SYSTE~I 
\\"OL'LD WORK. TilE ROTOR RP::I.I BEGAN TO DECREASE .-u'\'D TilE HELICOPTER 
SETTLED INTO TilE WATER Al'm SA.NK. DURING AN INVESTIGATION, NO !I.IECH..\1'.'ICAL 
FAILl."RE OR H\LFUNCTION OF EilliER ENGD."E WAS FOlD. 'D. \\liEN CHECKED, TilE 
RET.-\RDA.l\ff (WATER) QUA.l\ffiTI" Il\'DICATOR SYSTE::I.I WAS INOPERATI\"E • .U'\'D WOl.'LD 
ONLY SENSE TIIAT TIIERE \\'AS !\"0 WATER IN TilE TAl\"K. TO RELEASE WATER. TilE 
SYSTE::I.I NEEDED TO SENSE TIIAT TIIERE WAS ENOCGH WATER FOR TilE SELECTED 
SETTING; TIIEREFORE, TilE TA!\"'K DOORS WOl."LD NOT OPEN TO DIDIP WATI':R \\'1111 
TillS ~IALFm\CTION. NO E\'IDENCE WAS FOUl\'D TO DETER.\ID.'E \\liY TilE 
E.\IERGENCY TAl\"'K DROP SYSTE:\1 DID NOT FUNCTION. USING ESIDIA TES, 
PERFOR.\lANCE DATA Il\'DICATED TilE IIELICOPTER WAS ABOVE TilE !I.IA.ThliDI 
GROSS WEIGHT Al\TI WAS POWER LI::I.IITED FOR TilE EI-."VJROl\"::I.IENfAL COl\TiillONS. 
ELEVATION OF TilE LAKE WAS ABOUT 6500 FEET; AIR TE::I.lPERATURE WAS ABOUT 63 
DEGREES. 
Probable Cause 
TilE FLIGIIT CREW ALLOWED TilE IIELICOPTER'S WEIGl IT Al\TI BAL.U"\CE TO BE 
EXCEEDED, .-u'\TI TilE E."TER.'l".\L LOAD (T.u'\"K) JETTISON SYSTE~I FAILED TO 
OPERATE. A FACTOR RELATED TO TilE ACCIDE1'<1 WAS: TilE FALSE Il\UICATION ON 
TilE RETARDANf QUANTITY IXDICATOR. 

Full natr.1tive available 
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+ EVEN ASES LOSS OF SEPARATION-POSSIBLE RISK OF COLLISION·CRUISE + 

++ 
OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE D 

S • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 94/221 

FINAL REP Y 
<••·•······· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOG 
DATE 94·07·20 
TIME 10:35 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT 
GEN WEATHER : VMC 

<······················· LOCATION 
LOCATION TORONTO 
STATE/AREA CANADA 
DEPARTED TORONTO 
DESTINATION HAMILTON 

++ FROM STATE : C A 

++ CRE'J 
++ PAX 
++ 

·••••• AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
5701 • 27 000 KG 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
NONE 

L SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
0 D 0 3 D 3 
0 0 0 0 0 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
A CONVAIR 5 AD COMPLETED A SERIES OF PRACTICE APPS AT HAMILTON ~HEN IT ~AS CLEARED TO 6,000 FT, DIRE TING TO 
TORONT THE SAME TIME, THIS A/C DEPARTED TORONTO FOR HAMILTON AND ~AS CLEARED TO 5,000 FT. THE CONVAIR~ ATER 
C D TO MAINTAIN 5,000 FT BECAUSE THE HAMILTON CONTROLLER ANTICIPATED THIS A/C TO BE AT 6,000 FT. THE A/C PAS 

THER ~ITH ABOUT 2 HI HORIZONTAL SEPARATION ~HERE 5 HI HORIZONTAL OR 1,000 FT VERTICAL SEPARATION IS REQUIRED. 

+··········································-···· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 38 ·············································+ 
+ DATA REPORT SIKORSKT·S64 SKTCRANE ACCIDENT + 

OTHER·HOVERING/LIFTING + + EVENTSJPHASES 
+ COLLISION ~ITH LEVEL TERRAIN~ATER·HOVERING/LIFTING + 
+ A/C SANK IN ~ATER·POST·IHPACT + 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ ++ 
<········-·------······· OPERATION ------------·····------> ++ <····---------·········· FILE DATA ······-------··-------·> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 94/0404·0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··········· DATE TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 94-09·01 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
TIME 12:10 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY UNITED STATES 
LIGHT : DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION N165AC 
GEN ~ATHER : VMC ++ 

++ 
<······················· LOCATION ·-------------··········> ++ <········--· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 

DESTROYED LOCATION LIBBY,HT 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES 
DEPARTED LIBBY,HT 
DESTINATION LIBBY,MT 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CRE\1 
++PAX 
++ 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
0 0 1 1 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE ••·••••••••••••• 
THE HELICOPTER ~AS ON FLIGHT TO TEST A TANK SYSTEM. ~HILE LOADING ~ATER FROM A LAKE THE QUANTITY INDICATOR MALFUNCTIONED. 
THE PILOT DECIDED TO TRANSITION TO FOR~ARD FLIGHT AND DUMP THE ~ATER. THE HELICOPTER ~LD NOT CLIMB AND THE CR~ COULD NOT 
DUMP OR JETTISON THE TANK. THE HELICOPTER SETTLED INTO THE LAKE AND SANK. NO MECHANICAL FAILURE OF EITHER ENGINE ~AS FOUND. 
THE ~ATER QUANTITY INDICATOR SYSTEM ~AS INOPERATIVE AND ~LD ONLY READ THAT THERE ~AS ND ~ATER IN THE TANK. HOWEVER, THE 
SYSTEM ~LD NOT RELEASE UNLESS IT SENSED THAT THERE ~AS ~ATER IN THE TANK. NO EVIDENCE ~AS FOUND TO DETERMINE ~HY THE 
EMERGENCY TANK JETTISON SYSTEM DID NOT FUNCTION. PERFORMANCE DATA INDICATED THE HELICOPTER ~AS ABOVE THE MAXIMUM WEIGHT AND 
~AS LIMITED BY THE ~R AVAILABLE IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. ELEVATION OF THE LAKE ~AS ABOUT 6,5D0 FT. AIR 
TEMPERATURE ~AS ABOUT 17 DEG C. 

•••••••••••• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS •••••••••••• 
EVENT 1 OTHER • HOVERING/LIFTING 
EVENT 2 COLLISION ~ITH LEVEL TERRAIN~ATER • HOVERING/LIFTING 

!.EMERGENCY JETTISON SYSTEM • FAILED 
2.CARGO DUMPING • IMPOSSIBLE 
3.A/C PERFORMANCE • EXCEEDED 

EVENT 3 A/C SANK IN ~ATER • POST·IMPACT 
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++ 
< OPERATION >++<:----FILE DATA-----
TYPE :MISCELLANEOUS- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 94/0274-0 

++FROM STATE 
++ 

<.------WHEN------>++< AIRCRAFT DATA----
DATE : 94-09-09 ++MASS CATEGORY : 27 001 - 272 000 KG 
TIME ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : 
LIGHT ++REGISTRATION : RA65760 -++ 
< WHERE -----:>++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD---> 
LOCATION : YEGORYEVSKY 
STATE/AREA :RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

++ AIC DAMAGE : DESTROYED 
++INJURY: FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NO 

UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED 
DESTINATION : 
OTHER DAMAGE: 

++CREW 
++PAX 

8 
0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 
0 

8 
0 

+·•••••••······································· REQUEST 074/96, REPORT 40 ·············································+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT TUPOLEV·TU-134 ACCIOENT + 
+ EVENTSlPHASES COLLISION ~ITH AIRCRAFT-BOTH AIRBORNE-MANOEUVRING + 

·~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<·--············-------- OPERATION ·····················-·> ++ <·····--··············-- FILE DATA ----------·············> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 94/0274-0 

++ FRCM STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··--------- DATE TlME ANO METEOROlOGICAL DATA ····---···> ++ <············-·····-·· AIRCRAFT DATA --------------------·> 
OATE : 94-09·09 ++ MASS CATEGORY : 27 001 • 272 000 KG 
TIME 00:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION : RA65760 
CEN WEATHER ++ 

++ 
<··················---·· LOCATION ····--··········--······> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION YEGORYEVSKY ++ A/C DAMAGE : DESTROYED 
STATE/AREA RUSSIAN FEDERATION ++ INJURY : FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
DEPARTED ++ CREU 8 0 0 0 0 8 
DESTINATION ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••··••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
AIRCLAIMS: THE AIRCRAFT ~AS OESTROYED ~EN IT ~NT OUT Of CONTROL AND CRASHED FOLL~ING A COLLISION ~ITH A TU22. THE TU22 
LANDED SAFELY. THE TU134 WAS APPARENTLY ACTING AS A PHOTOGRAPHIC CHASE AIRCRAFT TO THE TU22 AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT. 
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On September 27, 1994, at 2043 hours mountain standard time, a McDonnell Douglas MD520N 
(NOTAR), N520NT, collided with a McDonnell Douglas AH-64D (Longbow), R00324, while on final 
approach to the McDonnell Douglas Heliport, Mesa, Arizona. Both helicopters were operated by 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems, in conjunction ,,;th a flight test/evaluation by foreign military 
officials under 14 CFR Part 91. The Longbow was owned by the U.S. Army and leased to McDonnell 
Douglas Helicopter Systems: 

The NOTAR was destroyed and the certificated airline transport pilot was fatally injured. A foreign 
military observer in the NOT AR was seriously injured. The Longbow sustained substantial damage. The 
Longbow crew, a certificated commercial pilot and a foreign military pilot were not injured. The flight 
departed the Williams Gateway Airport, Chandler, Arizona about 2035 hours. Night visual 
meteorological conditions prevailed at the time, and both helicopters were operating on a company VFR 
flight plan filed at the McDonnell Douglas Heliport 

The Longbow was conducting a night evaluation of the pilot's night vision system (PNVS). Use of the 
PNVS restricts the pilot's peripheral vision and the nature of the evaluation directed the attention of the 
Longbow pilots inside the cockpit. 

The NOTAR was assigned the task of"chase aircraft", whose duties in part were surveillance of and 
monitoring the Longbow, and provide traffic advisories concerning other aircraft in the area. 

Voice communications between the two helicopters was made via VHF radio frequencies. 

All three pilots had flo,m the route from the Gateway Airport to the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter 
facility in the past, or before the accident flight. The return flight of the AH-64 departed Williams AFB 
to the north to a point northeast of the McDonnell Douglas facility and easi of Granite Reef Dam, a VFR 
reporting point for Falcon Field, Mesa, Arizona. 

The route of the NOTAR is not exactly kno\\n. There were no radar services requested by the pilots, and 
the test aircraft was not squawking a discreet transponder code. Radar data provided by the Federal 
Aviation Administration depicted unidentified aircraft departing the Gateway Airport at the approximate 
time of the AH-64 and NOTAR The data revealed aircraft tracking north along a route described by the 
AH-64 pilots. The data did not distinguish the flight path of two aircraft. The track of the aircraft was 
lost in ground clutter and radar returns from vehicles traveling on east-west roads near Falcon Field. The 
radar data also revealed aircraft in the Falcon Field traffic pattern throughout the period of the return 
flight. 

During the flight from Williams Gateway Airport, the NOT AR pilot a5ked the Longbow pilots to slow 
their airspeed. The Longbow slowed from 130 knots to I 05 knots. The AH-64 pilots contacted the 
NOTAR pilot( Chase} as they approached the Granite Reef Dam VFR reporting point. The AH-64 pilots 
informed the NOTAR they were going to change VHF radio frequency from the mission control 
frequency to the Falcon Field air traffic control tower (ATCT} frequency. The NOT AR pilot 
acknowledged the AH-64 pilots transmission. There were no other recorded communications from the 
NOTAR pilot. There was no evidence found indicating the NOTAR pilot had lost visual contact \\ith 
the Longbow helicopter. 

At 2040 hours, the AH-64 crew contacted the Falcon Field ATCT via the VHF radio and reported over 

0311712001 6:17PM 
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Granite Reef Dam v.ith a chase aircraft. The ATCT local controller cleared the flight for a north arrival. 

The AH-64 crew then changed VHF radio frequencies from Falcon ATCT to McDonnell Douglas .. 
Company's "Apache Ramp Control" frequency. The ground control radio operator (GIRO) monitoring 
the frequency cleared the AH-64 to land runway 22, and informed the AH-64 crew of the current v.ind 
conditions and altimeter setting. · 

The GIRO observed the AH-64 final approach and observed flashing lights approaching the AH-64 from · 
its left side at an approximate angle of90 degrees. The GIRO indicated that the events he \\itnessed 
happened rapidly and there was insufficient time to warn the pilots. The GIRO told the Safety Board by 
the time he recognized the flashing lights as another aircraft it was too late. The GIRO indicated the 
collision occurred about 30 feet above the ground After the collision the NOT AR appeared to flip and 
the AH-64 landed on Pad #3. The GIRO further indicated that there were no communications with the 
chase aircraft (NOTAR) after he cleared the AH-64 to land 

The AH-64 crew reported they did not see the NOTAR during the final approach phase of the flight The 
rear seat pilot was recorded stating, ."1 just caught sight of something coming on the left hand side as it 
hit" The AH-64 crew indicated they were performing the final tasks of the test flightlevaluation using 
the PNVS at the time of the collision, and that their anti-collision lights were on. 

CREW INFORMATION 

McDonnell Douglas MD520N 

First Pilot (NOT AR) 
. . 

The NOT AR pilot was formerly employed by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems, and had 
accepted an early retirement At the time of the accident, the NOTAR pilot was employed by a 
personnel company under contract with McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems, to provide pilots. The 
NOT AR pilot was seated in the left front seat of the helicopter at the time of the collision. 

The NOT AR pilot held an Airline Transport Pilot certificate with single and multiengine airplane 
ratings and a helicopter rating. The most recent second-class medical certificate was issued to the pilot 
on December 1, 1993, and contained the limitation that correcting lenses be worn while exercising the 
privileges of his airman certificate. 

No personal flight records were located for the pilot and the aeronautical experience listed on this report 
was obtained from the accident report submitted by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems. 

According to the operatm's accident report, the pilot's total aeronautical experience consists of about 
17,795 hours, of which about 1,550 hours were accrued in the MD500 series helicopters, of which the 
MD520N is a derivative. In the preceding 24 hours before the accident, the pilot flew 4.3 hours, of 
which 2.8 hours were in the accident helicopter. 

Flight Test Engineer 

A British Army Flight Test Engineer was seated in the right front seat of the NOTAR for the purpose of 
observing the flight evaluations. He had no crew responsibility for the operation of the NOT AR After 
the accident, the Flight Test Engineer indicated he saw the AH-64 in the right window the instant before 

... 
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the collision, but was not sure whether it was a dream or actual memory. 

McDonnell Douglas AH-64D (Longbow) 

First Pilot (AH-6-t) 

The first pilot was employed by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems, as an engineering test pilot 
The first pilot held a commercial pilot certificate with a multiengine airplane rating and a helicopter 
rating. The first pilot also held a night instructors certificate for helicopters. The most recent 
second-class medical certificate was issued to the pilot on January 20, 1994, and contained no 
limitations. 

The first pilot's total aeronautical experience consists of about 8,239 hours, of which about 3,066 hours 
were accrued in the AH-6-t. The first pilot had flo\\n about 1.5 hours in the 24 hours preceding the 
accident, all in the accident AH-64. The first pilot was seated in the front seat of the AH-64 and was 
performing instructor pilot duties at the time of the collision. The first pilot indicated he did not see the 
NOT AR in the moment before the collision. 

Second Pilot (AH-6-t) 

The second pilot held a foreign military aeronautical designation for helicopters issued by the United 
Kingdom. The second pilot's total aeronautical experience was about 3,700 hours, of which about 3,590 
hours were in helicopters. The second pilot indicated he had flO\w attack helicopter's in the British 
Army and had logged several thousand hours in the Westland Lynx. The second pilot had flO\m the · 
AH-64 previously on two occasions accruing about 14 hours, of which about 5 hours were at night The 
second pilot had flo\\n in the accident helicopter about 2.5 hours in the 24-hour period preceding the 
accident. The second pilot was seated in the rear seat of the AH-64 and was evaluating the capabilities 
of the helicopter for purposes of acquisition by the British Army. 

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 

McDonnell Douglas MD520N (NOTAR) 

The McDonnell Douglas MD520N is owned and operated by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems. 
The helicopter was originally certified as an experimental helicopter. The experimental airworthiness 
certificate found on the helicopter had expired. 

The helicopter was not equipped with any night vision devices for use by the crew. The NOT AR pilot 
was required to survey the AH-64 through the cockpit windows. · 

According to McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems, the visibility from the pilot's position is good. 
Representatives from the company's Product Flight Safety Department provided the Safety Board a 
Transportation Safety Board (TSB) of Canada report concerning a midair collision involving a 
McDonnell Douglas MD369E. According to McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems, the visibility from 
the MD369E is similar to that of the NOT AR. · 

The TSB Canada report states "The pilot of the MD369E was sitting in the left front seat of the 
helicopter. From this position, although the field of view to the front of the helicopter is good, there are 
some obstructions to the left. In the horizontal plane, the pilot view aft of the nine o'clock position is 

03/17120016:17 PM 
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masked by the aft left door frame assembly; the forward frame assembly; which angles dov.nwards 
roughly 45 degrees, obstructs about 10 degrees of view at the pilot's ten-thirty position. In the vertical 
plane, the 6-inch portion of the door frame on the topside of the left door masks about 40 degrees of the 
pilot's field of vision. From the nine o'clock position to the ten-thirty positions, this upper door frame 
masks the pilot's view from about the horizon to approximately 40 degrees above the horizon.". · 

The construction of the NOTAR cockpit windows is symmetrical from right to left. The Canadian TSB 
report is based on the collision geometry of that particular accident, and does not take into account .. 
obstructions on the pilot's right side, such as a person occupying the right seat and the right upper door . 
frame, which would also obstruct the pilot's vision. 

The helicopter was equipped v.ith two VHF radios with digital displays. The radios incorporated a 
preselect feature which allows the pilot to store a frequency in an active and standby digital numeric 
display. Displayed frequencies are held in non-volatile memory circuits when the radios are not 
powered. When power is restored, the same frequencies will be displayed that were selected before 
shutdov.n.· · 

After the accident, both radios were removed and power was applied to read the displayed frequencies. 
The frequency readings were the same for both VHF communication radios. The Falcon ATCT 
frequency, 124.6 MHZ, was selected in the active display window of both radios, and McDonnell 
Douglas Helicopter Systems, ramp operations frequency, 123.35 MHZ, was selected in the standby 
display window. 

The McDonnell Douglas AH-64D (Longbow) 

The Longbow is mmed by the U.S. Army, and at the time of the accident, it was leased to McDonnell 
Douglas Helicopter Systems, for purposes of "handling characteristic/demonstration flights" for the 
United Kingdom. The AH-64 is a tv.in-engine military attack helicopter primarily designed as a 
day-night weapons platform. The helicopter is not certified in any airworthiness categories by the 
Federal Aviation Administration. The helicopter seats a crew of two in tandem with the pilot's position 
in the rear seat and the copilot-gunner's seat in the front. 

The Pilot's Night Vision System (PNVS) is used by the pilot for externally aided night vision, or during 
adverse weather. The PNVS consists of a stabilized Forward Looking Infra Red (FLIR) contained in a 
rotating turret mounted in the nose of the helicopter. The turret rotates 90 degrees right and left, and 20 
degrees up and 45 degrees dov.n. The PNVS is slaved to the crew's flight helmets, which present a FLIR 
image on helmet-mounted displays. The field of view on the display is 30 degrees vertical and 40 
degrees horizontal. The all-around aided night vision is restricted during forward flight by the limits of 
the helmet displays field of view combined with the rotation limits of the turret. 

The helicopter's exterior lighting equipment consists of two high intensity red and white anti-collision 
strobe lights located on each engine nacelle; three navigation lights located on each engine nacelle and 
the top of the vertical stabilizer; and the retractable landing light/search light. 

The helicopter was equipped with UHF, VHF, and FM voice communication radios. The VHF radio was 
the only radio installed in the Longbow that was compatible with voice communications with the 
NOT AR helicopter. The Longbow VHF radio is capable of storing preselected radio frequencies, but 
only one frequency can be used at a time. The Longbow pilots did not report any problems with the 
helicopter VHF voice communications. 

03/17/20016:17PM 
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COMMUNlCA TIONS 

THE AH-64 was equipped with a video recorder that recorded all communications transmissions both 
internal and ex1emal. Review of the radio communications revealed that the AH-64 successively and 
successfully communicated with the chase helicopter, Apache Ramp Control, and Falcon ATCf. No 
unusual communications were noted between any of the participating entities and the AH-64 during a 
review of the tape. A transcript of the communications between the aircraft and the above mentioned is 
attached to this report. 

Additionally, the communications \vith the Falcon Field ATCf were recorded. Review of the transcripts 
did not reveal any information not consistent with other statements. In addition. at 2043:24 hours a 
transmission of unknO\m source was recorded on the tower tapes. The unknov.n source stated, "oh 
(expletive)." A copy of the ATCf tapes is also attached to this report. 

AERODROME AND GROUND FACILITIES 

The McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems, facility is equipped with four concrete helipads aligned on 
a 220- to 040-degree magnetic orientation. The pads are VFR only, and are perimeter lighted for night 
operations. 

The helipads are monitored by Apache Ramp Control. The ground control radio operator is located in a 
elevated tower cab attached to one of the hangars. The tower cab is equipped \vith radio 
communications equipment and telejlhones. The ground control radio operator is able to survey the 
helipads and approach paths from the tower location. 

There were no reports of equipment outages at the facility that would have precluded the pilots from 
identifying the facility and landing on the helipads. 

WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION 

Both aircraft came to rest \\ithin the confines of the McDonnell Douglas Systems. facility. The AH-64 
landed and shutdO\m on helipad 3 \vithout incident after the collision. The anti-collision lights were 
tested after the collision and were found operational. 

Examination of the wreckage revei!led four of the NOT AR's five main rotor blades contacied the 
Longbow's left \ving and \ving stores. The 2. 75-inch empty rocket launcher, mounted on the outboard 
hard point, was struck from behind and was sliced horizontally about half its length. The Hellfire missile 
launcher was also struck from behind in the same place as the rocket launcher. The upper surface of the 
Longbow's left \ving had evidence of three rotor strikes from the NOTAR main rotor system. Shrapnel 
from the collision damaged the AH-64 main rotor blades and fuselage. A small portion of the left \\ing 
had entered the rear cockpit through the left canopy and was found l}ing on the floor. 

After the impact the NOTAR descended uncontrolled and came to rest on its left side about 50 feet 
northeast of the helipad threshold. The main rotor hub was separated from the fuselage at the mast 
Three of the five main rotor blades were found separated from the main rotor hub. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
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S( Louis Hosts STOL 
Maneuver Technology Program 
b1 WaJrC-I..PabllcltJ~SLt-IICUpter 

F-15 Eagle to take-off aDd !aDd on a rui!Way 
instead of the usual 8000 feet. That' I 1500 feet 

only 60 feet wide wit.h poor braking action in a 26-
10 q;t c:roea wind at night. 

t1y McDonnell Aircraft wu awarded a· development 
to aehleve u..e.e objectival and provide design op

cr future fighter aircraft. Mr. BiD Brinn. 'STOL 
(meuver Technology Program Manager, wu guest opeaker 
t a joint l:«hnln!Vdbmer meeting of Chepter 8 and the In
titulo of EI!Vironmental Sdeneee ill St. Louis. 
Acarding to Mr. Brinks, the ezistiDg F-15 engiDM wiD be, 

ltted wit.h illdependenUy artic:uleted vectoring/reveni 
oWes. Operetlon of the nou.lea wiD be illtegrated Into the 
011trol eystem eo they wiD operate in conjunction wit.h the 
Clltzd llllrfacea for IDc:reued maneuverability. 
A eet of F·18 elnone wiD be Installed on t.he fuoelap. fcr

..rd e1 t.he wings. u eanuds for the greater control Other 
1w1ges includes modifying landing gear struts for 
ougb!soft capability and installing an advanced cockpit 
esign. Tbe alrtftft, however, wiD mailltein it'• buie atru.,. 
m1 deeign ~!nee there mun be DO degradation of previoas 
liaiOII capability. 
Mr. Brinks, a former McDonnell Aircraft test pilot wit.h 

vor •ooo hours in high perfonnanee fighter aircraft, 
rovided members aDd guest wit.h an iofarmatlve and in-

, to R1 Mr. St.w Podr)o, Pre.ldnt ol St. Loaho Chepter ol 
e SF1'E; 'Mr. BID Brfnb, Oa..t Spedor; Mr. Cart Hllgut.h, 
...rdmt ol the St. Loaho Chepter ol the IES. 

Plo-. b,.l .. a Whld<er 

"KeUy "Johnson Award 
Nominations Due 

Letters requestlnc nomination. fer t.he "Kelly•""!;t~~ 
•lrd hive beea sent to all SFTE members. r 
embers and clulpters should give this 
:leratlon. Tbe award provides rec:Ognitlon for 
lght Test EngiDeering. Nominations are due ill t.he 
Ike by April 15, 1985. Tbe award will be given at 
Ia! Sympooium banquet, Wednsday avenin& July 31, urao.' 

.. 

SEA7TLE CHAPTER REMINDER 
The Seattle Chlpter of the Society of Flight Test 

Engineen will host the 1985 SFTE Sy mpoelum In t.he birth· 
place of the SFTE, Seattle, Washington, gateway to t.he 
beautiful Padflc Northwest. Tbe theme of thie 16t.h Annual 
Symposium. will be "Flight Testing • Evolution and 
Revolntlon" wlt.h papere on the innovative techniques 
evolving ill t.he applieatlon of new technology In aolving the 
challenging problemll In tOday' a flight test programs. 

Peraone iovolved ill flight testing aDd related fielde are in
vited to submit abetracta fer pepere to the Seattle Chepter 
by March 15, 1985. fer review by Techhlcal Papere Commit. 
tee. Selection fer preoeutatlon aDd notification will ba made 
by April 15, 1985. Fer t.hoee ..,Jectad. final manuac:ripta fer 
pablkatlon are due June 15,1985. 

Mailabetracts to: 

SFTE Seattle Chlpter ' 
T ... hnlcel Papere Committee 
P.O. Bas 80561 
Seattle, WA 98108 \ 

'abetracta should be 200 to 500 wcrda In length and may 
Include prublem, objectlvee, app,..,.ch, aDd reaults atateme... 
te.. Illwotratlons aDd data may be lnclnded ao appropriate. A 
IIIUiimary 'of the Important conclnaions aDd a otatement of 
t.he relevance to the Sympoeiwn theme may be lnduded. Be 
....._ 1o iDdoode a Title for the paper, an a11tbcr'o aame, 
organization, maDing address aDd phone numer. AD 118811ons 
and pablicetlona will be unclassified.. Approval for releaoe 
should be obtained h,. tbe aubmitterprior to submitting the 
abstract, if poeatDie. 

Tbe Sympoeium will be held July 29, 1985 • August2. 
1985, In tbe Stouffer Madison Hotel ill downtown Seattle, . 
Washington, USA. '-

- Roger Jonea (206) 655-C021 
Technical 

Three-Month Investigation Finds 
F-20 Crash Was Pilot-Induced 

A three-month illvestlgation into tbe crash Jut y..,. of a 
Northrop F-20 'l'1geraharlt In Suwon, Republic of Korea. hu 
found thlt the aircraft and all Its systems functioned 
properly, and tbe illverted stall which led to the aa:ldent wu 
pfiot.lnduoed. ' 

The accident, In which Northrop chief teet pilot DUTell 
Comellloat his life, occurnd Oct. 1 o. 1 99-C. 

At the end ola demonstration flight and In preparation fer 
landing, the pilot began a climbing roD and stopped the roD 
while inverted at low speed wit.h the landing gear aDd flaps 
extended. The 'aln:raft was at an altitude el 1,200 to 1.800 
feet above tbe ground, lnauffident to .......ver from the stall. 

Although the F·20, wu designed aDd bW1t by Northrop 
at Ita own expenoe, the U.S. Alrfon:e participated with 
Northrop u adviaono In the accident illveatlgatlon. Tbe next 
F-20 'l'1geraharlt Ia now being built, wit.h DO technical or 
design changee to tbe aircraft requirod or contemplated u a 
reault of the lnveatlgatlon. 
Two other F-20• hive continued ,the test f11ght and demon
stration program at Edwards AFB. Calif. Over 100 flights 
hive been carried out sinee the accident, aDd total F-20 
flights now exceed 1,075 • 
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+UNOFFICIAL REPORT TUPOLEV- TU-204 INCIDENT 
+EVENTS I PHASES: UNSPECIFIED FAILURE -FIRST ENGINE I EN-ROUTE 

+ 
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++ 
<----- OPERATION ++<----FILE DATA-----
TYPE :MISCELLANEOUS- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 94/0380-0 

++FROM STATE 
++ 

<-----WHEN----->++< AIRCRAFT DATA---
DATE :94-11-02 ++MASSCATEGORY :27001-272000KG 
TIME ++STATE OF REGISTRY: 
LIGHT ++REGISTRATION 

++ 
<-----WHERE ----->++<--DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON 

BOARD > 
LOCATION :EN-ROUTE 
STATE/AREA :RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

++ NC DAMAGE : NONE 
++INJURY: FATALSERIOUSMINORNO 

UNKNOWN TOTAL 
DEPARTED : SOCHI 
DESTINATION :MOSCOW 
OTHER DAMAGE: 

++CREW : 
++PAX 

0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

+··············································· REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 41 ----------------------·-·············------·-+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT TUPOLEV·TU-204 INCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSJPHASES UNSPECIFIED FAILURE· FIRST ENGINE-EN-ROUTE + 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
++ 

<·---------------------- OPERATION -----------------------> ++ <······----------------- FILE DATA ---------------------··> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ !CAD FILE : 94/0380·0 

++ FRCJII STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 

<----------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA -------·-·> ++ <··------------------- AIRCRAFT DATA -------------------··> 
DATE 94-11·02 ++ MASS CATEGORY : 27 001 • 272 000 KG 
TIME 00:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY : 
LIGHT ++ REGISTRATION 
GEN ~ATHER ++ 

++ 
<-······--------------·· LOCATION ········-···············> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
LOCATION EN-ROUTE ++ A/C DAMAGE : NONE 
STATE/AREA RUSSIAN FEDERATION ++ INJURY : FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOVN TOTAL 
DEPARTED SOCHI ++ CRE~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DESTINATION MOSCOW ++ PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 
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On December 30, 1994, at 1630 Pacific standard time, an experimental BD-1 0 jet aircraft, N9WZ, was 
destroyed in an in- flight breal..-up while conducting a flight test program near Gardnen.ille, Nevada. The 
aircraft was operated by Peregrine Flight International (PFI), Inc., of !I. linden, Nevada, and was engaged 
in a test program for the purposes of qualif)ing for a Federal ihiation Administration (FAA) Production 
Type Certificate. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed. The aircraft was demolished in the break-up, 
impact, and postcrash fire sequence. The certificated commercial pilot, the sole occupant, sustained fatal 
injuries. The flight originated from the company's production facility at the l\linden airport on the day of 
the accident about 1530. 

On the day of the accident, the pilot flew two prior flights in the accident aircraft completing test card 
items. On the flight immediately prior to the accident flight, the speed en' -elope was expanded to 370 
knots indicated air speed (Kl>\S). No discrepancies were reported at the conclusion of these two flights. 

The test card for the accident flight concerned the further expansion of the speed em-elope. The aircraft 
departed :\linden on an 1FR clearance and proceeded to the Reno Jl.!ilitary Operating Area (li.IOA). It 
performed the test card elements to expand the speed envelope to JI.Iach .82 at an altitude in excess of 
30,000 feet msl At the conclusion of the high altitude work, the aircraft descended to between 14,000 and 
15,000 feet to complete the remaining test card items to expand the envelope from 370 to 380 KIAS. 

On an earlier test flight at speeds between 345 and 350 KIAS, the side load forces on the "mica! 
stabilizers reached a company imposed limit in pounds of force. The limit was established at 40 percent of 
the force, as demonstrated in tests by Bede Jet Corporation, to cause a yield failure of the '-ertical 
stabtlizer spars at the fusdage attach point. Due to encountering the self-imposed 40 percent force limit, 
no rudder pulses were allowed. Only stick raps in the longitudinal and lateral modes were to be 
accomplished during the accident test run. 

According to the pilot of the chase aircraft, one run was completed at 375 knots. During the ne:~-1 run, the 
speed was increased to 380 knots when the aircraft suddenly pitched 'iolently nose up, followed by a 
general break-up. Engineering estimates by the company indicate tl1at tl1e pitch up exceeded 20g's. This 
was done by evaluating the force necessary to fail the landing gear actuators and struts (the main landing 
gear was forcibly ejected from the aircraft during the break-up sequence). 

No reports were found that any ground station or aircraft received a distress call from the aircraft prior to 
the accident 

Recorded radar data was obtained from the FAA Oa!Jand Air Route Traffic Control Center. The data 
retriC'--ed included: 1) the knm"n discrete code assignment for the aircraft while in Class A airspace; 2) 
code 1200 beacon returns tracked from the target identified from the discrete assigned code after the 
aircraft descended below Class A airspace; 3) all mode C altitude reports associated \\ith the beacon 
returns; and 4) all primary skin radar returns. The recorded radar data encompassed a time period from 
1615.-08, to the last recorded primary skin paint return at 1634:55, in the area where the 1200 code 
beacon return stopped. The last 1200 code beacon return, beliC'--ed to be the aircraft, was recorded at 
1629.-43. The location of the last beacon return was latitude 38.53.24, longitude 119.45.28. 

After the recorded radar data was recrn-ed, the data points were sorted by track progression and time 
sequence to match the flight histmy of N9WZ. 1l1e data points retriC'--ed were then processed through a 
Safety Board computer program. The program requires altitudes to successfully run, and altitudes were 
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supplied for those data points where the mode C report is missing by simple averaging. Once altitude 
points were derived, the da!.l was processed through the programs and graphic print-outs obtained. The 
raw radar da!.l as received from the FAA, and the processed da!.l at each s!.lge, to include the graphic 
chart presen!.ltions, are at!.lched to this report. 

The dau starts at 1615:08 (times in parentheses are elapsed minutes and seconds from this time), with the 
aircraft at 31,800 feet (all mode C altitud<!S referenced are rnsl), as the target tracks a relatively straight 
southerly course and descends. By 1625:30 (10:12), the aircraft is at 14,300 feet and begins an assent to 
15,500 feet, which is attained at 1627:42 (12:34). The target then descends again to 14,900 feet by 
1629:18 (14:10). At 1629:31 (14:23), a mode C report of 500 feet is recorded, along with a primal)· skin 
paint target which exluoits retrograde motion. The last mode C report of 14,600 feet occurs at 1629:43 
(14:35). Primary skin paint targets are then recorded unti11634:55 in the immediate area. 

The ground speed profile generated by the computer program ranges from 500 knots to about 420 by 5:00 
elapsed minutes. The speed then increases to an average between 470 and 490 knots until about 13 
elapsed minutes. It then falls to 420 knots by 13:10 elapsed time, then rapidly to near zero by the end of 
da!.l. 

The processed data reflects a right turn, acluC\ing a rate of 4 degrees per second, between about 12:40 
and 13:00 elapsed time. The turn rate reduces to zero by about 14:20, then increases to 14 degrees per 
second right to end of data. 

PILOT ll';'FOIU.IATION 

The pilot held a commercial pilot certificate Y<ith airplane ratings for single engine land, multiengine land, 
and instruments. According to the company, he graduated from U.S. Air Force flight training in 1967, and 
flC\v single and twin engine fighter-type aircraft for 9 years. The pilot's total flight time was estimated by 
the company as 11,433, \\ith 63 hours accrued in the BD-10 aircraft. 

AIRCRAFT INFOIU.iATION 

T11e aircraft is a two-place single engine turbo jet powered airplane of conventional metal construction. 
Company literature states the aircraft is capable of "mach plus" airspeeds. The aircraft was originally 
designed by the Bcde Jet Corporation (DJC) of St. Louis, 1\Iissouri, as an anJateur built kit aircraft. 

In December of 1993, Peregrine Flight International purchased the design, production, and marketing 
rights for the aircraft. 

The aircraft was manufactured during 1994, and issued an FAA experimental airworthiness certificate on 
November 7, 1994. The first flight of the aircraft was accomplished on November 11. At the time of the 
accident, the aircraft had completed 24 flights, for a total accrued flight time of 29 hours. 

RC\iew of the aircraft maintenance records revealed no unresolved discrcpanci~s prior to the accident 
flight. 

According to the company, the original BD-1 0 prototype constructed by DJC sustained a failure of a 
vertical stabilizer during flights at the 1994 Reno Air Races. BJC subsequently designed a fix which 
strengthened the vertical s!.lbilizers. Ground substantiation load tests to failure were conducted by BJC, 
and the resulting yield-failure load Iinllt was provided to PFI. The )idd-failure load limit supplied by DJC 

I 
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was used by PFI to estJblish the 40 percc:nt flight test limit The new fL'< was incorporated into the accident 
aircraft. 

l\IETEOROLOGICAL INFOR..\L<\TION 

The pilot obtained a preflight weather briefmg. 

Posl3ccidc:nt examination of the meteorological reports and forecasts available at the time, revealed that no 
significant weather was obsen -ed or forecasted for the area of flight. Pilot reports on the dissemination 
circuits disclosed no reports of turbulc:nce or other unusual meteorological phc:nomena. 

The winds aloft forecast for Rc:no, Nevada, \Vas examined. Based upon the 1609 obsen-ation, the \\ind 
direction and speed at 12,000 and 18,000 feet, respectively, were 280 degrees at 10 knots and 290 degrees 
at 15 knots. The observed temperature lapse rate was 2.33 degrees celsius. 

The pilot of the chase aircraft reported that the flight conditions were smooth. 

~~CKAGEEX~\ITNATION 

The wreckage was examined at the PFI production facilities after recovery from the accident site. The 
examination was conducted by a Safety Board Aerospace Engineer, with assistance from an FAA 
Engineer from the Kansa.~ City Aircraft Certification Office. Initial on-site documc:ntJtion, to include 
locations of aircraft components, was overseen by FAA inspectors from the Reno, Nevada, Flight 
Standards District Office. The Structures Group Chairman factual report completed by the Safety Board 
engineer, is attached to this report. Wreckage distribution diagrams produced during recovel)· of the 
\\Teckage are also attached. 

According to the Structures Group Chairman's factual report, the examination revealed that the airplane's 
horizontal and vertical tail assemblies sustained structural overloads and separated from the aircraft in 
flight. Both the left and right main wings f;uled as a result of gross positive overloads. The left wing 
separated from the aircraft, while the right wing remained attached to the fuselage. 

The left vertical tail assembly was found early in the wTeckage distnoution path, and is largely intJct with 
the rudder attached. 

The report notes that the unit appears to have sustJined a clean, almost instantaneous failure load, at the 
spar attachment points to the fuselage boom structure. E'l.idence of a bending failure mode toward the 
right side of the airplane was apparent. 

The right verticall3il assembly was found later in the distribution path, and is distorted and partially 
fragmented. The structures report notes that C\idence of impact with a wing flap or other wing structure is 
present. The unit failed and separated from the aircraft towards the right side. The left side skin assembly 
was pulled away from the fm and was grossly distorted and tom. The rudder separated from the unit. 

!\ lEDICAL Al-.'D P A TifOLOGICAL INFOR.l\IA TION 

PFI company personnel who reported seeing and speaking with the pilot just before departure on the 
accident flight, reported that he appeared normal and rested. According to PFI company represenl3tives, 
the pilot had no kno\'\n illnesses and was not taking any medications. 
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The pilot sustained fatal injuries and an autopsy was conducted by the Douglas County Coroner's Office, 
with specimens retained for toxicological analysis. The results of the toxicological examinations were 
negative for alcohol and all screened drug substances. 

TESTS AND RESEARCH 

PFI constructed a production configuration left side fusdlge tail boom, complete \\ith vertical and 
horizontal tail components. The unit was built to the same configuration as the accident aircraft 
components. This assembly was then mounted on a lest fixture, with strain gages installed on the vertical 
stabilizer spars. The vertical tail was then loaded to failure. The failure mode and separation point was the 
same as that seen on the accident aircraft J.:ft vertical tail assembly. The test revea!.:d that the vertical 
stabilizer spars began to )ield at40 percent of the failure load limit supplied by BJC (see Affi.CRAFf 
INFORMATION section). Spar failure occurred at65 percent of the BJC supplied load limit 

Return to S) no psis 
DO 
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Published on 02104/1995, SEA TILE POST-INTELLIGENCER 

'WE HEARD A LOUD BANG' 
2 CREWMEN PASSED OUT WHILE SCRAMBLING FOR 
OXYGEN MASKS 

The first indication of trouble came at 3:02p.m., three and a half hou~ after the 
Boeing m took off from Boeing Field for a routine test flight over Washington. 

The airplane, the second m produced by Boeing, was flying 30 miles north of 
Seattle using only battery power. It was flying at 43,100 feet- higher than normal 
cruising altitUde but necessary for its test maneuve~. 

Your search terms appHr 14 ti~ in thi1 atficle. 

Complete Article, 716 words ($1.95 to download) 

Published on 02/0311995, SEA TILE POST-INTELLIGENCER 

4 HURT ON m FLIGHT AS IT LOSES PRESSURE 

Four people were treated for decompression sickness last night when a new 
Boeing m jetliner on a test flight over Puget Sound was forced to make an 
emergency landing at Boeing Field after a sudden loss of cabin pressure. 

The plane, which took off from Boeing Field at 11:19 a.m., landed safely at 3:21 
p.m. 

Your sHrch terms •ppur40 ti~ in this alficle. 

Complete Article, 973 words ($1.95 to download) 

The Seattle Post-lntelligencer archives are stored on a SAVE (tm) newspaper 
library system from MediaStream Inc., a Knight-Ridder Inc. company. 
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Published on 02104/1995, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER 

'WE HEARD A LOUD BANG' 
2 CREWMEN PASSED OUT WHILE SCRAMBLING FOR 
OXYGEN MASKS 

The rm indiCation of trouble came at 3:02p.m., three and a half hours after the 
Boeing 777 took off from Boeing Field for a routine test flight over Washington. 

The airplane, the second m produced by Boeing, was flying 30 miles north of 
Seattle using only battery power. It was flying at 43,100 feet- higher than normal 
cruising aitJtude but necessary for its test maneuvers. 

Your suteh l•nn.s apptHr 14 time~ in thi.s attic/e. 

Complete Article, 716 words ($1.95 to download) 
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4 HURT ON m FLIGHT AS IT LOSES PRESSURE 

Four people were treated for decompression sickness last night when a new 
Boeing m jetliner on a test flight over Puget Sound was forced to make an 
emergency landing at Boeing Field after a sudden loss of cabin pressure. 

The plane, which took off from Boeing Field at 11:19 a.m., landed safely at 3:21 · 
p.m. 

Your sHteh tenn~ appear 40 time~ in thi8 attic I&. 

Complete Article, 973 words ($1.95 to download) 

The Sea We Post-lntelligencer archives are stored on a SAVE (tm) newspaper 
library system from Media Stream Inc., a Knight-Ridder Inc. company. 
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+----------------------------------------------- REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 45 ---------------------------------------------+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT ANTONOV·AN-70 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSJPHASES LOSS OF CONTROL-EN-ROUTE + 
+ COLLISION ~ITH AIRCRAFT-BOTH AIRBORNE-EN-ROUTE + 
+ COLLISION ~ITH TERRAIN-EMERGENCY/UNCONTROLLED DESCENT + 

+··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
++ 

<··--------------------- OPERATION ---------------------··> ++ <···-------------------· FILE DATA -------·-····--------··> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 95/0034-0 

++ FRCII STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 
<----------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ----------> ++ <--------------------- AIRCRAFT DATA---------------------> 
DATE 95-0Z-10 ++ MASS CATEGORY Z7 001 - Z7Z 000 KG 
TIME 17:30 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY UKRAINE 
LICHT : NIGHT/MOONLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION UR 
CEN ~ATHER : VMC ++ 

<----------------------- LOCATION 
LOCATION NEAR KIEV 
STATE/AREA UXRAINE 
DEPARTED KIEV 
DESTINATION KIEV 

++ 
··········--············> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CRE~ 
++PAX 
++ 

DESTROYED 
FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 

7 0 0 0 0 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

----------------- NARRATIVE ----------------
CURING A TEST FLIGHT FROM GOSTOMEL, THE AIRCRAFT COLLIDED ~ITH ITS CHASE PLANE CAN AN·7Z), ~NT OUT OF CONTROL AND 

CRASHED. THE OTHER AIRCRAFT, ALTHOUGH DAMAGED, CARRIED OUT A SAFE BELLY LANDING AT GOSTOMEL. THE TEST FLIGHT ~AS INTENDED 
TO EXPLORE THE AIRCRAFT'S PERFORMANCE AT VARIOUS SPEEDS ~ITH DIFFERENT CONTROL-SURFACE DEPLOYMENTS. ACCORDING TO 
UNCONFIRMED REPORTS, ~HILST FLYING AT 3,ZOOM THE AN-70 EXPERIENCED A RAPID DEPARTURE FRCII ITS INTENDED FLIGHT PATH • THE 
AIRCRAFT PASSED UNDER THE CHASE PLANE AND ITS VERTICAL STABILISER STRUCK THE AN·7Z'S FUSELAGE. THE AN-70'S FIN ~AS 
EFFECTIVELY DESTROYED IN THE COLLISION AND ONE OF ITS PROPFAN ENGINES TOOK OFF PART OF THE AN·7Z'S ~lNG. THE AN-70 
ENTERED A SPIN AND IMPACTED THE GROUND IN ~S NEAR COSTOMEL AIRFIELD IN AN ALMOST VERTICAL ATTITUDE. ACCORDING TO PRESS 
REPORTS SHORTLY AFTER THE ACCIDENT, THE INITIAL FINDINGS OF THE INVESTIGATING COMMISSION ~AS THAT THE ACCIDENT ~AS MAINLY 
CUE TO A LOSS OF VISUAL CONTACT DURING MANOEUVERS AND A LACK OF T~ ~AY RADIO COMMUNICATION BET~EN THE AIRCRAFT • THE 
ACCIDENT HAPPENED IN DAYLIGHT (1730L). THE AN-70 HAD REPORTEDLY COMPLETED A TOTAL OF ONLY THREE FLIGHT HOURS ~HEN THE 
CRASH OCCURRED. 
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Accident description 

Date: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 

C/n: 
Year built: 

10.02.1995 
. 

. -4nt~Jno·v 70 

Antonov Design Bureau 

UR· 

1994 

Total airframe hrs: 3 hours 

Crew: 7 fatal1ties I 7 on board 
Passengers: 0 fatalities I 0 on board 

7 fatalities I 7 on board 

Gostomel; nr (Ukraine) 
Cruise 

Total: 
Location: 
Phase: 
Nature: Test 
Flight: • (R1ghtnumber ) 
Remarks: 
The Antonov 70 prototype (ff 16.12.1994; TI 3hrs) took off from 
Gostomel APT with an An-72 as its chase-plane. Whilst flying at 
3200m the An-70 lost alt;tude causing the tail to collide With the 
An-72's fuselage and of its propfan 

Source: 
5190(49); Fl 22-26.2.95(18) + 1-7.03.95(5) + 22-26.3.95(19); 
AW&ST 20.2.95(19); Tel. 13.2.95(5); 10 Uur journaal 

Copyright@ 1996-:WOO Harro Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated J January 2000 
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i'MI~ US ·defence 
gearbox failures 

T •""'• W.-.n (or US N'"'T 
McDonndl Doug!u F-18s. 

it The compldnts led to a criml-
1-r::n~pts by nal action, which \VU eventually 

••ttl•d in ]Anu.,.y, with Lu~u 
agreeing to pay • $18..1 mliUon 
fine. The US Navy it so11 claiming 
damaga for non-performance of 
the gearbox lllllu. 

Lucas believes that the latest 
threats to bar the group from fur.. 
thermiliwyworkarc•designcd to 
hring rnuimwn P""""' to bear" 
on negotiations to settle the claims. 

Lucas questions the legality of 
bm!ng the whole group from 
bidding for defence contracts and 
the likely severity of thl'! I"'"• I H.,. 
given its rapid actions to correct 
the &ults once they -wm uncov
ered. The group Inherited many 
of the quality problems when it 
p~ased ~e ~ca~ ~estern and 

I 
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An·JO investigators 
face FOR problems 
KIERAN DALY /LONDON sure to put more houra on the air· 

ct'llh, de•pite numcrouo tcehni...,J 
snags which, they say, created a 
high risk of an accident. The air
craft crashed two months after its 
first Bight. 

THE INVESTIGATION of 
the &tal crash of the first and 

only Antonov An-70 prototype 
may be hampered by alaclc of use
able information from the flight
data recorder (FDR). 

Sources close to the Antonov 
flight•tcst operation allege that 
pressure an staff to accelerate the 
flying programme led to the fiml 
ffishc ~'II ..., ..... hu.:...,.J wiL.huut 
the FOR having been calibrated. 
Antouov baa , cfWia.l w comment 
on the allegations. 

It is understood, however, thAt a 
video film exists of the aircnft's 
ouJJcu llcparrorc from control, 
taken from the chase aircraft -
now thought to have been an An-
74 - which itself \VU nearly 
destroyed in the ensuing mid-air 
collision (Flight Intm:tJtional, 22-
28Febnwy). 

The soun:es-former Antonov 
IDghc-tcSL culliu=rl.ng and pilot• 
ing staff who remain clo~ely con
nected with the Kiev-based 
operation- say that the An-70 
Sllddenly veered sid cways and the 
pllot waa heard to tnrumlt tho 
words "yJw, yaw". 

According to them, the flight
test staff were under intense pres-

They illegc that the An-70 first 
officer, who was also a qualified 
aptain, had jl!St been told that, 
once the lligbt on which he subse
quently died was over, he was to 
be relieved of his position beause 
at hiS repeated qucsoonmg ot the 
technlal risks being taken. 

The f'aults arc understood to 
have afflicted the fly-by-wire 
flight-control system and the 211" 
craft's novel contra-rotating prop
fans. !'"allures in either system 
could potentially lead to the 
observed aircraft behaviour, 
although there is no confirmed 
evidence that th""'" .,.,.,m• wu• 
actually at fault on the day. 

Antonov has been urged by the 
Ukrainian Government to hurry 
'the much-delayed programme 
. h~noe of itll potential e:uning 
power and, in particular, because 
'the RUS!lan rival Tupolev-Tu 330 
is in advanced development. 

Ttu: ll~lgn bureau Js under
stood to hope now to usc a static

. test fuselage as the bts!s for 
another Bying An-10. 0 
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.BRITAIN, ITALY PROBE 
CAUSE OF EH101 CRASH 
ou~~~~~------------------------------

0 fficiols of Westland He!" !COplen and 
Agusla, por1nerS in e-t Industries, ore 

assessing lhe polenliol impoct of !he crash 
of on EH101 naval prototype during ·a 
ltoght test on Apr. 7. 

The fourth preproduc;t;on airaalt, desig
noied PP-4, We. being put through mo,_ 
-. at on ollitude dose to 12,000 &., wl1en 
lhe ~ identiMd !hey hod a prnblem. Eye
witnesses said lhe oiraoft was spinning, 
suggesting some type of to~ rctor problem. The lour-man aww parachuted to safe. 

ty before the Anglo/Italian helicopter 
crashed in the English countryside, about 
30 mi. from Wesrlond's YeovillaciliHes. 

Pilot Donald Mocloine and two flight 
test engineers, Alisdoir Wood and Geof. 
frey Douthwaite, boiled out at about 

.•. . 

·., 

'•" .... -; ~..._:;.·..,!r.·· ... :;; •• ~~- ,:~~ .... -. l-

Westland/AgustaEH101 PP4,a ......... 
. p<*A7P" '*'II lost.d for Britoin's RDr 
• ol Navy, crashed during a ft.ght-. • 
:::::~:=~~~ ~·: ·-.~·.: ~·- ., '. ~: . 

~~--------------------------------------------------.. 10,000 ft., via the designotecl emergency 
exits while seniorJ'ilot Copt. John Dickens 
attempted to hoi the oiraolt level. Eye
witnesses said that alter the three crew 
had parachuted out, Dickens steered the 
helicopter away from houses and OYer a 
field, ejecflng from the aircraft from a side 
window in the cockpit, at less than 
3,000 ft., near Honifon in De.on. · 

Dickens suffered minor injuries as his 
parachute did not have enough time to 
open fully before he hh the ground. He 
landed less than 1 00 yd. away from the 
oiraoft crosh site. 

NVm!GAlCIS FROM the minislries d d&
fense of both the U.K. and holy I"""'-' 
in the occident Inquiry ore expected to be 
able 1o pinpoint the cause d lhe crash. The 
oiraoft was equipped with coclcpit voice 
and data recorden and a substanHol 
omour1 of test equipment, lnduding fulllime 
telemetry. In addiHon, despite the heavy 
fuellood the helicopter was corrylng and 
lhe lcroe with which ft hit the ground, there 
was no post-Impact fire lo burn or Further 
damage the aircraft's components. 

The crashed helicopter, powered by 
Ro!IH!oyce Turbomeco RTM322 engines, 
was being tested close to Its operaHonol 
ceiling of 12,000 Ft., when it began to 

have problems. The aircraft, in its sup
port role, has an operational ceiling of 
15,000 ft., so it was well within its de
sign specifications. an official said. 

1HE ABIIIY OF 1HE OfoN to escape safe. 
ly In on emergency and the fact that there 
was no explosion or fire on impad re
Rected well on the crashworthy design of 
the aircraft, an official said. 

PP-4 was the second of nine prototypes 
lo crash. The crash of PP2 in ltoly in ear· 
ly 1993, which kiOed all lour crew, was 
cttributed to on uncommonded opplico
Hon of the rotor broke in flight (AW&ST 
Aug.9, 1993,p.26;Feb.1, 1993).PP4 
was not equipped with a rotor broke. 

The e-t 1 01 that croshecl this month was 
one of two naval prototypes being tested 
fer Britain's Royal Navy, which has ordered 
44 •Merlin• oiraalt in the onflsubmorine 
warfare role. Rrst det.-ies ore schecluled 
fer late 1996. The Royal />Jr Foroe ordered 
22 e-t 1 0 h in a ufllity configuraflon lost 
month (AW&sTMor. 13, p. 23). 

Manufactured at Wesrlond laciliHes in 
Yeovo1, PP4 hod accumulated 463 flying 
hr. in 385 separate Rights since its first 
Right in June, 1989. k hod flown just u,... 
der 200 hr. with the RTM322 engines, 
which were Installed in mid-1993. 

The EH101 development program is 
close to compleHon, with just 200 more 
flight hr. in a 3,600hr. totol program re
maining. Wesrland expects production 
of the oiraoft, which started lost year, to 
continue. 

Besides its military opplicoflon, the A... 
glollolion EH 1 01 has been cerHficoted by 
the oviaflon authorities in Britoin, holy and 
the U.S., paving the way lor civil opero
Hons. Both the 3CHeot passenger tran .. 
port and a passenger-cargo wnlon with 
a rear ramp were cerHRcoted in Decem
ber by the U.K.'s CIVil Aviation Authority, 
Italy's Registra AeronouHco holiono and 
the U.S. Federal Avioflon Administration 
(AW&sTDec. 12/19, 1994, p. 67]. 

The e-t 1 01 consorflum has no soles of 
the clvo1 wnions as yet. 

1HE ~ AND HAVI<l/MUrArt e-t 101 
was developed OYer a ten-year period at 
a cost of more than 2-biltoon pounds ($3.2 
billion). This includes 60<ninlan pounds 
($96 milt10n) in launch old from the U.K.'s 
Deportment ofT rode and Industry, which 
hos ta be paid bock as soles are mode. 

EH Industries partners canHnue to ex· 
peel on order For 16 AWS helicopters, 
with options lor eight more, from the Ito~ 
ion na.y. • 

/t prd '1 ~ //fj 
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TITLE 
Britain, Italy probe cause ofEH101 crash 

PERSONAL AUTHOR 
Shjfrin,-Carole-A 

SOURCE 
Ayjatjon-Week-and-Space-TechnQ!Qgy.v. 142 Apr. 17 '95 p. 21-2. 

ABSTRACT 
Officials from Westland Helicopters aod Agusta, which are partners in EH Industries, arc assessing 
the potential ramifications of the crash of an EH 101 naval prototype during a flight test on Apr. 
7. The Italian/Anglo helicopter crashed in the English countryside, about 30 mi. From Westland's 
Yeavi1 facilities. The crew parachuted to safety. The fourth preproduction aircraft, it was being put 
through maneuvers at ao altitude close to 12,000 ft. when a problem developed. 

DESCRIPTORS 
European-Helicopter-Indu~tries; AyjatjQn-Accidents; Mjlitar:y-heljCQpters. 
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On August 4, 1995, at 0926 hours Pacific daylight time, a Fox Aircraft Corp., Peregrine PJ-2, N62PJ, 
collided \\ith terrain after an in-flight loss of control during a go-around from runway 34 at the Douglas 
County Airport, !\linden, Nevada. The airplane was being operated as a developmental test flight under 14 
CFR Part 91 when the accident occurred. The airplane was destroyed. The commercial pilot was fatally 
injured. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time. 

The pilot reported a split flap situation by radio to his company during the go-around. Witnesses reported 
seeing the airplane tum left to the cross\\ind leg of the traffic pattern and then ron to the right. The 
airplane pitch attitude was obsm·ed decreasing and the airplane continued to ron until colliding with 
terrain. 

Examination of the flap system revealed a pin sheared on the left-hand drive shaft. The flaps are driven by 
a single electric motor which rotates two independent flexible drive shafts that actuate the right and left 
flap panels. Examination of system dra\\ings and descriptions revealed that a sheared pin would break the 
continuity of the respective flap panel drive, stopping the flap panel while the other flap panel would 
continue to e:~.'tend or retract. There was no system or mechanism in the airplane that detected an 
aS)mmetrical flap condition. 

1l1e pin was submitted to metallurgical lab for analysis. According to the metallurgist, the pin conformed 
to the material specifications of the pin manufacturer and had failed due to overload shear forces on an 
approximate 45-degree plane. 1l1e metallurgist indicated the orientation of the direction of shear would 
indicate that a combination of torsional and axial loads were being applied at the time of the shear failure. 

The airplane manufacturer conducted tests of the flap S)'Stem. The manufacturer determined the electrical 
motor in the flap system was capable of shearing the pin before a circuit breaker would interrupt electrical 
power to the flap motor. 

Return to S)nopsis 
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FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT 
Report Number: 19951121042269G 

General Information 

Local Date: 11/21/1995 
Local Time: 16:00 
City: BIG BEAR 
State: CA 
Airport Name: BIG BEAR CITY 
Airport Id: L35 

lli;LI I Jl 5 J 
I I 

-------------------------------------------------------
Aircraft Information 

Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 

(ROTORCRAIT) 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Airframe Hours: 
Operator Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

MINOR 
SETTLE WITH POWER 

ROBSIN R-22-BETA 

-------------------------------------------------------
Narrative 
NARRATIVE: THIS WAS AN EXPERIMENTAL HELICOPTER ll'ERATED BY 
THE MANUFACTURER. THE PILOT STATED THAT HE WAS CONDUCTING 
CERTIFICATION FLIGHT TEST FOR A NEW VARIATION OF THE 
ROBINSON R-22 BETA. HE WAS ATTEMPTING TO ESTABLISH THE 
HIGH ALTITUDE DATA FOR THE HEIGHT VELOCITY DIAGRAM. HE 
ENTERED AUTOROTATION AT 200 FT AGL & 60 KT WITH APPROX. 
12-13KT HEADWIND. DURING TERMINATION ECELERATION, THE 
HEAD WINDS DECREASED TO LESS THAN 5 KTS. PILOT ATTEMPTED 
TO TERMINATE THE AUTOROTATION WITH POWER AND WHEN HE 
REALIZED IT WOULD NOT BE SUCCESSFUL POWER OFF. THE 
MANEUVER RESULTED IN A HARD LANDING. THIS INCIDENT IS 
CLOSED. 



Detail 

Primary Flight Type: 
Secondary Flight Type: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Total Aboard: 
Fatalities: 
Injuries: 

Landing Gear: 
Aircraft Weight Class: 
Engine Make: 
Engine Model: 
Engine Group: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

OTHER 
TEST FLIGHT 
GENERAL OPERATING RULES 
8312T 
1 
0 
0 

UNDER 12501 LBS 

1 

-------------------------------------------------------
Environmental/Operations Information 

Primary Flight Conditions: 
Secondary Flight Conditions: 
Wind Direction (deg) : 
Wind Speed (mph).: 
Visibility (mi): 
Visibility Restrictions: 
Light Condition: 
Flight Plan Filed: · 
Approach Type: 

VISUAL·FLIGHT RULES 
WEATHER NOT A FACTOR 
24 
05 
10 

DAY 
NONE 

-------------------------------------------------------
Pilot-in-Command . 

Pilot Certificates: 
Pilot Rating: 

ROTORCRAFT/HELICOPTER/AIRPLANE 
Pilot Qualification: 

Flight Time (Hours) 

Total Hours: 

AIRLINE TRANSPORT 

SINGLE ENGINE LAND 
QUALIFIED 

7800 
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lllSTORY OF FLIGHT 

On Apri124, 1996, at 1107 central daylight time (edt), a Piper PA-25-150, N6254Z, registered to D and 
E Company, Republic, Missouri, and piloted by an FAA test pilot, was destroyed by an impact with 
terrain, and a post crash fire. The airline transport pilot sustained serious injuries and the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) flight engineer received fatal injuries. The purpose of the flight was for 
a Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) approval on the airplane. The 14 CFR Part 91 flight was 
operating in visual meteorological conditions. No flight plan was on file. The test flight originated from 
Buffalo, Missouri, at 1105 edt 

The airplane was used by a private individual who had developed a STC for a dual seated Piper Pawnee 
150. The purpose of this flight was to perform airspeed calibrations at the maximum gross weight with a 
forward center of gravity (CG). Seven (7), eighty pound bags of dry concrete had been placed in various 
locations on the airplane as ballast The total fuel tank capacity is forty gallons. The pilot elected to · 
takeoff \\ith thirty-five gallons of automotive fuel to compensate for the extra weight of the calibration 
equipment 

According to the pilot's written statement and interviews, he said he conducted one training flight on 
February 29, 1996, followed by a second flight which entailed an airspeed calibration test on the same 
day. The third flight was conducted on March I, 1996. This flight consisted of stalls and climb 
performance tests. The pilot and flight engineer calculated a weight and balance for the third flight to 
load the airplane at a maximum gross weight and \vith a forward center of gravity. The pilot was unable 
to explain why the airplane was configured that way since the hopper had been removed. The 
temperature for the first three flights was 28 to 32 degrees fahrenheit. The pilot said it lacked overall 
performance but felt comfortable \\ith the airplane. The fourth flight was conducted on April 24, 1996, 
the day of the accident. The temperature that day was 64 degrees fahrenheit The airplane was modified 
to accommodate an external airspeed and static bomb which was routed around the forward right battery 
compartment door and hung down between the landing gear. The flight engineer would hold the 
airspeed bomb by a reel in his lap and unravel the airspeed bomb inflight to perform the airspeed 
calculation tests. 

The pilot said that the runup was normal. The takeoff was at the same spot on the runway as all the 
previous flights conducted. He said the takeoff was normal but as he maneuvered to stay clear of some 
objects south of the runway, the airplane felt as if it was not climbing but sinking. He said he maintained 
the best rate of climb airspeed of70 MPH and 2525 to 2550 engine RPM He then went do"n to the best 
angle of climb airspeed of 63 MPH. He felt the airplane was not climbing and began to tum dO\mwind 
for landing. The pilot stated, " ... Sink increased such that I would not reach the airport Airplane 
contacted trees prior to reaching field. ... • The pilot's weight and balance sheet indicated a gross weight 
of 2,331 pounds at a CG of I 0. 99 inches aft of datum. The pilot's weight and balance is included as a 
supplement to this report 

A \vitness reported seeing the airplane takeoff on runway 21 and stated, "He wasn't very high over the 
park, but was kind of flying through the clearing of the trees .... As the plane was coming closer to my 
house I thought he was going to hit the tree in my front yard .... [the airplane] almost clipped a tree in my· 
neighbors yard. ... When they were fl)ing north [ dO\m\\ind to runway 21 ], they flew over the top of 
[neighbor's house do\m the street] house. They missed his house by probably 2 or 3 feet ... " The \vitness 
remembered hearing two boom sounds after the airplane disappeared behind the trees. 

0411012001 7:18PM 
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A second witness also stated that after takeoff, " ... the engine sounded good, but it sounded like it was 
laboring. ... " The airplane turned downwind and disappeared behind the trees. 

.. . --· 

A third v.itness who is an employee of the STC holder was interviewed by a FAA Principal Operations 
Inspector and said in his written statement, " ... (airplane) went down the runway and lifted off. It looked 
like the airplane was having trouble getting enough lift to go. After they lifted off and got about 112 way 
down the runway, they turned left; The aircraft appeared to porpoise slightly as if it was stalling out As 
they got maybe 1/4 mile east of the airport, they turned downwind and the aircraft stopped climbing and 
started sinking, v.ings level, nose slightly up, engine full power .... "The pilot had flown the airplane ·. 
about 6 weeks earlier in the same weight configuration and seemed happy v.ith it, however, the previous · 
time, it was a much colder day .... " 

'. . . 

The company's test pilot for the STC holder was interviewed by the FAA Principal Operations Inspector 
and stated in his written statement that, • ... according to his experience in the PA-25-150, the aircraft was 
loaded with the center of gravity too much forward. He further stated that he had not flown the aircraft 
nor would he have flown the aircraft loaded in this fashion. .. ; He said as the company test pilot, that he 
flew the aircraft 20 to 25 times (without the seven, 80 pounds bags of quikcrete) and that all appeared 
normal. He said that he had calibrated the airspeed to within 1-3 NM per hr but that the FAA wasn't 
satisfied with that and wanted to test it more .... ~ The test pilot also commented on the fact that the . 
airplane was not outfitted v.ith a standard wing root fairing. Without this fairing the drag coefficient of 
the airplane is increased and it also affects the stall characteristics. The company test pilot said the 
reason why he would not fly the airplane loaded the way the FAA test pilot had it loaded was because 
the ballast could not be dumped if an emergency occurred inflight 

PERSONNEL INFORMATION. . .. , 
l • . 

The pilot was born May 9, 1946. He was the holder of an airline transport pilot certificate for single 
engine land/sea and multi- engine land ratings. He held a second class medical issued on May 5, 1995. 
His most recent biennial flight review was on April 19, 1996. He had accumulated a total of 3,296 hours 
of flight time, 3 hours of which were in Piper PA-25-150 airplane at the time of the accident 

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 

The airplane was a Piper Pawnee manufactured in 1960, serial number 25-314. The airplane's airframe 
and engine logbooks were in the airplane at the time of the accident, consequently, the logbooks were · 
destroyed by the post crash fire. According to the STC application dated on February 26, 1996, the 
airframe had accumulated 3,068 hours time in service. The engine had 1,591 hours total with 38 hours 
since its last overhaul. 

WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION 

The NTSB on-scene investigation began at 0800 edt on April25, 1996. The wreckage was located 
one-half mile east of the Buffalo Airport, in a hilly wooded area. The accident site was the highest 
elevation in the vicinity of the airport The airplane impacted numerous trees during its descent, leaving 
the right wing tip in a tree and pieces of wing ribs along the ground. The airplane came to rest almost 
upright with a slight left wing low attitude. A post crash fire engulfed the airplane. 

The right \ving was bent aft and lay along the right side of the fuselage with numerous impacts to the. 

0-1/1012001 7:18PM 
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forward spar. Most of the right \\ing nos were destroyed and burned away .. The front and rear wing . 
attach points were secure. The left \\ing was destroyed by multiple tree impacts and post crash fire. The 
left wing ribs had melted and were defonned by the fire. 

. . 
The fuselage was found on its left side on top of the left mng. The occupiable space in both the front 
and rear cockpit area was not compromised. The front seat was welded to the frame and was cut loose 
during removal of the flight engineer. The seat belt and shoulder harness attach points were not evident 
for the front seat passenger; however, the five-point seat and shoulder belt buckle was found fastened 
near the front seat The rear seat was found attached to the seat tracks, but the supporting structure had 
burned away. The rear seat belt cables and attach points were secure and in place. Dual flight controls . 
from a Piper Cub, PA-18 had been installed. The empennage exhibited compression bending to the 
lower longerons and the fabric had been destroyed by fire. The horizontal stabilizer fabric, elevator 
fabric, vertical stabilizer fabric and rudder fabric were all destroyed by fire. Control continuity was 
verified to the elevator and rudder. The elevator trim spring was in place, and the trim cable was 
connected to the trim control located in the cockpit area. Engine controls were provided to the front seat 
passenger by means of metal rods extended from the rear seat occupant's engine controls. The elevator 
trim handle was relocated between the seats to allow access by both occupants. The center flap handle 
was not accessible to the front occupant, but only to the rear seat occupant. Flight control continuity to 
the ailerons and flaps was verified. All flight and engine instruments were destroyed by the post crash 
fire. 

The engine was turned by way of the propeller and continuity was established through all pistons and 
the accessory section. The propeller was attached to the severely damaged propeller flange which was 
still partially attached to the crankshaft An outboard propeller blade section approximately 15 inches 
long had been sheared off. This section of the propeller was sent to the NTSB Materials Laboratory 
Division. See enclosed Metallurgist's Factual Report. 

Numerous pieces of hardwood (oak) were found \\ith clean cuts that appear to have been made by the 
propeller. Some pieces of tree limbs were found as thick as 5 inches in diameter. The IIC calculated a 
forward speed of36.2 MPH from one of the wood pieces found near the impact crater. 

MEDICAL AND PATI-IOLOGICAL INFORMATION 

A post mortem examination of the FAA Flight Engineer was conducted on April 25, 1996 at Cox South, 
Springfield, Missouri. No pre-existent anomalies were noted during this examination. 

TESTS AND RESEARCH 

The airspeed indicator was ordered by the FAA Test Pilot to be calibrated after the flight that was 
conducted on March I, 1996. The airspeed indicator had a functional test perfonned by Aero-Mach 
Labs, Inc., of Wichita, Kansas, on March 5, 1996 and they reported their findings to the pilot The 
airspeed indicator was later reinstalled into the airplane and a leak check was perfonned on the 
pi tot-static system. 

ADDmONAL DATA 

The IIC calculated the experimental airplane's weight and balance to indicate a gross weight of the 
airplane to be 2,319 pounds and the center of gravity to be approximately 10.87 inches aft of datum at 
the time of the accident. The purpose of the flight testing was to bring the airplane back into compliance 

04/1M001 7:18PM 
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as a Piper Pawnee through the STC. The pilot operating handbook for a Piper PA-25-150 specifies a 
center of gravity envelope at maximum allowable gross weight (2,300 lbs) is 11.70 to 15.25 aft of 
datum. The Piper Pawnee is also rated at 150 HP at 2,700 RPM See also the enclosed Piper Aircraft's 
estimated weight and balance sheet. 

Parties to the investigation were the Federal Aviation Administration; The New Piper Aircraft 
Corporation; Textron Lycoming. 

Following the on-scene portion of the investigation, the wreckage was released to o\'lner.on April25, 
1996. . 

Use your browsers 'back' function to return to synopsis 
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NTSB Identification: Clli96FA141. The docket is stored in the (offiine) NTSB Imaging System. 

Accident occurred Wednesday, April24, 1996 at BUFFALO, MO 
Aircraft: Piper PA-25-150, registration: N6254Z 

Injuries: 1 Fatal, 1 Serious. 

The Piper PA-25 (acft), being used to develop an STC, was modified by installing 2nd seat in hopper 
area & extending canopy forward. On 6/30/95, operator reported to FAA that flight conformance testing 
to date bad reflected no change in acft performance versus original configuration. Acft was equipped 
with external airspeed calibration device for an airspeed calibration flight, & it was loaded \\ith 560 lbs 
of ballast to meet max gross wt & forward CG requirements for SIC testing. Wind was gusty, & temp 
was 64 deg (about 30 deg warmer than on day of previous test flight). Pilot reported that after takeoff 
from runway 21, he maintained best rate of climb speed & 2525-2550 engine rpm, then best angle of 
climb speed, but acft would not climb. He then turned do\\mvind & attempted to return to same runway; 
however, acft collided \vith trees & crashed about 112 mi east of airport. A \vi !ness said that during 
takeoff, acft lifted off, then began a left tum about halfway down the runway. Pilot said that a climbing 
tum was made to allow for more clearance from obstacles at south end of airport. Witnesses said acft 
then turned north & remained at low altitude & airspeed until it bit trees & crashed. Fire then erupted, & 
acft was demolished. Investigation revealed that standard (original) \ving root & landing gear (strut) 
fairings were not installed. Piper reported that removal of,ving root fairings would significantly reduce 
\ving lifting capability & change airflow over horizontal tail, requiring more elevator deflection for 
maneuvering. Absence of landing gear fairings would have increased drag, slightly. 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident was: 

failure of company/operator personnel to install the \ving and landing gear (strut) fairings after 
modifYing the airplane for a supplemental type certificate (STC), and improper planning/decision by the 
pilot Factors relating to the accident were: the airplane's reduced performance, and high obstructions. 

Full narrative available 
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Aviation Safety Information System (ASIS) 
Data Printout- Aviation Occurrence A9600089 

---rhis printout is issued to provide information on the general circumstances of this OCC'tlf'm1CC. The infonnation is based upon details provided by participants 
and othc:r data WlCOVered to date by the investigation staff. The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) gathered this information for the purpose of advancing 
transportation safety. It is not the function of the TSB to assign fault or to determine civil or aiminalliabitity. 

A word of caution. some of the information in this document is as provided to the TSB and has not been subjected to further confumation. Also. the investigation 
may still be in progress.. and therefore. the information is subject to change. 

Occurrence Type: INCIDENT REPORTABLE 
Reportable Inddent Type: D. DIFFICULT TO CONTROL 
Location: OITAWA INTERNATIONAL 
Country: CANADA 
Date: 24-MA Y -1996 

Province: ONTARIO 
Time: 11:45 

Aircraft Operator 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL CANADA 

Injuries 
Crew 
Passenger 
Ground 
Total 

=>ata Printout 

Fatal 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Serious 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Aircraft Model 
20SA-1 

Page: I 

Minor 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Class: CLASS 5 

Registration 
C-FYZV 

None 
2 
0 

NIA 
2 

Total 
2 
0 
0 
2 
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Aviation Safety Information System (ASIS) 
Data Printout- Aviation Occurrence A9600089 
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Aircraft Data 
Operator: 

Registration: C-FYZV 

Type or Operator: 
Type or Operation: 
Make: 
Model: 
Common Name: 

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL CANADA 
GOVERNMENT 
EXPERIMENT AurEST 
BELLHEL. 
205A-I 
BELL205 

Category: HELICOPTER 
Damage: NONE 

Injuries Fatal Serious Minor None Total 
Crew 0 0 0 2 2 
Passenger 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 0 2 2 

Individual Information Crew Hours 
AU Types This Type 

Individual Type Licence Type Seat No Total Last 90 Total Last 90 
PILOT-IN-COMMAND 0 0 0 0 

Occurrence Summary 
A9600089: SHORlL Y AFTER TilE ENGAGEMENT OF A RESEARCH FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM. TilE BELL 20SA-I HELICOPTER WAS SUBJECTED TO 
LARGE SPURIOUS INPUTS GENERA TED BY TilE SYSTEM. DURING RECOVERY FROM TilE ENSUING UNUSUAL ATTITUDE. SIGNIFICANT 

eON WAS FELT FROM TilE ENGINEfi"RANSMISSION AREA. THE AIRCRAFT WAS u.NIJED IN TilE NRC GRASS OPERATING AREA AS A 
UTION AND TOWED BACK TO TilE HANGAR FOR INSPECTION. 

INSPECTION OF TilE AIRCRAFT INDICATES A DISTORTION OF TilE FORWARD FIRE-WALL RESULTING FROM EXCESSIVE ENGINE 
MENT AND MARKS ON TilE INPUT DRIVE SHAFT FROM CONTACT WITII TilE !NT AKE COWLING. TilE ENGINE MOUNTS APPEAR TO BE 

AMAGED. TIIERE WAS NO EVIDENCE OF MAST BUMPING OR DAMAGE TO TilE TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SHAFT. 

IData Printout Page: 2 31-Jul-2000 
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On May 28, 1996, about 0711 hours Pacific daylight time a McDonnell Douglas MD-600 helicopter, 
N600RN, was destroyed during flight tests at Thermal, California. The pilot was not injured The 
helicopter was in a flight test program for FAA certification under 14 CFR Part 27. The specific test 
point at the time of the mishap was part of a flight strain survey and involved cyclic control reversals. 

The pilot set the parameters and executed the cyclic inputs as planned Almost simultaneous with the aft 
movement of the cyclic there was a loud noise and immediate vibrations in the aircraft and controls. 
There was a chase aircraft for the mission and the chase pilot advised that the tail boom had been struck 
by a main rotor blade and had separated from the airframe. The pilot of the mishap aircraft then 
experimented ,,;th powered flight, but found that the right yaw was not controllable. He elected to 
continue the power off autorotation \\ith a controllable left yaw. The autorotation was continued to a 
vacant field \\ith some piles of brush and other desert debris. The pilot used available rotor rpm, cyclic, 
and collective control to execute a modified autorotation landing. The resultant landing was onto a 
brush pile \\ith some skid and main rotor blade damage. The engine exhaust was adjacent to dry brush 
and grass which resulted in a grass lire. The ground fire destroyed the helicopter. 

Use your browsen 'back' function to return to synopsis 
Return to Query Page 
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HISTORY OF FLIGHT·· . ' . 

. . ' 
OnJline 19,'1996, at 1448 2entral daylight time (edt); a Department of the Navy F/A-18C, Buno 
Number 165189,leased and operated by McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA), was destroyed after it . 
impacted the terrain while performing a reverse one-half Cuban eight maneuver during a practice 
airshow at the St. Louis Regional Airport, Alton, Illinois. The commercial pilot sustained fatal injuries. 
The local14 CFR Part 91 flight was operating in visual meteorological conditions. No flight plan was 
on file. The practice airshow flight departed StLouis Regional Airport, Alton, Illinois, at 1447 edt 

. . ' 
• I·' • : • • 

On the morning of the accident. the airplane preflight was initiated by the launching Quality Assurance 
(QA) inspector. Another QA inspector began to preflight the cockpit and the ejection seat This · 
inspector was called away to perform a final go/no-go inspection on another airplane that \vas ready to 
depart ' 

. ' ' 

This inspector stated that while at the other airplane, he received a call; from another McDonnell .. ·. 
Douglas inspector, inquiring if he had finished his portion of the preflight He replied that he still 
needed to run the seat up and inspect the cockpit lights. By the time this inspector returned to the· 
airplane the pilot had already pulled the ejection seat and canopy pins. The pilot had given the pins to 
the ground cre\vto be stored in the 14L door for use upon landing at the StLouis Regional Airport, if 
needed. The inspector stated this \'l'llS not normal procedure and that the pilot should have waited for his . 
return. This procedure is enclosed with the report under the Maintenance Group Chairman's item 14, 
Aircraft Flight and Inspection Release Form. The preflight was completed and the airplane \vas taxied to 
the runway where th~ go/no-"go _inspection was performed 

The accident occwied during the second demonstration flight for the pilot on June 19, 1996. The first · 
flight on Jurie 19, 1996; \'l'llS a functional check flight followed by a high altitude practice airshow · 
sequence while en route from the McDonnell Douglas plant (Lambert International Airport,· Bridgton; 
Missouri) to the St Louis Regional Airport. 

The airplane departed Lambert Field at 1318 edt and proceeded to a test area north of St. Louis where 
the pilot performed some routine inflight systems checks due to recently completed maintenance on the 
airplane. After performing a partial practice airshow sequence north of Alton, Illinois, the airplane 
arrived at the St. Louis Regional Airport The tower cleared the airplane from 500 feet above ground 
level (agl) to 8,000 feet ag1 with a 3 mile radius around show center (approximately the center of the 
airport). The pilot then entered at 1,000 foot agl baseline into the practice airshow routine. The airshow 
routine, established by MDA in 1993, included the following sequence of events: Takeoff, gear do\\n 
roll, slow loop,' reverse one-half Cuban eight, high speed roll, inverted pass, roll over break, maximum g 
tum, immelmlinn; high AOA tum, high AOA pass, high AOA roll, minimum radius 180 degree tum, 
square loop, barrel roll, and landing. While nearing the top of a loop, the pilot broke otT the maneuver 
because of a cloud that moved over the airport. After a few minutes, the remainder of the practice .. 
airshow routine \'l'llS completed and the airplane landed at 1350 edt The airplane was refueled with. 
6,600 pounds of Jet A The pilot had invited his family and some friends to watch his practice airshow 
demonstration and some were in attendance at St. Louis Regional Airport The pilot met with family and 
friends both before and after his debriefibriefwith the MDA ChiefTest Pilot. 

The second practice flight departed the St. Louis Regional Airport at 1447 cdtJ.The routine began with a· 
maximum afterburner takeoff, followed by a dirty roll (landing gear extended). After the aircraft 
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completed the roll, the landing gear was retracted and a slow loop ·was executed The slow loop was 
followed by entry to a reverse one-half Cuban eight The airplane was observed to be low by the Chief 
Test Pilot who was acting as a safety observer on the StLouis Regional Airport Air Traffic Control , 
Tower catwalk. He called abort on a hand held radio to the pilot The transmission of the abort was not 
acknowledged by the pilot He did see that the airplane had a positive AOA. before impact Videotal'!-:. o~ 
the accident indicates the airplane impacted the ground at the bottom of the reverse one-half Cuban 
eight ThetimeoftheimpactwasapproximatelyJ448cdtc, ·. ·· , .... 

- ....,!_:_ •. j ....... : _.,.. ...... ,;~ ....... ,_ •••• • •••• 1 ~-.: ·-·:··~···· . -• - • • ..... J ' • ·.: ~ 

OTIIER DAMAGE ' ! (' . !I . . • . ' . 
:- . l. . •• -.... : . - . . 

Multiple trees, one telephone pole, and a residential garage were damaged during impact sequence. 
~ - • : J.J_· . . ' i . :... '' . '·. ' :. . • . 

' r • .. ,; 1 

PERSONNEL INFORMATION . ·_;· : 

I ' • ' , <;, • I., "• . ! 1-... , , . I,~_, .•• · .. 

The pilot ·was born May 22, 1952. He was the holder of a commercial certificate with single/multi 
engine land and instrument ratings. The pilot also held a acrobatic competency certificate level two 
issued on May 20, 1996, with an altitude limitation to 250 feet agl: .The acrobatic t;ertificate incJ!Kied 
the following airplanes; Beech Dl7S;Beech BE-33C, and a Pitts Special. He held a secon~.class _ '. 
medical issuedonJune·l3; 1996. . "'. . . . . · . . .. ·, . ' . ·, .. .; . . ; ' ·, . • I ·_,.' .... , 
His most recent biennial flight review was on March 26, 1996. He had accumulated a total p_f 6,218 
hourS of flight time. · ' · · : . . , , · . ., . •! 

'- . - . . . . . }I. 

The pilot was trained as a United States Naval Aviator and qualified in the F/A-18. During his military, .. 
flying career he accumulated approximately 2,255 hours in the F/A~l8 airplane prior to coming to MDA 
Flight Operations in March of 1996. The pilot was also a graduate of the Naval Test Pilot School, · 
located at Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River,:Maryland. The pilot had the follo~ng 30/60/90 day 
flight hour totals in the F/A-18: 3.0/3.9/10.7 hours. The pilot had the following 30/60/90 day sunulator. 
hour totals in the F/A-18: 9/27/37 hours. · .. . . . . ' . . ·· ::.. . . . _, 

; .. •' .. ·, ' ( 

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 
,,.. ';: .\.; • • ., : • '·II 

The airplane was a McDonnell Douglas F/A-18C; serial number 165189. The airplane had accumulated 
20.8 hours time in service at the time of the accident The engines.had 26 hours total hours in serVice .. 
The most recent continuous inspection was conducted on June 19, 1996. 

j I; ~ . ' .I ' •.' • 

FLIGHT RECORDERS · ,; -. ; .. .. .• ·;'' I ,. f· 
•' J • • 

. .. 
. . . ~- ' ... : ' . . . . . ' . . 

The Deployable Flight Incident Recorder Set ·(DFIRS) was ~lvaged from the ~eckage. The data was · 
printed out and down loaded prior to NTSB involvement with the accident investigation. The data was 
loaded into the recovery analysis and presentation system (RAPS) program for visual. display ofthe .data 
collected. In addition, a visual 8MM tape of the right Digital Display Indicator (DDI) showed the Flight 
Control System (FCS) status display selected with no warnings displayed prior to impact with the , . , 
terrain: The left 8MM tape was destroyed by the post~rash fue. · , : . .: · 
.. •. • ; • •, ., J .··,.' • . . . : ' - .. 

The DFIRS data was broken down into the four parts of the reverse one-half Cuban eight; 

· Pull-up 180 degree roll Top Bottom . ' I • . ·.' ... . .. 
. : . . 

. '· -''·•· ' .. ,. .. ' ··:· · •.. •; i.· ..• ,. ·-. ·;_. ~-~ . I • • 
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I Cl/-

.-. fl.•,~ :!iiuw '''i'" Lt<V 
I. Airspeed (knots) 23 1761\so 144 2,. Baro :')1 ~~agl) 1212 · 008 472 3/Radar Alt (ft agl) 576- . , 
1408 invalid 0 4. AOA~degrees~ 25.2;14112.6

1
4t.6.S. Pitch (de ) 16~58.8f7.1f"22.4~. Power Lever 

Angles Left/Right (degrees) 128.1/127.4-'full after burner position though out the complete maneuver. 
·.I"' ,• 

0 ' 

The briefed target parameters were; 

Pull-up 180 degree roll Top Back side . , · 

I. Airspeed (knots) 260-28tY280-200 bo0-230 ES0-270 A; Baro Alt (ft agl) 700-800p700m. inps90min/ 
2000min 3. Radar Alt (flag\) ~800Invalid Invalid {;valid 4:AOA (degrees) 2Smax 2o.b.:to.2Smax 
5. Pitch (degrees) 50-55/50-5~ 0/-90~. Power Lever Angles Left/right (degrees) 90-101190-lOiMilitary ·· 
power position (maximllm powJr nkded without afterburner at low airplane weights) 

... 
See four graphs enclosed with this report 

.. •,' . 
At impact the DFIRS recorded the following throttle and engine parameters; 

. ; 

Left Engine Right Engine 
' ... . ;, 

l. Power Lever Angle: 128.1 degrees 127.4 degrees 2. High Press Rotor: 16256 RPM 16256 RPM 3. 
Low Press Rotor: 13568 RPM 13632 RPM 4. Fuel Flow: 9280 Lbs/Hr 9280 Lbs/Hr 5. EGT: 896 Degrees 
C 896 degrees C 6. Exhaust Nozzle: 68 percent 68 percent 

At impact the airplane parameter's were recorded by DFIRS; 
.. 

l. Airspeed: 144 knots 2. Angle of attack: 40.6 degrees 3. Pitch: 22.4 degrees nose up 4. Ro11:.9.8 
degrees to the left 5. Vertical Velocity: -3840 feet per minute ·· 

... . ·.' .. 
WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION 

The NTSB on-scene investigation began at 0830 on June 24, 1996. There were questions immediately · 
following the accident regarding the ownership of the aircraft and who had responsibility for the 
investigation. Before the NTSB took over the investigation, a joint investigation between the Naval , 
Safety Center and MDA was in progress. The wreckage had already been removed from the accident 
site and placed in a MDA hangar. Several inspections of the airplane's components were being · 
performed by the U.S. Navy, MDA and its vendors. 

The accident site was surveyed by the U. S. Air Force Air Mobility Command, based at Scott Air Force 
Base, O'Fallon,lllinois. A copy of the survey is attached to this report The airplane flight path angle at . 
impact was calculated to be minus 16 degrees. This value was calculated from the survey data of the 
initial impact point and a tree that was struck by the airplane prior to ground impact The airplane slid· 
between two houses, impacting a telephone pole, several trees and a detached garage structure before 
breaking up and coming to rest approximately 360 feet from the initial impact point Evidence of a post 
crash fire was evident in the general direction of flight from the garage structure forward Several· 
afterburner flaps were found at the initial impact point, followed in the direction of flight by two distinct 
furrows corresponding to the outside diameter of the afterburner casings. Scars to either side of these 
furrows were made by the horizontal stabilators. The airplane's centerline pylon was found between the 
initial impact point and the garage. The left side leading edge extension was found embedded in the 
garage structure. The airplane's canopy was recovered 250 feet from the majority of the main wreckage 
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in an area not burned by the gi-oimd fire. The canopy unlatch thruster and rocket motors had :frred. Most 
of the glass was broken out in small pieces and Scattered over a large area. · .• · :i : : 

·;" ' . . .. . . . .., . ' • I: • • ~ j ··.: . ' 
:MEDICAL AND PA lHOLOGICAL INFORMATION 

··-.. . 
A post mortem examination of the pilot was conducted on June 20, 1996, at the Madison County 
Morgue, Edwardsville, Illinois. No pre-existent anomalies were noted during this examination. -: .. · • · .. · 

,. . 

The pilot's toxicologiCal analysis was performed by both the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) • · 
Civil Medical Institute in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and the Madison County Comer. The toxicological ·. 
examination of speeimens from the pilot were negative for the drugs scanned. ' • • 

TESTS AND RESEARCH 

.. ... . •• :' ,•. ._·_;1· 

;. ' I',: .. 

. ,!' 

j'.' . . .... . . · ... " 

Several F/A-18's pilots were asked to perform the same flight profile as the data obtained from the 
DFIRS in two F/A-18 simulators. With all aircraft systems operating normally; impact with the ground 
occurred whenever the top altitude of the Split-S maneuver ·was less than 2,500 feet agl. In support of 
this, Split-S maneuvers were flown in the simulator at speeds of 125 to 325 knots, in 25 knot : . •: · · · · · 
increments, with the top altitude from 3,000 feet agl with 5,500 pounds fuel and max afterburner thrust 
Altitude needed to SUCCessfully complete this maneuver were COnStant at 2,500 feet plus or minus 100 .. · 
feet When starting thi: maneuver at 3,500 feet agl, the maneuver could be completed by 1,000 feet agl 
with altitude available for a smooth transition down to the 500 feet agl minimum. In addition, thrust· · · 
deficiencies were simulated but, did not replicate data collected from the accident airplane . 

•, .• 

. ·.--:·.::Li/.'1 1 ·:_.~ 1 ~,.· •• ~·_ • .,,. .• • ·•·· · ..... . .•.. I ·-· ... ·. ''I• •• · 

There were many eyewitnesses to the accident flight None reported seeing any airplane anomalies. 
Witnesses were in agreement that the aecident airplane took off, performed a slow loop and then . ·, : .. · : 
initiated a reverse one-half Cuban eight prior to impacting the ground at the bottom of the maneuver .. ·. · . 
For further information see Operation Group Chairman's report enclosed with this report. 

·I: :/ /;-_ , .-·: · .•t·.' .. / 1 l, ·. ,; -~~.> ' 
According to the ChiefTest Pilot, the debrief of the fust routine outlined a few constructive comments 
and fmesse techniques on the maneuvers being performed. The comments primarily addressed · ; · · 
horizontal maneuvers as all of the vertical maneuvers had been observed to be satisfactory: On one .. ·. ·, · .: 
maneuver, the Chief Test Pilot told the accident pilot that he did not like the high speed turn after the 
inverted 'pass. The accident pilot agreed stating that be wanted tO pull6.5gs but he only got 5.5 or 6.0gs. '· 
The Chief Test Pilot stated that he explained to the pilot that as a result of the tum and the ground track.;·· 
the next maneuver was rushed The accident pilot told the Chief Test Pilot that he concurred and '... . 
explained that it was because he missed the g but it would not be a problem the next time. According to 
the ChiefTest Pilot they then reviewed the parameters for each maneuver. For the reverse one-half .· · 
Cuban eight, the Chief Test Pilot asked the accident pilot what parameters he was looking for.·The · . : · 
accident pilot stated he would be in full burner; looking for 300 (knots) to 320 (knots) going up in the 
Cuban eight and that he would be playing the back side of the loop with altitude and acceleration.: The • . 
Chief Test Pilot asked the accident pilot what altitude he would be looking for during the reverse 
one-half Cuban eight The accident pilot replied that he would be looking for 3,000 and would pull at 
3,500 minimum. The accident pilot told the Chief Test Pilot he would play with the power a little bit 
depending on his spe(:d and climb angle; He continued to state that he would be pulling 4 to 5 gs on the 
back side; He then stated that he probably would not get that and he would be switching to 20 to 25 · · 
alpha (angle of attack). The Chief Test Pilot questioned the 25 alpha to which the accident pilot 
responded 20 alpha. The Chief Test Pilot then asked what he would be looking for on the back side. The 
accident pilot replied that he would probably have to play this to get to his altitude and exit speeds for 
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. .., 
the rolls and that he would be coming back in \\ith power and accelerating. He stated that he would be 
playing his altitude to come out at 700 feet (agl) then he would enter the roll. The Chief Test Pilot asked 
what speed he would be looking for; to which the accident pilot replied he should be around 350 (knots) 
accelerating close to 400 to do the roll inverted and to brake to the hard tum 

According to the Senior Test Pilot who performed previous airshow demonstrations and trained the 
pilot, he conducted a few one- on-one training sessions with the pilot during which they went over the 
parameters for each of the maneuvers. The Senior Test Pilot descn'bed the parameterS shown to the pilot 
in the company's simulator for the reverse one-half Cuban eight maneuver. The Senior Test Pilot said, as 
you [the pilot] are completing the back side of the slow loop maneuver, " .. .Normally you have to play 
altitude down; there was never a problem with being low on that maneuver. You would normally pull 
out at 1000 to 900 feet agl arid have the airplane fly down to five hundred feet while accelerating to set 
up for the reverse half Cuban eight The acceleration takes airspeed up to 260, 270, 280 knot area. That's 
\\ith mil power, you don't need more than that If you needed a little bit more, after burner would shoot 
you up to 300 knots. At that point; use a pretty smart pull to set the attitude for reverse one-half Cuban 
eight. Looking for 50 to 55 degrees but could go as high as 65. You may be down as low as 45. The 
range here would be where you are accommodating different \\inds; head\\inds or tail\\inds: You are • 
looking to get distance so that you can come down the back side of that and be able to get speed up for. 
the rolling sequence which follows. Pulling the aircraft up, set the attitude again, or the flight path at 
this point since angle of attack is relatively low. Just watching altitude now. Altitude, I use 2700 to 2800 
feet agl as the point to roll the airplane inverted and then just pause there because the maneuver looks 
better rather than just a roll and pull and then just extend on up. Plus you are looking for 3500 feet agl. 
That was the constant minimum that we used for these two overhead maneuvers." The Senior Test Pilot 
said that he never really considered the reverse one-half Cuban eight maneuver to be a particularly. 
challenging one nor the rest of the maneuvers used in the airshow routine. 

Initial on-scene inspection of the engines indicated the left engine showed less rotational damage than 
the right engine, which showed high rotational damage. The left engine was selected for shipment to 
Naval Aviation Depot (NADEP) Jacksonville for teardown and detailed investigation under the 
supervision of the NTSB. In addition, the left variable exhaust nozzle (VEN) assembly, both high 
pressure compressors (HPC) variable geometry actuators, the fan variable geometry actuator, the power 
lever control and throttle box, the VEN position transmitter and the main and afterburner fuel pumps 
and controls, were also sent to NADEP Jacksonville for teardown and investigation. The right engine 
VEN assembly, HPC and fan variable geometry actuators, power lever control and throttle box and main 
fuel control, the VEN position transmitter and the main fuel control and pump were also selected for 
shipment to NADEP Jacksonville. 

Based on all evidence examined on-scene and at NADEP Jacksonville, the right engine was operating at 
or near the maximum afterburner power setting at ground impact The rotating core exhibited evidence 
of high rotational energy at ground impact The engine control components examined all exhibited 
impact marks indicative of a high (nearly maximum afterburner) power setting. The.VEN components 
all consistently indicated a ma.ximum afterburner nozzle area position. Charred wood pressed into the 
aft end of the right engine and the soft deformation of the exhaust centerbody indicated combustion heat 
was present in the turbine section during the impact sequence. The physical evidence exhibited by the 
right engine and its components supported the pre-impact operational data d0\\1lloaded from the 
airplane's data recording system. 

Initial inspection revealed little evidence of high rotational energy in the left engine; however, a close 
inspection of the left engine did reveal signs of high rotational energy at some point during the accident 
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sequence. There was evidence of rubbing between rotors and stators, stator cases and static seals to 
indicate that the engine wa5 rotating at initial impact. The left engine control components examined all_ 
exhibited impact marks indicative of a high (nearly maximum afterburner) power setting and VEN 
components all consistently indicated a maximum afterburner nozzle area position at impact. Charred · · 
wood found in the combustion case indicated that heat was present in the combustor when the debris 
was ingested. Based on the evidence found during the detailed disassembly, and the correlation between 
the left and the right VEN positions at impact, it was concluded that the left engine was operating at or 
near maximum afterburner power at impact Examination of the right and left engine indicated nqrmal · 
operation throughout the flight For further information see Propulsion Group Chairman report enclosed 
with this report. · · · ,. · · · · 

'·' .. I ... .. ' .. '; •, 

Maintenance records revealed significant maintenance conducted on the airplane prior to the accident . 
Fuel tank number 1 was disassembled to inspect for suspect cracked clips on the left and right fuselage 
structure." The clips were replaced and tank 1 was reassembled Fuel tank number 4 was disassembled to 
look for the cause of a re-occurring cavity drain leak. No obvious leak source was discovered, so the . 
bladder tank was removed and replaced The left and right generators were removed and reinstalled to 
facilitate the troubleshooting of the fuel tank nurnber4. The fuel tank number l fuel quantity probe,was . 
removed and replaced for a fuel quantity indication problem. The right motive flow fuel "T" in door 53R 
was disassembled for motive flow fuel leak. An 0-ring was replaced and the fuel coupling was , 
reassembled A complete functional check of the fuel system was satisfactorily completed during a post 
maintenance ground engine run. This work \WS done by non-union MDA personnel due to a strike of the 
International Association of Machinists on the property ofMDA. Examination of the fuel system· 
indicated normal fuel system operation and no anomalies were discovered. For further information see 
Maintenance Records Group Chairman's report enclosed with the report.· ',. .,_ ·' .... 

. : ~ . . 
The aircrew ejection seat components recovered indicated partial/incomplete firing of pyrotechnic 
items. Most items appeared to have been expended as a result of exposure to extreme heat and/or post ·. 
crash fire. The ejection seat catapult did not activate. The ejection seat did not leave.the cockpit. The ... 
Seat Firing Handle was withdrawn from the position it would be installed in during normal flight ._ · .· ... · · 
operations. The handle was in a position forward of and below its normal position when installed in the 
seat bucket forward beam. The interface link between the handle assembly and the seat initiator firing - ... 
handle sear assemble ·was bent approximately 110 degrees from the vertical position over. the forward · 
edge of the handle receiver block. A witness mark was noted on the upper forward surface of the handle 
receptacle in the receiver block ·which matches the physical characteristics of the handle interface link. , 
The Mechanically Activated Initiator, which provides manual canopy jettison capability, was recovered _ 
from the airplane wreckage. The output Shielded Mild Detonating Cord (SMDC) line has been · , · 
expended and appeared to have functional normally. Visual examination of the inner diameter of the 
SMDC line, which was sheared off at the surface of the line installation nut, contained evidence the ... 
explosive core sear rod was withdrawn fully from the upper end ofthe unit and was not recovered. The 
metal guard which normally surrounds the area occupied by the sear rod was mechanically damaged.,·· 
The actuation sear rod is absent from the unit with no witness marks or damage in the opening where .. 
the sear rod is normally installed: For further information see Engineering Investigation of Ejection and 
Aircrew Escape System Report enclosed with this report. , . 

The IIC calculated, based on ejection seat performance data from Naval Air Training and Operating 
Procedures (NATOPS), and the accident airplane performance parameters as recorded on DFIRS, the -
pilot's lowest altitude to safely eject would have been approximately 320 feet agl or two seconds before 
impact . · · ... 

. L ~ ' . . . . .. . . ',. ··. 

... . 
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The video tape recording s)'stem (VTRS) tape of the right DDI Flight Control sYstem (FCS) page was 
recovered. The FCS page recording contained useful data until approximately 4 seconds before 
electrical power was lost at itnpact. The Head Up Display (HUD) VTRS was recovered but the tape was 
destroyed by the post-crash fire. No faults or flight eoritrol cautions were observed in reviewing the 
VTRS recording of the flight control page (FCP) in the right DDI. 

Laboratory X-ray, wire ring-out, and functional tests of the flight corit:rOI actuators (stabilator, aileron 
and rudder) indicated no anomalies. Examination of the leading edge flap (LEF) overtravel stops . 
indicated the right wing LEF was 13 degrees down and the left wing LEF was 34 degrees do\\n. ·. 
Deployable Flight Incident Recorder Set (DFIRS) data indicated both left and right wing (inboard and' 
outboard) LEF were fully extended at 32.5 degrees do\\n. The video recording of the FCS page alsci . 
indicated near max LEF extension (33 degrees) on both left and right LEFs. · · .. ·;' ' ' .. ~ . '' 

The DFIRS did not deploy from the airplane and subsequently received extensive burn damage; The . 
damage was too extensive to allow normal readout of the data at the !'viDA facilities. The DFIRS data 
was recovered by sending the damaged unit to the manufacturer for removal of memory chips and then· 
returning the memory chips to !'viDA for readout The airplane's data Storage tmit (DSU) was recovered 
and returned to the !'viDA facility for data recovery. Data was successfully read Out from the airplane 
DFIRS and DSU. DFIRS data were recorded to within .5 to 1.5 seconds of electrical power loss at 
impact The electronic data from the DFIRS, DSU and DDI FCP showed normal flight control operation 
with no faults or failures detected. For further information see Systems Group Chairman's report 
enclosed with this report . 

The Defense Logistics Agency Contractor's Flight and Ground Operations manual specifies !'viDA Pilot 
minimum currency requirements of 35 hours flight time in the previous six months, and allows that fifty 
percent of the flight time required can be simulation time. 

. 
The pilot last flew an F/A-18, 19 days prior to the accident date. The pilot also flew five civilian 
airshows in a Pitts Special, \vithin the last year, with the last airshow on June 8, 1996, II days before the· 
accident date. For further information see Operations report enclosed with this report. 

ADDmONALDATA 

Parties to the investigation were the Federal Aviation Administration; !'viDA; Naval Safety Center; 
International Association of Machinists; and General Electric. 

Following the on-scene portion of the investigation, the wreckage was released to a !'viDA representative 
on July 30, 1996. 

*Due to limitations \vithin the computer system the last digit of the aircraft Buno number could not be 
added to the Registration Number under Aircraft Information. 
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NTSB Identification: CIII96F Alll . The docket is stored in the ( offiine) NTSB Imaging System. 

·· Accident occurred Wednesday, June 19, 1996 at BETIIALTO, IL 
Aircraft:McDonnell Douglas F/ A-18C, registration: N16518 

Injuries: 1 Fatal. · 

A McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) pilot was flying a leased Navy F/A-18C and conducting an 
airshow practice at St. Loui.!i Regional Airport wpen the airplane impacted the ground at the bottom of a 
reverse one-half Cuban eight aerobatic maneuver. The briefed altitude at the top of the maneuver was to 
be 3,500 feet 11bove ground level (agl), which gave the pilot a base. line of 1,000 feet agl. Recorded data 
showed that the actual altitude at the top of the maneuver was 2,280 feet 11gLUsing a group ofF/ A-18 : 
pilots in a F/A-18 simulator, the lowest altitude at the ~op of the reverse one-half Cuban eight required to.· 
successfully complete the maneuver was 2,500 feet agl. The pilot bad been trained as a Naval Aviator, 
and was a graduate of the Navy's test pilot school He joined MDA Flight Operations 3/4/96. The pilot . · 
had accrued 16 hours in the F/A-18 in the last year, of which 11 hours were in the last 90 days. MDA did 
not have a formal training plan for their pilots who perform airshow demonstration flights. The pilot bad 
flown 5 civilian airshows within the last year; the most recent was 11 days prior to the accident All the 
airshows were flown in a Pitts Special. . , . : ' · 

.. "' . 
The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident as follows. 

. . 
the pilot's failure to follow the preflight crew briefmg and attain a proper altitude during an aerobatic . 
maneuver. Factors in the accident were: the pilot's previous experience of flying similar airshow routines 
in a different airplane with substantially different performance characteristics, and the company's failure 
to have a formal training plan for pilots performing airshow demonstration flights.· 

I ~ • I, , , -·~ • • •' 

Full narrative available 
' . . . '. -

., . 
' . ; : I 
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- . C/l!/7t 
Scab plane crashes on test flight, kills pilot · · · 

by Fred Gaboury 

This article was reprinted from the June 29, 1996 issue of the People's Weekly World. For subscription 
information see below. All rights resen·ed- may be used with PWW credits. · · 

The effort by McDonnell Douglas to produce high-performance military aircraft behind Machinist union 
picket lines at its St. Louis facility resulted in the crash of a multi-million-dollar high performance Navy 
fighter plane and the death of its pilot on June 19. The plane, an F-18, costs between $38 and 63 million 
each, depending on equipment The crash was but the latest in a series of setbacks suffered by the 
nation's fifth largest aerospace manufacturer in less than a week. 

Earlier the City ofSt Louis adopted a resolution calling upon MD to cease its practice of outsourcing 
jobs and the Missouri AFL-CJO launched a "Smack Mac Back" campaign to raise $2.5 million to 
support the families of MD strikers. 

The strike began June 5 after 87 percent of the members of Machinists District 837 voted down a 
proposal allowing the company to continue the practice of outsourcing work to non-union plants and 
imposing additional costs of health insurance on union members. 

Bates, a spokesperson for District 837 called MD's effort to continue production "insane and reckless. 
They have chosen a path that is fraught with peril," he told the World 

"You can't expect a foot doctor to do brain surgery," he said, "and there is no way McDonnell Douglas 
can produce these aircraft with unskilled workers, be they strike breakers from out-of-state or engineers 
and other salaried employees." 

MD claimed that the F-18 involved in the fatal crash was built in February. But Bates said the plane 
underwent "complex modifications after it v;as built and that work was completed by supervisory 
personnel." He added that MD had attempted to cover up details of the crash and had assumed the lead 
role in the investigation until removed by the National Transportation Safety Board. "It was a classic 
example of the fox watching the chicken coop," he told the World 

Newspaper accounts of the strike report that MD had an inventory of nearly complete aircraft when the 
strike began and that the company planned a dozen test flights during the week beginning June 17. 

Bates said strikers at the sprawling StLouis facility were "high" over the decision of the Missouri 
AfL..CIO to organize a campaign to collect $5 each from the state's half-million members. "It shows the 
community of workers in action," he said. 

Don Owens, Missouri AFL-CIO secretary treasurer, described the Smack Mac Back campaign as the 
way to "show our capability to win strikes- to show that strikers can prevail. We have to come together 
in order to keep a strike from going on forever," he said when interviewed in his office in Jefferson City. 

Pointing out that MD, ranked second on the list of military contractors, is "dependent on tax dollars 

03/2912001 7:24PM 
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which belong to the American people," a June 14 resolution adopted by the StLouis Board of Aldermen . 
said that more than'5,000 machinists have lost their jobs at MD because "work'cince doiui here bas . : 
moved to Finland and Switzerland; to Georgia and Arizona." 

The resolution, introduced by Alderman Kenneth Jones, calls on MD "to stop its practice of outsotirc'ing 
our workers' jobs" and upon President Bill pint<?n "to use the power invested in his office to support the 
striking workers and their families." · ' · · · 

' -. .. . - ; :· 

Read the Peoples Weekly World 
Sub info: pww@igc.apc.org 
235 W. 23rd St. NYC 10011 
S20/yr- $1-2 mos trial sub 

,. -_ -. - .! •· .. 

Return to the top or to the People's Weekly World home page. 

Tired of the same old system? 
Join the Communist Party;USA! 

Info: CPUSA@rednet.org (212) 989-4994 
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+··············································· REQUEST 074/96, REPORT 58 ·············································+ 
+ PRELIMINARY REPORT BEll HEliCOPTER-214 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSlPHASES FUEl SYSTEM FAilURE-MANOEUVRING + 
+ POUER lOSS-FIRST ENGINE-MANOEUVRING + 
+ COlliSIOtl IIITH TREE·EMERGENCY/UNCOIITROllED DESCENT + 

+·········-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
++ 

<······················· OPERATION ····-··················> ++ <······················· FILE DAT 
TYPE : MISCEllANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAl ++ ICAO FilE : 96/2702· 

++ FROM STATE : CAN 
FINAl REP ++ 
<··········· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAl DATA ··········> ++ <···············- ••• AIRCRAFT DATA ·····················> 
DATE 
TIME 
liGHT 

96·07·26 ++ MASS CATE 
14:15 ++ STATE OF GISTRY 

TIOII 
GEN IIEATHER 

+ 
<······················· lOCATION ··········-·········· ·> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, 
lOCATION SAlMON ARM,4 NM ENE 

5701 • 27 ODO KG . 
CANADA 
C·FXNE 

INJURY ANO TOTAl ON BOARO ···········> 
SUBSTANTIAl 

STATE/AREA : CANADA 
++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY FATAl SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOIIM TOTAl 

DEPARTED SAlMON ARM ++ CRE\1 D 0 0 2 0 2 
DESTINATIOII SAlMON ARM ++ PAX D 0 0 0 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
FliGHT AFTER AN ENGINE CHANGE. ON THE FIRST FliGHT THE PilOT COUtO NOT GET THE DESIRED N2 SETTING, 

HOIIEVER, THE lOll· L IIARNING liGHT CAME ON, EVEN THOUGH THE GAUGE INDICATED 5DO lB OF FUEl ON BOARD. THE PilOT RETURNED TO 
GAliON BUT NO FAULTS IIERE FOUND. ON THIS FLIGHT THE N2 CHECK liAS SATISFACTORY. SHORTlY AFTER THE N2 TESTS, 

THE lEFT ST PUMP FAILED, FOllOIIED BY THE lOll-FUEL IIARNING liGHT ILLUMINATING. THE PILOT HAC JUST TURNED BACK TO THE 
LAND AREA IIHEN THE RIGHT BOOST PUMP ALSO FAilED. 30 SEC lATER THE ENGINE STOPPED. THE PilOT ENTERED AUTOROTATION AND 

ED TO lAND IN A SMALl ClEARING, BUT STRUCK TREES AND lANDED HARD. 

+··············································· REQUEST D74/96, REPORT 59 ··········-----·················--·--········+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT EH INDUSTRIES·EH 1D1 HELILINER ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSlPHASES FliGHT COIITROL SYSTEM FAILURE-CRUISE + 
+ HARD lANDING-lANDING + 
+ NOSE DOIIM/OVERTURNED·LANDING + 
+·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

++ 
<·•····················· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 96/D372·0 

++ FROM STATE 
FINAL REP ++ 

<·•····-···· DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <····-········-----··· AIRCRAFT DATA 
DATE 96·D6·20 
TIME OO:DO 
LIGHT 
GEN IIEATHER 

++ MASS CATEGORY 
++ STATE OF REGISTRY 
++ REGISTRATION 
++ 
++ 

<····-·················· LOCATION ·········-············-·> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, 
LOCATION MILAN MALPENSA ++ A/C DAMAGE 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
SUBSTANTIAL 

STATE/AREA ITALY ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOIIN TOTAL 
DEPARTED ++ CREII 
DESTINATION ++ PAX 

D 0 D 5 0 5 
D 0 D D 0 0 

++ 

••••••••••••••••• NARRATIVE •••••••••••••••• 
AN EH·1D1 UNDERGOING TESTING IIITH AGUSTA SUSTAINED SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE. THE HELICOPTER liAS CHECKING PILOT AIRSPEED READINGS 
OVER LAKE MAGGIORE IIHEN "CONTROL DIFFICULTIES" FORCED A DIVERSION TO MILAN MALPENSA IIHERE IT TOUCHED DOliN HARD AND ROLLED 
ONTO ITS SIDE. 
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On September 10, 1996, approximately 0850 mountain daylight time, a Bell UH-I H, N23Y, was 
deStroyed during an intentional autorotation at Leadville, Colorado. The commercial pilot in command 
received minor injuries, and the airline transport rated-designated engineering representative (DER) 
sustained serious injuries. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed. and no flight plan was filed for 
the test flight that originated at Leadville on September 10, approximately 0830. 

According to an FAA inspector, the crew was conducting high altitude flight tests pursuant to obtaining 
two STCs (Supplemental Type Certificates): SR000267, for the T53-L-703 engine installation, and 
SR00266SE, for the installation of a tractor tail rotor system from a Bell 205. 

According to the Pilot'Operator Aircraft Accident Report, the pilot entered an autorotation from an 
altitude of200 feet agl (above ground level) and at 8,000 pounds maximum gross weight The maneuver 
was entered at 42 kias (knots indicated airspeed) with a one second delay before lowering the collective 
control. The pilot said he was unable to arrest the descent rate as the helicopter approached the runway 
at 40 knots. The helicopter struck the ground tail first. 

A video camera was used to record the flight tests and showed impact occurring on the centerline of 
runway 34. The tail boom and both skids separated on impact, and the helicopter skidded on its fuselage 
for 370 feet before coming to a rest on the left side of the runway. The helicopter was equipped with a 
self sealing fuel system. There was no fire and minimal fuel spillage. 

Further examination of the tape revealed the tail boom stinger struck the ground on at least two previous 
autorotations. According to one FAA helicopter operations inspector, this was indicative that the pilot 
was "outside the low end of the height-velocity curve." He said that "either there was insufficient 
airspeed for the altitude used, or there was insufficient altitude for the airspeed used." 
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+----------------------------------------------- REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 60 -------------------------------------------··+ 
+ DATA REPORT BELL HELICOPTER-205A-1 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES COLLISION VITH TERRAIN-LEVEL OFF/TOUCHD~ + 

+··----------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ .. 
<······················· OPERATION ·······················> ++ <······················· FILE DATA ·····················••> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 96/1064-0 

++ FROM STATE : UNITED STATES 
FINAL REP ++ 
<----------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ----------> ++ <--------------------- AIRCRAFT DATA -------------------·-> 
DATE 96-D9-10 ++ MASS CATEGORY 225D - 57DO KG 
TIME D8:5D ++ STATE OF REGISTRY UNITED STATES 
LIGHT DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION N23Y 
GEN VEAT HER VMC ++ .. 
<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD -----------> 

SUBSTANTIAL LOCATION LEADVILLE,to ++ A/C DAMAGE 
STATE/AREA UNITED STATES ++ INJURY 
DEPARTED LEADVILLE,CO ++ CREV 
DESTINATION LEADVILLE,to ++ PAK 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
D 1 1 0 0 2 
D 0 0 D 0 0 .. 

----------------- NARRATIVE ----------------
THE CREV VAS CONDUCTING FLIGHT TESTS TO OBTAIN TVO SUPPLEMENTAL TYPE CERTIFICATES. FROM 2DD FT AND AT 8,000 LBS GROSS 
VEIGHT, THE PILOT INITIATED AN INTENTIONAL AUTOROTATION AT 42 KT VITH A 1 SEC DELAY BEFORE LOVERING THE COLLECTIVE CONTROL. 
HE COULD NOT ARREST THE DESCENT RATE AS THE HELICOPTER APPROACHED THE RVT AT 40 KT. THE HELICOPTER VAS DESTROYED VHEN IT 
STRUCK THE RVT. A VIDEO CAMERA HAD BEEN USED TO RECORD THE FLIGHT TESTS AND IT SHOVED THAT ON AT LEAST TVO PREVIOUS 
AUTOROTATIONS, THE TAIL BOOM SKID STRUCK THE GROUND FIRST. THIS INDICATES THAT THE PILOT WAS OUTSIDE THE L~ END OF THE 
HEIGHT-VELOCITY ENVELOPE. 

------------ SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ------------
EVENT 1 COLLISION VITH TERRAIN - LEVEL OFF/TOUCHD~ 

1.AUTOROTATION • INTENTIONAL 
2.FLIGHT CREV DECISIONS - IMPROPER 
3.AIRSPEED - INADEQUATE 
4.ALTITUOE - INADEQUATE 
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NTSB AVIATION ACCIDENT/INCIDENT DATABASE REPORT 
Report Number: FTW96LA380 

General Information 
Local Date:Time 
City/State 
Airport Narne/ID 
Event Type: 
Injury Severity: 

Operations Information 
Category of Operation: 
Aircraft Type: 
Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Operator Doing Business As: 
Operator Name: 
Operator Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

Narrative 

09/10/1996:08:50 MDT 
LEADVILLE, CO 
LAKE COUNTY/LXV 
ACCIDENT 
SERIOUS 

GENERAL AVIATION 
HELICOPTER 
SUBSTANTIAL 
570 LANDING 

IDAHO HELICOPTERS, INC. 
GAKA 

IDAHO HELICOPTERS INC - GAKA 
FARM DEVELOPMENT CORP. 

THE HELICOPTER CREW WAS CONDUCTING HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT TEST S 
PURSUANT TO OBTAINING TWO SUPPLEMENTAL TYPE CERTIFICATES. FROM AN 
ALTITUDE OF 200 FEET, AND AT 8,000 POilliDS GROSS WEIGHT, THE PILOT 
INITIATED AN INTENTIONAL AUTOROTATION AT 42 KNOTS WITH A ONE 
SECOND DELAY BEFORE LOWERING THE COLLECTIVE CONTROL. THE PILOT 
SAID HE WAS UNABLE TO ARREST THE DESCENT RATE AS THE HELICOPTER 
APPROACHED THE RilliWAY AT 40 ~iOTS. THE HELICOPTER WAS DESTROYED 
WHEN IT IHPACTED THE RUNiiAY. A VIDEO CAMERA WAS USED TO RECORD THE 
FLIGHT TESTS. A REVIEW OF THE TAPE DISCLOSED THAT ON AT LEAST TWO 
PREVIOUS AUTOROTATIONS, THE TAIL BOOM STINGER STRUCK THE GRO UND 
FIRST. ACCORDING TO AN FAA HELICOPTER OPERATIONS INSPECTOR, THIS 
liAS INDICATIVE THAT THE PILOT WAS "OUTSIDE THE LOI'I END OF THE 
HEIGHT-VELOCITY CURVE." HE SAID THAT "EITHER THERE WAS 
INSUFFICIENT AIRSPEED FOR THE ALTITUDE USED, OR THERE WAS 
INSUFFICIENT ALTITUDE FOR THE AIRSPEED USED." 
Probable Cause 
THE PILOT'S IHPROPER INFLIGHT PLANNING/DECISION IN THAT HE USED AN 
INADEQUATE AIRSPEED OR AN INADEQUATE ALTITUDE, OR BOTH, FOR THE 
INTENTIONAL AUTOROTATION. 

Aircraft Information 
Number of Seats: 
Aircraft Use: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Air Carrier Operating Certificates: 

2 

14 CFR 91 
23Y 
ON-DEMAND AIR TAXI 



Aircraft Fire: NONE 

Injuries 
Fatal Serious Hi nor None 

Crew 0 1 
Pass 0 0 
Other 0 0 

Landing Gear: 
Certificated Haximum Gross 
Engine Hake/Hodel: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

SKID 
Weight: 8500 

LYCOHING:T53-L-703 
1 
TURBO SHAFT 

Environment/Operations Information 
Basic Weather Conditions:VISUAL ~~TEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (VHC) 
Wind Direction (deg)/Speed (knots): 340/4 
Visibility (sm): 30 
Visibility RVR (ft): 0 
Visibility RVV (sm): 0 
Cloud Height Above Ground Level (ft): 0 
Visibility Restrictions: NONE 
Precipitation Type: NONE 
Light Condition: DAYLIGHT 
Departure Airport Id: LXV 
Flight Plan Filed: COHPANY (VFR) 
ATC Clearance: NONE 
VFR Approach/Landing: SIHULATED FORCED LANDING 
Event Location: ON AIRPORT 

Pilot-in-Command 
Certificates: COHHERCIAL 
Ratings: 

Plane: 
Non-Plane: 

SINGLE ENGINE LAND, ~ruLTIENGINE LAND 
HELICOPTER 

Instrument: AIRPLANE, HELICOPTER 
Had Current BFR: 
Honths Since Last BFR: 0 
Hedical Certificate: CLASS 2 
Hedical Certificate Validity: VALID HEDICAL-NO 

WAIVERS/LIHITATIONS 

Flight Time (Hours) 
Total : 5032 Last 24 Hrs 5 
Hake/Hodel : 1473 Last 30 Days: 21 
Instrument 214 Last 90 Days: 0 
Hulti-Engine: 310 Rotorcraft : 0 

................. 
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HISTORY OF FLIGHT 

On October4, 1996, approximately 1215 hours Pacific daylight time, a Boeing Vertol BV-107 ll, 
196CH, registered to and operated by Columbia Helicopters, Inc., was destroyed when it collided with 
terrain following a loss of control in flight during cruise. The crash site was three miles east of the 
southern boundary of the Aurora airport (refer to CHART I). A post crash fire confined to the engine 
area was extinguished follo"llling the crash. Both pilots and the onboard mechanic were fatally injured. 
Visual meteorological conditions existed and no flight plan had been filed. The flight, which was a 
conformity maintenance check flight, was to have been operated under t4CFR91, and originated from 
the Aurora airport, Aurora, Oregon, at I t3 8. 

Witnesses, many of whom were initially attracted by the unusual sounds from the rotorcrafi, reported 
observing it maneuvering erratically in the vicinity of the accident site, and then tumbling out of control 
to b'found impact Specifically, one witness reported observing the rotorcrall's rotor blades impact one 
another. Another \\itness described the sound as like "metal hitting" and descn"bed the maneuvers as 
"flipping." Another witness reported seeing the rotorcrall flying "straight and level for three or four 
seconds before it went vertical." Several other witnesses observed the rotorcraft flying away from the 
Aurora airport approximately 30 minutes before the accident and then return during which they 
observed it "tumble" (refer to \\itness statements and attached FAA witness statement transcriptions). 

A flight instructor on an instructional flight, who was taxiing out to runway t 7 at the Aurora airport, 
reported that he "heard a helicopter make a position report" (this radio transmission occurred 
approximately 12:10). He could not recall what was said during the radio transmission but reported that 
"about 10-15 seconds later (he) heard a stuck mike on the radio with the same helicopter noise. This 
lasted about 10-15 seconds. Then the mike was un-keyed" (refer to attached statement). 

PERSONNEL INFORMATION 

PILOT-IN-COMMAND: 

The pilot-in-command, who occupied the right seat in the cock-pit, held an airline transport pilot 
certificate as well as a flight instructor's certificate. According to the operator, he had accrued a total of 
14,778 hours of flight experience of which It ,84 t were as pilot-in-command (PIC), and 14,668 hours 
were logged in rotorcraft. Additionally, he was reported to have logged 8,880 hours in the Boeing Vertol 
BV-107 rotorcraft of which 8,269 hours were as PIC. The PIC held a type rating in both the BV-107 and 
the BV-234 rotorcraft. 

CO-PILOT: 

The co-pilot, who occupied the left seat in the cockpit, held a commercial pilot certificate. According to 
the operator, he had accrued a total of 4,112 hours of flight experience of which more than 2,500 hours 
were as pilot-in-command (PIC) and 4,036 hours was logged in rotorcrall. Additionally, he was reported 
to have logged 2,449 hours in the Boeing Vertol BV-107 rotorcraft of which 1,809 hours were PIC. The 
co-pilot held a type rating in the BV-t 07 rolorcrall. 

CREWMAN: 
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The crewman, whose location in the rotorcraft could not be determined, held an FAA airframe and 
powerplant mechanic certificate. According to the operator, he bad been engaged in maintenance on the 
rotorcraft during its preparation for flight testing and, as was customary for the operator, was assigned to 
assist during the accident lest flight. 

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 

N 196CH, serial number 407, was a Boeing manufactured derivative of the model I 07 rotorcraft built for 
Sweden as a model HKP-4, and which bad been acquired by Columbia Helicopters, Inc., to be converted 
to a civil model BV-I07-II in accordance with FAA Project NumberTD0639NY-R. The rotorcrafi bad 
a total of7,073.0 hours of airframe time at the time its "experimental" certification was approved on 
August 5, 1996. And, on October 2, 1996, the rotorcrafi was issued a maintenance release for its first 
conformity test flight. 

On October 3, 1996, N 196CH, was flo \'on for 1.4 hours, including four landing, from the operators base 
at the Aurora airport. 

On October 4, 1996, N196CH, departed the Aurora airport ~~·ltjf~~urs on its second lest fligbt (refer 
to photograph 1 which shows the accident aircraft departing on the accident flight). The aircraft bad 
departed with 1,800 pounds of Jet A fueL 

WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION 

The aircraft crashed in an open, plowed, agricultural field The latitude and longitude of the crash site 
(point A on DIAGRAM I) was 45 degrees 13.52 minutes North and 122 degrees 42.73 minutes West, 
resJX."Ctively. The elevation of the site was approximately 175 feet above mean sea level (MSL) (refer to 
CHART II). The majority of the airframe came to rest in four major sections (refer to SCHEMATIC I, 
DIAGRAM I and photograph 2). The forward fuselage (including the cockpit) and forward pylon/rotor 
head assembly (section A) was observed to be furthest west. This section came to rest \';ith its · 
longitudinal axis oriented along a 223/043 degree magnetic bearing line (nose towards the 
southwest X refer to photograph 3). The center cabin area (section B) \~as located slightly east and 
adjacent to the all lower fuselage section containing both engines (section CXrefer to photograph 4 ). 
The aft pylon and rotor head assembly (section D), which carne to rest furthest to the east lay 
approximately 75 feet from the forward cabin area (refer to photograph 5). These four major sections of . 
the rotorcraft lay along an approximate 270/090 degree magnetic bearing line. 

The forward rotor head assembly remained attached to the forward airframe (section A) at its pylon. All 
three fiberglass rotor blades (red, yellow and green) remained attached to the rotor hub (refer to 
photographs 6 and 7). However, the blades displayed shattering damage towards their outboard sections 
and tips. The aft rotor head assembly remained attached to the aft pylon (section D). The aft pylon 
separated from the fuselage. Again, all three fiberglass rotor blades (red, yellow and green) remained 
attached to the rotor hub (refer to photograph 5). Again, the blades displayed shattering damage towards 
their outboard sections and tips. 

The synchronization drive shaft, which consists of five successive tubes connecting the forward and aft 
transmission units, was examined at the site. Shaft numbers four and live (aluminum and steel 
respectively) were found connected together mth the aft end of shaft five attached to the aft 
transmission unit (refer to photograph 8). Shaft numbers one and two (aluminum) were found connected 
together with the forward end of shaft one attached to the forward transmission unit. The number two 
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synchronization shaft was observed to be broken at its midpoint and the aft end of this shaft as well as 
the entire shaft number three were not found within the main wrecka!,>e (refer to photograph 9). The 
entire number three synchronization shaft (aluminum) was located lying in the field approximately 90 
feel and !59 degrees magnetic from the forward cabin (section AX refer to DIAGRAM I and photograph 
4). The coupling at each end was absent and the rivets, some of which remained in the shaft, exhibited 
flush smearing consistent with rotational or longitudinal overload Additionally, a diagonal impact near 
the forward end of shaft number three was observed The impact was consistent \\ith a rotor blade 
outboard leading edge impact (refer to photograph 10). The aft 40% of the number two shaft was 
located lying in an adjacent field (refer to photograph II) bearing approximately 133 feet and 87 
de!,"TeeS magnetic from the number three shaft (refer to DIAGRAM I). A number of smaller aluminum 
fragments of drive shaft were recovered from the site and these, along with the aft number two shaft 
section and number three shaft were reassembled at the reconstruction site. The separation at the 
approximate midpoint of the number two drive shaft was consistent \\ith a rotor blade strike and there 
was no evidence of any disconnect of the drive shaft prior to the blade strike. 

Numerous small fragments of rotor blades, fuselage skin, and fiberglass were observed to be distributed 
over an area extending 1,400 feet The general distnbution (magnetic track) of the fragments was found 
to lie along an approximate 004 degree bearing line \\ith many of the smaller fragments having fallen 
into a filbert orchard north and east of the crash site (refer to CHART ll). The size and weight of 
fragments gradually increased approaching the crash site, \\ith the lightest fragments most distant. 

Both the forward and aft pylon and rotor head controls, as well as the control cables and rods within the 
tunnel connecting the rotor heads, were examined at the site. No e\idence of any pre-impact disconnect 
was found The engines were observed to have remained \\ithin the all fuselage (section C) which had 
sustained a post crash fire. 

The \\Teckage was recovered and transported to an indoor facility several miles away for partial 
reconstruction. During the recovery process it was noted that the right side of the forward cabin/cockpit 
area, including the main cabin entry and the night control closet area, which houses much of the 
rotorcrafi's control linkages, was substantially crushed inward (refer to photograph 12). 

MEDICALANDPATHOLOGICALINFORMATION 

Post mortem examination of the pilot-in-command, co-pilot, and crewman, was conducted by CliiTord 
C. Nelson, M.D., at the Offices of the Oregon State Medical Examiner, 301 NE Knot Street, Portland, 
Oregon, on October 5, 1996. Toxicological evaluation of samples from all three crewmen was 
conducted by the FAA's Toxicology and Accident Research Laboratory, Mike Monroney Aeronautical 
Center, P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The resultant tests were found to be negative in all 
three crewmen (refer to attached Toxicology reports). 

OFF SITE EXAMINATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 

During the oiT-site wreckage reconstruction phase, the rotorcraft's two General Electric CTSS-140-1 
turboshaft engines were examined. Examination of the power turbine rotor blades of both left and right 
engines revealed uniform tip curl opposite to the direction of rotation. Additionally, there was no 
evidence of any uncontained ejection of engine components from either engine casing. 

The forward and all rotor blades, which had been removed from their respective rotor heads at the site, 
were reassembled with their associated fragments at the reconstruction site. There was no e\idence of 
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any pre-accident inflight loss of components/sections of any of the six rotor blades. 

The flight control continuity check of the forward cabinlcocl,;pit area, including the flight control closet 
area, was continued at the reconstruction site. It was necessary to cut away the external airframe skin in 
order to access this area Once accomplished, many of the flight control rods were observed to display 
evidence of bending deformation, separations characteristic of impact overload, and scratching and 
paint abrasions (refer to photograph 13). 

During the examination and disassembly of the flight control closet, a disconnect was noted at the point 
where the lower bearing end of the "aft directional and lateral" output pushrod connects to the inboard 
clevis of the bellcrank v.ithin the forward section of the mixing unit (refer DIAGRAM II and 
photographs 14 and 15). The bolt specified for this installation, a AN (Air Force- Navy aeronautical 
standard) 464, was absent, as was the nut, washers and cotter key. 

The mixing unit was removed from the flight control closet as was the disconnected "aft directional and 
lateral" output pushrod, and both components were examined more closely (n:fer to photographs 16 and 
17). The pushrod displayed some minor bending deformation and longitudinal scratches of its painted 
surface. Additionally, there was no evidence of any significant mechanical damage in the pushrod's 
inner bushing end characteristic of impact deformation against a threaded bolt However, the opposing 
"forward directional and lateral" output pushrod, as well as the "aft collective pitch and lon!,>itudinal" 
output pushrod, both of whose lower bearing ends remained attached to the mixing unit, were broken 
(refer to photographs 16 and 17 and DIAGRAM II). The "forward collective pitch and longitudinal" 
output pushrod, which remained attached at both ends, to both the mixing unit and the collective pitch 
and longitudinal input bellcrank, was unbroken but exhibited extensive scratching and bending 
deformation (refer to photographs 16 and 17 and DIAGRAM VI). 

The forward mixing unit section, including the disconnected bellcrank was separated from the entire 
mixing unit assembly, cleaned mth solvent, and examined, as was the pushrod, (refer to photO!,'Tllph 18). 
It was determined that this bellcrank, PIN 107C2606-8 (refer to photograph 19), was in fact, a collective 
bellcrank which had been installed in the forward (lateral portion) of the mixing unit, and not the lateral 
bellcrank, PIN 107C2606-9, called for in Boeing Dramng 107C2606 (refer to DIAGRAMS III. IV, V). 
A correctly installed collective bell crank, PIN 1 07C2606-8, was found to be installed in the aft 
(collective portion) of the mixing unit, as called for in Boeing Drav.ing. Note: PIN 107C2606-8 
(aluminum) is equivalent dimensionally to PIN 107C2606-1 (magnesium) as detailed in both the 
Illustrated Parts Catalogue and Boeing Dramng 107C2606. The same applies to PIN 107C2606-9 
(aluminum) and PIN 107C2606-2 (magnesium). 

The forward cabin/cockpit area, including the flight control closet, was subsequently re-examined for 
any loose hardware (bolts or nuts) which might have been the disconnected AN464 bolt. A bolt 
matching the type used to attach the remaining three output pushrods was discovered loose in the flight 
control closet area. No matching nut was found. 

Discussions mth the operator and Boeing Vertol indicated that a disconnect of the aft directional and 
lateral pushrod at the mixing unit would render the aft rotor head incapable of receiving cockpit issued 
lateral and directional control inputs. The forward rotor head would continue to receive such control 
inputs thereby creating a control force differential between the two rotor heads (refer to DIAGRAM VI). 

TESTS AND RESEARCH 

. . 
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The bell crank (PIN I 07C2606-8) removed from the forward mixing unit, along with both the connected 
forward and disconnected aft lateral pushrods, and the loose bolt, were hand carried to the Safety 
Board's Materials Laboratory Division for further examination (refer to photograph 19). Examination of 
the components was conducted on February 27, 1997 (refer to attached Metallurgist's factual report). · 

The lower ends of both the (disconnected) all directional and lateral pushrod, PIN 107C2551-13, and the 
{connected) forward directional and lateral pushrod, PIN I 07C2551-ll, control rods during normal 
assembly are fastened to the forward mixing unit bellcrank. PIN 107C2606-9 by bolts through the clevis 
tangs and the rod end bearings on each control rod. These bolts are shown in the illustrated parts catalog 
and assembly drawing as being inserted from the forward {cockpit) side of the bellcrank and secured 
with a castellated nut and cotter pin on the aft (tail) side. The required fastening hardware includes a 
NAS 464-4-17 bolt, three ANI 960 washers, {two thick -416, one thin-416L), an AN 320-4 or MS2 · 
17826-4 castellated nut and an AN 381 cotter pin. The bolt passes through a NAS 75~10 sliding 
bushing installed in the forward tang of the clevis and an NAS 77-4-23 flanged bushing inserted into the 
aft tang. The flanged bushing is sho\\n installed with the flange on the inside of the clevis. The required 
buildup of exemplar fastening components is shown in figure 2 {metallurgist's factual report). The 
bushings were found in place in the bellcrank at the accident reconstruction site (refer to photographs 20 
and 2 I) but removed prior to the metallurgy examination. 

The bolt suspected of having come from the left clevis connection had head markings identifying it as a 
NAS 464 close tolerance shank bolt. It had a shank diameter of approximately 0.25 inches, a grip length 
of 1.06 inches and an overall shank length of 1.4 I inches. The bolt was plated with what appeared to be 
conversion coated cadmium except on the shank and washer flat surface. The dimensions and surface 
finish were consistent with a NAS 464-4-17 bolt. The bolt had a nearly identical appearance and 
dimensions to the NAS 464 bolt removed from the right clevis of the bellcrank. The bolt suspected of 
coming from the left clevis connection along with the right clevis bolt and the exemplar buildup are 
displayed in figure 3 {metallurgist's factual report). 

The right clevis bolt was received with two thin • -416L • washers installed (see arrow, figure 3 
metallurgist's factual report). The measured overall width of the clevis {PIN 107C2606-8) between the 
outer surfaces of the tangs (including the paint layer) was 1.075 inches. The specified overall "'idth of 
this examined clevis {P/N 107C2606-8) between the outer surfaces of the tangs (excluding the paint 
layer) was 1.062 inches whereas the specified overall width of the clevis called for in the illustrated 
parts catalogue (PIN 107C2606-9) between the outer surfaces of the tangs (excluding the paint layer) 
was 0.960 inches (refer to DIAGRAMS II, IV, and V). 

Based on calculations using measurements from the exemplar parts, the bolt suspected of coming from 
the left clevis would not be long enough to allow the cotter pin to be properly inserted through the nut 
and bolt using the required arrangement of washers (as shov.n in figure 3, metallurgist's factual report). 
However, when only two thin washers are used, like that found for the right clevis assembly, the cotter 
pin can be inserted. To verify the calculations, trial assemblies were performed using the required 
arrangement of washers and one using only two thin washers. Figure 4 (metallurgist's factual report) 
shows the two assembly configurations assembled on the right clevis. As can be seen, the cotter pin hole 
is only exposed when two thin washers were used. With the thick washer assembly the cotter pin hole 
was not exposed (hidden by the unslotted portion of the nut) and a cotter pin could not be inserted to 
safety the nuL 

The shank of the bolt suspected of coming from the left clevis connection showed a line circumferential 
grinding pattern typical of original manufacture. In addition, three narrow circumferential contact marks 
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were noted on one side of the shank at positions approximately 0.1, 0.69 and 0.88 inches from the 
underside of the head. The opposite side of the shank was marked by a small band of shallow 
longitudinal scratches. Both the contact patterns and longitudinal scratches were characteristic of a bolt 
which had been used in an assembly. 

Examination of the bolt threads with a stereo microscope found light circwnferential scoring on both the 
pressure and non pressure flanks of the threads in the area of bracket "A", figure 5 (metallurgist's factual 
report). A few areas of intermittent light scratching were noted on the threads between the cotter pin 
hole and the shank in the area of bracket "B" in figure 5 (metallurgist's factual report), but none 
extended completely around the bolL A few thread crowns adjacent to the shank were mechanically 
damaged and deformed on the pressure flanks. The cotter pin hole bad an as manufactured appearance 
with no scratches, gouges or scoring characteristic of contact with a colter pin. 

In comparison, the bolt removed from the right bellcrank clevis showed a continuous scoring pattern of 
both the thread flanks between the cotter pin hole and the bolt end, in the area of bracket "C", figure 5 
(metallurgist's factual report). The threads between the cotter pin hole and the shank, bracket "D" in 
figure 5 (metallurgist's factual report), were heavily marked on the pressure flanks consistent with 
contact by nut threads. The cotter pin hole for this bolt showed two prominent score marks for the full · 
length of the bore surface. The unmarked arrow in figure 5 (metallurgist's factual report) denotes the 
location of one of the score marks. The scores were at diametrically opposed locations in the bore, 
aligned perpendicular with the longitudinal axis of the bolt and consistent with insertion or removal of a 
cotter pin. 

The surfaces of the tangs for both the right and left clevises were optically compared in the area of the 
bushings and holes. Figures 6 and 7 (metallurgist's factual report) show the forward and aft faces of the 
bellcrank, respectively, with the bolts removed. The paint around the bushing on the forward face of the 
right clevis was cracked and disturbed in a circular pattern consistent \vith contact by a circular object, 
see arrow" A" in figure 6 (metallurgist's factual report). The circle of disturbed paint was about 0.5 
inches in diameter. The AN 960 washers used in the assembly have an approximately 0.5 inch outer 
diameter. On the forward face of the left clevis the paint was cracked and appeared to have been lifted 
from the surface around the hole (bushing had been removed) in a circular area, see arrow "B" in figure 
6 (metallur~:ist's factual report). The damaged paint was not tightly attached to the bellcrank surface and 
could be easily removed. 

Circular impression ridges of paint were visible encircling both clevis holes on the aft surfaces of the 
bdlcrank. Light scratch patterns in the paint within each impression were consistent with contact with a 
circular object The aft face of the bellcrank is sho\\n in figure 7 (metallurgist's factual report) \\ith 
arrows denoting the circular paint impressions. 

The inside faces of the left clevis were mostly devoid of surface marking except for a small raised paint 
ridge on the face of the flanged bushing. In contrast, the inside faces of the right clevis showed a 
prominent circular contact area on the face of the flanged bushing and cracked paint on the surface of 
the sliding bushing. A comparison of the markings on the flanged side of the bushings from the left and 
right clevis is shown in figure 8 (metallurgist's factual report). 

During examinations it was noted that the inner diameter of the sliding bushing from the left clevis was 
greater than the sliding bushing in the right clevis and the exemplar bushing, see fi!,'llre 9 (metallurgist's 
factual report). NAS 75-4 bushings have a 0.25 inch nominal inner diameter (ID). The left sliding 
bushing ID measured 0.27 inches. All other bushings had a nominal 0.25 inch ID. The right clevis and 

. . .- . 
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exemplar bushings were also chamfered at the ID, as indicated by arrow in figure 9 (metallurgist's 
factual report), and the lefi bushing was not. 

Optical examination of the lefi control arm lower rod end bearing uncovered a dent in the bearing 
shield. The dent, sho\\11 in figure I 0 (metallurgist's factual report), was consistent with over travel 
contact with the bearing ball. 

ADDnlONALThWORMATION 

On-site exantination and investigation commenced on the evening of October 4 and continued through 
October 12,1996, afier which the \\Teckage was released to the owner/operator. A number of 
components were retained for further metallurgical exantination and returned June 26, 1997, as 
documented on the attached "receipt of aircraft parts" (NTSB Form 6120.15). 

Use your browsers bacl' function to return to synopsis 
Return to Query Page 
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NTSB Identification: SEA97FA001. The docket is stored in the (offiine) NTSB Imaging System. 

Accident occurred Friday, October 04, 1996 at CANBY, OR 
Aircraft:BOEING VERTOL BV-107 II, registration: N196CH 

. Injuries: 3 Fatal. 

The Boeing Model BV-107-11 departed on a maintenance check flight with 1.4 hrs total flight time after 
conversion from a Model HKP-4 per FAA Project #TD0639NY-R. About 37 min later, witnesses saw 
the rotorcraft moving erratically & tumbling out of control. Postcrash exam of the rotorcraft's flight 
control system revealed a disconnect between the lower bearing end of the aft directional and lateral 
control pushrod & the inboard clevis of the forward mixing unit section bell crank. A bolt, consistent 
with hardware for that connection, was found in the control closet area An improper part (collective 
bellcrank, PN 107C2606-8) was found in place of the required lateral bellcrank (PN 107C2606-9). 
Clevis width of the -8 part was slightly larger than the -9 part; thus, the clevis bolt WdS not long enough 
to allow a cotter pin to be properly installed through the nut & bolt with the required washers (2 thick & 
1 thin) installed. To compensate (allow for installation of the cotter pin), 2 thin washers were used in 
place of the 2 thick and 1 thin ·washers. Metallurgical exam of the bolt revealed evidence that a nut had 
been applied to the threaded end, but there was no evidence that a cotter pin had been inserted. No 
pre-accident engine malfunction or crew impairment was evident. 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident as follows. 

failure of maintenance personnel to install a cotter pin in a cle'llis bolt in the flight control system, which 
resulted in the aft directional and lateral control output pushrod to become disconnected from a 
bell crank in the forward portion of the first stage mixing unit. A factor relating to the accident was the 
use of an improper bell crank, which was wider in the clevis area 

Full narrative available 

Index for Octl996l Index of months 
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On September 2I, I996, at I425 central daylight time, a Bell407 helicopter, NI114S, registered to and 
operated by Bell Helicopter Textron Inc., as a Title I4 CFR Part 9I maintenance test flight, was 
substantially damaged during a forced landing near Kerrville, Texas. Visual meteorological conditions 
prevailed, and a flight plan was not filed for the local flight. The commercial pilot and one passenger 
were seriously injured, and the other passenger was not injured. The flight departed Kerrville on a local 
test flight, about 20 minutes prior to the accident 

According to the operator, the helicopter departed the Bell Helicopter plant in Fort Worth, Texas, the 
day prior to the accident The helicopter was being ferried to South America, and was en route to 
Kerrville, Texas, for it's first fueling stop. When the flight was 20 minutes from Kerrville, after flying 
through a light rain, the RESTART FAULT light illuminated on the caution and warning light panel. 
The flight continued to Kerrville, and landed without further incident 

The pilot reported that he elected to troubleshoot the discrepancy prior to engine shut down. He 
increased and decreased the throttle from idle to I 00% Nr in the Full Authority Digital Electronic 
Control (FADE C) AUTO mode with no anomalies noted. The F ADEC was switched from the AUTO 
mode to MANUAL mode, and all engine indications were normal. He then increased the throttle from 
idle to 75% Nr and back to idle with no anomalies noted. He repeated this procedure, going to 85% Nr 
the second time and then back to idle. With the throttle at idle, the FADEC was switched from the 
MANUAL mode to the AUTO mode. The FADEC warning hom sounded, and the en!,oine began to 
accelerate at a rate he did not feel comfortable with so the FADEC was switched back to the MANUAL 
mode. This procedure was repeated with the same results, so he shut the engine down. Maintenance was 
performed on the helicopter to correct moisture in the Hydromechanical Unit (HMU) P4 connector, and 
the HMU and Electronic Control Unit (ECU) Jl and J2 connectors that were found loose at the en!,oine 
firewall. 

The pilot further reported that the day of the accident he "motored the engine and parked the piston." 
The helicopter's engine was started and ground run two times with all systems normal. A I 0 minute test 
flight was performed and no discrepancies were noted. While returning from the test flight, during the 
approach to Kerrville Airport, at 300 feet AGL, in a right tum, approximately 60 knots, he noted the 
FADEC FAIL (red) light and warning hom. He did not hear the Engine Out or Low Rotor warning 
horns. The AUTO RELIGHT, FADEC FAULT and ENGINE OUT caution lights were noted. The rotor 
RPM was between 90% and 95% and the Np was decreasing through 60%. During the autorotation, to 
avoid trees and houses, he extended the glide by increasing collective pitch. After clearing the obstacles, 
he leveled the helicopter and "used all remaining collective for landing." The helicopter "landed hard 
and remained upright." 

According to the Bell 407 Rotorcrafi Flight Manual, when the F ADEC FAIL warning light illuminates 
in flight, the pilot should accomplish the FADEC FAILURE procedure as prescribed in paragraph 3-3-K. 
The procedure is, immediately retard the throttle and hold it to the 90% throttle bezel position; maintain 
Nr (rotor) \\ith collective only; depress the FADEC MODE switch one time regardless of switch 
indication, FADEC will switch to MANUAL mode 2 to 7 seconds after this action if it is not already in 
manual mode; maintain Nr 95% to I 00% \\ith throttle and collective; land as soon as possible, and 
perform a normal shutdown if possible. There is a warning that 2 to 7 seconds after the FADEC FAIL 
warnings, F ADEC may be in MANUAL mode \\ithout any pilot action. Nr may increase very rapidly 
and overspeed to 110% which will result in an enboine flameout unless the pilot takes immediate manual 
control of the FADEC with the throttle. See the enclosed excerpts from the flight manual. 

12128101 6:43PM 
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Examination of the helicopter by the FAA inspector at the accident site revealed that, the left skid was 
buckled. and the right skid was partially separated The lower right forward portion of the fuselage was 
damaged, and the fuselage at the tail boom attaching point was buckled. One main rotor blade sustained 
damaged in the area of the trim tab. The battery was connected and it was verified that the "auto light" 
was on. The throttle position in the cockpit was found open approximately 80 degrees. 

An examination of the F ADEC system was completed on September 26, 1996, under the supervision of 
the investigator-in-charge at the Bell Textron plant in Fort Worth, Texas. With a notebook computer 
connected to the FADEC download port, the wiring harness from the ECU to the HMU was flexed by 
hand It was found that when the aft portion of the harness from the forward firewall to the HMU was 
flexed by hand near the HMU connector, the voltage from the HMU metering valve position sending pot 
became erratic. The harness was disconnected from the ECU; the F ADEC warning horn sounded and 
the FADEC FAIL warning light illuminated The harness was removed and an insulation resistance 
check was performed using a high voltage tester (Megger). The test revealed that the pin Non the HMU 
end of the harness indicated a low resistance to the connector back shell (approximately 10,000 Ohms). 
This aft HMU harness, PIN 23062796, SIN NX0020 was sent to Simmonds Precision for a detailed 
examination. The HMU and ECU were removed and sent to Chandler .Evans Corporation for further 
examination. The engine was removed and sent to Allison Engine Company for examination. See the 
enclosed report from Bell Helicopter and the excerpts from the Allison report for further details of the 
aircraft examination. 

The examination of the engine, HMU, and ECU revealed that they performed within the manufacturer's 
specifications. The examination of the aft HMU harness revealed a manufacturing defect. See the 
detailed reports of these examinations which are in the enclosed excerpts from the Allison Engine 
Company report. 
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NTSB AVIATION ACCIDENT/INCIDENT DATABASE REPORT 
Report Number: FTW96LA395 

General Information 
Local Date: 
Local Time: 
City:State 
Airport Name: ID 
Event Type: 
Injury Severity: 
Report Status: 

Operations Information 
Category of Operation: 
Aircraft Type: 
Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Operator Doing Business As: 
Operator Name:Code 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

Narrative 

09/21/1996 
14:25 CDT 
KERRVILLE:TX 

ACCIDENT 
SERIOUS 
FINAL 

GENERAL AVIATION 
HELICOPTER 
SUBSTANTIAL 
000 NOT REPORTED 
BELL BHT-407-XXX 

BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON INC. 

DURING THE DAY PRIOR TO THE ACCIDENT, WHEN THE FLIGHT WAS 20 
MINUTES FROM KERRVILLE AFTER FLYING THROUGH A LIGHT RAIN, THE 
RESTART FAULT LIGHT ILLUHINATED ON THE CAUTION AND WARNI NG LIGHT 
PANEL. THE FLIGHT CONTINUED TO KERRVILLE AND LANDED WITHOUT 
FURTHER INCIDENT. MAINTENANCE \~AS PERFORMED TO CORRECT THE 
DEFICIENCIES. ON THE DAY OF THE ACCIDENT, THE HELICOPTER'S ENGINE 
WAS STARTED AND GROUND RUN TWO TIMES WITH ALL SYSTEMS NORMAL. A 10 
MINUTE TEST FLIGHT WAS PERFORMED AND NO DISCREPANCIES WERE NOTED. 
DURING THE APPRO ACH TO KERRVILLE AIRPORT, AT 300 FEET AGL, IN A 
RIGHT TURN, APPROXIMATELY 60 ~·OTS, THE PILOT NOTED THE FADEC FAIL 
LIGHT AND l~ARNING HORN. DURING THE AUTOROTATION, TO AVOID TREES 
AND HOUSES, HE EXTENDED THE GLIDE BY INCREASING COLLECTIVE P ITCH. 
AFTER CLEARING TilE OBSTACLES, HE LEVELED THE HELICOPTER AND "USED 
ALL REMAINING COLLECTIVE FOR LANDING." THE HELICOPTER "LANDED HARD 
AND REMAINED UPRIGHT." TilE PILOT DID NOT PERFORM THE EMERGENCY 
PROCEDURE FOR A FADEC FA IL I~ARNING LIGHT AS PRESCRIBED BY THE 
BELL 407 ROTORCRAFT FLIGHT MANUAL. AN EXAMINATION OF THE HMU 
HARNESS REVEALED A MANUFACTURING DEFECT. 

Sequence of Events 

Probable Cause 



_..L. I 
../.. . 

THE LOSS OF POWER DUE TO THE PILOT'S FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH 
ESTABLISHED PROCEDURES. FACTORS WERE A SHORT IN THE FADEC WIRING --I 
HARNESS DUE TO A MANUFACTURING DEFECT, AND TilE LACK OF SUITABLE 
TERRAIN FOR THE FORCED LANDING. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Aircraft Information 

Number of Seats: 
Aircraft Use: 
Type of Operation: 
Domestic/International: 
Passenger/Cargo: 
Registration Number: 
Air Carrier Operating Certificates: 
Aircraft Fire: 

Injuries 
Fatal Serious Minor None 

Crew 0 1 0 0 
Pass 0 1 0 1 
Other 0 0 0 0 

Landing Gear: 
Certificated Maximum Gross Weight: · 
Engine Make: 
Engine Model: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

7 

14 CFR 91 

1114S 

NONE 

SKID 
5000 
ALLISON 
250C47B 
1 

. TURBO SHAFT 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Environment/Operations Information 

Basic Weather Conditions:VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (VMC) 
Wind Direction (deg):Speed (knots) 
Visibility (sm): 
Visibility RVR (ft): 
Visibility RVV (sm): 
Cloud Height Above Ground Level (ft): 
Visibility Restrictions: 
Precipitation Type: 
Light Condition: 
Departure Airport Id: 
Departure City:State 
Destination Airport Id: 
Destination City:State 
Flight Plan Filed: 
ATC Clearance: 
VFR Approach/Landing: 
Event Location: 

0:5 
5· 
0 
0 
1500 
NONE 
NONE 
DAYLIGHT 
ERV 

NONE 
NONE 
FORCED LANDING 
OFF AIRPORT/AIRSTRIP 

------------------------------------------------------------------
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General 

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT 
Report Number: 19961104034519G 

Information 

Local Date: 
Local Time: 
City: 
State: 
Airport Name: 
Airport Id: 

Aircraft Information 

Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Airframe Hours: 
Operator Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

Narrative 

11/04/1996 
08:23 
FLAGSTAFF 
AZ 

MINOR 
ROLL-OUT (FIXED IHNG) 
HUGHES HU-369-FF 

NARRATIVE: WHILE PERFORMING FLIGHT TESTS ON A PROTO-TYPE MD630N AT 
FLAGSTAFF AIRPORT, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA, THE PILOT ENTERED THE NINTH 
(9TH) AUTO-ROTATION OF THE DAY AND MADE AN AUTO-ROTATION RUNNING 

TOUCH-DOWN ON A PAVED SURFACE. AS THE HELICOPTER'S MAIN ROTOR RP!1 
DECAYED WITH THE VEHICLE STILL SLIDING. (200FT. APPROX.) AND 
HAVING FORWARD GROUND SPEED, THE !1AIN ROTOR BLADES DIVERTED AFT 
AND CONTACTED THE NOTAM TAIL CONE SEVERING IT FROM THE FUSELAGE 
APPROX. SIXTY PERCENT AFT OF FUSELAGE ATTACHING POINTS. THE 
HELICOPTER CONTINUED SLIDING FORWARD SLOWING DOWN DRAGGING THE 
SEVERED TAIL SECTION AND MAKING A 180 DEGREE TURN COMING TO REST 
ON THE RUNWAY. THE SOLE OCCUPANT, THE TEST PILOT, WAS NOT INJURED 
AND THE HELICOPTER SUSTAINED MINOR DAMAGE. THIS REPORT IS CLOSED. 
THIS REPORT DOES NOT INVOLVE AN NMAC REPORT. FAA FORM 8020-11 NOT 
RECEIVED FROM AT. THIS DOES NOT Ih~OLVE A PILOT DEVIATION REPORT 
BY AT. 

Detail 

Primary Flight Type: 
Secondary Flight Type: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Total Aboard: 
Fatalities: 

OTHER 
TEST FLIGHT 
GENERAL OPERATING RULES 
630N 
1 
0 



Injuries: 0 

Landing Gear: 
Aircraft Weight Class: UNDER 12501 LBS 
Engine Make: 
Engine Model: 
Engine Group: 
Number of Engines: 1 
Engine Type: 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Environmental/Operations Information 

Primary Flight Conditions: 
Secondary Flight Conditions: 
Wind Direction (deg): 
Wind Speed (mph): 
Visibility (mi): 
Visibility Restrictions: 
Light Condition: 
Flight Plan Filed: 
Approach Type: 

VISUAL FLIGHT RULES 
WEATHER NOT A FACTOR 

10 

DAY 
NONE 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Pilot-in-Command 

Pilot Certificates: 
Pilot Rating: 

LAND 
Pilot Qualification: 

Flight Time (Hours) 
Total Hours: 
Total in Make/Model: 
Total Last 90 Days: 
Total Last 90 Days Hake/Model: 

AIRLINE TRANSPORT 
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE 

QUALIFIED 
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LAX97LA034 

On November 4, 1996, at 0823 hours mountain standard time, the pilot of a McDonnell Douglas 
MD-600 (NOT AR) experimental helicopter, N630N, experienced a tail boom separation during a 
landing at Flagstaff, Arizona. Visual meteorological conditions existed at the time and no flight plan 
was filed for the local test flight. The aircraft was substantially damaged and the pilot was not injured. 
The aircraft is owned and operated by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter in Mesa, Arizona, and was being 
operated under an experimental certificate. The six-bladed main rotor helicopter can seat six to seven 
persons and is equipped with a 600-shaft horsepower engine. 

This was a recertification flight test and the pilot was performing a series of height velocity landings. 
The helicopter was being flown at4,100 pounds maximum gross weight and was being monitored by 
on board instrumentation and telemetry. The pilot indicated this was the 1Oth landing in the test profile. 
With a target data entry point of 60 knots indicated airspeed and an altitude of 15 feet, the aircra.ft 
touched do\\n at 30 knots. During the 3.5 second and 200-foot slide on the skids, he felt the aircraft 
shudder, followed by a separation of the tail boom from contact with the main rotor blades. The winds 
were from 210 degrees at 2 knots and the runway was dry. The pilot reported no mechanical 
malfunctions or problems with the aircraft prior to the accident. 

A videotape of the accident sequence was taken by McDonnell Douglas (MD) ground personnel. The 
tape indicated a normal autorotative approach and touchdown. During the slide down the runway, the 
main rotor blades contacted the tail boom and severed it. The aircraft came to a full stop and the pilot 
exited the aircraft. 

Recorded engineering test data indicated the aircraft touched down at 1.5 g's with a 2.6 foot per second 
rate of descent. The position of the collective control during the landing and the ground slide was at near 
the I 00 percent up position at touchdown and during the ground slide. 

In a discussion \\ith MD test engineers, they described the main rotor blade contact \\ith the tail boom 
as to have been a result of forward velocity and low/decaying main rotor rpm (advanced ratio) due to a 
full up collective position during the ground run out phase following the autorotative touchdO\m. In the 
condition of a high advance ratio, due to the low/decaying main rotor rpm and forward speed, a 
"blowback" of the main rotor disk occurs. They described this condition as the forward portion of the 
main rotor disk being displaced upward, while the rear portion of the disk displaces downward This 
"blowback" condition is compounded by the high angle pitch setting which causes blade stall over a 
large portion of the rotor disk. This resulted in an excessive "blowback" that quickly allows tail boom 
contact by the main rotor blades. 

In a further discussion with the MD engineers, they explained that this "blo\\back" condition exists in all 
helicopters, but is more apparent in this model due a greater !,'TOSS weight, reduced flare/deceleration 
capabilities because of tail boom length and installation angle, and the increased surface of the 
additional main rotor blade resulting in a more rapid decay of main rotor rpm. McDonnell Douglas 
Helicopter Company has claimed an exemption from public disclosure of the engineering test data and 
the video associated with this accident as proprietary and confidential information. 

Use your browsers 'back' function to return to synopsis 
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NfSB Identification: LAX.97LA034. The docket is stored in the (offiine) NfSB Imaging System. 

Accident occurred Monday, November 04, I 996 at FLAGSTAFF, AZ 
Aircraft:McDonnell Douglas MD-600, re1,-istration: N630N 

Injuries: I Uninjured. 

The test pilot made a successful preplanned autorotation to a runway in the test helicopter for 
certification purposes. The aircraft was operated at a designed maximum gross weight to establish a · 
height velocity curve for future operations in high density altitudes. During the ground slide, the main 
rotor blades contacted and severed the tail boom. Various combinations of en1,-ineering desi!,'ll and the 
'blowback' phenomena allowed the retreating main rotor blades to tilt downward and contact the tail 
boom. 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident as follows. 

An uncommanded main rotor blade to tail boom contact due to a 'blowback' phenomena after a 
successful preplanned autorotation by the pilot to a high density altitude airport with a test aircraft 
desi!,'lled at a maximum !,'TOSS weight. 

Full narrative available 

Index for Novl996l Index of months 
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NTSB AVIATION ACCIDENT/INCIDENT DATABASE 
Report Number: LAX97LA061 

General Information 
Local Date:Time: 
City/State: 
Airport Name: ID 
Event Type: 
Injury Severity: 

Operations Information 
Category of Operation: 
Aircraft Type: 
Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Operator Doing Business As: 
Operator Name/Code: 
Owner Name: 

Narrative 

11/21/1996:09:01 MST 
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 
FLAGSTAFF PULLIAM:FLG 
ACCIDENT 
NONE 

GENERAL AVIATION 
HELICOPTER 
SUBSTANTIAL 
OTHER 
MDDH HU-600-N 

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS 

THE HELICOPTER WAS BEING FLIGHT TESTED TO VALIDATE CERTIFICATION 
CRITERIA FOR HEIGHT VELOCITY CURVES AT A MAXIMUM GROSS \'lEIGHT AND 
ZERO AIRSPEED AT A HIGH DENSITY ALTITUDE AIRPORT. ON THE FOURTH 
TEST PROFILE, THE PILOT ALLOI'IED THE AIRCRAFT TO DESCEND BEL0\'1 THE 
TARGET ALTITUDE OF 800 FEET AGL BY ALMOST 70 FEET. THE GROUND 
TEST ENGINEERS OBSERVED THE DRIFT DOI'IN AND DIDN'T ADVISE THE PILOT 
BECAUSE THEY ASSUMED HE HAD ALREADY BEGUN THE AUTOROTATION AFTER 
HE HAD MADE THE 3 SECOND CALL, AND ALSO THEY BELIEVED THEIR GROUND 
EQUIPMENT WAS INACCURATE. THE PILOT DELAYED THE AUTOROTATION FOR 
ABOUT 8 TO 12 SECONDS AND THEN LOWERED THE COLLECTIVE. THE 
AIRCRAFT LANDED HARD EXCEEDING THE HAXI!1UH LOAD FOR THE LANDING 
GEAR SYSTEH. THE HORIZONTAL SPEED AT TOUCHDOWN WAS 52 KNOTS 
INSTEAD OF THE TARGET SPEED OF 65 KNOTS. THE TEST HELICOPTER WAS 
EQUIPPED WITH STANDARD ANALOG ALTIMETERS IHTH POINTERS THAT HAVE A 
LAG TIME INSTEAD OF THE HORE ACCURATE REAL TIME DIGITAL 
ALTIMETERS. 
Probable Cause 
THE PILOT'S INATTENTION TO THE ALTITUDE AND INADVERTENT LATE ENTRY 
INTO AN AUTOROTATION MANEUVER BELOI'I THE ESTABLISHED HINIHUM TEST 
ALTITUDE IHTH A HELICOPTER OPERATING AT MAXIMUMGROSS WEIGHT IN A 
HIGH DENSITY ALTITUDE ENVIRONHENT THAT LED TO A SUBSEQUENT HARD 
LANDING. CONTRIBUTING liERE TI!E LACK OF POSITIVE COHHUNICATIONS 
BETWEEN GROUND TEST PERSONNEL AND THE PILOT REGARDING THE LOW 
ALTITUDE, AND TI!E LACK OF ACCURATE IN-FLIGHT AND GROUND ALTIMETER 
EQUIPMENT. 
Aircraft Information 

Number of Seats: 
Aircraft Use: 

2 



Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Aircraft Fire: 

Injuries 

14 CFR 91 
630N 
NONE 

Fatal 
0 
0 
0 

Serious Minor None 
1 
0 
0 

Crew 
Pass 
Other 

Landing Gear: 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Certificated Haximum Gross 
Engine Hake/Hodel: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

SKID 
Weight: 4100 

ALLISON/250-C47H 
1 
TURBO SHAFT 

Environment/Operations Information 
Basic Weather Conditions:VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (VMC) 
Wind Direction (deg)?Speed (knots): 0/0 
Visibility (sm): 50 
Visibility RVR (ft): 0 
Visibility RVV (sm): 0 
Cloud Height Above Ground Level (ft): 0 
Visibility Restrictions: NONE 
Precipitation Type: NONE 
Light Condition: DAYLIGHT 
Departure Airport Id: FLG 
Flight Plan Filed: NONE 
ATC Clearance: NONE 
VFR Approach/Landing: TRAFFIC PATTERN, SIHULATED FORCED LANDING 
Event Location: ON AIRPORT 

Pilot-in-Command 
Certificates: COMMERCIAL, AIRLINE TRANSPORT 
Ratings: 

Plane: 
Non-Plane: 
Instrument: 

SINGLE ENGINE LAND, HULTIENGINE LAND 
HELICOPTER, GLIDER 
AIRPLANE, HELICOPTER 

Had Current BFR: 
Honths Since Last BFR: 
Medical Certificate: 
Medical Certificate Validity: 

WAIVERS/LIMITATIONS 

Total 
Make/Model : 

Flight Time (Hours) 
10342 Last 24 Hrs 

1194 Last 30 Days: 
0 Last 90 Days: 

2018 Rotorcraft : 
Instrument : 
Multi-Engine: 

YES 
12 
CLASS 2 
VALID MEDICAL-WITH 

1 
56 

113 
7525 
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LAX97LA061 

On November 21, 1996, at 0901 hours mountain standard time, a McDonnell Douglas (MD) prototype 
e;'{perimental helicopter, MD-600N (NOT AR), N630N, landed hard during a local test flight at the 
~irport in Flagstaff, Arizona. Visual meteorological conditions existed at the time. The aircraft sustained 
substantial damage and the pilot was not injured. This aircraft was involved in a similar accident with 
tJte same pilot at the same location during flight tests on 11/04/96 (LAX-97-L-A034) . 

.According to the operator, the test pilot was performing a series of height velocity curve autorotations at 
(Tla'limum gross weight (4,100 pounds) at various altitudes and at zero airspeeds between 800 to 1,000 
f"eet above the ground (agl). During touchdO\m on the fourth autorotation, the helicopter contacted the 
runway and displaced both skids with the right skid separating from the aircraft at the brace assembly · 
connecting bolt hole. The fuselage was buckled and cracked along the right side and the bottom of the 
fuselage. 

The investigation revealed that the three previous lest point autorotations were conducted at 1,000 feel 
agl at 40 k-nots airspeed; 1,000 feet, 0 airspeed; and at 850 feet, 0 airspeed. There were no reported 
problems with these tests. According to MD engineers, the first two test points had "mild touchdown 
rates" (less than 1.5 g's and less than 5 feet per second). The touchdo\m rate for the third data point 
indicated a 1. 75 g or 5.2 feet per second. It was discovered (after the accident) that the actual entry for 
this test was begun at 810 feet, instead of the 850 foot intended altitude. 

On the fourth test point autorotation, the test pilot was to be at an entry altitude of 800 feet agl and zero 
airspeed. Prior to entry, the pilot radioed a standard 3 second call to the ground crew that he was about 
to begin the test run. According to MD ground test data personnel reviewing the instrumentation plots, 
the entry did not occur until 8 to 12 seconds after the pilot's initial call. During this time, the aircraft had 
drifted down approximately 70 to 730 feet agl. A review of the video recording indicated the helicopter 
contacted the run\\'l!Y with the aft portion of the skids. The touchdO\\TI rate was about 4.0 g's or 13.5 feet 
per second. The design limit for this landing gear (skid) system was 6.5 feet per second. 

According to the pilot, the autorotation looked very similar to the previous data point until touchdO\m. 
At touchdown, the right gear collapsed and the helicopter dropped onto its right side. He stated the 
touchdo\m speed was approximately 45 knots. According to the test data, the horizontal speed did not 
get above 60 knots indicated airspeed, whereas, the other previous data points had horizontal speeds 
over 64 k"IIots. The test data for this autorotation indicated a speed of 52 k-nots at touchdO\\n. 

The investigation revealed the helicopter was equipped with a standard barometric pressure altimeter 
and a radar altimeter that was recently calibrated to a+ or- I 0 feet. Neither of these altimeters provide a 
digital readout and the altitude seen by the pilot is the needle position (analog) on the gauge. According 
to MD, there were no other precision instruments available to assist the pilot with altitude readout. 
Ground personnel monitoring the altimeter strip chart, which they had known to be inaccurate, noticed 
the aircraft "drift dO\m" about 50 feet and assumed the pilot had already lowered the collective to begin 
the test after he had made the 3 second call. They did not inform the pilot of their observations. 

As a result of this accident and others, MD reduced the maximum operating gross weight to 3,650 
pounds and installed a digital altimeter in the cockpit. 

lbe McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company has claimed an exemption from public disclosure of the 
information contained in their accident report as pri~ileged and confidential. 

v' 
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NTSB Identification: LAX97LA061 . The docket is stored in the (offline) NTSB Imaging Sys"t:em 
Use your browsers 'back' function to return to synopsis · 

Accident occurred Thursdlif,'N\W~f~ 1996 at FLAGSTAFF, AZ 
. Aircraft:McDonnell Douglas ~OON, re~:,>istration: N630N 

Injuries: I Uninjured. 

The helicopter was being flight tested to validate certification criteria for height velocity curves at: a 
maximum gross weight and zero airspeed at a high density altilude airport On the fourth test profile the 
pilot allowed the aircraft to descend below the target altitude of 800 feet ag\ by almost 70 feet The ' 
ground test engineers observed the drift down and didn't advise the pilot because they assumed he had . 
already begun the autorotation after he had made the 3 second call, and also they believed their ground 
equipment was inaccurate. The pilot delayed the autorotation for about 8 to 12 seconds and then 
lowered the collective. The aircraft landed hard exceeding the maximum load for the landing gear 
system. The horizontal speed at touchdown was 52 knots instead of the target speed of 65 knots. 'The 
test helicopter was equipped with standard analog altimeters with pointers that have a lag time instead 
of the more accurate real time digital altimeters. 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident as fallo\\'S. 

The pilot's inattention to the altitude and inadvertent late en!Iy into an autorotation maneuver below the 
established minimum test altitude with a helicopter operating at maximum gross weight in a high 
density altitude environment that led to a subsequent hard landing. Contributing were the lack of 
positive communications between ground test personnel and the pilot regarding the low altitude, and the 
lack of accurate in-flight and ground altimeter equipment 

Full narrative available 

Index for Novl996l Index of months 
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NTSB AVIATION ACCIDENT/INCIDENT DATABASE REPORT 
Report Number: LAX97FA091 

General Information 
Local Date:Time 
City: State 
Airport Name: Id 
Event Type: 
Injury Severity: 

Operations Information 
Category of Operation: 
Aircraft Type: 
Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 

01/18/1997:12;20MST 
FLAGSTAFF,AZ 

FLAGSTAFF PULLIAM:FLG 
ACCIDENT 
NONE 

GENERAL AVIATION 
HELICOPTER 
DESTROYED 
LANDING 

r;r-/.77 
I'-~ 

'i?'T-~ 

Operator Doing Business As: MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HELICOPTER 
Operator Name/Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: MCDONNELL DOUGLAS 

Narrative 
DURING A CERTIFICATION TEST FLIGHT, THE PILOT \~AS FOLLO\i!NG TEST 
CARD PROCEDURES TO ESTABLISH PARA}!ETERS FOR A HEIGHT-VELOCITY 
DIAGRAM. HE BEGAN AN AUTOROTATION, USING A 1-SECOND DELAY (TO 
SIMULATE PILOT REACTION TIME) BEFORE LOWERING THE COLLECTIVE. AS 
THE AUTOROTATION PROGRESSED, THE HELICOPTER DEVELOPED A RATE OF 
DESCENT THAT THE PILOT 'ivAS UNABLE TO CHECK. SUBSEQUENTLY, THE 
HELICOPTER TOUCHED D0\1N liARD, THE SKIDS COLLAPSED, AND THE 
TAILBOOM WAS SEVERED BY THE MAIN ROTOR BLADES. THE HELICOPTER SLID 
OFF THE RUNl~AY IN TO SNOI~ AND ROLLED ONTO ITS RIGHT SIDE. 
CIRCUMSTANCES IDENTIFIED IN THIS ACCIDENT HAD BEEN IDENTIFIED 
DURING PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF FLIGHT TEST ACCIDENTS 
WITH THIS HELICOPTER, BUT THAT INFORMATION HAD NOT BEEN PROVIDED 
TO THIS TEST PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER. 

Probable Cause 
FAILURE OF THE MANUFACTURER TO FOLLOW ITS DIRECTIVE TO DEVELOP 
CORRECTIVE MEASURES IN RESPONSE TO KN0\1N ACCIDENT DATA, AND THEIR 
FAILURE TO ENSURE THAT PERTINENT INFORMATION (IN ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT) I~AS COMMUNICATED TO TilE TEST PILOT AND ENGINEER (IN 
FLIGHT TEST) . 

Aircraft Information 
Number of Seats: 
Aircraft Use: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Air Carrier Operating Certificates: 

1 

14 CFR 91 
9202L 



Aircraft Fire: 

Injuries 
Fatal Serious Minor 

Crew 0 0 0 
None 

1 

NONE 

_______ Pass ____ Q ---0----0- -0-------- -----------

.J 

0ther 0 0 0 0 

Landing Gear: SKID 
Certificated Maximum Gross Weight: 4100 
Engine Make: 
Engine Model: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

Environment/Operations Information 
Basic Weather Conditions:VISUAL 
Wind Direction (deg): 

ALLISON 
250-C47M 
1 
TURBO SHAFT 

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (VMC) 
50 

Wind Speed (knots): 5 
Visibility (sm): 10 
Visibility RVR (ft): 0 
Visibility RVV (sm): 0 
Cloud Height Above Ground Level (ft): 0 
Visibility Restrictions: NONE 
Precipitation Type: NONE 
Light Condition: 
Departure Airport Id: 
Flight Plan Filed: 
ATC Clearance: 

DAYLIGHT 
FLG 
NONE 
VFR 

VFR Approach/Landing: TRAFFIC PATTERN, SIMULATED FORCED LANDING 
Event Location: ON AIRPORT 

Pilot-in-Corrunand 
Certificates: COMMERCIAL, AIRLINE TRANSPORT, FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR 
Ralings: 

Plane: 
Non-Plane: 
Instrument: 

!lad Current BFR: 

SINGLE ENGINE 

Months Since Last BFR: 
Medical Certificate: 
Medical Certificate Validity: 

WAIVERS/LIMITATIONS 

Flight Time (Hours) 
Total 10379 Last 24 Hrs 
Make/Model : 1213 Last 30 Days: 
Instrument 0 Last 90 Days: 
Multi-Engine: 2018 Rotorcraft 

LAND, MULTIENGINE LAND 
HELICOPTER, GLIDER 
AIRPLANE, HELICOPTER 
YES 
8 
CLASS 2 
VALID MEDICAL-WITH 

1 
15 

133 
7556 
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lllSTORY OF FLIGHT 

On January 18, 1997, at 1220 hours mountain standard time, a McDonnell Douglas MD600N, N9202L, 
crashed at Flagstaff, Arizona. The aircraft was destroyed; however, the test pilot, the sole occupant, was 
not injured_ The aircraft was being operated by the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company on a 
certification test flight when the accident occurred. The local flight originated at the FlagstaiTPulliam 
Airport at 1146. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time and no flight plan had been 
filed. 

The operator reported that the pilot had completed four autorotations (height/velocity test data points) 
from closed traffic on runway 03 without incident. On the next maneuver, the pilot entered an 
autorotation from 150 feet agl and 85 kias with a !-second delay in collective reduction_ As the 
maneuver progressed, the aircraft developed a rate of descent the pilot was unable to check. According 
to onboard telemetry, the aircraft impacted the runway at a vertical velocity above the landing gear's 
structural limits. 

PILOT INFORMATION 

The pilot is a graduate of the U.S. Naval Test Pilot School and is employed as a flight test pilot by the 
aircrafl manufacturer. He was formerly a U.S. Air Force test pilot. 

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 

The aircraft was a preproduction experimental model pending the issuance of a normal category 
airworthiness certificate upon successful completion of the flight test certification program (FAR 
27.79). The purpose of this flight test was to establish the parameters of the height-velocity diagram. 
The aircraft gross weight was 4,100 pounds with a fonvard center of gravity. 

WRECKAGE AND IMPACT INFORMATION 

A video recording of the accident revealed that as the aircraft touched down, the skids collapsed and the 
tailboom was severed by contact with the main rotor blades. The tailboom separation resulted in loss of 
directional control and the aircraft began ya\\ing left during the accompanying ground run. As the 
ground run progressed, the aircrafl veered ofT the tell side of the runway and onto snow covered sod 
The main rotor blades struck the ground as the aircraft rolled onto its right side and came to rest. 

SURVIVAL ASPECTS 

The pilot shut down the aircraft and exited the cockpit through the fractured fonvard canopy with the 
aid of crash rescue personnel. 

TESTS AND RESEARCH 

Detailed discussions were conducted with a representative of the manufacturer, and, the Safety Board 
examined proprietary company reports. After revie\\ing the telemetry data, the manufacturer found that 
conditions in two previous flight test accident investigations were similar to the conditions of this 
accident. The internal company recommendations that arose from those two accidents had not been 

1212&'01 639 PM 
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complied v.ith when the latest accident occurred. The first recommendation was "to study/define Nr to 
airspeed to power ofT rotor dynamics," the second was to "Further investigate and define the 'blowback' 
phenomena and the conditions that cause it to occur." Also, the findings of the two previous 
investigations had not been made available to the program lest pilot or the flight test en!,>ineer. I 
The data collected from the previous investigations revealed that the difference between a previously 
successful auto rotation and the autorotation that preceded the accident was the position of the aft 

__ ___,_,lo:::ngitudinal control. In the accident sequence it remained at a position higher than the previous 
autorotation for about t:o seconds-:-Tile manufacturer concluded that this put the-main rotor in,-at least,- - -
a partial, and probably increasing stall condition. This conclusion was supported by corresponding 

2of2 

increases in mast bending loads and control forces. 

According to the manufacturer, the data indicated that the stall peaked approximately 3.0 seconds after 
the initial collective reduction v.ith the aircraft now about 40 feet radar altitude. The resulting loss of 
main rotor lift would cause an increase in the rate of descent. The data further shows that a continued 
increase in collective control would only increase the rotor stall, and the attempt to use airspeed 
reduction (flare) to help reduce the rate of descent would also be ineffective. 

Use your browsers 'bad.' function to return to synopsis 
Return to Query Page 

• 

• 
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+·---------------------------------------------- REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 67 --------------------------------------------·+ 
+ PRELIMINARY REPORT CANADAIR-BD700 ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTS:PHASES IIHEELS-UP LANDING-UNINTENTIOIIAL-LEVEL OFF/TOUCHOC\111 + 

+~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ .. 
<••••··················· OPERATION ··················-----~ ++ <······················· FILE DATA ······················-~ 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 97/2369·0 

++ FROM STATE : CANADA 
FINAL REP ++ 
<···-------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROlOGICAL DATA ----·-··--> ++ <--------------------- AIRCRAFT DATA ---------------------> 
DATE 97-04-25 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 - 27 000 KG 
TIME 19:50 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY CANADA 
LIGHT : UNKNC\111 ++ REGISTRATION C-FJGX 
CEN \lEATHER : UNKNOIIN ++ 

•• 
<······················· LOCATION ························> ++ <········--- DAMAGE, 
LOCA T1 011 TOROfH0/00\IIISVI Ell ++ A/C DAMAGE 

INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ------·····> 
SUBSTANTIAL 

STATE/AREA CANADA ++ INJURY FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOIIN TOTAL 
DEPARTED TORONT0/00\INSVIE\1 ++ CRE\1 0 0 0 2 0 2 
DESTINATION TORONT0/00\INSVIE\1 ++ PAX 0 0 0 3 0 3 .. 

----------------- NARRATIVE ----------------
THE EXPERIMENTAL A/C LANDED \liTH THE GEAR RETRACTED. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE TESTS TO BE PERFORMED DURING THE FLIGHT, THE 
GPIIS HAD BEEN DISABLED. UNDER NORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES, \liTH THE GPIIS FUNCTIONING AND DESPITE THE AUDIBLE IIARNING SYSTEM BEING 
DISABLED, THE CRE\1 \IOULD HAVE RECEIVED A •TOO LOll GEAR" IIARNING FROM THE GP\IS \IHEN THE A/C DESCENDED BELOII 900 FT AGL. THE 
LANDING GEAR liAS NOT SELECTED DOliN. THE CRE\1 SAID THAT THEY IIERE NOT FOLLOIIING THE PRE-LANDING CHECKLIST. 

---------------------------------------------- REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 68 -----------------------------------------
··• D REPORT MISCELLANEOUS-MICROLIGHT IDENT + 

1 +EVENT SES UNSPECIFIED FAILURE-FIRST ENGINE-CIRCUIT PATTERN/FINAL + 
+ UNDERSHOOT-LEVEL OFF/TOUCHDO\IN + 

++ 
RATION ······-················> ++ <····------------------- FILE 

- TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 97/D -0 
++ FROM STATE INA FASO 

FINAL REP ++ 

<----------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICA 
97-D5-15 

------ AIRCRAFT DATA ------------------···> 
DATE 
TIME 
LIGHT 
CEN \lEATHER 

09:52 
DAYLIGHT 
VMC 

BELO\I 2250 KG 
BURKINA FASO 
XT-ADA 

<----------------------- LOCATION INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD -----------> 
LOCATION OUAGADOUGOU 
STATE/AREA BURKINA FASO 
DEPARTED OUAGADOUGOU 
DESTINATION OUAGADOUGOU 

++ CREW 
++ PAX 
++ 

SUBSTANTIAL 
L SERIOUS MINOR 

0 0 0 
0 0 

----------------- NARRATIVE ----------------

NONE UNKNOIIN TOTAL 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 

DURING THE DO\INIIIND l HE ENGINE FAILED. THE PILOT TRIED TO REACH THE RIIY BY SHORTENING THE BASE LE 
A FEll HUNDRED MET FROM THE RIIY THRESHOlD. 

S NOT REPORTED. 

------------ SEQUENCE OF EVENTS -----------
UNSPECIFIED FAILURE-FIRST ENGINE • CIRCUIT PATTERN/FINAL 
UNDERSHOOT - LEVEL OFF/TOUCHDO\IN 
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+··············································· REQUEST D74/98, REPORT 69 ·············································+ 
+ UNOFFICIAL REPORT IPTN·N·25D ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTS:PHASES OTHER·MANOEUVRING + 
+ LOSS OF CONTROL·MANOEUVRING + 

+···---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
++ 

<······-················ OPERATION ············-··········> ++ <····---·····---········ FILE DATA ·······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 97/D153·D 

++ FROM STATE 
FINAL REP 
<-----------
DATE 
TIME 
LIGHT 
GEN \lEATHER 

++ 
DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA ··········> ++ <··-·-······-········· AIRCRAFT DATA ·················---·> 

97·D5·22 ++ MASS CATEGORY 5701 • 27 000 KG 
DD:DO ++ STATE OF REGISTRY INDONESIA 

++ REGISTRATION PK·XNT 
++ 
++ 

<······················· LOCATION ---··-··············---·> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
DESTROYED LOCATION 

STATE/AREA 
DEPARTED 
DESTINATION 

SERANG 
INDONESIA 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CRE\l 
++ PAX 
++ 

FATAL 
6 
D 

SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKN~ TOTAL 
D D D D 6 
D D D D D 

•••••••·••••••••• NARRATIVE ••••••••••••••·· 
AIRCLAIMS: DURING A L~ ALTITUDE PARACHUTE EXTRACTION (LAPES) TEST IN ~HICH A 4 TONNE LOAD OF SAND ~AS TO HAVE BEEN DROPPED 
FROM A HEIGHT OF 1,1DOFT., PART OF THE PARACHUTE HARNESS APPARENTLY BROKE A~AY BEFORE THE LOAD HAD BEEN FULLY EXTRACTED. 
ATTEMPTS IIERE MADE TO MANUALLY JETTISON THE LOAD BY PUSHING IT OFF THE RAMP BUT THIS ~AS NOT POSSIBLE AS A METAL CLEVIS, 
~HICH HAD FORMED PART OF THE HARNESS SHACKLE, HAD BECOME JAMMED BENEATH THE PALLET. MEAN~HILE, THE REA~ARD MOVEMENT OF THE 
LOAD HAD CAUSED CONSIDERABLE CONTROL PROBLEMS. IT ~LO SEEM THAT THE PILOT ATTEMPTED TO MAKE A FORCED LANDING BUT CONTROL 
~AS LOST AND THE AIRCRAFT CRASHED AND BURNED. FOLL~ING THE ACCIDENT IT ~AS STATED THAT AN EMPLOYEE OF METRIX SYSTEM INC., 
THE MANUFACTURER OF THE EXTRACTION SYSTEM, HAD APPARENTLY USED A CABLE ~ITH TOOL~ A LOAD CAPIBILITY TO RIG THE HARNESS. 
THE IIEAKER CABLE APPARENTLY APPEARED IDENTICAL TO THE CORRECT ONE. 



' 

+·······--------------------------------········ REQUEST 074/98, REPORT 33 ---------···············••••••••••••••·······+ 
+ DATA REPORT SNOW·S2R ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES NON-MECHANICAL FAILURE-FIRST ENGINE-NORMAL DESCENT + 
+ CDLLlSlDN WITH OBJECT-LANDING + 

+~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ ++ 
<······················· OPERATION ··········--···········> ++ <······················· FILE DATA -······················> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS - TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ !tAO FILE : 94/1093·0 

_____ ____c++=-FROM~STATE :_UNITED STATES-------------
FINAL REP ++ 
<----------- DATE, TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA -------···> ++ <--------------------- AIRCRAFT DATA ---------------------> 
DATE 94·05·25 ++ MASS CATEGORY 2250 - 5700 KG 
TIME 
LIGHT 

12:00 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY UNITED STATES 
DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION N1659S 

GEN WEATHER VMC ++ 
++ 

<··---------------······ LOCATION ························> ++ <··········· DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
SUBSTANTIAL LOCATION BANCROFT,Wl 

STATE/AREA UNITED STATES 
DEPARTED BANCROFT,Wl 
DESTINATION BANCROFT,Wl 

++ Aft DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREW 
++PAX 
++ 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

----------------- NARRATIVE -----·-········· 
DURING APP THE PILOT ENTERED A LONG GLIDE TO THE A/P. THE CONDITIONS WERE FAVOURABLE FOR CARBURETTOR ICING AT GLIDE POWER 
(ACCORDING TO THE TRANSPORT CANADA CARBURETTOR ICING CHART). WHEN THE THROTTLE WAS ADVANCED, THE ENGINE DID NOT PRODUCE 
POWER. DURING THE FORCED LANDING SHORT OF THE RWY THE A/C STRUCK A DITCH. NO PRE-ACCIDENT MECHANICAL FAILURES WERE FOUND. 

------------ SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ------------
EVENT 1 NON-MECHANICAL FAILURE-FIRST ENGINE - NORMAL DESCENT 

1.ltlNG • PRESENT 
2.CARBURETTOR • ICE IN 
3.0PERATION OF CARBURETTOR HEAT • NOT SELECTED 
4.FORCED LANDING • PERFORMED 

EVENT 2 COLLISION WITH OBJECT • LANDING 

+·······---------------------------------------- REQUEST D74/98, REPORT J4 ··---------------------------------------····+ 
+ DATA REPORT FOUGA·POTEZ-CM17D MAGISTER ACCIDENT + 
+ EVENTSIPHASES SCRAPED WlNGTlP/COWLlNG/FLOAT·TAKE·OFF RUN + 
+ MAIN GEAR COLLAPSED/RETRACTED-ABORTED TAKE-OFF + 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
++ 

<······················· OPERATION -----------------------> ++ <----------------------- FlLE DATA -----------------------> 
TYPE : MISCELLANEOUS • TEST/EXPERIMENTAL ++ ICAO FILE : 94/D241·D 

++ FROM STATE : GERMANY 
FINAL REP ++ 
<··--------- DATE TIME AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA --------··> ++ <····················· AIRCRAFT DATA ----------------·····> 
DATE 94-D7·D2 ++ MASS CATEGORY 225D • 570D KG 
TIME 17:36 ++ STATE OF REGISTRY GERMANY 
LIGHT DAYLIGHT ++ REGISTRATION D·lFCC 
GEN WEATHER VMC ++ 

++ 

<-----------···--------· LOCATION ------------------------> ++ <----------- DAMAGE, INJURY AND TOTAL ON BOARD ···········> 
SUBSTANTIAL LOCATION NUERNBERG 

STATE/AREA GERMANY 
DEPARTED NUERNBERG 
DESTINATION NUERNBERG 

++ A/C DAMAGE 
++ INJURY 
++ CREW 
++PAX 
++ 

FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NONE UNKNOWN TOTAL 
0 0 D 1 D 1 
0 0 0 1 D 1 

----------------- NARRATIVE ----------------
DURING TAKE-OFF A TIP TANK SCRAPED THE RWY. 
DRN: THE PILOT HAD LOWERED THE TAll TO DIMINISH THE SHOCKS TO THE NOSEGEAR COMING FROM THE CENTRELINE LIGHTS ON THE RWY. 
THERE WAS lNSUFFICENT SPEED FOR THE TAKE-OFF AND THE Aft STALLED. THE TAKE-OFF WAS ABORTED AND THE RIGHT GEAR COLLAPSED. 

------------ SEQUENCE OF EVENTS --······----
EVENT SCRAPED WINGTIP/COWLING/FLOAT - TAKE-OFF RUN 

1.LlFT·OFF -POOR 
1.PILOT·EXPERIENCE ON A/C TYPE-LOW 

EVENT 2 MAIN GEAR COLLAPSED/RETRACTED - ABORTED TAKE-OFF 
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IPTN Airplane Accident 

On Thunday May 22, 1997 at 13:28 P.M. IPrN (NUS1111131'3. 
SFm Corporate Member) lost S al. its best flight test members in 
an CN23S aircraft accident. ·The accident occw1ed v.tlile the 
aircraft w.11 p:~founing LAPES test (Low Altitude Parachute 
Ex!r.lction System) in Gorda. Ser.md • West 1ava. Initial reports 
indic:a!e the extr.Jction line broke before the load had exited the 
aircraft and a low altitude s1a11 resulted. The five casualties were: 
1. Capt. Pilot/Vice President Chief Test Pilot, Dip!. 1ng. Erwin 
Danoewinm, Grndmtted from Aeronautic Engineering. 
Department a1. Stuttgarcl University and the National Test Pilot 
School, Mojave.. CA. Award winneral.the 1969 Ivan C. Kinchloe 
Award. 2. Capt. Pilot Sl3nley P.R Ha1im MFIT. Graduate from 
Ae1'011311!ic Engineering Department al. Technical University 
Delft, Netherlands and the National Test Pilot School in Mojave.. 
CA. 3. Flight Test Engineer, Ing. Diclik Pmnac!i, Gradmtted 
from Aeron:mtic Engineering. Department al. University de Paris 

Paris, France and the National Test Pilot School in Mojave.. 
....A. 4. Flight Test Mechanic, Prihatno Sutoc!rv.Uyo, Graduated 
from LPPUJPLP Curug in Tanggerang. S. Flight Test Mechanic, 
Bamband Bucli Prasetyo, Graduated from LPPU1PLP Curug in 
Tanggenmg. 

SFm extends our sincere sympathy to the families a1. the fallen 
airmen and to Nusantara 

Corporate Member Higltlight 

Aydin Telemetry 

During the latter part a1. 1996, the AYDIN Corp:nation made 
· significant changes to realign their business structure. In line 
with the Company's new market driven f'ocns, AYDIN product 
divisions were grouped to maximi,., the synergy a1. their people, 
products, systems and technical expertise. The aizborne telemetry 
(AYDIN Vector) and ground telemetry product lines (AYDIN 
Monitor) were combined to f'onn AYDIN Telemetry. 

Lockheed Martin Skunk Worb, (LMSW) Palmc!ale, CA recently 
selected AYDIN Capoiation to provide Flight Test 
lnstiumentation f'or the !oint Strike Fighter Concept 

lDOIIS!ration Program. The Wiltiact; valued at approximately 
million, ~ AYDIN to iii8IIUf'acture a majority a1. the 

equipment and to integrate other major subcuatiattots equipment 
f'or these airm1ft for delivery through 1998. 

The Data Acquisition System specified by the US DOD and 
WSW is based upon the Common Airborne Instrumentation 
System (CAIS) currently UDder development for the Depanment 
ai.Def'ense by the US Navy. TheP-22 and the P-IS EIP PrDgl'8ii1.$ 

are the first major airm1ft development programs to utilize a 
CAIS Compatible Data Acquisition S)'lteiil. 

The system will consist a1. stanc!arc1 AYDIN Micro-Miniature 
Model MMSC-800 Narrow Band and Wiele Band Data 
Acquisition units used on the P-22 aircraft l'rogi3UL The system 
will be compatible with the CAIS BUS and integrated with other 
major CAIS equipment. 

Aclclitional AYDIN Vector equipment to be integlated includes 
the High Speed Data Intmeaver Mini Armor 700, RF 
Transmitters, Programmable BUS Controllers, Data Interf'ace 
Modules, and Cockpit Displays. 

AYDIN is a recognized v.orldleader in the design, manufacture, 
and systems integration al. flight test and flight certification 
instrumentation systems for both commercial and military 
applications. Other major I«kbeed Martin progjams with which 
AYDIN iJ involved include P-22, C-1301, P-16MLU, F-117 and 
Dark Starner ill Minus UAV. 

AYDIN Telemetry has released its latest full line Vector procfucts 
Selection Guide. If' you have not received the Guide and would 
like a free copy, contact AYDIN Telemetry, P.O. ~ 328, 
Newtown, PAIUSA, 18940-0328. You can also request a copy by 
calling (215) 968-4271, f'ax (215) 968-3214 or email 
ayclin@aydinvector.com. 

Scltolarsltip Applications Requested 
Applications for SFm undergracluate must be received in ·the 
Society Headquarters Office by 1uly I, 1997 along with a =t 
transcript. Applications can be mt=ted from the Society Office. 

Applicants shall be the son or daughter al. a Society Member in 
good standing or a Stnc!ent Member in good ctmding Applicants 
shall have completed his or her aillege tieshmau year and be 
majoring in engineering, computer sciences, mathematics, 
physics or other technical cliscipline. The Board al. Dinctorl will 
determine the winner(s) al. the scholarship. Scholarship, as 
opposed to need, shall be a primary consideration f'or the award. 
The award shall be f'or one school year. Previoua winners, :is well 
as those who applied in previous years, are eligible to compete 
again. 



 

Houle, David  

From:  
To:  
Subfect 
Date:  
Priority:  

Delaney, Michael 
Houle. David  
FW: IPTN Flight Test Tragedy in Serang, West Java, Indonesia 
Friday, May 23, 1997 2:58PM  
High  

Dave  
Received this from Neil who is on the AIAA FT Tech Comm. with me. 
MikeD  

From: NEIL DOH  

Subject: IPTN Flight Test Tragedy in Serang, West Java. Indonesia Date: 
Friday, May 23, 1997 1 :OSPM  

Dear Friends and Colleagues:  

An experimental CN-235 military transport crashed and bu med at 13:1 S on = 
Thursday. 22 June 1997 (06:15 GMT) at Gorda Airbase. All six flight= crews were 
killed and bumed beyond recognition They were frve = Indonesians and one 
American. They were executing a Low Altitude = Parachute Extraction System 
(lAPES) test of a 4,000 kg payload. = According to Dr. 8.J. Habibie, CEO of f PTN in 
the aftermath news = conference, the airplane was about 200m above the ground 
when the = parachute lanyards broke causing the payload to become unstable and 
= shifted to the rear of the ac. The resulting extreme aft CG caused the •  
ac to stall and Impacted tail first. The names of the deceased are:  

1.Pilot  Capt. Erwin Danoewinata • Chief Project Pilot  
2.Co-pilot  HaJim  
3. Project FTE: Didik Permadi  
4.Mechanic:  Prihatno  
5.Mechanic:  Bambang Budi  
6.Consultant  William Denton (American) Cargo Dropping System =  
specialist of Metrix Inc.  

This tragic accident is expected to create a major setback for IPTN .. Flight 
Test Division and the certification of the N2SO project, as we m  
are embarking on the early stages of its flight test program of 2 :s prototype 
aircraft PA·1 and PA-2. Erwin was the PIC on the first ffight = of both aircraft 
and has been involved in every test ffight thereafter. = He is survived by his 
wife, Christiana. and 12-year~td son, Jan Wilbur.= The Indonesians funeral 
ceremony is scheduled to be officiated by Dr. =  
Habibie today at the Cikutra Heroes Cemetery in Bandung.  

Aespectfu1ty1 

NE!LOOH  
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FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT 
Report Number: 19970909034819G 

----------------------------------------------------------------
General Information 

Local Date: 
Local Time: 
City: 
State: 
Airport Name: 
Airport Id: 
Event Type: 

09/09/1997 
15:05 
SALINA 
KS 
SALINA MUNI 
SLN 
INCIDENT - GENERAL AVIATION 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Aircraft Information 

Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Airframe Hours: 
Operator Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

MINOR 
FCD/PREC LDG FROM 
BEECH BE-95-B55 

MANUFACTURER 
BEECH ( 

"JK'/HIT 5rz;J!5 , /fJC.. 

CRUISE) 
( T~Z..,A 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Narrative 

NARRATIVE: AIRCRAFT WAS ON EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT TEST IN LOCAL 
AREA AT IHCHITA, KANSAS FOR SPIN RECOVERY. DURING RETRACTION OF 
LANDING GEAR UNDER HIGH G LOADS, THE LEFT MAIN WOULD NOT RETRACT. 
WHEN THE GEAR WAS THEN EXTENDED, IT WOULD NOT LOCK DOWN. AIRCRAFT 
DIVERTED TO SALINA, KANSAS WHERE AN EMERGENCY LANDING WAS 
PERFORMED WITH MINOR DAMAGE TO LEFT GEAR DOOR, LEFT FLAP AND LEFT 
AILERON. INVESTIGATION REVEALED THE LEFT LANDING GEAR RETRACT ROD 
HAD FAILED. 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Detail 

Primary Flight Type: 
Secondary Flight Type: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Total Aboard: 
Fa tali ties: 
Injuries: 
Landing Gear: 
Aircraft Weight Class: 
Engine Make: 
Engine Model: 

OTHER 
TEST FLIGHT 
GENERAL OPERATING RULES 
93T 
1 
0 
0 
RETRACT TRICYCLE 
UNDER 12501 LBS 
cctv r 
_r-o-lf7o )frf( 

/ 



Engine Group: 
Number of Engines: 2 
Engine Type: 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Environmental/Operations Information 

Primary Flight Conditions: 
Secondary Flight Conditions: 
Wind Direction (deg): 
Wind Speed (mph): 
Visibility (mi) : 
Visibility Restrictions: 
Light Condition: 
Flight Plan Filed: 
Approach Type: 

. UNKNOWN 
WEATHER NOT A FACTOR 

DAY 
NONE 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Pilot-in-Command 

Pilot Certificates: AIRLINE TRANSPORT 
Pilot Rating: AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE 

LAND 
Pilot Qualification: QUALIFIED 
Flight Time (Hours) 
Total Hours: 
Total in Make/Model: 
Total Last 90 Days: 
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 
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FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT 
Report Number: 19980416028059G 

General Information 
Local Date: 04/16/1998 

10:15 
BOONEVILLE 
AR 

Local Time: 
City: 
State: 
Airport Name: 
Airport Id: 

'1/1!>/7S / 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Aircraft Information 

Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Airframe Hours: 
Operator Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

NONE 
NORMAL CRUISE 

140 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Narrative ,. ) ll[;.f<A(<.]' 
A AMATEUR BUILT AIRCRAFT, N8072U, MODEL RANS-160Fl6, OPERATED BY 
RANDY J. SCHLITTER, LOST EXPERIMENTAL lWOD PROPELLER, DURING 
CRUISE, AT 5000 FEET MSL. THE COMMERCIAL PILOT MADE AN EMERGENCY 
LANDING IN FIELD IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE BOONEVILLE MUNICIPAL 
AIRPORT, THE AIRCRAFT LANDING WITHOUT INCIDENT. NO INJURIES, NO 
PASSENGERS ON BOARD. THE PROBABLE CAUSE WAS HARMONIC VIBRATION 
BETWEEEN PROPELLER AND CRANKCASE FLANGE. THIS EXPERIMENTAL 
PROPELLER WAS UNDER FLIGHT TESTING WHEN TilE FAILURE OCCURRED AND 
REPLACED WITH DIFFERENT TYPE WOOD PROPELLER. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Detail 

Primary Flight Type: 
Secondary Flight Type: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Total Aboard: 
Fatalities: 
Injuries: 
Landing Gear: 
Aircraft Weight Class: 
Engine Hake: 
Engine Model: 
Engine Group: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

PERSONAL 
PLEASURE 
GENERAL 
8072U 
1 
0 
0 

C l'{e'W Tf?A I t.J JIJ ~ 
/'1A!fl<el ,-v.R\Ie)' 

OPERATING RULES 

NONRETRACT CONVENTIONAL 
UNDER 12501 LBS 

1 p_EC."I P 

------------------------------------------------------------------



Environmental/Operations Information 
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN 
Secondary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN 
Wind Direction (deg): 
Wind Speed (mph): 

~--------Visibility-JmiL: 
Visibility Restr~i~c=t~i~o=n=s~:--------------------------------------------------

Light Condition: DAY 
Flight Plan Filed: NONE 
Approach Type: 

Pilot-in-Command 
Pilot Certificates: 
Pilot Rating: 
Pilot Qualification: 

Flight Time (Hours) 

COMMERCIAL PILOT 
AIRPLANE SINGLE ENGINE LAND 
QUALIFIED 

Total Hours: 5000 
Total in Make/Model: 140 
Total Last 90 Days: 100 
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 
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nine passengers. The passengers were Gen
eral Electric Co. engineers involved in the 
hydroelectric rurbine business. A fire broke 
out after the twin tutboprop departed Dor
val airport in Monueal and an emergency 
landing was made at Mirabd, but the air
craft exploded and veered off the runway, 
coming to a stop 150ft. away. 0 

A KAMOV KA·SD BlACK SHARK attaek he
licopter crashed during a daytime test flight 
near Torzhok. 140 mi. northwest of 
Moscow. The pilot, Maj. Gen. Boris Voro
biyov, chief of the Army aviation's combat 
uaining center, was killed. A special com
mission is investigating the cause. A De
fense Ministry official said eyrn'imesses re
ported seeing a rotor blade section fly off 
the Ka-50 during an acrobatic maneuver 
involving a high-speed rum 50-100 mececs 
(164-328 ft.) above ground. 0 

PHILIPPINE AHD JAPANESE a· 
are examining cockpit and fl 
recorders from a Japan Airline 
that left Runway 24 during a n 
ing in Manila on June 14 in h 
Capt. Takayoshi Minami repor 
water coverage on the runway~ 
ed the trijet aircraft, which wa 
248 passengers and 11 crewml 
a flight from Tokyo. Twenty
sengers were injured during an • 
evacuation. 

HEGOnATORS FOR HORTHWE! 
and the International Assn. of~ 
and Aerospace Workers have 
tentative agreement on a four
contract. The agreement offers . 
raise over the conuaa teem, ret 
the amendable date. The pensio 
was improved. 
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Peter H Donath Jr 
07/21198 08:45 AM  

To:  

cc:  
Subject:  

Here's an interesting story from AVWeb (http://www.avweb.com'newswire/news9829.html#2) about  
dual flameout in a T-tailed twinjet. Another reason I try to stay current in multi-engine land, single-engine land AND 
GLIDER aircraft.  

-Pete Donath  
Flight Test/Ffight Sciences  

Cessna's CitationJet Prototype Buys The Shoulder 

Double Flameout Results In Little Damage ...  

Somebody's living right - maybe all three Cessna engineering test pilots who were 
aboard the company's original Model 525 CitationJet prototype, N525CJ. Their 
Experimental ride suffered a complete loss of power on both engines Thursday, 
July 9 during a test flight from Wichita's Mid-Continent Airport The crfNI 
successfuRy landed their newfound glider in the eastbound lanes of Kansas state 
route 96, a four-lane highway, east of 119th street some frve miles northwest of 
ICT, at about 2:00 p.m. Central time. The crew - pilot Scott Simpson, copilot Mark 
Chavez, and flight engineer Trenton Shepherd - was unhurt .  

. .. But An Exciting Landing ...  

AVweb sources tell us that In setting down the CJ, the crew managed to avoid hitting an 
automobile on K-96 - which the CJ was rapidly overtaking until its driver finally noticed the 
jet and accelerated out of the way - touching down with the left main and nose gear on the 
pavement, but with the right main gear on the dirt shoulder of the highway. They narrowly 
missed a drainage ditch in the process, finally coming to rest on the right shoulder of the 
highway. What little damage was sustained involved the dirt and mud thrown up by the 
right main wheel and ingested into the windmilling right engine, plus minor dents in the 
right wing leading edge, a result of contact with roadside reflector posts. The reluctance of 
the motorist to make way for the gfidin' Citation led one wag to  
suggest the CJ's option list might be fattened a bit by adding an extra-loud ham. Even so, the crew clearly did a great jt  



putting the plane down safely under difficult circumstances. Nice work, gentlemen . 

... As The Investigation Begins 

But they might still need some help with the post-flight paperwork. Investigators from the 
NTSB, FAA and Cessna quickly converged on the scene but it didn't take them long to 
determine the cause of the flame-out: fuel exhaustion -the tanks were dry as a bone. Sources 
close to the investigation tell AVweb that the cockpit fuel gauge erroneously indicated a 
substantial quantity of fuel remaining (about 500 pounds), although the low fuel warning light 
reportedly was illuminated. Initial indications are that the fuel quantity indicating system aboard 
N525CJ may not be the same as installed in Cessna's production versions of the CitationJet. 
Another possibility is the installation of presumably thirstier engines. Although Cessna declined 
to discuss the purpose of the test flight, speculation is that N525CJ may have been fitted with 
two new, 2300 lb. thrust copies of the Williams FJ44 engine, replacing the 1900 lb. thrust version currently installed on 
production CJs. 

The regulatory fate of the Cessna flight crew was uncertain as AVweb's deadline approached. Had it been a private pik 
Skylane who ran out of gas frve miles from an intended destination, there's little doubt that fuel gauges reading 1/4 full • 
not prevent the FAA from giving the pilot his or her very own "609 ride." Some remedial training in preflight planning, at 
very least, might also be prescribed. Whether the experimental airworthiness certificate- coupled with the possibly 
non-standard engines and Instrumentation- will be considered by the FAA as sufficient mitigation to get the Cessna te 
off the hook enforcement-wise remains to be seen. At least the FAA "traffic ticket• enforcement scheme is on hold. 

Service With A Smile? 

In the end, the unplanned landing brought out even more than NTSB and FAA investigators. Cessna's 
support operation swung into action and quickly dispatched a pumper truck and washed down the 
contaminated right engine. A Cessna fuel truck then refueled the aircraft. Alter a careful inspection, the 
aircraft was permitted to take off from K-96 and fly to Mid-Continent The highway was reopened to 
automobile traffic shortly before 5 p.m. We look lorward to that kind of service the next time we set 
down in the Wichita area. 

c525.jpg 



--

General 

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT 
Report Number: 19980709023479G 

Information. 

Local Date: 
Local Time: 
City: 
State: 
Airport Name: 
Airport Id: 
Event Type: 

07/09/1998 
14:20 
WICHITA 
KS 
WICHITA MID-CONTINENT 
ICT 
INCIDENT - GENERAL AVIATION 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Aircraft Information 

Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Airframe Hours: 
Operator Code: 
Operator: 
Owner Name: 

MINOR 
FCD/PREC LDG FROM CRUISE 
CESSNA CE-525-XXX 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Narrative 

DURING FACTORY FLIGHT TEST LOW FUEL LIGHT. BOTH ENGINES QUIT. 
LANDED HIWAY. FUELED. RETURNED TO ICT. 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Detail 

Primary Flight Type: 
Secondary Flight Type: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Total Aboard: 
Fatalities: 
Injuries: 

Landing Gear: 
Aircraft Weight Class: 
Engine Make: 
Engine Model: 
Engine Group: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

OTHER 
TEST FLIGHT 
GENERAL OPERATING RULES 
525CJ 
3 
0 
0 

RETRACT TRICYCLE 
UNDER 12501 LBS 

2 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Environmental/Operations Information 



Primary Flight Conditions: 
Secondary Flight Conditions: 
Wind Direction (deg): 
Wind Speed (mph): 

VISUAL FLIGHT RULES 
WEATHER NOT A FACTOR 

~---------v~.i~s.ih~ility_(mil~·---------------------------------------------------------
Visibility Restrictions: 
Light Condition: 
Flight Plan Filed: 
Approach Type: 

Pilot-in-Command 

Pilot Certificates: 
Pilot Rating: 

LAND 

DAY 
NONE 

AIRLINE TRANSPORT 
AIRPLANE SINGLE, MULTI-ENGINE 

Pilot Qualification: UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT 
Flight Time (Hours) 
Total Hours: 
Total in Make/Model: 
Total Last 90 Days: 
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 
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HISTORY OF FLIGHT 

On October 27, 1998, at 1456 eastern standard time, a Learjet 45 registered in the experimental 
category, N454U, was destroyed after a loss of control during landing roll and collision with a ground 
vehicle at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility (W AL), Wallops Island, Virginia The certificated airline 
transport pilot (A TP) was not injured. The A TP rated copilot and the flight test engineer received minor 
injuries. There were no injuries on the ground. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed for the local 
test flight that originated at W AL, at I449. No flight plan had been filed for the flight conducted under 
14 CFR Part 91. 

According to the pilot, the airplane and crew were involved in flight test certification for a new nose 
wheel tire. For the test, the airplane was passed through a "pool" or "trough" of\\11ter on the run\\11Y at 
different speeds. Then data was collected using video, still photography, and on-board diagnostic 
equipment The airplane was loaded, configured, and operated inside and outside the 
weight-and-balance and performance envelopes of a Learjet 45 registered in the normal category. The 
pool \\"liS 30 feet \vide, 200 feet long, formed \vith flexible rubber dikes, and contained 3/4 of an inch of 
standing water. Beginning the day prior to the accident, the crew had successfully completed I 0 passes 
through the test pool. 

In a written statement, the pilot described the flight prior to the accident. He further described 
adjustments made on final approach to reach the intended touchdown point; 1,000 feet beyond the 
approach end of runway 22. The pilot said: 

"Initial alignment during rollout was uneventful. [Thrust reversers] were selected to, and maintained at, 
idle reverse until a point where I thought we needed to select maximum reverse to get full reverse thrust 
and enter the pool at target speed of80 knots. As soon as the [thrust reversers] reached full reverse, the 
aircraft pulled to the right. Left rudder \\"liS input to realign the fuselage. 

"At pool arrival, the aircraft had almost re-aligned and I left left rudder and nose wheel steering in to 
attempt to drift the aircraft left a couple of feet, since it appeared the right mains were on the edge of the 
pool. The aircraft began a fishtail to the right (nose left) and I immediately input right rudder and 
stowed the [thrust reversers]. I believe this arrested the fishtail, but a rum\11Y [left] side departure was 
evident" 

The pilot described the maneuvers necessary to avoid striking test participants, vehicles, and equipment 
along the left side of the runway after the airplane departed the pool. However, he \\"liS unable to prevent 
the right \ving from striking an unmanned pickup truck parked on an intersecting rumwy. After collision 
\vith the truck, the \vings separated from the airplane, the fuselage rolled inverted, and spilled fuel 
ignited. 

In a written statement, the co-pilot said: 

"The aircraft entered the trough with maximum thrust reversers selected. [I] gave a "mark" to specify 
trough entry. My impression \\"liS that the aircraft had a slight right drift at \Wier entry. Immediately after 
entering the trough, the aircraft yawed left. While this yaw \\"liS apparent, [I] felt the aircraft \\"liS 

controllable. The aircraft corrected back to the right slightly then yawed hard left. At this point, [I] felt 
the aircraft was in an uncontrollable hydroplaning condition and that the aircraft \WS going to depart the 

03117/2001 ~:36 PM 
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run·way." 

A review of videotape revealed that left rudder inputs and movement of the airplane's nose to the left 
were evident just prior to pool entry. The nose wheel and rudder remained deflected as the airplane 
entered the pool. The airplane continued to yaw left as the tail "fishtailed" to the right. The airplane 
departed the left side of the runway, struck the pickup truck, and came to rest inverted and on fire. 

.. -

---When questioned about the airworthiness of the airplane; both pilots stated there were no deficiencies----
v.ith the airplane or its performance. 

lofS 

The accident occurred during the hours of daylight approximately 37 degrees, 56 minutes north latitude, 
and 75 degrees, 27 minutes west longitude. 

PILOT INFORMATION 

The pilot held an Airline Transport pilot certificate with ratings for airplane single engine land, 
multi-engine land, and instrument airplane. He also held a flight instructor certificate for airplane single 
engine land, multi-engine land, and instrument airplane. 

His most recent Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) First Class Medical Certificate was issued on. 
November 17, 1997. 

The pilot reported 13,073 hours of flight experience, 767 hours of which were in make and model. 

The co-pilot held an Airline Transport pilot certificate with ratings for airplane multi-engine land, and 
instrument airplane. He also held a commercial pilot certificate with ratings for airplane single engine 
land, rotorcraft-helicopter, and instrument helicopter. 

His most recent Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) First Class Medical Certificate was issued on 
June 22, 1998. 

The co-pilot reported 4,202 hours of flight experience, 93 hours of which were in make and model. 

AIRCRAFT INFORMATION 

The airplane was a 1996 Learjet 45, registered in the experimental category to Lealjet, Inc., for the 
purposes of research and development. 

The airplane was on an annual inspection program with the most recent inspection completed on 
October 12, 1998. The airplane had accrued approximately 5 hours of flight time since that date and had 
a total of339.4 hours at the time of the accident. 

METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION 

The weather reported at Wallops Island was scattered clouds at 1,800 feet with winds from 070 degrees 
at 12 knots. 

AERODROME INFORMATION 

03/17/2001 S:36 PM 
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According to the statement: 

"In the summer of 1998, prior to the accident, [the] Chief... arranged for the Virginia Department of Fire 
Programs to bring their Mobile Aircraft Fire Trainer to WFF in June 1999. All WFF fire fighters that are 
authorized to operate ARFF vehicles have completed a NFP A 1003 certification program sponsored by 
the Virginia Department of Fire Programs. This training included daytime, nighttime, and backup 
system operation of the ARFF vehicles. It also included wheel/brake fires, engine fires, and crew rescue. 
The next training session is scheduled for one week starting March 2, 2000. We intend to conduct this 
training annually. • · 

The equipment problem with the Amertek C-4000 germane to this accident was stuck turret valves. The 
United States Navy identified this problem and published a solution. The Wallops Fire Department 
reviewed the Navy's solution but rejected it in favor of their own fix. According to the statement: 

"The Navy fix was rejected in favor of replacing the actuator with a larger diameter actuator rather than 
slaving another cylinder into the linkage. Additionally, we sent the mechanics to the Aimy Vehicle · · 
Maintenance facility for two weeks of ARFF training. • 

SURVIVAL ASPECTS 

The crew of the airplane was secured in their seats by 5-point harnesses and was uninjured during the 
accident sequence. The occupants were suspended inverted in their harnesses when the airplane came to 
rest. Release of the harnesses resulted in the crew falling to the roof of the aircraft and 2 of3 
crewmembers sustaining minor injuries. · 

The crewmembers stated the emergency and crew coordination training each received from the United 
States Military, NASA, and Le:ujet, along \\ith the coordinated efforts of the crew, resulted in a 
successful egress from the burning wreckage 

In a written statement, the pilot explained the crew was unable to open the main exit, so he and the 
flight-test engineer moved to the emergency exit to attempt egress. While the pilot and engineer worked 
unsuccessfully on the emergency exit, the co-pilot was able to open the main door and all three 
crewmembers exited that door. According to the pilot: 

"I estimate that almost any more delay and we would not have made it, due to flames and the cabin 
filling up \vith smoke. My crew's crew coordination during the egress sequence was superb, and they 
were directly responsible for our successful exit from the burning wreckage. • 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

An Operations and Safety Directive (OSD) was prepared for the water ingestion tests on October 15, 
1998. Members of the Operations and Safety statTs of the Wallops Flight Facility approved the test as 
outlined in the OSD. 

Examination of the OSD, the accident site, and interviews \vith the crews revealed that formal risk 
management had not been employed. Hazard identification, risk assessment, control measure 
development, implementation of controls, and control evaluation was not performed. 

Objects beyond the departure end of the trough (vehicles, generators, cameras, and personnel) were not 

03/1712001 S:36 PM 
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The National Aeronautics and Space Administration operated the Wallops Flight Facility, of the 
Goddard Space Flight Center for the purposes of flight testing. NASA, the military, various branches of 
the federal government, and private industry use the facility. 

. ... 

At the airport were three intersecting runYo'llys oriented 10-28, 17-35, and 04-22 degrees. The runYo'l!ys 
were 8,000, 4,820, and 8,750 feet respectively. All three runways were 150 feet wide and constructed of 
asphalt and concrete. RunYo'l!Y 04-22 was equipped with a Yo'llter ingestion trough for water ingestion 

~-----testing .. --~~----------------------------------~--------------------------------1 

Jon 

WRECKAGE lNFORMA TION 

The wreckage \vas examined at the scene on October 28, 1998, and all major components were 
accounted for at the scene. Examination of the runway and the test pool revealed the tire tracks from the 
accident run were still visible. The tire tracks revealed that upon pool entry, the left main gear and the 
nose gear tires tracked through the pool, while the right main gear tires tracked outside the pool. 

The wreckage path was approximately 300 feet long and oriented approximately 180 degrees. The 
wreckage path '\\'liS measured from the point of collision with the truck and the final resting point of the 
fuselage. The truck was originally parked on the left side of runway 22 at the intersection of runway · 
17-35. 

The truck '\\'liS completely destroyed by frontal collision and post crash fire and came to rest 
approximately 150 feet doy,n the wreckage path. The airplane came to rest inverted, oriented , 
approximately 240 degrees, and was also consumed by post crash fire. Fire destroyed the airplane's 
exterior on the north side of the '\\Teckage and consumed the interior. The south side of the YoTeckage 
was unmarked by fire damage. 

The emergency exit door on the south side of the fuselage was undamaged and unopened. 

AIRCRAFT RESCUE FIRE FIGHTING (ARFF) 

A review of videotapes revealed ARFF units arrived at the accident site approximately 40 seconds after 
the accident Water '\\'liS dispensed from the first unit approximately 1 minute after its arrival. However, 
the unit, an Amertek C-4000 pumper truck, was unable to dispense water onto the fire. The turret 
mounted nozzle sprayed water between the truck and the fire, and then the flow of water was stopped 

The driver/firefighter egressed the cab of his truck; without his full complement of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE), and attempted to deploy the hand-held hose from his truck. The flow of water started 
and stopped intermittently, and the firefighter appeared to struggle Yoith the equipment; The first 
response v~hicle performed no effective fire fighting. 

In a telephone conference, the Wallops Installation Safety Officer, Aviation Safety Officer, and Fire 
Chief said that their internal investigation revealed deficiencies in ARFF equipment and training. 

According to the FireChief, the failure of the first vehicle to effectively fight the fire \\'liS the result of 
incomplete training and equipment malfunction. The Chief then described the equipment modifications 
that were performed and the subsequent training of all ARFF personnel at Wallops Island 

A written statement from the Wallops Safety Office outlined the equipment and training upgrades. 

03/1712001 ~:36 PM 
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identified as hli2Mds, nor were the personnel positioned there identified as being at risk. Several test 
personnel on the ground reported they abandoned their stations to avoid being struck by the accident 
airplane. Further, the runway was not marked with alignment cues or a go/no go point to assist the 
aircrew. 

On scene, the Wallops Flight Facility Aviation Safety Officer (ASO) asked how future tests could be 
accomplished more safely. In response, formal written hazard identification, risk assessment, and risk 
management procedures were suggested by the Safety Board Investigator. Specific control measures 
offered to mitigate risk in further water ingestion tests were offered in a letter to the ASO. They were: 

1. Improved alignment cues: 

Temporary Highway Department grade marking tape line approximately 1,000 feet in length prior to 
and centered on target area. 

2. Determination and marking of Go/No Go point along alignment tape: 

Tape line placed over and perpendicular to alignment tape. This line would be used to determine if 
alignment for test run is suitable, or if test run should be abandoned in favor of aircraft control issues 
only. 

3. Unmanned remote mounted cameras for recording event. 

The Wallops Flight Facility convened a Mission Operation Review Team in response to the accident. A 
report of their findings and recommendations was published Apri127, 1999. 

Among the suggestions for water ingestion test planning were: 

1. Conduct a hazard analysis and document the mitigating features. Define specific limitations on 
personnel locations and details on the acceptability of project equipment within the h=d area 

2. Establish aircraft alignment cues. 

3. Develop and implement abort/contingency procedures. 

4. Investigate the ability to satisfy mission requirements through the use of remotely operated cameras 
and/or longer length optics (operated from a farther distance). 

5. Update the OSD to provide a map showing personnel location. .. " 

According to FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300-13 Table 3-1, the design standard for the Runway Safety 
Area Width and the Runway Object Free Area Width were 500 feet and 800 feet respectively. These 
distances were measured from the runway centerline. Examination of diagrams provided by NASA and 
a review of videotape revealed that the accident pid:up truck, a step van, and a trailed generator were all 
parked approximately 150 feet from the runway centerline. 

The airplane wreckage was released to the O\\ner on October 28, 1998. 

Use your browsers back' function to return to synopsis 
Return to Query Page 
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NfSB Identification: IAD99FA008 

Accident occurred OCf-27-98 at WALLOPS ISLAND, VA 
Aircraft: Lerujet 45, registration: N454U 

Injuries: 2 Minor, 1 Uninjured. 

This is preliminary infonnation, subject to change, and may contain errors. Any errors in this report 
will be corrected when the final report has been completed. 

On October 27, 1998, at 1456 eastern standard time, a Lerujet 45 registered in the experimental 
category, N454U, was destroyed after a loss of control during landing roll and collision with a 
ground vehicle at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility (WAL), Wallops Island, Virginia. The 
certificated airline transport pilot (ATP) was not injured. The A TP rated copilot and the flight test 
engineer received minor injuries. There were no injuries on the ground. Visual meteorological 
conditions prevailed for the local test flight that originated at WAL, at 1449. No flight plan had been 
filed for the flight conducted under 14 CFR Part 91. According to the pilot, the airplane and crew 
were involved in flight test certification for a new nose wheel tire. For the test, the airplane was 
passed through a "pool" or "trough" of water on the runway at different speeds. Then data was 
collected using video, still photography, and on-board diagnostic equipment. The airplane was loaded, 
configured, and operated inside and outside the weight-and-balance and perfonnance envelopes of a 
Lerujet 45 registered in the normal category. The pool was 30 feet wide, 200 feet long, fonned with 
flexible rubber dikes, and contained 3/4 of an inch of standing water. Beginning the day prior to the 
accident, the crew had successfully completed I 0 passes through the test pool. In a written statement, 
the pilot described the flight prior to the accident. He further described adjustments made on final 
approach to reach the intended touchdown point; 1,000 feet beyond the approach end of runway 22. 
The pilot said: "Initial alignment during rollout was uneventful. (Thrust reversers] were selected to, 
and maintained at, idle reverse until a point where I thought we needed to select maximum reverse to 
get full reverse thrust and enter the pool at target speed of 80 knots. As soon as the [thrust reversers] 
reached full reverse, the aircraft pulled to the right. Left rudder was input to realign the fuselage. "At 
pool arrival, the aircraft had almost re-aligned and I left left rudder and nose wheel steering in to 
attempt to drift the aircraft left a couple of feet, since it appeared the right mains were on the edge of 
the pool. The aircraft began a fishtail to the right (nose left) and I immediately input right rudder and 
stowed the [thrust reversers]. I believe this arrested the fishtail, but a runway [left] side departure was 
evident." The pilot described the maneuvers necessary to avoid striking test participants, vehicles, and 
equipment along the left side of the runway after the airplane departed the pool. However, he was 
unable to prevent the right wing from striking an unmanned pickup truck parked on an intersecting 
runway. After collision with the truck, the wings separated from the airplane, the fuselage rolled 
inverted, and spilled fuel ignited. In a written statement, the co-pilot said: "The aircraft entered the 
trough with maximum thrust reversers selected. (I] gave a "mark" to specify trough entry. My 
impression was that the aircraft had a slight right drift at water entry. Immediately after entering the 
trough, the aircraft yawed left. While this yaw was apparent, [I] felt the aircraft was controllable. The 
aircraft corrected back to the right slightly then yawed hard left. At this point, [I] felt the aircraft was 
in an uncontrollable hydroplaning condition and that the aircraft was going to depart the runway." A 
review of videotape revealed that nose-left steering and left rudder inputs were evident just prior to 
pool entry. The nose wheel and rudder remained deflected as the airplane entered the pool. The 
airplane continued to yaw left as the tail "fishtailed" to the right. The airplane departed the left side of 
the runway, struck the vehicle, and came to rest inverted and on fire. The wreckage was examined at 
the scene on October 28, 1998, and all major components were accounted for at the scene. 

http://www.ntsb.gov/ A viation!IAD/99A008.htrn 3/22199 
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Examination of the runway and the test pool revealed the tire tracks from the accident run were still 
visible. The tire tracks revealed that upon pool entry, the left main gear and the nose gear tires 
tracked through the pool, while the right main gear tires tracked outside the pool. When questioned 
about the airworthiness of the airplane, both pilots stated there were no deficiencies with the airplane 
or its performance. The pilots further stated the emergency and crew coordination training each 
received from the United States military, NASA, and LeaJjet, along with the coordinated efforts of 
the crew, resulted in a successful egress from the burning wreckage. 

Index for Oct 19981 Index of Months 

http://www.ntsb.gov/Aviation!IAD/99AOOS.htm 3/22199 
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Avlatliiiiiii:::::::emallonal News 

Midland Park, l::::becember I, 1998 

Learjet 45 destroyed 
during pending tests 

ing to cenify a new nosewheellire. 
On the accident landing, the aircraft 
did ofT rhe left side of Runway 22, 
srruck the vrhicle and cnme to re!it in· 
vened and on fire at 1456 EST. The 
flight wa• conducted under Pan 91 in 
VMC, and originated at WAL atl449. 

Wichita-based crew had successfully 
completed ten pa.~t!le!l lhmuQ:h rh~ 
test pool, wtrh darn collected using 
video, still photography and on board 
diagnostic equipment. The tesc air· 
emf!, N454U (S/N 45-004), was 
registered In the experimental cate
gory but wa.• loaded, configured and 
operaled borh inside and outside the 
weight-and-balance and perfor
mance envrlopes or a Lenrjet 45 reg
Istered in the normal category. 

\.(XX} ft beyond the approach en~ nf 
Run"'•Y 22. II• 1h.n .......... a_, ,,..., 
landing: "Initial nlignmcnr during 
rollout was uneventful. (Thrust re
ve~n] were selected to. and main
tained at, idle reverse until a point 
where I thought we needed to select 
muimum reverse to get full reverse 
thrust and onter the pool at the target 
speed or 80 knots." 

b]Paullowt 

A Bombardi<r Learjel 45 under
going post-cenification testing at 
NASA's Wallops Flight Facility 
(WAL) In Wallops Island, Va., was 
destroyed on October 27 when It ran 
ofT the runway and struck an unoc
cupied NASA vehicle. Two or the 

three crewmen were taken to a 
nearby hospital for treatment or 
minor Injuries, while the captain re
fused treatment at the scene. 

lie told the National Tmnspona
tion Safety Board that the tests In
volved rolling out the Model 45 at 
different speed• through a "pool" or 
''trough" or standing wafer after land-

The tire track! revealed that upon 
rnrering the purposely ponded wafer, 
the left main gear and the nose gear 
tires tracked through the 30-ft-wide 
by 200-ft-long pool, while the right 
main gear tires lracked outside of it. 
The 3/4 ln. or surface water wu held 
by flexible rubber dikes. 

The day before the accident, the 

In hi• wrinen statement, the ATP
rated captain described the adjust
ments he made while on final to 
reach the intended touchdown point 

As soon as the thrust reverser.; 
reached full reverse, he wrote. the 
twin turbofan pulled to the right and 
he added left rudder to realign the 
fuselage. "At pool arrival, the aircraft 
had almost realigned and I left both 
len rudder and nosewheet steering in 

"I CAME VERY 

CLOSE TO BUYING 

A SMALL JET." 

say~ PC- t 2 ownt"r Boh Edwards, Prc"sidl!"nt of 

Road Trailer Rentals Inc., in Ontario. Uut that wa• 

bC"fore hC' realized how much mort" 3irpbneo ht" 

could got in a Pilaru. I'C-12. _ -Like over 75% more 

prenuri:zed cabin 

volume, for rxample. 

A hUJ.,P(' cargo door. 

And dramatically higher 

opt'uting rfficiency. All for hundreds of thouunds 

of dolbn 1<.~~, in acqui~ition cmt~. 

"I thought I needed the <peed of a jet," "Y' Bob, 

whose airpl.ml" happ('ll'li to mark thC' 

tOOth PC-12 delivery worldwide. 

"Dut flying thl" PC-12 down to our 

home in Floritl:1, with 5 or 6 of our 

friC'nds, we would aU have more morn, 

we'd spend a lot)~, money getting 

thcre, and we'd arrive only minutes later than the jrt! 

That's b('C3USC' thr je-t has to nop for fi.1el and 

we don't, sinct' the PC-12 deliv('n f.u more nnge." 

In f.l<."t, up to 79'Y,, morro \\'ith 'iiX pa'i'iC'IIgCN. 

like many other PC-12 ownen, Bob remaim 

succes!OfiJI by geotting more milc:~~e out of e:~ch 
dollar inVC'!Oted. 

~PI LATUS~ 
Business Aircraft 

For more Information, please call t 800 Pllatus (745-2887) 
or visit us on the web at www pllatus-aircrafl com 

•s.e.... torn(lllr" I'C·IIInd CIIIIIOftJIII on N ""' lr•lrllm Tor01111111111 ""-r1bufg. 
lldiJIItll ........... lihJt'*"lnll•lllloii_.,.Mif!IOO!IIII....,.,, 
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to attempt to drift the aircraft left a 
couple or feet, since it appeared the 
right mains were on the edge or the 
pool," he recalled. "The aircraft 
began a fishtail to the right (nose 
left( and I immediately input righr 
rudder and stowed the (thrust re
venen(. I believe this arre•ted the 
fishrail, but a runway [left) side de
panure was evident."' 

lie maneuvered to avoid hilling 
oquipment along the left side or the 
runway afrer the Learjet skidded 
through the test pool, but wa.s unable 
to prevent the right wing from strik
Ing a pickup truck parked on an inrer
secting runway. After the collision. 
the wings sepnrared from the airplane, 
the fuselage rolled invened, and 
spilled fuel ignired. 

The ATP-rared copilot recalled 
that the Model 45 had maximum 
thrust reversen selected when it en
tered the trough. "[II gave a 'mark' 
to specify !rough onrry," he wrore. 
''My impression was that the airnaft 
had a •light right drifr ar wafer onrry. 
lmmediarely after rntering the 
trough, the aircrarr yawed Jeff. While 
this yaw was apparent, [I( felt !he 
aircraft wa• controllable. The aircraO 
corrected back to the right slighrly. 
then yawed hard left. At this poinr. 
IIJ fell rhe aircraft w:~-. in an uncon
rroflable hydroplaning t·ondirion nnd 
lhat the aircraft wa, going to depan 
the runway." 

NTSB said a review or the video
tape revealed that no~e·left ~teC"ring 
and left rudder inputs were evidenr 
just before pool enrry, and !he no'<
wheel and rudder remained deflected 
a• the Loarjet ontered the pool. lr 
conrinued to yaw left while the rm
pennage "fishrailed" to the right a• 
control was lost. 

The Board said the wreckage was 
1 

examined on October 28, and all 
major componenrs were accounted 

1 
ror at rhe scene. When questioned 
about the airwonhiness or the air
plane, borh pilots said there were nn f 
deficiencies with the nirplane or irs ~ 
performance. 

According to NASA, the aircraft I 
was conducting tests lo demonstrate 1 
that wafer thrown up by the nose
wheel and mainwheels during take-
ofT and landing is not directed inro 
lhe engines in hazardow1 quanlilies. 
A Lear jet spokesman described it as 
"JXl't-cenification testing outside 
the envelope ... things you wouldn't 
cover normally." 

SIN 45-004 wa• one or the air
craft used in the original cenificarion 
of the Model45, which wa.• awarded 
its airwonhiness cenificate by FAA 
last spring. The Learjet spokesman 
said the company often continues 
"'support tesling," and. in facl, srill 
doe~ flight trial, with an older Model 
Jl,infroduced in 1987. The IO<s or 
N454U is not expected to affect ad
ditional Model 45 testing. (J 

·- ~- . 
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Crash n Bum: The Flying Chapatti. story 

The HS-748 Avro based Flying Chapattl 

When a HS-748 Avro aircraft crashed Into the dense forests near Arakkonam In Tamil 
Nadu on January 11th 1999; it not only killed eight people but also caused a severe 
setback to one of India's most ambitious defence research projects. The Avro, which 
belonged to the Defence Research and Development Organisation's(DRDO's) Centre 
for Airborne Systems(CABS), was a test platform for developing a sophisticated 
indigenous Airborne Early Warning(AEW) system-India's answer to the AWACS 
(Airborne Warning and Control System) developed by the us. 

Theres no doubt that India needs an AWACS. After Pakistan failed in acquiring the AWACS In 
the mid-'BOs, India decided to try Its hand at building a system. Studies and analyses on an 
Indigenous ASP(alrbome surveillance platform) began In July 1985 under project "Guardian", 
later renamed "Airawat". According to DRDO, 43 lead-In-schemes were Initiated to prove 
various concepts and technologies, outlining specifications, building a technical data base, and 
developing prototype hardware. 

Essentially, an "eye in the sky'' with a very wide sweep, the ASP was meant to provide 
advance warning about hostile activity across the border. The goal was to achieve long-range 
surveillance capability. "The concept was not confined to India's tactical air battlefield. When 
we built one, we wanted It to be as good as the best In the world, better than the Hawkeye, • 
said a DRDO scientist. 

Some aircraft of this type are capable of Identifying upto 600 targets even 200 miles away, It 
Is said. The utility of ASP also lies In its ability to act as an air-based command and control 
centre, overcoming the limitation of directing air operations from the ground. Early warning by 
such a plane was seen as the key to pre-positioning planes, giving them a big advantage In 
combat. Essentially a "force multiplier" for greatly enhancing the capability of all the fighter 
jets, especially the high performance planes of the IAF like the MIG-29's, Mirage-2000's and 
SU-30's. 

http://users.senetcom.aul-wingman/awacs.html 5/15/02 
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The "technology demonstrator" ASP was configured around a platform of an Avro plane on 
which a revolving rotordome was to be mounted. On May 24, 1989, the Avro fitted with the 
pylons(without the dome) first flew at the Kanpur facility of Hlndustan Aeronautics Umited 
(HAL). It was then ferried to Bangalore, where CABS fitted It with a 24 ft x 5 ft composite 
rotodome. It took to the air on November 5, 1990. 

CABS, which had been set up under Dr K. Ramchand, acted as a system house and Integration 
agency using all the expertise and Infrastructure available In India. All through the 90s, 
scientists at CABS and the Electronics and Radar Development Establishment(LRDE), worked 
on the turning rotodome, on the high-power transmitter, the a.ntenna, the signal processor, 
the post-processor and the radar data-processor. 

The challenge was to rotate the dome for all-round coverage. System Controls, a Bangalore
based private enterprise, developed the hydraulic controller which provided dynamic speed 
selection through touch-screen user Interface. The rotodome Is driven by a hydraulic servo 
system using aircraft hydraulic power. The dome was fabricated with the help of Hlndustan 
Aeronautlcs(HAL). Static analysis of the rotodomed-aircraft was done at the National 
Aerospace Laboratories(NAL) as also the ground tests and computational studies on Its 
dynamics. 

I, 
Flying Chapattl at the Aero India show In 1998 

The ASP had been In test flight with the CABS for some years now and had been flown during 
the Aero India shows In 1996 and 1998. The DRDO had spent a little over Rs 200 crore to 
develop this early warning system, similar to the American E-2C Hawkeye. However DRDO 
officials said that to get the capabilities of even the E-2C, India would have to spend at least 
Rs 2,000 crore. 

The programme had achieved stellar success In most aspects, Including airborne radar 
analysis, "target against clutter" characterisation and measurement and developing a hybrid 
navigation system. The main challenge left was, to quote a CABS brochure, "evolving the radar 
and support mission system avionics into a flying surveillance platform". There had been 
reports of using active phased array radars In which the direction of radar signals could be 
swivelled electronically, thus negating the need for a rotating dome. Educated guesses were 
made that the ill-fated mission was testing the new radar system. But CABS offidals denied 
this. "We had finalised the former," they said. 

The ASP had flown several sorties during the last week where it was undergoing trials and 
operating from the naval airbase 'INS Rajali' at Arakkonam near Chennal. It was on a test 
flight between Vellore and Tambaram when It crashed. "The aircraft did two somersaults, then 
swerved to avoid electricity lines and the villagers," said S. Ezhamalal, the village head of Attur 
village which Is about 5 km from INS Raj ali. "What would have happened had he not done so. • 

http://users.senet.eom.au/-wingman/awacs.html 5/15/02 
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The debris of the Avro HS-748 In Attur village 

Stunned personnel of the CABS were tight-lipped about the crash as top offidals, Including 
centre Director Dr K. Ramchand and Additional Director K. Tamil Manl, were away at Vellore. 
DRDO chief and Scientific Advisor to Defence Minister Qr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam also rushed to 
Vellore and tater arrived in Bang a tore with the bodies. 

Speculation was rife about possible causes of the crash. One theory based on eyewitness 
accounts suggested that the rotodome may have collapsed, causing the pilot to lose rudder 
control. CABS scientists however found it hard to believe the rotodome collapsed on the plane. 
The Indigenous fabrication of the rotodome mounting had won the team the DRDO's 
"outstanding contribution award" In 1992, and no problem had been reported In nine years. 

Some reports questioned the DRDO's wisdom of developing this technology on an "unreliable" 
tiS-748~vr_o. However officials said It was only an experimental platform. "The platform would 
finally have to be decided by the user, the IAF, • they added. DRDO chief Dr Abdul Kalam had 
pointed out at the Bangalore air show(1998) that after having configured the radar, the project 
had moved to the search for the next platform. "If the user wants a longer range, we can have 

·a bigger platform," he had said. DRDO was believed to have been looking at either an Ilyushln-
76 or a Boeing. 

Indian Air Force(IAF) pilots pointed out that though old, the Avro's were not unsafe. The IAF 
was In fact still flying a couple of dozen of these aircraft. The IAF which lost four of Its men In 
the accident commissioned a four-member team to took Into it. The blackbox, containing 
critical records of the last hour of the flight were recovered and studied. Meanwhile the ASP 
programme was grounded until the real reason of the crash could be determined. 
Investigations Into the crash later revealed that the rotodome fitted on the Avro had Indeed 
broken off, hit the aircraft's tail and resulted In the acddent. 

. ' 
Scientls'7 I. Jayakumar(LRDE) and K.P. Shaju(CABS) were among the eight killed 

Officials 'at CABS were concerned more with the loss of the scientists and the air force officers 
than the experimental platform. "We can build another one, but four of the key men have 
gone, • said an official. Not a mere elegiac statement. CABS has attracted some of the smartest 
young scientists, their average age, 32, Is among the lowest In the world. Among those killed 

· were four test pilotS. with the Aircraft Systems and Training Establishment, two scientists of 
·· LRDE and tWo from CABS.· Mr P. Elango and K.P. Shaju of CABS were working with D. 
·. · Naraslmha Sharma and Immanuel Jayakumar of the Bangalore-based LRDE and Interfacing 

with squadron leaders P. Venkataraman, N.V •. Seshu, S. Bhatnagar and B. Ravl of the IAF 
Systems Training Establishment when the crash took place. They had not only designed and 
fabricated the· large, rotodome but also validated the concept by frequent flight trials. The 
aircraft had already togged over 225 hours of test flight with the rotordome. 

In the wake of the Avro crash, the question before CABS director K. Ramchand and DRDO 
director Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam was whether to start again on another platform. "We had 
completed about 90 per cent of the project, • said a DRDO scientist. "It would take us back at 
least by three years.• Even CABS director K. Ramchand, who In 1996 spoke of how the 

http~//u5ers.senetcom.au/-wingman/awacs.html . · 5/15/02 
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modified Avro could detect an object flying at supersonic speed 10 minutes in advance, was 
cautious. "We will try to restart the project." he said. CABS was prepared to build another 
rotodome and fit It on a spare Avro, on which some structural modifications had already been 
carried out. But the Ministry of Defence(MoD) refused it dearance and asked CABS to go slow 
on the project. "The crash will set back the programme and the system will have to be 
imported," said Roddam Narasimha, director of the National Institute of Advanced Studies 
(NIAS) and a noted aerospace scientist. 

Dr.V.K. Atre 

In January 2000, the Indian government dedded to scrap the AEW project and buy a system 
from either Israel or Russia. "It has been put in the cold storage for now," admitted Dr V.K. 
Atre, Scientific Advisor to the Defence Minister. "The pros and cons have been considered. The 
progress has been slow, and after the crash, the project has been reviewed and we have 
decided to put It on hold. • "But for the crash, we would have got it operational by now, • said 
another official attached to the project. 

The IAF was set to acquire the Russian A-50 AEW system based on an Ilyushin-76 aircraft, 
however after extensive trials it was found to be unsatisfactory. Later, Israel entered the scene 
offering Phalcon systems. However the US put enormous pressure on Israel to scrap the deal, 
citing the post-Pokhran sanctions. "Israel has been restrained by the US from selling It to 
India, • admitted an IAF official. Union Home Minister La I Krishna Advani, visited Israel and 
tried to persuade them to go ahead with the deal. Defence Minister George Fernandes also had 
discussions with Israeli authorities on this issue. 

,_,· 

The US EP-3 spy plane's crew detained by China 

Following the election of Republican George Bush as President of the US In December 2000, 
things began to change positively in India's favour. The anti-China mood in the US senate 
following the detaining of a US spy plane by the Chinese in April 2001 and the subsequent 
diplomatic tussle, caused the US to view India as a suitable counter-weight to an Increasingly 
aggressive and belligerant China. The US gave Israel an informal nod, allowing It to ,go ahead 
with Its AWACS deal with India. There are also talks of the post-Pokhran sanctions being 
dropped. ~ .. · , . · · 

... .., "·. 

In August 2001, reports at the Le Bourget airshow Indicated a successful tie-up between Israel 
Aircraft Industrles(IAI) and Beriev of Russia to build an Indian Awacs. The :new· aircraft, 
dubbed the A-50Ehl, will build on electronics Israeli companies developed ·for China's AEW 
requirement, a program that was dropped after strident US opposition.· A final agreement was 
said to have been reached and 3 ·aircraft will be produced for- the Indian Air• ForciHn a deal 
worth about $1 billion. According to Beriev, the aircraft will be. the brand~new II-76TD with P-
90A engines. Delivery Is expected In 2005, with Russian aircraft, .Israeli ·radar and Indian 
software programming. 

· ... '. ~. . .. 
. ··. .. . .. •· 

-. ; . 
_; .. , .. ' --
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Date: 
Time: 
Type: 
Operator: 
Registration: 
C/n: 
Year built: 
Crew: 
Passengers: 
Total: 
location: 
Phase: 
Nature: 
Flight: 
Remarks: 

11.01.1999 
15.45 

Accident description 

H1ndustan Aer::>nautics Ltd. HAL-748-219 Srs. 2 
Defence Research and Development Org. 
H-2175 
569 

1978 
4 fatalities I 4 on board 
4 fatalities I 4 on board 
8 fatalities I 8 on board 
Athur (India) 

Military 
- ( Flightnumber ) 

The HAL-748 plane crashed 2,5km from the Arakkonam NAS. The 
aircraft crashed in a dense forest. The HAL-748 was converted to 
carry a rotordome, which would ultimately house the in-built radar, 
on top. Prelminary reports suggest the dome collapsed on top of the 
aircraft, since the dome was found 2km from the runway. 

Source: 

• The Hindu 
• The Hindustan Times 

Copyright@ 1996-2000 Harre Ranter I Fabian Lujan 
Aviation Safety Network; updated 11 January 2000 
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Indian crash victims worked on key defence project 

RTW 1/12/99 8:45 AM 

NEW DELHI, Jan 12 (Reuters) - Four Indian defence scientists 
who died in a plane crash this week were involved in a key project to 
build the country's first airborne early-warninq control and command 
system, officials said on ~esday. 

Eiqht pecple, includinq the four scientists from the Defence 
Research and Development Orqanisation (DRDO), died when an 
Indian Air Force Avro aircraft crashed in southern India on,Mond~ 

"All the eiqht were on board an Avro 748 modified to carry out a 
DRDO project,• the defence ministry said in a statement. Four other 
victims belonqed to the Indian Air Force. 

The statement did not qive a cause for the crash. The plane 
came down near Athur in Tamil Nadu state. 

The plane, which ca=ied a saucer-shaped radar dome, was 
exhibited at an airshow in southern Banqalore city this month. 

Work on the airborne early-warninq project beqan more than a 
decade aqo, experts said. 

Airport Tax 

AFn ~2/99 2:04 AM ~ 
WASH~N (AP) -- A bill to renew the Federal Aviation / 

Administratfbn may include a proposal to raise an airport ticket tax 
from $3 to $5, e Associated Press has learned. / 

The passenqe acility charqe, or PFC, is a tax reque~ted y local 
qovernments and ea rked for improvements at their airpor • It 
must be approved by~e Transportation Department. 

PFCs are capped at $12 a ticket-- equal to four $3)C rqes per 
round trip -- but would~se to a maximum of $20 a ticket under the 
administration proposal. ~ 

The federal qovernment a so levies its own air ne ticket tax: 8 
percent of a passenqer•s airfa,e, plus $2 for e h leq of a trip. The 
combination of taxes and PFCs can add substz{ally to the price of 
an airplane ticket. "-.. 

For example, the cost of a round,trip ~ om Washinqton to Orange 
County, Calif., via O'Hare airport i~Chfcaqo climbs by a total of $35 
when the tax, seqment charqes and PFC~re added. The airports 
in Washinqton and Chicaqo both charqe$~facility fees each way. 

Last year the Clinton administr tion tr~to raise the fee from $3 
to $4 per airport, but Conqress jected th chanqe. 

The administration has yet t announce its atest intentions, but 
the fee increase is one of th final elements b q drafted into 
leqislation that would reau orize the FAA, accor q to a 
Transportation Department rce, who spoke on the c dition of 
anonymity. 

In an interview in D cember, Transportation Secretary Rodney 
Slater said the na~io s aviation system needs widespread "-.. 
investment, includi money to modernize the air traffic cont~l 
system, improve pe sonnel traininq and rebuild airports. 

Last year•s~nistration proposal to raise the PFC was 
supported by t Airports Council International-North America, 
which represen s airport operators. It said airports will not be ab e 
to handle an/expected surqe in travel without significant capital "' 
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FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT 
Report Number: 19990407019289G 

------------------------------------------------------------------
General Information 

Local Date: 
Local Time: 
City:State 
Airport Name: ID 

04/07/1999 
13:30 
NUNICA:MI 
JABLONSKI: 33C 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Aircraft Information 

Aircraft Damage: 
Phase of Flight: 
Aircraft Make/Model: 
Airframe Hours: 
Operator/Operator Code: 
Owner Name: 

MINOR 
ROLL-OUT (FIXED WING) 
GRUMAN G-164-B 
8478 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Narrative 
AIRCRAFT MADE A NORMAL LANDING ON RUNWAY 26. AFTER THE TAIL WHEEL 
CONTACTED THE GROUND THE PILOT SELECTED THE "BATA RANGE" AND TilE 
TAIL WHEEL STARTED TO RISE AND CONTI!WED TO COME UP UNTIL THE 
PROPELLER HIT THE GROUND AND FLIPPED THE AIRCRAFT OVER. (NOTE 
AIRCRAFT WAS BEING TEST FLOWN FOR AN STC TURBINE ENGINE 
CONVERSION) PILOT TO RECEIVE 4040.90 FLIGHT CHECK. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Detail 

Primary Flight Type: 
Secondary Flight Type: 
Type of Operation: 
Registration Number: 
Total Aboard: 
Fatalities:Injuries: 
Landing Gear: 
Aircraft Weight Class: 
Engine Hake:Model 
Engine Group: 
Number of Engines: 
Engine Type: 

OTHER 
TEST FLIGHT 
GENERAL OPERATING RULES 
48417 
1 

UNDER 12501 LBS 
WALTER:H601Ell 
M601 
1 
TURBOPROP 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Environmental/Operations Information 

Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT RULES 
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A FACTOR 
Wind Direction (deg):Wind Speed (mph): 
Visibility (mi): 
Visibility Restrictions: 



Light Condition: 
Flight Plan Filed: 
Approach Type: 

Pilot-in-Command 
Pilot Certificates: 
Pilot Rating: 
Pilot Qualification: 
Flight Time (Hours) 
Total Hours: 
Total in Make/Model: 
Total Last 90 Days: 

DAY 
NONE 

AIRLINE TRANSPORT 
AIRPLANE SINGLE, }illLTI-ENGINE LAND 

UNKNOWN, FOREIGN PILOT 

6100 
20 

Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 
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NTSB Identification: SEA99U148. The docket is stored in the (offiine) NTSB Imaging System. 

Incident occurred Tuesday, August 24, 1999 at MOSES LAKE, WA 
Aircraft:Embraer ERJ-135, registration: PTZJA · 

Injuries: 3 Uninjured. 

The pilot reported that during a minimum unstick speed determination test flight, the aircraft lifted off 
to about five feet and, just prior to achieving aileron effectiveness, the aircraft rolled to the left. The left 
wing dropped and contacted the runway surface, resulting in minor damage to the wingtip and outboard 
trailing edge of the aileron. The pilot continued the takeoff and returned for landing "ithout further 
incident 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable cause(s) of this accident was: 

Minimum aircraft control exceeded during takeoff test flight, which resulted in dragging a wing on the 
runway surface. 

Full narrative available 

Index for Aug 19991 Index of months 
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On August 24, 1999, at 1110 Pacific daylight time, an Embraer ERJ-135, PTZJA.. regi~tered to and 
operated by Embraer as a 14 CFR Part 91 test flight, dragged a wing tip on the runway and damaged -
runway lights during a minimum unstick speed flight test at the Grant County Airport, Moses Lake, 
Washington. Visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time and no flight plan was filed for the 
local flight The airplane received minor damage and the two airline transport pilots and flight engineer, 
were not injured · . _ ...... ---- ,·_, -

__ ..;.; ........ ···' t··. ~- ·.-

In a written statement, the pilot reported that the test maneuver was a minimum wistick s~ed , 
determination. The pilot stated that during the eighth takeoff the aircraft lifted otT to about five feet and, . 
just prior to achieving aileron effectiveness, the aircraft rolled to the left. The left wing dropped and 
contacted the runway surface, resulting in minor damage to the wingtip and outboard trailing edge of the 
aileron. The pilot continued the takeoff and returned for landing without further incident -.. . . . 
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